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INTRODUCTION 

It has been a popular tendency for many decades now to lament 

the passing of the once sociaUy close-knit and highly personalized, 

OccupationaUy homogeneous, com,paratively self-contained and inde

pendent residential settlement once known to English people. lnit

iaUy this cri de coeur was focused on the gradual disappearance of 

the rural village under the impaot of the industrial revolution ot 

the late 18th and 19th Centuries which brought 'the thunder of an 

OCean of change, a change tragic indeed, sinoe nothing has taken and 
1 

Zlotbirlg oan take the plaoe of what has gone.' More recently, as 

old cities have been steadUy tom down and rebuilt and 'new towns' 

have beoome oommonplaoe features of the English landsoape, it has been 

the distntegra tion of the urban Bethnal Greens and Barton Hills the t 

has in its turn produoed nostalgia and regret. 

It is not surprising that many' people, inoluding a number ot 
2 

experienced sociologists, have taken the disappearanoe of these 

close-knit residential settlements, be -they rural or urban, as syn-
3 

O~ous with what Stein calls 'the ecli18e of oomnunity.' It has 

come to be assumed in both popular and professional thinking that a 

1. MasBi.ngham, H.J. Introduction. iD 'lhompson, F. 
Lark RiB! to Candleforg. Oxford, 1941t-a . p. x 

2. For further disCUSSion, Bee Chapter I. 
3. Stein, MaR. The EcliJi!e of CoouJlunitx. Princeton, 1960. 



sense ot COlYII'mity, apparently so obvious iD the past, is tast 

slipping away and that every effort must be made to arrest this 

insidious disintegration of social life. Often without much 

questioning sociologists end town planners, amongst others, have 

spent many long hours seeking to discover ways ot restoring or at 

least retaining that community spirit believed to have been a 

priceless possession ot old settlements in town and country. 

x 

Dle purpose ot this thesis is to test two hypotheses concerned 

With the intensity, expression and territorial tocus ot comrmm1ty. 

Jiypothesis I 

This is the less exceptional ot the two. It is that over 

.regent years notable changes have taken place in the eX,P'Eession and 

.lm1torial tocus ot oongamt: • 

.B.ypothsi, Il; 

ibis torm the major hypothesis. It is that, de,pite importanJ 

shaM!!! in the !JWression and territorial tocus ot eomnunity, a sense 

,Qt co~ty has not been lost and, in some eases, its intensity has 

J.ngreaaea. 

The theSis is divided into three main parts, as set out below :-



1. A theoretioal introduction to the study otcOllllWlity with 
d!tinit1oy and !QP1rical 012eretionaliza tion ot those 
concepts to be used in the casrstudy 

An examination and critique ot difterent approaches to the 

stut\Y ot community (Chapter I) sets the stage tor the subsequent 

desCription ot the approach adopted in the thesis. This approach 

('the essential approach' to community stud3') necessitates a det

inition of the social system (Chapter n), and ot the physical 

environment in which it is set (Chapter Ill). It also necessitates 

a detinition ot the concept ot comrmm1ty itselt (Chapter Iv). This 

concept is empirically operationalized and indices whereby its in

tensity can be assessed are described (Chapter V). 

2. The case-study 

The particular methods ot research employed in the case-stud3' 

are desoribed (Chapter VI). The validity ot the two hypotheses set 

out above is tested by examimng the lite ot the residents ot a given 

Social aggregate (Woodhouse, Yorkshire), taken as a microoosm ot the 

sooial system as a whole, at two points in time (1912 and 1966), to 

see whether the expresSion, territorial tocus and especially the U>.

tensity ot communi.ty have changed tor them during this period (Chapter 

VII and Chapter VIII). 



xii 

3. Observations and implications 

The relevance of the case-study to the wider field of community 

studies is discussed (Chapter n). Finally, questions raised by 

the concepts employed in the caae-study and by the empirical investi

gation itself are dealt with (Chapter X). 



1. 

CHAPI'ER I 

APPROACHES TO THE STUDY OF COMMUNITY 

Introduction 

The object of this Chapter is to examine critically various 

important approaches made"to the study of community with the object 

of clearly defining the concept of community and of deciding the most 

useful theoretical framework within which to test the two hypotheses 

s et out in the main Introduction. 

The amount of sociological literature classified as 'community 

studies' is vast. This century particularly has witnessed an immense 

interest in the changing patterns of communal life due, for example, 

to industrialization and urbanization. Yet, within the field as a whole, 

there has been little attempt at co-ordinated enquiry and until quite 

recently no effort to sort through and relate the multitude of studies 

now to hand. ~t comparisons and a search for common themes are at 
1 

last being undertaken is a reflection of a general sense of 

dissatisfaction with the inconclusive results of a great deal of labour 

in the past and a desire to see future studies set within a more 

explicit 

1. Egs. 

theoretical context and linked more closely to one another. 

Stein, M.R. The Eclir e of Community. Princeton, 1960. 
Theodorson, G.A. ( ea. Studies in Human Ecology. 

Evans ton, 1961. 
Reissman, L. The Urban Process. Glencoe, 1964.. 
Klein, J. Samples from English Cultures. Volume I. 

London, 1965. 
Frankenberg, R. Comnuni ties in Britain. Harmondsworth, 1966. 



2. 

Lindeman, in the 'Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences' published 

in 1931, summarizes the two most common approaches to the sociological 

study of community which had until that time dominated the scene. He 

there describes how 'historically considered, the interpretation of the 

term cOmmunity has evolved from a simple to a complex conception. Aa 

originally used in the literature of the social sciences community 

designated a geographical area with definite legal boundaries, occupied 

by residents engaged in interrelated economic activities and 
1 

constituting a politically self-governing unit.' This earlier 

conception with an emphasis on 'explicit elements' Lindeman calls the 

• structural' approach. The concentration is on the outward form of 

COmmunity, especially on those features that are established and easily 

discernible such as the physical shape and social organization of the 

area. A cOmnunity, in this sense, t is any consciously organized 

aggregation of individuals residing in a specific locality, endowed with 

limited political autonomy, supporting such primary institutions as 

schools and churches and among whom certain degrees of interdependency 

are recogniz ed. 
2 

and cities. t 

This definition will include hamlets, villages, towns 

But, Lindeman goes on to point out, under the pressure of changing 

circumstances and the influence of newer disciplines, such as social 

1. 

2. 

Seligman, E.R.A. (ed.) Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences. 
Volume J±. New York, 1931, 1'.102. 
~. p. 103. 



psychology, another conception of community arose based on the idea of 

t process.' This more recent understanding of community, with the 

emphasis now on t implicit elements,' Lindeman describes as 

t functional. ' Here attention is directed mainly to the study of 

cOmmunity in relation to 'the more positive aspects of social 

interaction ••••• in which the associational processes appear to produce 
1 

plus values, in so far as human nature is concerned. t A community in 

this sense' is any process of social interaction which gives rise to a 

more intensive or more extensive attitude and practice of 
2 

interdependence, co-operation, collaboration and unification.' 

This article by Lindeman provides a useful springboard for the 

subsequent examination of the multitude of community studies. His use 

of the word. 'functional' is, however, somewhat ambiguous. As Becker 

states, "'Structure" and "function" are of course not absolute terms. 

What for one analytic purpose is "structure" is "function" for another 
3 

purpose.' This is not the place to embark on a discussion of the many 

and varied uses of the term' function' in sociological literature but, 

if it be that 'a social system ••••• is a real system in which the parts 

perform functions essential for the persistence ••••• of the whole and 
z.. 

therefore are interdependent and more or less completely integrated,' 

1. 
2. 
3. 

Ibid. p.103. 
Ibid. p.103. 
Becker, H. Sacred and Secular Societies. Social Forces. 
Vol. 28, No.4. (pp.361-376). 1fuy 1950. P.362 (footnote). 
Timasheff, N.S. Sociological Theory. (Revised edition). 
New York, 1955, p.222. 



the structure of a social grouping would appear to be as functional in 

meeting the basic communal needs of the system and its members as is 

'the process of social interaction.' It would, therefore, clarifY 

matters if in the rest of this thesis the two ways of approaching the 

study of community described above are known as the structural (as 

Lindema.n) and the social action (Lindeman's 'functional') approaches. 

These two emphases (on structure or social action) have continued 

to re-appear in more recent times. They are by no means mutually 

exclUSive but they remain analytically distinct enough to facilitate a 

review of the many enquiries carried out in this field and consequently 

they are used below as a valuable means of classification. Slightly 

modifying Lindeman's definitions, especially in the light of the work of 
1 

Davis, these two vantage points can be described as follows:-

The structural approach - This concentrates particularly on social 

norms (folkways, mores, laws and their institutionalized forms) and, 

describing and analyzing noms in specific situations, views community 

as a system of social relationships shared and social positions occupied 

by members of the group concerned. ,This approach takes special account 

of the geographical context and physical environment in which the group 

operates. It is a method of analysis which tends to be rather statio in 

nature and its end product can be compared to a snap-shot rather than a 

"cine-film. ' 

1. Davis, K. Human Societ~. New York, 1949, pp.167-168. 



The social action approach - This concentrates especially on common 

interests and sees community as the expression of these through social 

activity. It deals particularly with the processes of interaction, 

such as co-operation, competition or conflict, which occur within the 

social system. It is not so concerned about the territorial context 

of cOmmunity. Social action studies are often couched in dynamic 

language. 

The division of community studies into thos e of a structural or 

social action nature remains insufficient to deal with the large body 

of sociological material concerned with community. To assist 

description and analysis further, therefore, the works mentioned below 
1 

are, following Reissman, grouped under three main headings; 'the 

empirical,' where much of the material is of a descriptive and 

pragmatic kind, 'the ecological,' which focus attention on social and 

spatial 'patterns and 'the theoretical,' where a definite theoretical 

framework and the shaping of the empirical da ta to it are mes t in 

evidence. 

1. Reissman, L. The Urban Process. Glencoe, 1964. 



1. The Empiricists 

The empiricists are on the whole those who have paid least 

attention to social theory. To illustrate their work, mainly British 

studies will be used, a good proportion of which are empirically 

oriented. Dennis provides a very usefUl outline of British research 

which clearly reveals the pragmatic nature of the majority of the 
1 

enqUiries. Until 1939, community studies in this country were 

6. 

preoccupied with the growth of industrial cities and new towns, the 

extent and severity of poverty, the problem of unemployment and other 

related concerns (religious life as well receiving a good deal of 

attention). Since the period of the last war, however, research has 

ranged much more widely over all aspects of rural and urban life, the 

focus of attention being descriptions of specific localities or the 

elucidation of particular social problems. No common or co-ordinating 

theoretical framework has so far appeared. 

A. - The structural a:pproach 

The work of the empiricists coming under this heading can roughly 

be divided into four categories: (i) those community studies principally 

concerned with the group's physical surroundings, (ii) those which mainly 

bear upon the relation of social structure to physical environment, 

(iii) those which are chiefly involved with the classification of social 

1. Dermis, N. Conmmity and SOCiolo)i !!! Kuenstler, P. (ed,) 
COmmunity Organisation. London, 19 1. pp. 119-1)3. 



data and (iv) those which centre attention on the pattern of 60cial 

relationships. 

(i) Concentration on physical surroundings 

This category of empirical study is in many ways more the province 

of the economic historian or town planner but sociological factors 

inevitably play a fairly prominent part. It embraces the type of 

community study concerned with the growth of slums and suburbs, the 

building of houses and hospitals and the arrival of trains and trams 

rather than with the social organization or activities of the area. A 
1 

tYPical example of this kind of survey is Dyos' 'Victorian Suburb' in 

which he describes the physical development of Camberwell over the pas t 

century. The writing is very largely descriptive and there is no 

attempt to set it within any theoretical framework, even of an ecological 

nature. 

This category also covers those studies related to the ways in which 

lOcalities have been or should be physically planned. In this instance, 

the lay-out of roads, houses, schools, shops, churches and other amenities 

provides the point of departure for discussion. The outstanding example 

of this type of structural approach is that associated with the now 

well-known idea of the 'neighbourhood unit.' 

The classic formulation of this concept is that of Clarence Perry 

Who, in the early years of this century, was already well on the way to 

1. Dyos, H.J. Victorian Suburb. Leicester, 1961. 
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designing an 'ideal type' neighbourhood. He later defined the latter 

in terms of, '(i) Size, in relation to the population required to maintain 

one primary school. (ii) Boundaries, which should define, separate and 

articula te the neighbourhood within the body of the town. (iii) Open 

spaces, to provide for recreational needs. (iv) Institution sites, to 

provide for educational and social needs having service areas which are, 

as far as possible, coincident. ( v) Local shops, preferably on the 

perimeter of the unit. (vi) An internal street system, related to 

traffic load, and segregated from the external, peripheral through-traffic 
1 

routes. ' As Herbert points out, Perry was by no means the only person 

to be thinking along these lines at this time but it was he who most 

clearly and succinctly defined the most important features of the subject 

under discussion. His main interest was 'the physical layout of 

residential areas so as to provide the residents with a rational 
2 

environment for living', and 'his primary objective was to fashion a 
3 

Working unit, as a prototype or standard.' 

Perry's original plan had been to make wider use of school facilities 

espeCially in relation to their potential as community centres, but, as 

his interest in the larger problems of community life grew, he saw the 

1. 

2. 
3. 



issue more and more in terms of establishing or re-establishing 

relationships of a primary nature amongst residents. Thus 'what makes 

the unit unique is ,the kind of society it sets out to generate, namely 

the neighbourly primary group, and the physical form it recommends, 
1 

namely the defined territorial entity.' 

Since Perry's seminal work, a multitude of variations on the 

neighbourhood unit theme have emerged. The most consistent feature has 

been the attempt to create intimate and worthwhile social relationships 

in the locality of residence through careful planning of the physical 

environment. In some ways this has affinities with ecological theory 

(to be discussed later) worked out in practical terms. Herbert comments, 

'Not only is there external evidence ••••• of an ecological thread in the 

concept of the neighbourhood unit, but there is the internal evidence 

inherent in the nature of the concept itself ••••• It takes the basic 

interest of the relationship of man to his environment, which is central 

to the ecological approach, and extends it into a technical theory for 
2 

the designing of that environment.' But, one must add, for many 

proponents of the neighbourhood unit principle, theory remains latent 

rather than manifest. 

British interest in the idea of the neighbourhood unit seems to have 

.' been very limited until reconstruction was being debated during the latter 
1. 

2. 
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years of the second World War. It then came into its own through 

publica tions issued by the government and by the Na tional Council of 
1 

Social Service Community Centres and Associations Survey Group. The 

latter viewed the neighbourhood as the unit, par excellence, within which 

cOmmunity through common interests might be established (an aim as much 

linked with the social action as with the structural approach). Common 

activities were to be encouraged by means of community associations as 

the hUb of local life and through an even balance of social classes 

resident in the area to ensure good leadership. The idea of promoting 

community through the medium of the planned neighbourhood unit was 

eagerly, and all too often uncritically, adopted in many quarters and, 

although many telling criticisms have now been levelled at it, still 

remains the norm for a great deal of urban development. Reissman writes, 

'The neighbourhood seems to be the sine qua non of every planner's dream. 

It is a primary element in his ideology, and in the neighbourhood, he 
2 

believes, is the basis of social control to effect wanted changes.' 

Throughout, the protagonists of the neighbourhood unit principle, as 

indeed many other structural empiricists, seem to accept without question 

'that the community is geographically based, that is, that it is 

identified with the area in which its residences are located and, 

- consequently, it is important to maintain the identity of the comnrunity, 

1. 
2. 

Ma~, P.H. An Approach to Urban Sociology. London, 1965, p.173. 
Re1ssman, L. The Urban Process. Glencoe, 19~, p.56. 
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by making it introspective, locally self-contained, and especially by 

the clear expression of its boundaries; and that the city is a 

federation of neighbourhood units together with specialized units such as 
1 

industrial areas and the town centre.' This basic assumption is later 

the subject of critical examination. 

(ii) Focus on the relation of social structure 
to the physical environment 

Over the last few years there has been an increasing effort in this 

country to relate social structure to physical environment, land and 

property values, transport facilities and other features of this kind. 

One such study is that of Aberdaron by Hughes in 'Welsh Rural 

Communities' where the author describes the social geography of a small 

area in the Lleyn Peninsula. The concern is 'primarily with aspects of 
, 2 

material culture, the imprint of the society on the land.' Williams in 

his study of 'A West Country Village: Ashworthy,' sub-titled, 'Family, 

Kinship and Land, t reverses the emphasis of Hughes being especially 

interested in the imprint of land on social relationships. He 

acknowledges that he views Ashworthy as t a dynamic ecological system' and 

pleads for far greater attention to be paid by students of community to 

'the spatial and environmental aspects~ of social structure. A still 

more recent example of this type of enquiry is that of Pahl, undertaken 

1. 

2. 
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within the Department of Geography at the London School of Economics. 

Pahl's thesis describes the metropolitan fringe in Hertfordshire and the 

influence of London on the social structure of areas ~el~~le~r of the 

so-called 'green belt.' The central theme is the groWing importance of 

'the fringe in terms of itself and not solely in relation to the central 
1 

city.' The author believes that the effect of the annihilation of space 

through fast transport, telephone, radio and television and the 

consequent 'selective migration into rural areas' has been 'to polarise 

communities socially so that all but the higher local social status 

groups collapse to unite against the new middle class. Hence it is 
2 

class rather than length of residence which divides communities.' 

Pahl's work is an important contribution to a development in community 

studies only just getting into its stride in Britain. Ernrys Jones in 

his Foreward to the book writes, 'Perhaps the particular value of this 

study ••••• is the way it ignores the distinction between geography and 

sociology: rather it sees a problem which needs to be analysed, and the 
, 3 

outcome is a contribution both to social geography and to sociology.' 

(iii) The classification of social data 

A third category of empirical and structural approach to the study 

of community is that which attempts to classify and catalo~ue the social 

1. 
2. 
3. 

Pahl, R.E. Urbs in Rure. London, 1964. p.14. 
~. ,p·77. 
.lli,g. p.3. 



features of the area under consideration. The p..merican lit era ture in . 
1 

this connection is critically reviewed by Reissman and some of his 

comments are noted later. A nUIriber of British studies also come under 

this heading but, on the whole, have been even less related to a 

theoretical framework than their American counterparts. The most 

ambitious recent investigation of this kind is that of Moser and Scott 

Who undertake an analysis of 57 (a few more were added later) social 

and economic variables (including population size and structure, 

population change, households and housing, economic characteristics, 

social class, voting, health and education) related to 157 towns in 

England and Wales with a population of 50,000 or over at the time of the 
2 

1951 Census. There is, however, no attempt to do more than 'unravel 
3 

the relationships between a large number of urban characteristics' and 

to group towns according to similar or contrasting elements. Their work 

can really only be regarded, therefore, 'as a valuable background for 

* empi~ical studies in Britain.' 

iiv) Description and analysis of the pattern of social relationships 

The final category of structurally oriented empirical surveys 

covers by far the largest nUIriber of British community studies. An 

approach which favours description and analysis in terms of the 

institutional framework, the pattern of roles, the status system, the 

Reissman, L. The Urban Process. Glencoe, 196*. pp.69-92. 
Moser, C.A. and Scott, V~ British Towns. Edinburgh and London, 1961 • 
.rug. p.162. 
1£i9. p. viii. 
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class structure and other nOI'lllative categories, has for some reason 

proved the most popular amongst British writers. Three types of 

locality receive special attention; the well-established, the 

transitional and the recently settled. 

Rural areas obviously lend themselves to an examination of 

well-established patterns of communal life. Williams' book on the 

Cumberland Civil Parish of Gosforth is a typical study, in structural 

style, of a well-established settlement. The Chapter headings underline 

the structural emphasis of his approach: 'The Economy ••••• The Family 

••••• Some Aspects of the Life Cycle ••••• Kinship ••••• The Social 

Classes ••••• Formal and Informal Associations (a chapter which is more 

concerned with an analysis of membership and leadership of associations 

in terms of WUliams' seven social classes than with social action as 

such) ••••• Neighbours ••••• Community ••••• Gosforth and the Outside 
1 

World ••••• Religion.' An interesting and thorough example of an 

examination of social relationships in an established area, in this 
2 

case of a semi-rural kind, is that by Stacey in her study of Banbury. 

Stacey's purpose was to investigate the social structure of Banbury, 

some five years after the end of the Second World War, with special 

reference to the situation caused by the influx of many newcomers into 

the town after a large local aluminium factory began production in 1933. 

1. 
2. 

Williams, W.M •. Gosforth. London, 1956. 
Stacey, . M. Tra.di tion and Change. Oxford, 1960. 



Stacey's key analytical concept is that of social class, but the 

enquiry also threw up two other equally important categories of 

resident, the 'traditional' and 'non-traditional.' stacey finds 

15-

traditionalism somewhat easier to define simply because it typifies 'a 

group with considerable local loyalty and, moreover, solidarity - •••• 

a group bound together by common history and tradition, with a recognized 
1 

social structure and having certain common values.' Non-traditionalism 

is a more elusive concept mainly because it gives rise to no single or 

solidary grouping; 'It is typical of non-traditionalism in Banbury that 

it is not a unity: the only factor which non-traditionalists have in 
2 

common is non-conformity in some respect to the traditions of Banbury. I 

The concepts of I traditionalism' and I non-traditionalism' introduce an 

important new dimension into the study of social structure. Finally, 

reference must be made to a much more recent survey of 'Communities in 
3 

Britain' by Frankenberg which is largely devoted to a summary of findings 

in the 'non-urban' field and pays particular attention to the concepts of 

role, status and class. 

A second field o:f enquiry concerned mainly with the pattern of 

social relationships is that dealing with areas in a state of transition. 

One of the most common themes here is the destruction of old central 

urban neighbourhoods and the resettlement of residents on outlying 

1. Stacey, M. Tradition and Change. Oxford, 1960. pp.167-168. 
2. ~. p.158. . 
3. Frankenberg, R. Communities in Britain. HSrmondsworth, 1966. 
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1 
estates. Mogey in his book tFamily and Neighbourhood t ,is in large 

part concerned with the way in which the pattern of 'face-to-face 

relations' in st. Ebbe's, an old central area of Oxford, differ from 

those on the new estate at Barton. Wi th certain qualifications, Mogey 

concludes that 'the central change may be interpreted as the emergence 

on the housing estate of a family-centred society in place of the 
2 

neighbourhood-centred society of st. Ebbe's.' Young and Willmott's 
3 

now famous study of 'Family and Kinship in Eas t London t is yet another 

structurally oriented community study. The authors examine in some 

detail social relationships existing amongst natives of Bethnal Green 

and the effect on these ties of removal to the London County Councilts 

Estate at Greenleigh. Though using a much broader canvas, Brennan, 

Cooney and Pollins also deal with an area in transition, this time 
4 

South-West Wales. Their main interest lies in changes affecting the 

social organization of the latter, especially the gradual breakdown of 
5 

wha t they term the 'local system.' This cons is ts of a number of 

associations, particularly those linked with the Labour Party and the 

chapels, whose leadership and membership overlap considerably and hold 

tenaciously to the localized, well-established and relatively stable 

pattern of social life known for many years. Brennan and his colleagues 

5. 

Mogey, J.M. Family and Neighbourhood. Oxford, 1956. 
~. p.152. 
Young, M. and Willmott, P. Family and Kinship in East London. 
(Revised edition). Harmondsworth, 1962.. .. . . 
Brennan, T., Cooney, E.W. and Pollins, H. Social Change in 
South-West Wales. London, 1954. 
~. p.92. 



see the old residents of South-West Wales, deeply involved in this 

local system, as struggling to maintain their traditional way of life 

against, on the one hand, that represented by the tunoriented working 
1 

class,' who have little interest in the Trades Unions or chapels and 

whose associational participation is limited to loosely-kn~t and less 

formal groupings, such as workingmen's clubs, and, on the other hand, 
2 

that way of life typified by the' anglisized middle class' moving into 

the region with the influx of new indus try. 

A third group of structural studies within this ca tegory deals with 

areas which have been settled comparatively recently. One such is 

Willmott's book on Dagenham, Essex, in which he sets out to answer the 

question, 'What social patterns evolve on housing estates when place and 

people have had time to settle down; how do they then compare with the 
3 

"traditional" communities?' He is especially interested in the role of 

relatives, the relation between generations, sociability amongst friends 

and neighbours and the effects of affluence on status and social class. 

He concludes with some practical recommendations concerning the planning 

of 'one-class' estates. Elias and Scotson, in 'The Established and the 

Outsiders', describe how their enquiry originally began as an 

inves tigation into the high delinquency rate of a neighbourhood of 

'Winston Parva,' a suburban development on the outskirts of an industrial 

1. Brennan,' T., Cooney, E.W.' and Pollins, H. Social Change in . 
South-West Wales; London, 1954- ' p.182 ff. 

2. ~. pp.182-l87. 
3. Willmott, P. The Evolution of a Conmnmity. London, 1963. p.ix. 



town in the Midlands, but later developed into an ex:amination of 'the 

wider problems of the relationships between different neighbourhoods 
1 

within a community.' In this case particular attention is paid to 
2 

'the power and status relationships' existing within an old 

well-established working class area more recently experiencing the 

addition of middle class and rougher working class neighbourhoods. 

Morris and Mogey have also produced a survey which describes an area 
3 

18. 

only just resettled. In this case residents from Field Farm, a 'rural 

slum' in Oxfordshire, were rehoused in Berinsfield, a 'model village' 

built by Bullingdon Rural District Council on the same site. The focus 

of interest is the old Field Farm residents after removal and 'the 
4 

social consequences of rehousing.' This study is discuss ed again in 

Chapter IV as it employs a theoretical framework for the research quite 

different from any survey previously mentioned. Nevertheless social 

relationships between those living on the newly settled Berinsfield 

estate remain the basic material for description and analysis. 

Cv) Criticism of the structural approach 

One of the recurrent themes of the structural approach is the great 

importance of the territory or environment on which community is centred. 

This is indeed a vital matter; no human group can exist or operate 

independently of the physical situation in which it finds itself. But 

interest in this structural feature of social life has unfortunately 

1. Elias, N. and Scotson, J.L. The Established and the Outsiders. 
London, 1965; p.ix. 

2. ~ p.x. 
3. Morris, R.N. and Mogey, J. The SociologY of Housing. London, 1965· 
4. ill2. p. xiii. 
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often led to the misleading assumption that certain physical units 

are per se synonymous with community. Brennan and his colleagues in 

their study of South-West Wales state that they propose 'to define a 

comnnmi.ty as a self-conscious geographical unit, that is to say, an 

area of continuous building, with a name used by its inhabitants and 

recognized by those who live outside the community but within the 
1 

Swansea Area.' They then go on to identify 55 'communities' in this 

region categorized as village, town or metropolis according to 

population. They also believe that the region as a whole 'constitutes 
2 

a community with a distinctive unity of its own.' Although community 

is here supposed to embrace the elements of 'self-consciousness' and 

'unit,y' (there is no systematic consideration of indices relating to 

these characteristics), definition remains closely tied to the size and 

population of the geographical entities dealt with. Such a conception 

of community not only restricts the use of the term to the territorial 

base but makes no suggestions as to whether the latter must be large or 

small, densely or sparsely populated, one of high or low mobility, 

possessing rapid or slow means of connnunication and so forth. In other 

words, this definition gives little indication of the nature of social 

life necessary to permit the designation of particular geographical units 

as communities. Romans' comment on Hilltown could well apply here: 

'Because Hilltown still has a name, geographical boundaries, and people 

1. Brennan, T., Cooney, E.W. and Pollins, H. Social Change in 
South-West Wales. London, 1954. p.42. 

2. ~. p.l 
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who live within the boundaries, we assume that it is still a community 

and therefore judge that it is rotten. It would be wiser to see that 
1 

it is no longer, except in the most trivial sense, a community at all.' 

Reoent thinking has focused on community as a phenomenon being 

less and less associated with this or that specific physical area ot 

partioUlar size, shape or population. ~icholson, quoting the 

Palermo Report of 1958, writes,.t "In European society there are 

already signs that oommunity is beooming a concept whioh is no longer 

OOll:f'1lled to a particular locality, or which, indeed, is not primarily 
t 2 

o be identified in terms of locality." t The search for the ideal 

geographical unit has so far proved fruitless and in consequence it is 

being questioned whether the search itself was warranted in the first 

Plaoe. ~evertheless, as Williams and Pahl show, the physical 

envi . 
ronment always has an important influence.2a communal life. 

Allied to the interest of the structural empiricists in the physioal 

setttnc of sooial life, is their belief that by careful arrangement of 

lllaterial surroundings community oan be planned. The neiihbourhood unit 

Pr' 
llloiple, as discussed above, is without doubt the most notable 

example of this school of thought. White argues that tall the evidence 

S~gests that there are certain fairly well-defined limits of size, 

POPUlation, and density within whioh neighbourliness is easily fostered, 

~--------------------------------------------------------------I" 
2· IiOlUans, G.C. The Human Group. London, 1951. p.367 

• Nicholson, J .H • .New Communities in Britain. London, 1961. p.165 
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and outside which the community tends to disintegrate.' 
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It is very 

eVident that in an urban society where physical surroundings must in 

large part be man-made there is every reason for a careful eXamine tion 

of the Way in which these can be so planned as to bring satisfaction to 

residents. The neighbourhood as a unit of social life has had a long 

and successful career and Cooley writes that 'of the neighbourhood group 

it may be said, in general, that from the time men formed permanent 

settlements upon the land, down, at least, to the rise of modern 

indUstrial cities, it has played a main part in the primary, heart-to

heart life of the people.; Even in recent days the neighbourhood unit 

prinCiple remains attractive to many planners because of its apparent 

SimpliCity and there is evidence to support the belief that for some 

selective categories of people, especially the non-mobile such as 

ch"l ~ dren, mothers with young families and old people, the neighbourhood 

is still the focal point of community life. 

But many problems remain. 'In terms of a concept which sees 

SOCiety as intricate and involved, the idea of the neighbourhood unit 
3 

lllUst be regarded as an over-simplification, to say the least. I The 

ruultiplication of identical physical units gives little depth or variety 

~ the communal relationships of a great number of people whose lives are 
-1. 
2. 

3. 
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only partially linked to the place of residence. Too little attention 

has also been given to the matter of the size of the neighbourhood with 

respect to the type of communal relationships hoped for amongst residents. 

If the unit, as Perry conceived it, is taken to have a population of 

around 5,000, this is obviously too large, especially in an age of high 

mobility, for the establishment of many primary contacts and too small 

to foster the feeling of corporate identity induced by self-sufficiency. 

The neighbourhood principle also seems to ignore the question of 

social change and is in essence too rigid for dealing with 'the living, 
1 

growing, developing, ever-changing city.' It is here that the 

structural empirical approach meets a major criticism; the inability to 

see community as process as well as structure. As Herbert states, 

'Obviously, to find an appropriate form for an ever-changing and complex 

,;Qrocess is a problem on a different level to that which seeks a fonn for 
2 

a city as a defined and static thing.- One cannot help but conclude 

with N..ann that 'the protagonists of the neighbourhood unit plan have an 

amazing faith in the influence of physical environment on the individual, 

and along with this an extremely vague understanding of the social 
3 

factors in group life as contrasted with ecological ones.' 

In his essay on 'Blueprint for Living Together,' Kuper writes, 

1. 1]iQ. p.188. 
2. ~. p.198. 
3. Mann, P.H. Communit and Nei hbourhood with Reference to Social 

Status. (Ph.D- Thesis, Unpublished University of Nottingham, 1955· 
p. 133-
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'There is obviously no simple mechanical determination of social life 

by the physical environment. The social consequences of the plan 

depend finally on the residents. If the goal of neighbourhood planning 

is a more active social life, then we have to rely primarily on the 
1 

contribution of the people themselves.' As mentioned, the neighbourhood 

unit principle has been closely associated with other attempts to promote 

cOmmu.nity by encouraging' the contribution of the people themselves.' 

The effort has been made, on the one hand, to provide good leadership 

through the planning of 'balanced communities' and, on the other, to 

encourage communal life by the construction of community centres. Mann 

points out a number of snags which have undermined these aspirations. 

Demographically speaking, a neighbourhood which is 'mixed' in relation 

to national proportions, will have a working class population far 

outweighing, even overwhelming, the middle class element and the 
2. 

over-worked minority would no doubt move at the first opportunity. 

In addition, if, as certain advocates of the balanced neighbourhood idea 

admit, there is a 'natural urge towards class or social segregation ••••• 

then physical planning alone is unlikely to have very much effect unless 

the location of dwellings becomes part of an authoritarian pattern of 
3 

government. ' As regards the establishment of conmunity centres, 'there 

1. 
2. 
3. 

KUper, L. et al. Living in Towns. London, 1953, p.177. 
trann, P.H. An Approach to Urban Sociology. London, 1965. p.179. 
Ibid. p.181. 



are no concrete suggestions as to what the catalytic common interests 

and purposes are to be that will bring all the people of the 

neighbourhood together.' The conclusion reached by Morris and Mogey 

that the main attractions of the Berinsfie1d centre 'were undoubtedly 

the jumble sales and the bingo drives' can hardly be said to be of great 

inspiration to those concerned with the establishment of community at 

any real depth, though this is not to underrate the value of such 
1 

activities for certain sections of the population. A major criticism 

of this further attempt to organize community is that again it is too 

anchored to the prior belief that one type of geographical unit, in this 

case, the neighbourhood, is in itself ideal for the task in hand.- This 

fallacy has already been dealt with above. 

The structural approach to the study of comrmmity which is chiefly 

involved with the classification of social data is of even less 

Significance for the purposes of this thesis. This type of enquiry does 

emphasize, however, the importance of discovering objective, measurable 

and reliable indices of the nature of comn:runa1 life. This task will 

have to be faced later when the matter of empirical operationa1ization'" , 

is cons idered. But very often it is . hard to assess the extent to which 

the variables selected by the classifiers are in fact essential features 

ot urban or communal; the choice seems to be subservient to the data 

1. Morris~ R.N. and Mogey, J. The Sociology of Housing. 
London, 1965, pp.70-73. 
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actually available. Moser and Scott, for example, are largely 

restricted to the contents of the 1951 Census and acknowledge that no 

adequate material was to hand for earnings, employment, land use, 
1 

entertainment and leisure activities, crime and so forth. The value of 

their method of enquiry would also be greatly enhanced by the repetition 

of such an analysis at regular intervals. There is, however, no 

guarantee that each census will collect data in exactly the same form 

related to exactly the same geographical units or that the indices 

themselves as pointers to the existence of different types of urban 

COmmunities might not alter in significance. Moser and Scott themselves 

voice the confident hope that their research will be repeated, this time 

based on the 1961 Census, but in 1969 this wish still remains unfulfilled. 

The classifiers appear therefore, to be unable to contribute very much 

towards an examination of the nature and degree of community in itself. 

As Reissman says, 'Working on the index before t.~e theory is very much 

like putting the cart before the horse, with the added confusion of not 
2 

knoWing where the b eas t really is.' 

In those enquiries concerned with the description and analysis of 

SOcial relationships, the structural empiricists offer one of their most 

valuable contributions to the study of community. The basic emphasis 

of SUch authors is the important assertion that every viable human group, 

1. 

2. 

Maser, C.A. and Scott, w. British Towns. Edinburgh and London, 
1961. p.vii. . 
Reissman, L.· The Urban Process. Glencoe, 1964. p.92. 
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not least a cOnDmmity, must possess some social framework within which 

the actors can be allocated their parts, for the necessary ordering of 

their own behaviour and of the activities of the cast as a whole. All 

cOmmunity studies must take into account, stress these writers, the 

importance of social norms, manifest in custom, law, institutional 

patterns and the whole network of role, status and class. This emphas is 

is obviously vital and studies which underrate the function of the 

pattern of social relationships in the social system neglect that without 

which groups could not survive nor comrmmity exist. 

However, the difficulty with a large nuniber of structural analyses 

is that they overstress just this aspect of group life_ The approach 

is lop-sided and community is assumed to be almost exclusively bound up 

with the institutional framework, the pattern of roles and the status and 

class systems. Both Stacey's study of Banbury and Willmott's of 

Dagenham, for example, are open to this criticism; social structure 

dominates the scene. Furthermore, structural analys es are too oft en 

preoccupied with the outward shape and fom of comm:unal life; too little 

interested in the attitudes of people towards the groups with which they 

are associated and to their role and status in the latter. Some writers 

forget that 'what is perhaps one of the most important factors in the 

analysis of urbanism is the distinction that must be made between the 

overall soc~al structure and the social structure as seen and felt by 
1 

ihe indiVidual. t Any study of community, therefore, must take into 

1. Mann, P.H. An Approach to Urban Sociology. London, 1965, p_ll}. 



account not only the usual pattern If)f social behaviour as it appears 

outwardly, but the attitudes of peopietowards the normative order 

as a whole. 

A final criticism of those empiricists emphasizing social structure 

is that, as in the case of Williams' work on Gosforth or Morris and 

Mogey in their study of Berinsfield, too Imlch stress is put on the 

static and too little on the dynamic aspects of community life_ The 

presupposition is that the group is, or ought to be, very well 

integrated and stable_ Changes of course must come but the disturbance 

of the equilibrium is regarded as undesirable or unfortunate, an 

attitude especially prominent in studies where the break-up of 

well-established patterns of communal life seem to be in the offing. 

There is here little scope for the view of social life as process, as 

a pattern of perpetual change and in continuous transition, and less 

interest still in the communal functions, especially the positive 

functions, of social competition and conflict. Although the causes 

and consequences of connnunal change are sometimes explored through an 

examination of the transfonnation which is taking place in the social 

structure of the group, the lack of attention given to social action 

produces a very inadequate picture of the social processes at work in 

community life- The study of .!?2!!! social structure ~ social action 

nru.st be undertaken if the expression and intensity of connnunity 

sentiment is to be adequately analysed and assessed; 
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B. The social action approach 

The social action approach to the study of community can be 

divided into three categories: (i) those studies mainly involved in 

describing the various activities of residents of this or that locality, 

(ii) those which examine certain problems within community life and 

(iii) those which both diagnose difficulties ~ initiate remedies. 

(i) Descriptive studies 

Two kinds of social action studies of a descriptive character can 

be distinguished. On the one hand, there are thos e which take a 

comPrehensive view of the life of the group, describing this not so much 

in terms of social relationships as in terma of the things people do. 

The emphasis is on communal action rather than social structure. On 

the other hand, there are thos e enquiries which focus attention on 

specific incidents and, through a detailed consideration of these, come 

to general conclusions about the nature of the group and its life as a 

whole. 

In connection with the comprehensive type of descriptive study, it 

is necessary to mention here the famous survey of Middletown (Muncie, 

Indiana) by the Lynds, especially their first volume. The Chapter 

headings of the latter indicate the emphasis on activity rather than 

structure: t Getting a Living ••••• Making a Home ••••• Training the 

Young ••••• Using Leisure ••••• Engaging in Religious Practices ••••• 
1 

Jngagipg in ColDlIlLUlity Activities.' The aim is systematic description 

1. Lynd, R.S. and Lynd, H.M. Middletown. London, 1929. 



through an extremely detailed report of daUy life in Mmcie during the 

mid 1920s. It is true that the Lynds organize their work from the 

beginning in terns of two broad social classes, the working class and 

the business class, but this framework never destroys the dynamio nature 

of the descriptive material. The Lynds' second volume, however, is far 

more of a struotural study, being concerned with the class system in 
1 

relation to economic and power relations. Madge makes the comment that 

in 'Middletown in Transition,' whilst Robert Lynd 'retained something of 

the structure of the earlier Middletown, this time he subs ti tu ted for 

his dead-pan "getting at the facts" a hard-hitting exposure of the 
2 

sources of power in what he stUl regarded as a typical American city.' 

To revert to the British field, a somewhat less ambitious 

descriptive study is that by DeDnis, Uenriques and Slaughter in which 

they portraI the life of Ashton, a small mining town in the West Riding 

of Yorkshire. Al though social relationships are· also the concern of the 

authors, the account is couched in social action style, what the men and 

Women and children actually do day by day being very prominent in the 

descriptive material. The impression given is that of a busy, active 
/i. 

town; 'Drinking, betting, swearing and Saturday night hops' being amongst 

those activities reported on which would hardly feature in a more 

1. Lynd, R.S. and Lynd, H.M. Middletown in Transition. London, 1937. 
- 2. Madge, J. The Origins of Scientifio Socioloax.London, 1962.p.131. 
3. Dennis, N., Henriques, F. and Slaughter, C. Coal is Our Life. 
It.. Frankenberg, R. Communities in Britain. Harmondsworth, 1966.p.139. 
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structurally dominated study. The book has as much the atmosphere of 

a novel as of a scientific treatise, perhaps one of the more noteworthy 

marks of this category of social action study. 

The second kind of descriptive study attempts to go deeper· though 

on a more limited front. The aim is to select 'drama tic occurrences' 

(events, ceremonials or customs) and by a detailed description and 

analysis of these to learn more about the function of conm:nmal activities, 

the pattern of social relationships and the bearing of 'national norms 
1 

and mores' on local life. In British empirical conmnmity studies, this 

method of enquiry is in its infancy. As Frankenberg, the main advocate 

of this approach, states, 'In some spheres the ~ of British society 

is well documented. The relationship of social class and status to 

family life, politics and style of lite is well known in general terms. 
2 

lb.ere are however few detailed stUdies of individual events.' One ot 

the few examples of a tul1 examina tion of the drama tic event occurs in 
3 

Frankenberg's own book 'VUlage on the Border' in which he describes at 

length the circumstances which led to football being replaced by the 

local carnival as the external symbol of village unity. 

Alongside the dramatic event, Frankenberg places the drama of 

ceremonial and the drama of custom. These dramatio occurrences he 

- believes can also reveal the true character of communal life. Eumples 

1. Frankenberg, R. British Ccmpmmity Studies: Problems of Synthesis .!! 
Banton, Me (ed.) The Social Anthropology of Complex Societies. 
(pp.123-154). London, 1966. p.!4B. . 

2. ~ p.1.lt-5. 
3. Frankenberg, R. Village on the Border. London, 1957. 



of this kind of reporting are again few 8Ild far between in British 

studies 8Ild Frankenberg mentions only five descriptions of ceremonial 

events: 'An account has been presented of funerals in the Hebrides, and 

a detailed analysis of a :f\meral in South Wales. Less satisfactory 

but still welcome are descriptions of a marriage in Bethnal Green, a club 
1 

night out in Ashton, and a council meeting in Glossop.' Frankenberg 

includes within this category of dramatic occurrences '(a) Ceremonials 

surrounding individual and family life crises - such as' christenings, 

weddings 8Ild funerals 8Ild (b) reactions to individual tragedies such as 

"whiprounds" after fire, flood, and accident. (c) Perennial occurrences 

such as Christmas, Easter, bank holidsys, holidays in general, elections 

and meetings. (d) Occasional celebrations such as Coronations, victory 
2 

parades, etc.' Frankenberg gives no examples of the study of custom as 

drama but suggests that the various ways of celebrating the festival of 

Chris tmas might be so used. Dut whether the approach be by means of a 

description of the dramatic event, ceremony or custom, the initial focus 

of attention is always the social action of the performers. 

1.ii) Problercentred studies 

British coIlllIDlnity studies have probably been stimulated more by a 

desire to • solve problems' than by any other motive. It is, therefore, 

1. Frank:enberg, R. British Comnnmity Studies: Problems of Synthesis in 
Banton, y,. (ed.) The Social Anthro:pology of Com:plex Societies. 
(pp.123-l~) •. London, 1966. p.~5. 

2. ~ p.1Li-6., 
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not surprising that many structural as well as social action enquiries 

share this underlying feature in coumon, a reflection of the pragmatic 

nature of British sociology as a whole. But although a number of 

structurally orientated enquiries deal with social problems, the study of 

social action provides perhaps an even more important means of approach. 

One recurring theme within this category has been the 'problem' of 

the decline and decay of rural areas. Taken as a whole, Frankenberg's 

survey of life in Glyncei:r!og(he names the village 'Pentrediwaith' 

meaning 'village 9f no work') is of this kind and' tells the story of a 

struggle to survive as a community against the pressure of the outside 

world, and against the enticements of amusements open to individuals 
1 

alone.' The concern of the author is disclosed in the final paragraph: 

'Improvements in public transport, television, radio and the cinema have 

already diminished the interest of the young people in the village and 

its' affairs. Emigration in search of better economic and leisure 

opportunities is taking its toll. These developments decrease the 

rrumber of cross-cutting ties which bind Pentre people into' a community • 

.As many of the older villagers fear, the time may come, if these 

developnents continue, when the village ceases to be a village coJ1llllUllity 

and becomes merely a collection of dwellings, housiilg some of the 
2 

industrial worlcers of Great Britain. ' Although Frankenberg makes use 

1. Frankenberg, R. Village on the Border. London, 1957. p.7. 
2. Ibid. p.157'-

, --- . , 
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ot a s truotural tramework (the aotors are olassitied aooording to sex, 

religious attiliation and length ot residenoe within the village), he 

is espeoially interested in how village aotivities throw light on the 

'problens' just mentioned. 

The problems oaused by removal and rehousing alluded to in the 

disoussion ot the work ot the struotural empirioists have also been 

tackled trom the standpoint ot sooial action. One study ot the latter 

kind, oonoerned with a oomparison ot lite in old and new urban areas, 
1 

is Jenning's 'Sooieties in the Making.' This is a desoription ot the 

demolition ot the old neighbourhood ot Barton Hill, Bristol, and the 

resettlement ot residents both on the large estate at 'Mossdene' as well 

as in new dwellings within Barton Hill itselt. Jennings' study in 

large part takes the tom. ot a narrative ot events whilst at the same 

time being an attempt to search tor 'some praotioal solutions to the 
2 

problems arising out ot redevelopment ot old urban areas.' But she also 

set herselt the olosely related task ot looking tor 'the deeper and more 
3 

permanent taotors whioh aftect the sooial bond in all types ot area.' 

Her tindings in conneQtion with the latter object are ot espeoial 

importanoe tor this thesis and will be discussed in Chapter IV. 

1. Jennings, H. Sooieties in the Making. London, 1962. 
2. ~. p.13. 
). ~. p.l). 



Although that aspect of rehousing linked with difficulties 

encountered by residents as they arrive and settle down in new areas 

has been a fairly well-documented interest of structural studies 

(possibly because social relationships between old inhabitants and 

newcomers or between newcomers themselves have been an obvious subject 

for investigation), the problem involved have also been the concern of 

social action studies. Reference has already been made to the way in 

which structural empiricists have occupied themselves with the 

organization of new neighbourhoods - physical planning, balanced social 

classes to provide good leadership and so forth. The social action 

approach, however, pays far greater attention to the activities of new 

residents, especially in connection with residents and community 

associations, i. e., to the possibility of establishing conmmity through 

social interaction. 

One pioneer study of this kind is that of Ruth Durant who deals with 

the problems which faced the new estate at Watling during the late 1920s 
1 

and 1930s. 'Two questions prompted the Watling survey. One, has ,the 

New Housing Estate grown into a community? The other, what role has the 
2 

community centre played in local social life?' Durant states ,that her 

_ conclusions 'were based in the main on how people lived and on what they 
} 

did rather than on what they said,' (this being the opposite method of 
1. Durant, R. Watling. London, 1939. 
2. ~ p.i.x. 
3. ~. p.ix. 
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enquiry from the structural approach of Morris and Mogey at Berinsfield 

who relied almost entirely on the interview schedule and based their 

analysis on peoples verbally expressed attitudes to one another). 

Durant traoes in some detail the rise and fall of Watlingts residents· 

and cOllllllUllity associations, but their activities do not seem to have 
( 

fulfilled the desired functions for 'whilst Watling grew mare and more 

into an ordinary town, it looked less and less like a traditional 
1 

oozmminity of people.' 'Its sooieties do not oorreot, but merely refleot 

atomisation. In the long run Watling is not muoh more than a huge hotel 

without a roofi the oonstant turnover of population is the greatest. 
2 

single handioap to its developing into a oanmunity.' Durant (in the 

sooial aotion tradition) believes that if only the residents would oome 

together to solve their many oommon problems 'the Estate would be 
3 

transformed into a oOmmunity.' 

(iii) Aotion research 

A final oategory oovers those enquiries whioh attempt both to 

diagnose sooial ailments and to presoribe and administer a remedy. 

The problem-oentred studies in the previous category, which advooate 

salvation through interaotion, espeoially in relation to oommunity 

assooiations, might have been inoluded here but for the faot that few 

~ of the authors set out from the beginning with the intention of 

1. Durant, R. Watling. London, 1939. p.1l7. 
2. Ibid. p.1l9. 
3. Ibid. p.19. 
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initiating remedies themselves in the locality studied. In the field 

of cormmmity studies Festinger and Kelley, two Americans, were first 

on the scene with respect to what has come to be known as 'action 

research. ' In 194-7, at 'Bay town, ' New England, Madge describes how 

'the authors set out to make a direct and experimental intervention in 
( 

the life of a selected community to ascertain whether the attitudes of 

its members could be modified toward a better perception of their own 

status so that they might interact more comfortably with the town in 
1 

Which the community was located.' The 'selected community' was 'Regent 

Hill,' an area of a hundred dwellings on the North side of Baytown, 

bull t in war-time for shipyard worlcers. In 194-7, there still existed 

amongst the leaders of Baytown a slight feeling that the Regent Hill 

residents were interlopers whilst a degree of 'self-hatred' was 

discernible amongst the Regent Hill folk themselves springing from the 

conviction (unfounded) that their own social status was lower than that 

of the townspeople. The means by which the authors hoped to achieve 

their aim was through the improvement of contacts within Regent Hill 

itself in order to heighten self respect and make interaction with the 

town more fruitful. A community worlcer was introduced and social 

activities for residents initiated. The project ran into many 

_ difficulties and positive results were only achieved amongst those local 

people who from the outset had been favourable towards outside 
"I • ..., " 

1. Madge, J •. The Origina of Scientific Sociology. London, 1962, p.489. 
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intervention. Nevertheless, despite the many limitations of the 

eXperiment, some evidence was produced to underline 'the crucial role 
1 

of Social action in facilitating upward mobility.' 

Within this category, two British studies are of interest. One of 

these is a survey and experiment carried out in 'Southbridge,' 

Birmingham, between 1957 and 1960, to assess and try to reduce' the 
2 

extent of unmet need.' As a result of over 250 interviews in the area 

a list of these 'needs' was drawn up and action recommended (in this 

caSe to the local churches) to assist the statutory social services in 

the alleViation ot distress and' to bring an experience of community to 
th 3 

e localities concerned.' The scheme of neighbourly help resulting 

fro!! this enquiry was the prototype for several similar ventures now 

operating in other parts of this country~ 
5 

The term' action research' was itself coined by a team of research 

wOrkers Who spent five years (1953-1958) investigating and taking part 

t in the life of a developing community in Bristol, in an attempt to 

establish praotical means of tackling those stresses and strains which 

ar" 
l.S e in such a oommunity in the form of delinquency and other 

die 6 
_ turbances. t The three ways in which attempts were made to initiate 

~: Madge, J. The Origins of Soientific Sociology. London, 1962.p.5Q8. 
Responsibility in the Welfare state? Birmingham, 1961. p.7. 

~. ~ p.77. 
• .:the Caring Community. London, 1966. 

5. Spencer, J. stress and Release in an Urban Estate. London, 196~.p.6. 
6. l.b~. p.3. 
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change were those of material improvement, through better physical 
1 

amenities, of eduoational improvement (, eduoation through involvement' 

as it was termed) and through the improvement of sooial relationships. 

Onoe again a number of sooial aotivities were initiated and their 

Progress studied. The book ooncludes with a number of reoommendations 

. (eg. the appointment of a full-time' colllll1llnity organizer') in the hope 

that the work begun in large part by the team might be oontinued after 

their departure. No final assessment is made of the experiment, other 

COImnentaries on the project s till remaining to be published. 

l.iv) Critioism of the sooial action approach 

Critioism of the sooial action approach begins with those studies 

designated earlier as 'descriptive.' Suoh reporting is usually 

detaUed, precise and lively. Madge describes the contents of 
2 

'Middletown' as 'vivid, fresh, trustworthy, informative, thoughtful' 

and the novel-like character of other works has alreaqy been referred 

to. But books of this kind can all too easUy become the victiDs of 

passing years. There is little attempt to relate the wealth of faotual 

IDaterial to any ~verall theoretical model with the oonsequenoe that this 
, 3 
raw empirioism' beoomes looal history rather than sooiology, dated and 

restricted rather than lasting and of general significanoe. As will 'be 

~een When we come to deal with the theoretioians, this we8knes~ presents 

i· Spencer, J. Stress 'and Release in an Urban Estate. London, 1964-.p.35. 
3· Madge, J •. The Origins of Soientifio SOCiology. London, 1962.p.l4-6.' 
• lbi,2. p.130. 



Blany Problems tor those seeking to collate and compare empirical 

community studies. 

The stud3 ot colIllDwl81 lite through the dramatic event, ceremonial 

or custom opens up a tresh and interesting means ot enquiry and may well 

ProVide a more penetrating understanding ot what is actually happening 

within the group, especially in regard to group attitudes and motives, 

than more traditional methods allow. There could, however, be a tendency 

to lay too Imlch store by the actions witnessed or views expressed when 

group members are obviously tense (dramatic event) or acting in 

accordance with communal traditions (c1r8matio ceremonial or custom). 

The question posed is the accuracy with which these occasions represent 

the 'real' s ent1ments ot the group. Social drama might, tor example, 

be just a means ot what Sumner calls' conventionalization. t The latter 
, ' 

creates a set ot conditions under which a thing may be tolerated which 

WOUld otherwise be disapproved and tabooed ••••• This intervention ot 

conventionalization to remove cases tram the usual domain ot the mores 

into a special tield, where they can be protected and tolerated by codes 

and standards moditied in their tavour, is ot very great importance. It 
ao 1 

counts tor many inconsistencies in the mores. t The stu~ ot dramatic 

occurrences could thus lead to a wholly misleading understanding ot 

ourrent and' genuine' norms. - " 

1.' SllDlller, W.G •. Folkwam. New York, 1959. (First published 1906). 
pp.68 &: 69. . 



Another difficulty, not really dealt with by F rank enb erg , is that 

concerning the selection of the social dramas to be studied; which is 

the o~erver to choose as most worthy of investigation and most reTealing 

in character? (Davies and Rees, for example, criticize Frankenberg, in 

his stu~ of Glynceiriog, for being too concerned with football, the 

ViUage carnival and local government when in fact the chapel and its 
1 

functions would be of at least equal importance to Welshmen.) On the 

more practical level, one might enquire how incidents and activities of 

an often spontaneous kind and of very short duration can be recorded 

accurately enough to be of wider value? If, as is sometimes the 

iJnPression, the stu~ of social drama is to be taken as a short-out to 

understanding cODllll\l.lUll lite as a whole, then its advocates are always in 

danger of giving more weight to selected occurrences than they merit. 

The only way to be able to place the latter in 'a tull dramaturgic 
2 

persPective,' as urged by Stein, is through a thorough acquaintance with 

the often very 'undramatic' activities and experiences within the daily 

life of the group. All these factors taken together mske it rather 

hard to accept that 'the analysis of a cycle of dramatic inoidents within 

their historical and geographioal setting seems ••••• to be the way 
3 

!?rward for British community studies.' But the examination of sooial 

1. Jenk:ins, D., Jones, E., Hughes, T.J. and Owen, T.M. Welsh Rural 
2 Q,O!!lmUnities. Cardiff, 1960. p. xi. 
3· Stein, M.R. The Eolipse of Community. Prinoeton, 1960.p.327. 

• Frankenberg, R. Coumunities in Britain. Harmondswortb, 1966.p.293. 
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drama, and indeed social problellB, to which attention is given below, 

does challenge the rather facile assumption of certain structural 

studies that the viable group must be in a state of almost continuous 

equilibrium. 

Problem-centred surveys remind one that cOIIlIIWlal,life does.- continue, 

and sometimes quite happily, even when dif'ficul ties and conflicts aria e. 

This beliet that perfect harmony and stability do not always, or possibly 

e~er, exist gives to social action studies in this category another 

dimension. The group is viewed as perpetually interacting over time, 

in constant motion rather than stationary and static. It is rather like 

observing a car on the road, weaving in and out of' traffic, slowing down 

and accelerating, turning off the major highway and coming back onto it, 

instead of the same vehicle in the garage for servicing, as is the tendency 

01' structural studies. 

Ne~ertheless, despite its dynamic character, problem-oentred research 

has its limitations. The activities studied are necessarily related to 

the Problem under consideration and their wider function in oonnection 

with th . 
e maintenanoe of community life as a whole often neglected. 

observer is always in danger of reading • problems' into the situation 

Where for residents of the locality these do not exist as such. For 

example, the passage from "Frankenbergconcluding his "study of_ 

The 

1 . - -
'::'Ynceiriog, which was quoted above, implies that the loss of' community 
1. 

Frankenberg, R. Village on the Border. London, 1957. p.157. 



is deplored by the villagers. But for the younger members of that 

locality, whose views are hardly taken into consideration, the problem 

must surely have been the very reverse; the lack of' freedom and 

Opportunity provided by village life. Similarly, in respect to those 

enquiries concerned with the 'sad' loss of conmunity in new residential 

areas, one might ask the question, 'For which section of the population 
1 

is this a real problem?' Only a few writers, such as Cox, have made 

any attempt to tackle such phenomenon as mobility and anonymity in a 

POSitive way. Finally, one has to press the question whether the 

Probl~centred community study distorts the picture by concentrating 

attention on social problems which are more real to the observer than 

the Observed. It is becoming a common experience to find that so-called 
, 
needs,' mentioned in response to questions from outsiders, have a habit 

of evaporating when the means to meet them is provided. A good deal of 

caution would seem to 'be required in describing social problems or 

determining social needs. 

'Action research' has also brought a new dimension into the study 
2 

of' COlmnunity. It has been called social 'psychotherapy' rather than 

SOCiology as such. A more appropriate term would probably be 'group 

dYtlamics' on a conmunal level, as Madge describes it. The latter -1. 
'2. coX, H. The Secular City. London, 1965. pp.38-59. 

Spencer, J. Stress and Release in an Urban Estate. London, 196~. 
P.319. 
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continues, 'One is left with the feeling that group dynamics has a most 

exciting contribution to make to the analysis and control of society, 

but that this contribution could be made stUl greater by a fuller 
1 

awareness of sociological dimensions.' As always, many difficulties 

relIlain to be dealt with. One of these is the matter of whether or not 

the m.otive for intervention should be made public; here Festinger and 

Kelley ran into trouble by being 'found out' when their project was well 

underway. Another relates to the cures prescribed. Are thes e going 

to be as acceptable to the' patient' as the action researchers would 

hope? Can the 'treatment' be made continuous or will it collapae when 

the team. withdraws? More experiments need to be made before there can 

be any hope of providing answers. Nevertheless the attempt at deep 

involvement in the life of the group, necessitated by this method of 

enqUiry, can add depth to the insights gained and analysis made. 

One final and important point in relation to both the social action 

~ structural approaches remains to be added. Preoccupation with 

interaction (as with structure) leaves open the whole question of whether 

COIllnunity as such exists and, if so, at what level. It is true that 

here and there a section appears which attempts to say something about 

the nature of the group's communal life (as is the case with the Lynds' 
2 

':'hapter in 'Middletown' on 'Things Making and Unmaking Group Solidarity') , 

1. Madge, J. The Origins of Scientific Sociology. London, 1962. 
2. Lyna, R.S. and Lynd, H.M •. Middletown. London, 1929. p.513. 

,'i 
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but all too frequently the essential ingredients of community are 

una Pecified. Consequently, whilst the social structure and/or social 

activities of the area are described in some detail, the communal function 

of these remains superficially or haphazardly analysed. Further, there 

is little attempt to specify which of these social struct~es or activities 

Contribute most to the development and maintenance of the group as a 

cOlllnuni t y. It could of course be argued that many empirical enquiries 

are not particularly concerned with the nature or expression of community 

:itself, but, whilst these surveys still retain the title • community 

studi es,- one cannot help feeling that some indication of what the concept 

means should be included. 

Unfortunately it can be said of the empirical writers as a whole that, 

becaUSe there is so little attention paid to a definition of the term. 

• COtn", ... _.: 
--...u.i ty,' the concept as employed by them remains one of the most 

alIlbiguous in sociological study; it is taken as synonymous with a 

bew'l ~ dering array of geographical entities or associational groupings. 

The former were discussed in the comments made on the structural approach. 

With 
respect to the latter, two structural studies can be mentioned. 

W'll 1 
~ ialllS, in his book on Gosforth, has a Chapter on 'Community' which 

ObViOUSly pitches the concept at village level, whilst Willmott calls his 
sun 2 
_ ey of Dagenham (with a population of 90,000, described by the author 

~. , WW:illiams, W.M. Gosforth. London, 1956. 
,. illlllOtt, p. The Evolution of a Cormmmity. London, ,1963~ . 



1 
as 'the biggest housing estate in the world') 'The Evolution of a 

CoIllrJlUni ty'; not a line appearing on any definition of the term 

• COmmunity. , The social action writers fare little better. Amongst 
2 

social action studies, Frankenberg in his book on Glynceiriog has a 

Chapter entitled 'The Village Conmunity,' with no indication of what the 

tel"lll. 'COmmunity' adds to the word 'village.' Ruth Durant has a Section 
. 3 
Ul. her book on WatliIIg called 'The Conmunity,' where it is the whole 

township that is being described. And so one might go on. A mere 

handful of 'communi t:y studies' make any effort to outline die tinctly the 

basic features of this ubiquitous concept. This is not a criticism of 

the great value of many such studies in other respects. It is merely to 

Point out that for the purposes of this thesis one must delve SOOlewhat 

deeper and be rather more systematic than is so far the case with a good 

deal of empirical research in this field. 

-
~. ;illmott, p. The Evolution of a Conmunity. London, 1963.p.4. 
3- rankenberg, R. Village on the Border. London, 1957. 

• Durant, R. Watling. London, 1939. 
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,g. The Ecologists 

Although the empiricists give certain very useful hints to 

facUitate the study of community, their work shows a lack of any 

comprehensive or co-ordinated theoretical framework. It is only as 

one moves onto a second major group of I community studies, I associated 

With human ecology, that a distinctive theoretical approach emerges. 

As theory will be even more prominent, whilst empirical endeavour grows 

less marked, in the final section of this Chapter, it can be said, with 

Reissman, that 'the ecologists bridge the categories of empiricist and 
1 

theoretician. I 

This section on human ecology will (i) describe the most distinotive 

theoretical concepts associated with the field (those outlined by the 

acknowledged founder of this method of enquiry, Robert E.Park) and will 

COmment on these. It will (ll) examine certain more recent attempts to 

re-o " rloentate and re-define the subject. Finally, it will inolude a 

or"t" " lo loCl.Sm of the ecological approach to community study. 

1!) IQatinotive theoretical concepts 

The word I ecology' was first coined by a German biologist, Ernst 

liackel, about a century ago for a new branch of biological science 

concerned with the interdependence of plants and animals, and their 

natural habitat. The application of eoological insights to human -
1. Reissman, L. The Urban Process. Glencoe, 1964-. p.94--



relationships Was first demonstrated in 1915 when Charles Galpin wrote 

his book 'Social Anatomy of an Agrarian Comnnmity' and in 1916 when Park 
1 

Produced his now famous essay on 'The City.' The term 'human ecology' 

Was not in evidence, however, until 1921 when Park and Burgess published 

their textbook called t An Introduction to the Science of Sociology.'" 

From that period onwards camm1nity studies employing ecological concepts 

and ideas have multiplied rapidly, especially under the inspiration of 

Park, Burgess, McKenzie and their colleagues at Chicago University. 

This gathering momentum was not matched by the adoption of a clear 

and Precise definition of either the concepts used or the field studied 

by ecologists. In fact today, it is necessary to go back some thirty 

years to obtain any systematic outline of ecological theory, ie., to the 

Works of Park who took over this method of description and analogy from 

the bO 1 
:to ogists, then merely a suggestive analogy, and worked it into a 

theo'I'"V 
-" concerned with the nature of human existence. The full breadth 

ot his Vision is demonstrated in a series of edited writings, spanning 
2 

the years from 1916 to 1939, under the title 'Human Communities,' from 
who 

:tch much of the material here cited is drawn. 

Rather than outline in one's own words the basic structure of Park's 

ecological model, it is better to let him speak for himself: 'The fact 

~elllS to be ..... that human society, as distinguished from plant and 
1. -

iimasheft, N.S. SOCiological Theory. (Revised edition). 
2 ew York, 1955. p.213. 

• Park, R.E. Human Communities. Glencoe, 1952. 
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animal Society, is organized on two levels, the biotic and the cultural. 

There is a symbiotio society based on competition and a cultural society 

based on communication and consensus. As a matter of fact the two 

SOCieties are merely different aspects of one society, which, in the 

ViCisSitudes and changes to which they are subject remain, nevertheless, 

in Some sort of mutual dependence each upon the other. The cultural 

superstructure rests on the basis of the symbiotio substructure, and the 

eIn.ergent energies that manifest themselves on the biotic level in 

~Ove~ents and actions reveal themselves on the higher social level in 
1 

~ore subtle and sublimated forms.' 

This somewhat brief statement can be illustrated by a diagram 

and a chart. 

-
1. Park, R.E. Human Communities. Glencoe, 1952. p.157. 



The ECOLOGICAL MODEL 

Supers tructure 

CULTURAL LEVEL 

(SOCIETY) -$ .... 
~ 
Q) 

~ 
BIOTIC LEVEL -

( COMMUNITY) 

Substructure 

Distinctive features of the biotic and cultural levels of human 
existence 

BIOTIC 
(Communi ty) 

1 
Process: - 'Competitive co-operation' 

Nature of 
relstion
shj,:es 

Symbiotic - 'the living 
. together of distinct and 

dissimilar species, esp
ecially when the 
rela tionship is mutually 
beneficial. ' 2 

'The ties that unite its individual 
units are those of a free and 
natural economy, based on a natural 
division of labour. • 3-

CULTURAL 
(Society) 

2 
'COmmunication and consensus' 

Social -
a culturally ordered and 
controlled interdependence. 

'A more intimate form of 
association based on communi
cation, consensus and 
custom. t 1,j: 

1. Park, R.E. Human ColIlD.UIlities. Glencoe, 1952. p.J.4.7. 
2. l£!9. p.2,42. 
3. lli,g.. p.158. 
4e ~. p.259. 



Manner of 
control:-: 

Ob.1ects 

The struggle for survival -
'anarchic and free" 1 

• phys ica1 and external' 2 

of stud.Y:- Environmental features -
eg. spatial patterns of 

human groupings. 

Structure and organization -
eg. the division of labour. 

50. 

Tra.di tion and the moral order -
'custom, convention, and law' 3 
'internal and moral' Lt. 

Social relationships 
as conditioned and controlled 
by cultural factors. 

'!he biotic level of existence, as outlined above, is 'natural' or 

, sub-social. • It is an area of 'non-rational' and 'free' activity. 

On the other hand, the cultural is fully social in character and its 

activities are ratio:oally organized and tra.di tionally ordered. 

Park views these two fields of human existence as separate 

entities; there is no hint of their being just' ideal types.' The 

biotic sphere is that from which the cultural springs and, although the 

former is in certain respects controlled and directed by the latter, 

provides the most vital clues to an understanding of the basic nature 

and pattern of social life. It is the biotic level, therefore, that 

is the most important field of investigation for human ecologists; 

cultural factors are to take a secondary place, possibly to be excluded 

altogether. Park describes the reasons for commencing research at the 

communal rather than societal level as follows:-

1. Park, R.E. Human Comnunities. Glencoe, 1952. p.157. 
2. ~ p.228. 
3. ~. p.227. 
It-e ~. p.228. 
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'The commmity, if not always identical with society, is, at the very 

least, the habitat in which alone societies grow up. It provides the 

economic organiza tion and the necessary conditions in which societies 

are rooted; upon which, as upon a physical base, they can be established. 

This is one reason why sociological research may very properly begin with 

the community. A more practical reason is the fact that the community 

is a visible obj ect. One can point it out, define its territorial 

limits, and plot its constituent elements, its population, and its 

institutions on maps. Its characteristics are more susceptible to 
1 

statistical treatment than society, in the sense of Comte. t 

Park and his followers suggest a number of other ecological features 

and concepts to assist with the study of communal patterns and re-

lationships. Some of the most interesting of these are outlined by 
2 

McKenzie in an essay written in 1926. McKenzie's brand of ecology has 

more of an economic than biological flavour and, unlike Park, he does 

not, for the purposes of analysis, adhere to the strict exclusion of 

cultural phenomena. 

Burgess takes a number of ecological concepts and integrates them 

into his now well-known zonal theory concerning the shape and growth 
3 

of the city. He defines five successive areas of urban extension; the 

1. Park, R.E. Hwnan Communities. Glencoe, 1952. p.182. 
2. McKenzie, R.D. The Scope of Human Ecolo~ .!a Theodorson, G.A. (ed.) 

Studies in Human Ecology. Evanston, 1961, pp. 31-36. 
3; Burgess, E. W. The Growth of the City in Theodorson, G.A. (ed.) 

Studies in Human Ecology. Evanston, 19b1, pp.37-44-
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central business district, the zone in transition (being invaded by 

business and light manufacturing concerns), the zone of workingmen's 

homes, the high-class residential zone and the commuters' zone. He 

then proceeds to describe urban expansion in terms of 'extension, 

succession and concentration.' Burgess bases his scheme of growth on 

the conviction that ecological (natural and unplarmed) forces are at work 

shaping the organiZation of urban life. Park too believed this and 

writes, 'The city ••••• is not a fozmal administrative entity. It is 

rather a product of natural forces, extending its own boundaries more 

or less independently of the limits imposed upon it for political and 
1 

administrative purpoSes.' Zorbaugh also underlines this interpretation 

of the processes associated with the growth of the city when he says, 

'The city is curiously resistant to the fiats of man. Like the Robot, 

created by man, it goes its own way indifferent to the will of its 

creator. Reformers have stormed, the avaricious have speculated, and 

thoughtful men have planned. But again and again their programmes have 

met with obstacles. Human nature offers some opposition, traditions 

and institutions offer more; and - of especial significance - the very 

physical configuration of the city is W\Yielding to change. It becomes 

apparent that the city has a natural organization that must be taken into 
2· 

account. • 

1. 
2. 

Park. R.E. Human Communities. Glencoe, 1952. p.167. 
Burgess, E.W. (ed.) The Urban Community. Chicago, 1926. p.219. 



The ecologists set to work with their attention focused on the 

relation between human groups and their environment. They generally 

agreed that their studies embraced 'two aspects of group structure, 

both of which depend strongly on sustenance relations between man and 

physical environment, namely, spatial structure and the division of 
1 

labour. ' But beyond this cases of agreement, conceptual definitions 

and empirical research fanned out into a multitude of approaches, some 

of which could hardly be called ecological at all. 

(ii) Two recent restatements 

Because of the ramifications of terminology and in the face of 

telling criticism of theory and research, attempts have been made in more 

recent times to re-define and clarify the field of ecological study. 

One of these is by Quinn who rejects the classical theories 

associated with the division of society as a whole into biotic and 

cultural realms. Quinn substitutes for these concepts those of the 

'subsocial' and 'social' levels of interaction accepting that the former, 

which he takes to be the major focus of human ecology, can only be fully 

understood when its cultural context is taken into account. His own 

model is built on the two basic concepts of ecological 'interaction' and 

ecological 'structure.' He defines the former as 'the t sOOsocial type 

of mutual modification whereby living organisms mutually influence one 

1. Quinn, J. A. Ecology .!!l Gould, J. and Kolb, W.L. (ed.) A Dictionary 
of the Social Sciences. London, 196~, p.215. 



another through increasing or decreasing the limited supply of some 
1 

environmental factor upon which the other depends.' 'Ecological 

sz... 

structure consists of that distinctive, impersonal, subsocial aspect of 

community or regional organization which arises and changes through the 

operation of ecological interaction ••••• This ecological structure of 

community life presents two distinctive but interrelated aspects - (1) 

that of spatial organization, and (2) that of the functional division-
2 

ot-labour nexus through which men obtain their living.' Quinn ac-

knowledges that these aspects cannot be taken as constituting the total 

social structure. He SUI18 up his position by defining human ecology 

as 'a specialized field of sociological analysis which investigates (1) 

those impersonal subsocial aspects of conmunal structure - both spatial 

and functional - which arise and change as the result of interaction 

between men through the medium of limited supplies of the environment, 

and (2) the nature and forms of the processes by which this subsocial 
:5 

structure arises and changes.' 

Another important re-statement of the ecologist's case has been 

produced by Hawley who regards all human relationshipl as social. His 

intention is to broaden the field of ecological enquiry and he insists 

'that human behaviour and culture are but complex extensions of man's 
4-

organic or biotic character, different not in kind but only in degree.' 
1. Qui.nil, J.A. The Nature of HWII8n Ecolo : Re-examination and Redef-

inition~ Theodorson, G.A. Studies in Human EoologY 
Evanston, 1961, p.139. 

2. Ibid. p.l4O. 
3. Ibid. p.l4O. 
4. Reissman, L. The Urban Process. Glencoe, 1964. p.llS. 
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In fact, ' Culture is nothing more than a way of referring to the 

prevailing techniques by which a population maintains itself in its 

habitat. The component parts of human culture are therefore identical 

in principle with the appetency of the bee for honey, the nest-building 
1 

activities of birds, and the hunting habits of the carnivora.' From 

this vantage point Hawley delinea tes the area of ecological study as 
2 

'the analysis, description, and explanation of canmunity structure.' 

Community structure is shaped by the way a population organizes itself 

for survival in a particular habitat, one of the basic features of such 

organization being the division of labour, ie., differentiation and 

specialization. Hawley's approach to human ecology is very DL1.ch in

fluenced by economics, which he believes can readily provide indices 

of social phenomena of especial interest to the ecologist. 

Criticism of the ecological apProach 

The task which now presents itself is an assessment of the work of 

the ecologists in relation to the purposes of this thesis. In the 

preceding paragraphs, the descriptive outline has purposely been re

stricted to the more theoretical aspects of ecological writings as it 

is in the model and concepts used that the main interest here lies. 

As pointed out above. no attempt at systematic model building has really 
1. Hawley, A.H. EcologY and Human EcologY in Theodorson, G.A. (ed.) 

Studies in Human Ecology. Evanston, 196L p.150. 
2. Hawley, A.H. Discussion of Hollingshead's 'Conmunity Research: 

- Development and Pres ent Condi tion.' i!! Theodorson, G. A. ( ad. ) 
Studies in Human Ecology. Evanston, 1961. p.153. 
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been made" except by Park" and unfortunately the latter is not always 

consistent in the terminology he employs. For example, at the expense 

of clarity, he uses the word 'community' and 'society' interchangeably 

when talking about the biotic and cultural levels of human existence. 

Wirth pertinently comments that 'whereas the indiscrimin&te use of these 

terms leads to confusion, it becomes necessary, if we are to have fairly 

stable frames of reference, to state explicitly the meaning we assign to 
1 

the words we us e. ' If, however, one keeps to the meaning of Park's 

concepts as generally employed (see the diagram and chart above), the 

fundamental weakness of his model is the artificial dichbt~ which 

appears to exist between community and society. Des pit e occasional 

disclaimers, Park leaves the impression that the two parts of his model 

are analytically and empirically dis tinct. If this be so he faces the 

inevitable challenge of distinguishing in practice his theoretically 

defined fields of study. This he and his followers have so far failed 

to do. They have been unable to convince critics that the biotic sphere 

exists independently of the cultural or that the biotic realm gives an 

accurate explanation of those activities and social relationships which 

exist at the cultural. Alihan who has caITied out perhaps the most 

thorough examination of the work of the ecologists states that, 'When 

we come to the factual ecological studies, there seems to be no 
e 

distinction between the "natural" aspects of the economic organization" 

1. Wirth, L. On Cities and Social Life. (ed. Reiss, A.J. Jnr.) 
Chicago, 1964• p.166. 
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which result from competition, and the cultural, or those which are 

the product of accommodation and conflict - nor, for that matter, 

between any unconsciously effected phenomena and those brought about 
1 

consciously. • 

The attempt by Quinn to reinstate Park's model by defining the 

major sectors of human existence as the subsocial and the social has met 

with a similar evaluation by critics. Al though Quinn Vigorously denies 

that he is implying any dichotomy between non-cultural and cultural 

factors, others, like Hollingshead, still believe that his approach • is 

in the "classical" ecological tradition and appears to ignore or mini-

mize the cultural factor in the organization and structure of human 
2 

communities. ' Hawley, himself an exponent of' 'nee-ecology,' similarly 

comments that' the distinction between the "sub-social" and the "social" 

••••• appears to be based mre on normative than empirical criteria ••••• 

Whether the "sub-social" and the "social" are observably distinguishable 
3 

categories remains to be demonstrated.' 

Park on one occasion recognizes the problem when he writes, 

'Ecology is concerned with communities rather than societies though it 
4-

is not easy to distinguish between them.' Yet these two major concepts 

1. Alihan, M.A. • Communi ty' and Ecological Studies in Theodorson, G.A. 
(ed.) Studies in Human Ecology. Evanston, 1961. p. 95. 

2. Hollingshead, A. H. A Re-examina tion of Ecological Theory in 
Theodorson, G.A. (ed.) Studies in Human Ecology. Evanston;-1961.p.llO. 

3. Hawley, A.H. Discussion of Hollin shead's 'Communit Research: 
Developnent and Fresent Condition.' la Theodorson, G.A. ed. 
Studies in Human Ecology. Evanston, ,1961. pp.153 and l~ 

4. Park, R.E. Human Communities. Glencoe, 1952. p.25l. . 
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(community and society) were taken into the vocabulary of the ecologist 

without any indication that they were operationally adequate. 

'Unfortunately,,' writes Wirth" 'these two ideal typical aspects of hUIDan 

social life have frequently been confused with concrete realities. Thus 

there has been a failure to see that all communities are also societies 

and that all human societies bear at least some of the characteristics 
1 

of communities.' Neither Quinn's attempt to reinstate the subsocial 

as a distinct and vital sphere of human existence and therefore of 

sociological research" nor Hawley's attempt to subordinate cultural to 

physical and economic factors really carries much weight. The empirical 

evidence to substantiate the separate existence or predominant importance 

(or even the determinative nature, as sometimes implied) of the biotic 

sphere in social life remains to be produced. Wirth sums up the 

situation as follows: 'In view of our present-day knowledge concerning 

social causation, we might well be predisposed to follow the general 

principle that physical factors, while by no means negligible in their 

influence upon social life and psychological phenomena, are at best 

conditioning factors offering the possibilities and setting the limits 

for social and psychological existence and de~elopment. 
2 

they s et the stage for man" the actor.' 

tn other words, 

Despite these weaknesses, the classical model adopted by the early 

. ecologists has something to offer to a deeper understanding of the nature 

1. W1rth" L. On Cities and Social Life. (ed.' Reiss" A.J. Jnr.) 
Chicago, 196~.p.181. 

2. ~ p.186. 

j 
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of social life. If, instead of separating the biotic and cultural 

sectors, the basic elements of ~ are brought together into an 

integrated rather than dichotomous model (though it is realized that 

this really destroys the distinctive ecological emphasis, at least in 

relation to theory), we are on the way towards a description of the 

social system as later defined in this thesis. As Wirth puts it, the 

concepts 'conmunity' and' society' (as understood by Park) are not 

'mutually conflicting entities but two mutually complementing aspects of 
1 

every form of group life.' 

It is interesting to note that, in some senses, Park's emphasis on 

the biotic sphere is akin to the approach of the empiricists discussed 

earlier who stress structure. Park's 'community' has a spatial and 

geographical connotation and is associated with habitat and with residents 
2 

living within' a more or less completely closed system.' Study of the 

cormnunal level of existence is concerned with the structure of the group, 

especially in relation to the way a population organizes itself within a 

distinct territorial area for the provision and maintenance of its 

economic welfare. But, unlike a number of structural empiricists, the 

ecologists are more prepared to reckon with the wide influence and effect 

of economic (or ecological) factors and are thus in a better position to 

recognize that the area ot urban lite studied nust be seen in the context 

ot the organization of the whole region or the entire city of which it is 

1. 

2. 

Wirth, L. On Cities and S06ial Life. (ed.' Raiss, A~J. Jnr.) 
Chicago, 1964. p.167. 
Park, R.E. Human Conmnmities. Glencoe, 1952.p.147. 
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only one segment. In similar style, Quinn defines human ecology as 
1 

the investigation of the 'impersonal subsocial aspects of communal 
1 

structure - both spatial and functional.' It is true that he qualifies 

this statement by restricting ecological research to those structures 

'which arise and change as the result of interaction' but interaction 

in his sense remains confined to the effect of competition for 'limited 

supplies of the environment.' Likewise Hawley aligns himself with the 

struc:tural empiricists when he writes, 'Human ecology ••••• is concerned 

mainly with the structural features of functional organization and with 
2 

how these change in response to changes in external conditions.' 

Park's 'society,' on the other hand, bears certain resemblances to 

the field of study with which the social action empiricists are concerned. 

The emphasis is on social interaction. Park stresses this feature of 

the cultural sphere when he writes, 'Societies are formed for action and 

in action. They grow up in the efforts of individuals to act 

collectively. The structures which societies exhibit are on the whole 

" the incidental effects of collective action.' 

The parallel between Park's 'conmunity' and the field studied by 

the structural empiricists, and between his 'society' and the concern of 

the social action empiricists, does not exjiend DDJ.ch beyond the sim

.1larities already mentioned. But the comparison is sufficiently 
1. Quinn, J.A. The Nature of Human colo e-examination and 

Redefinition in Theodorson, G.A.. ed. Studies in Human Ecology 
Evans ton, 1961. p.l4O. 

2. Hawley, A.H. Human EcologY. New York, 1950. p.180. 
3. Park, R.E. Htunan Communities. Glencoe, 1952. p.181. 



close for a nwnber of the oonunenta made earlier, concerning the 

potentialities and limitations of the two empirical approaches to the 

study of community, to apply to classical ecological theory also. No 

a ttempt will be made to repeat the assessment made in the previous 

seotion. Suffice it to say that the ecologists, like the empiricists, 

fail in the end to discern or describe in any clear and systematic way 

those really fundamental features which give to the conoept of community 

distinctive, lasting and universal significanoe and which can be 

successfully opera tionaliz ed. 

In certain less theoretical respects, however, the contribution of 

the ecologists to community study is most valuable. They have, for 

instanoe, been instrumental in produoing and employing a wide variety 

ot more specifio and limited conoepts of practical worth. A munber 

of these have been mentioned above. 
1 

Some, such as the terms 'natural 

area' and 'competition,' have required considerable redefinition but 

others have stood the test of time and have become useful tools for the 

analysis of urban life. The eoologists were, for example, one of 

the first groups of sooial scientists to appreciate the importance of 

the time factor in modern sooiety and their conoept of 'ecologioal 
2 

.91stanoe' is valuable in this respect. The ecologists were also to the 
1. See e~. Zorbaugh, H.W. The Natural Areas of the City'y! Burgess, 

E.W. {ed.) The Urban Community, Chicago, 1926. pp. 219-229. 
2. See eg. McKenzie, R.D. The Soope of Human Ecology in 1heodorson, 

G.A. (ed.) Studies in Human Ecology, Ev'anston, 19"61. p.31. 
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fore in coming to grips with urban life as a continuing process and 

in attempting to distinguish features and patterns of social change. 

In addition ecology, as a school of sociological thought, has 

produced a wealth of information about the nature of environmental 

factors in urban life. Since the work of the Chicago team gained 

international repute, no student of community life dare underestimate 

the importance of physical environment and the economy on social 

relationships. The ecologists have once and for all given these 

features of human existence an undeniable prominence. In connection 

with this aspect of life in particular, they have developed statistical 

and graphical techniques for the study of the city which have proved 

of lasting worth. That these are by no means dependent on the validity 

of ecological theory as a whole has been clearly demonstrated. The 

zonal theory of urban growth as outlined by Burgess has, for example, 

been criticized on many counts, not least that advancing technology 

gives the lie to the assertion that the city is merely the product of 

natural forces. Nevertheless, Mann has very recently been able to 

employ the idea of concentric zones to describe the physical lay-out 

of Huddersfield, Nottingham and Sheffield and to produce a most 

interesting plan of the way in which environmental features help to 
1 

determine the shape of British towns. 

Most ecologists have fortunately refused to be bound by the 

1. Mann, F.H. .An Approach to Urban 50ciolo&1. London, 1965. 
pp. 72-96. 



implications of their theoretical endeavours. They have explored and 

written at great length about the level of human existence which Park: 

called 'society.' The results of this lack of consistency have been 

fruitful and students of community life remain in the ecologists t debt 

not only for their studies of the physical environment and its influence 

on man's lite but also for a great deal ot research carried out in the 
1 

ethnic field and in relation to urban social problems. 

The ecologists have been the focus of attention here not so much 

because ot their emphasis on the importance of the . urban environment 

nor ot their empirical endeavours, as because of the theoretical 

framework, initially designed by Park, within which they have attempted 

to work. Though, as noted above, the bringing together of the basic 

features of both the biotic and societal spheres does give some 

indication of the nature of the social sye tem as a whole, the 

ecological model gives little assistance in any effort to distinguish 

the intrinsic characteristics of cOIIDllunity as such. The search for 

the latter is now continued in an examination of the work of a group 

of sociologists whose approach to community study is very much more 

theoretically developed. 

1. Burgess, E.W. and Bogue, D.J. (eds.) Contribution to Urban 
Sociology. Chicago, 1964. 



3. The Theoreticians 

The final seotion of this chapter is concerned with those 

students of community life who employ what Reissman calls I theories 
1 

of contras t. • Their main object is to give to the large amount of 

empirical data some sort of form and order by grouping together 

distinctive features of different types of cOlllllll.lnal life. Such types 

are then compared or contrasted to highlight their particular 

characteristics. 

As a whole, the theoreticians adopt two methods of approach to 

their materiali analysis based on a dichotomous model and analysis 

based on the continuum. The former stresses the distinotive nature 

of contrasted types of society, the latter the variety of types that 

appear along a 'continuous scale. Inevitably those writers dealing 

with dichotomies have to assume some link between their, polar types in 

order to make the contras t ul time. tely meaningful. Similarly, those 

emphasising the continuum have to assume the existence at contrasting 

types at either end. It is thus not surprising to find a few 

theoreticians, such as Robert Redtield (folk-urban) and Howard Becker 

(saored-secular), oombining a desoription of polar types .!!l9 an 

intervening oontinuum in the same model. 

It ought to be noted that the theoretioians in referring to 

- phenomena ot a very similar nature use a wide variety ot concepts. 

1. Reissman, L. The Urban Process. Glencoe, 1964. p.123. 



MCKinney gives a list of twelve authors employing theories of contrast 

in their wor.k who, though dealing with social aggregates containing 
1 

many features in conunon, use twenty-two different terms. Another 

example of this confusing situation is provided by Emile Durkheim who 

applies the concepts • organic solidarity' and 'mechanical solidarity' 

in a way opposite to normal practice, the mechanical in this case re-

ferring to the more 'primitive' end of the scale. It is, therefore, 

imperative to pay attention to the features that distinguish the types 

of community described and not to the conceptual titles. 

To outline a large nuniber of theories of contrast would be both 

impossible and pointless for many embrace models with little or no 

bearing on the main theme of this thesis. Theretore, only the wor.k ot 

two such writers, Ferdinand T~nnies and Robert Redtie1d, is described 

in any detaU. T~nnies is chosen because the conceptual framework 

outlined by him has, in many ways, become the prototype tor later 

theories of this kind. He employs a dichotomous approach which seeks 

to contrast a Geaellschaft with a Gemeinschatt type ot society; the 

latter concept, in translation at least, being related to the central 
2 

subject of this thesis. Redtield is chosen because he is one of the 

tew writers who bases his model on first-hand empirical research. He 

1. McKinney, J.C. The Application ot Gemeinschatt and Gesellschaf't 
as Related to Other T 10 iea .!!! T3iiiiies, F. Conmunity and 
Society Translated and supplemented by Loomis, c.P.) Michigan, 
1~57 (First published 1887). pp. 12-29. . 

2. Tonnies, F. ColIll1lln1ty and Association. (Translated and supplemented 
by LoomiB, C.P:) London, 1955 (First published 1887). p.xiv. 
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sets up a oontinuum between the folk and urban poles, the former being 

synonymous with what other theoretioians would regard as the oonmmal 

end of the soale, a link being thus made with the theme of' this thesis. 

This seotion will be divided into three main parts. First of' all 

" (i) an outline of the models used by Tonnies and Redfield wUl be given. 

Then, inoluding examples fran the work of other writers in this field, 

an assessment will be made of the theoretioians' approaoh to the study 

of oommunity in relation to (ii) oonceptual considerations and (iii) 

empirical operationalization. 

(i) Ferdinand T~rmies and Robert Redfield 

" Ferdinand Tonnies was born in 1855 on the west ooast of 

Sohleswig-Holstein. He was brought up in a oountryside of farms and 

small towns and oame to know intimately the nature of oommuni ty life in 

that area. He witnessed the impaot of oapitalism on his native 

territory and the turning of Eiderstadt into an administrative distriot. 

He also saw the first big labour strikes in that region. T~rmies was 

thus in a good position to work out a model representing the oontrasting 

elements in the types of social relationships which he himself had 

experienoed. 

T~nnies' starting point is social psychology rather than sociology 

proper. He begins by singling out two forms of human will whioh he 

believes to be the basic ingredients of the one or the other type of 
\ 



wider corporate relationships; natural will (typical ot Gemeinschatt) 

and rational will (typical ot Gesellschatt). AJ!J Loomis puts it, 'The 

keys tones ot T~nnies' sys tem are the concepts or ideal types, 

Gemeinschatt and Gesellschatt, which are based primarily upon natural 
1 

will and rational will.' " . Tonmes then proceeds to construct an 

extremely complex system ot characteristics typical ot his two major 

categories ot human relationships. The wide range ot topics covered 
2 

by this system can be seen trom the selection ot teatures listed below. 

Main headings 
Na tural will 

Gemeinschatt 
(Psychical !I[) 
(Social !I[) 

(ii) Occupations 
Home or household econo~ (Economic) 

Agricul ture ( Technological) 
Art ( Cultural - in the sense 

ot the basis ot thinking 
and conceptualizing) 

3 
~ as described by Loomis 

Ra tional will 
Gesellschatt 

Convention 
Legislation 

Public Opinion 

Trade 
Industry 
Science 

T~nn1es i.mplies that the whole gallDlt ot social relationships can be 

subsumed under his main headings and believes that an important step is 

1. Tgnnies, F. Co~ty and Association. (Translated and 
supplemented by Loomis, C.P.) London, 1955 (First published 1887). 
p.xiv. 

2. Ibid. pp.Z7o-27l and 278-279. 
3. ~. pp.278-279. -
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thus taken to an objective assessment of 'the spirit of the age.' 

If T~nnies was the leading exponent of the dichotomous theory of 

types for the analysis of social relationships, Robert Redfield 

(1897-1958) was an important advocate of the continuum. Redfield, an 

anthropologist associated for much of his academic life with the 

University of Chicago, received his introduction to the main stream of 

sociological ideas from Park. His work, however, remains significant 

in its own right. 

One of Redfield's most influential books is that concerned with 

'The Folk Culture of Yucatan, I a Mexican peninsula where he undertook 
1 

research from 1927 until about 1936. His work was centred on four 

places: a tribal settlement (Tusik), a peasant village (Chan Kom), a 

town (Dzitas) and a c.ity (Merida). Redfield believes these to be 

typical of four steps or stages along the social gradient from the folk 

(isolated and homogeneous) to the urban (mobile and heterogeneous) type 

of society. He specifies ten indices of these four types of group, 

which describe and measure the degree of urbanization,as follows: 

'The peasant village as compared with the tribal village, the town as 

compared with the peasant village, or the city as compared with the 

town is (i) less isolated; (ii) more heterogeneous; (iii) characterized 

by a more complex division of labour; (i~) has a more completely 

1. Redfield, R. The Folk: Culture of Yucatan. Chicago, 194J.. 



developed money econo~; (v) has professional specialists who are more 

secular and less sacred; (vi) has kinship and godparental institutions 

that are less well organized and less effective in social control; 

(vii) is correspondingly more dependent on impersonally acting 

institutions of control; (viii) is less religious, with respect both to 

beliefs and practices of catholic origin as well as those of Indian 

origin; (ix) exhibits less tendency to regard sickness as resulting from 

a breach of moral or merely customary rule, (x) allows a greater freedom 
1 

of action and choice to the individual.' In refining his theory further, 

Redfield writes, 'It has been discovered that the less isolated and more 

heterogeneous societies of the series of four in Yucatan are the ones 

which are more characterized by disorganization of culture, by 

secularization, and by individualization. The conclusions are 

generalizations on many particular facts. The assertions are "on the 
2 

whole" true. t With some caution he thus puts forward his folk-urban 

continuum not only as a theory of contrast but also as one of evolutionary 

change. 'The implication clearly is that the little community is giving 

way to the larger, urban, secular society. There is no doubt that 

Redfieldwas neither sanguine nor pleased about the changes. He prefeITed 

the small, primitive, isolated conmnmity which was the primary subject 
3 

. of the anthropologist.' 
1. Redfield, R. The Folk Culture of Yucatan. Chicago, 1941. p.338. 
2., !bid. p.342·, 
3. ~sman, L. The Urban Process. Glencoe, 1964.p.13l. 
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(11) Criticism of the theoretical approach: conceptual considerations 

(a) Typical characteristics 

lhe first major problem that faces all theoreticians concerns the 

features selected to distinguish the various types of social aggregate. 

The task presented is that of conceptual operationalization, ie., the 

singling out of features of universal application (such as Redfield's 

ten folk-urban characteristics) typical of the social units concerned. 

There has, however, been little agreement about which social 

characteristics should be included or excluded even when types appear 

very similar in nature. Hillery analyses ninety-four definitions of 

conmrunity only to find that less than one-quarter of them produce anything , 

like a common formula and that at least sixteen nutually exclusive 
1 

elements are evident overall. Dewey carries out a similar analysis of 

definitions of urbanization and, in eighteen books or articles, finds 
2 

forty miscellaneous features listed. The term • heterogeneity' which 

appears most often is still only mentioned by eleven of the writers. 

Akin to this difficulty is the tendency of some theoreticians to 

include within a single type a whole constellation of characteristics; 

a feature of T8nnies' work and, to a lesser extent, of Rea.field's too. 

But whereas the latter at least attempts to relate his conceptual scheme 

1. 
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to his empirioal research, a good number of writers provide inadequate 

evidenoe to support the oriteria on which the inolusion or exolusion 

of their many typioal oharaoteristios is 'based. 

Another problem arises in oonneotion with whioh of the oomponents 

of eaoh type are to be taken as most determinative, ie., which stand as 

independent and which dependent variables. Redfield aoknowledges tha t 
1 

t the problem is seen as one of the relation among variables. t He 

himself takes isolation and homogeneity as independent variables, 

organization or disorganization, individualization and seoularization 

as dependent variables. For Durkheim, studying different types of 

sooial solidarity, it is the division of labour whioh takes pride of 
2 

plaoe. Mann oommenting on.the pioneer work of Sorokin and ZilIDllerman 

on rural-urban differenoes states that these writers t oonsider the 

prinoipal oriterion of differenoe between rural and urban sooiety to 

be oooupational. From this basio differenoe a further series of 

differenoes oan be developed, most of which are related in some way to 
3 

the basio one. t These diverse judgments appear to be of a somewhat a 

priori kind and more empirioal evidenoe to justify the determination of 

the most important variables would aid olarifioation and assessment. 

1. 
··2. 

Redfield, R. The Folk Culture of Yuoatan. Chioago, 1941.p.344. 
Durkheim E. The Division of Labour in Societ;y. (Translated by 
Simpson, ' Q.) Glencoe, 1933 ( First published 1893). 
Mann, P.R. An Approach to Urban Socio1og;y. London, 1965. p.7 
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A final criticism concerning typical features is that the choice 

made is, often without being realized or acknowledged, historically or 

culturally conditioned. All concepts, of course, are tied in lesser 

or greater extent to a particular time or place but, as Mann points out 

in connection with the rural-urban model, there is a tendency to compare 

rural and urban characteristics without any indication of the historical 
1 

context which the author has in mind. In relation to cultural 

conditioning, Stewart argues that certain elements (eg. density of 

population), taken for granted as typical of rural-urban differences 

in the Western World, cannot be transposed without further thought to 
2 

other parts of the globe (eg. the Far East). He concludes that 'the 

infinite variety of culture does not lend itself to easy classification 
3 

in clear-cut types.' 

(b) The ideal or 'constructed' type 

The theoreticians have run into trouble with regard to their types 

considered as distinct entities. There is in some cases an 

inclination to draw the picture in terms which are too concrete and 

specific. Mann describes this as the pitfall 'of dealing in stereotypes 
4 

rather than generalizations.' 

1. Mann, P.H. An Approach to Urban 80ciolog:. London, 1965.p.4-
2. stewart, C.T. Jnr. The Urban-Rural Dichoto : Conce ts and Uses. 

Amer. J.80ciol. Vol. 4, No.2. pp.152-l58. Sept. 1958. 
3. ~. p.156. 
4- Mann, P.H. An Approach to Urban 80ciolog:. London. 1965.pp.4-5. 
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T~Imies, for example, appears on occasions to associate both his 

Gemeinschaft and Gesellschaft types with a number of.' concrete kinds of 

social organization. He states, 'The study of.' the house (home) is the 

study of the Gemeinschaft as the study of.' the organic cell is the study 
1 

of life itself,' and again, 'ilie city is typical of Gesellschaft in 
2 

general. t He is here and elsewhere in danger of dealing more with 

empirical examples than with the more universal features required for 

the construction of truly ideal types. 
It 

'For Tonnies,' comments Parsons" 

'Gemeinschaf.'t and Gesellschaft are ideal types of concrete relationships. 
3 

His scheme is in this seme a classification.' The problem is pinpointed 

by Heberle when he says; 'If one should, eg., define the family as a 

Gemeinschaft, the road to sociological unders tanding would thereby be 

barred; it is the peculiar task of the sociologist to find out how far 

the family in a concrete situation (eg. the ~age earner's family in a 

great city) approaches more nearly to the type of Gesellschaft than a 
4 

family in another situation (eg. on a farm).' Heberle himself thinks 

that, for T~nnies, 'Gemeinschaft and Gesellachaft are pure concepts of 

ideal types which, as such, do not exist in the empirical world. They can 

therefore, find no employment as classificatory concepts (Db. the 

opposite view to Parsons). Rather they are to be regarded as traits 

1. ~nnies, F. Community and Association. (Translated and supplemented 
by Loomis, C.P.) London, 1955 (First published 1887).p.60. 

2. !bid. p.266. . 
3. ~ons, T. The structure of.' Social Action. Glencoe, 1949. p.693. 
4. Heberle, R. The Sociology of.' Ferdinand T~nnies. Amer. Sociol. Rev. 

Vol.2, No.l. (pp.9-25). Feb. 1937. p.15. 



1 
which, in empirical social entities, are found in varying proportions.' 

Yet the impression remains that here and there T~nnies has a misleading 

tendency to reify his ideal types. 

One consequence of all this is that certain kinds of social 

relationships come to be regarded as totally distinct and mutually 

exclusive, ie., it is either Gemeinschaft .2!: Gesellschaft and can never 

be botb/ and. Sentences fromT~nnies, such as the following, seem to 

substantiate this criticism: 'Family life is the general basis of life 

in the Gemeinschaft. It subsists in village and town life ••••• In the 

city as well as in the capital, and especially in the metropolis, family 
2 

life is decaying.' Again, 'As the town lives on within the city, 

elements of the life in Gemeinschaft, as the only real form of life, 
3 

persist within the Gesellschaft, although lingering and decaying.' And, 

'The entire culture has been transformed into a civilization of state 

and Gesellschaft, and this transfOImation means the doom of culture itself 

if none of its sea ttered seeds remain alive and again bring forth the 

essence and idea of Gemeinschaft, thus secretly fostering a new culture 
li-

amidst the decaying one.' Ruth Durant in her book: on watling restates 

the point made here in her own words; 'My definition of community, "a 

territorial group of people with a common mode of living, striving for 

. " common objectives," is largely influenced by Ferdinand Tonnies' famous 
11 

1. Heberle, R. The Sociology of Ferdinand Tonnies. Amer. Sociol. Rev. 
Vol.2, No.l. (pp.9-25). Feb. 1937·p.15. 

2. T~nnies, .F. Community and Association. (Translated and supplemented 
by Loomis,C.P.) London, 1955 (First pUblished 1887).pp.267 and 268. 

3. Ibid. p.265. 
4e Ibid. p.270. 
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analysis in 'Community and Society,' but complete identity was not 

possible, for the conditions that make for community in T~nnies' sense 
1 

are dead and they cannot be revived.' 

Here again T~nnies, supported by certain of his commentators, 

denies that his intention is to establish mutually exclusive types. 

Thus in an article written in 1931, representing his latest oonsideration 

of the matter, he writes, 'Both names (Gemeinschaft and Gesellschaft) 

are in the present context stripped of their connotation as designating 

social entities or groups, or even collective or artifioial persons; 

the essence of both Gemeinsohaft and Gesellschaft is found. interwoven 
2 

in all kinds of association.' Loomis expresses the opinion that 

'Tgnnies' types are not merely types but ideal types or mental oonstruots 

which do not aotually exist empirically in pure form, and no society could 
3 

exist if one form or type existed to the exolusion of the other.' 

Nevertheless, Tgnnies appears to come extremely olose to giving his types 

the appearance of mutual exolusiveness. In the purely theoretical 

sense this is perhaps a feasible position to adopt but, taken together 

.. 
with Tonnies' tendenoy to associate both his types with a number of 

ooncrete kinds of social organization as mentioned above, the inference 

(as drawn by Dlrant, for example) that in the empirical situation 

Gesellschaft excludes Gemeinschaft, does not help in a olearer 

1. 
2. 

Durant, Re Watling. London, 1939.p.ix. 
T~nnies,_F. Comnrunity and Association. (Translated and supplemented 
by Loomis, a.p.) London, 1955 (First published 1887). p.18. 
~ p.xix. 



understanding of the nature and expression of conmunity_ 

It is argued by some critics that the division of social 

relationships into two major types only is a purely arbitrary 

76. 

categorization and very much of an over-simplification. In 1926, 

Redfield carried out a study of Tepoztlan, a village sixty miles south 

of Mexico city, describing the degree of isolation, homogeneity, social 
1 

integration and so forth • In 1943, Oscar Lewis made a survey of the 

. life of the same place reaching quite different conclusions which, he 
2 

believes, are not simply due to the passage of time. Redfield, 

commenting on this situation, says, 'The principal conclusion that I 

draw from this experience is that we are all better off with two 
3 

descriptions of Tepoztlan than we would be with only one of them.' But 

one might then ask, 'Why only two viewpoints? Why not three or four or 

more?· Or, to translate this into Redf'ield's own terminology, why 
4 

merely 'a combination of opposi tea '? S tewart puts the point as follows: 

• The folk-primitive culture and the urban-secular culture are 

qualitatively diffsrent; they are not extremes along a quantitative 
5 

dimension, nor are they the only distinct species of society.' stewart 

then mentions another 'species' which he believes to be quite distinct 

from Redfield's types, the feudal kind of community. Parsons, speaking 

1. 
2. 

Redfield, R. Tepoztlan - A Mexican Village. Chicago, 1930. 
Lewis, o. Life in a Mexican Village: Tepoztlan Restudied. 
Urbana, 1951. 
Redf'ield, R. The Little Community_ Chicago, 1955. p.136. 
11E:S!. pp.132-l4B. 
stewart, C.T. Jnr. The Urban-Rural Dichoto : Conce ts and Uses. 
Amer. J. Sociol. Vol. pp.152-158 • Sept. 
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of T~nnies' work, concludes that it is not possible unreservedly to 

accept his concepts 'as the basis for a general classification of social 

relationships or, indeed, ••••• to start from~ dichoto~ of only 
1 

two types. The basic types cannot be reduced to two.' 

The theoreticians' search for an analytic framework, be it in this 

case the dichotolIJ3 or continuum, which is both comprehensive and 

enduring is complicated by yet another factor, the rapidity with which 

social life is changing. Definitions of the folk or rural end of the 

scale are gradually becoming, in many parts of the world, less and less 

relevant and useful to a modem technological society encountering the 

extensive spread of urbanization. Mann, having tes ted the rural-urban 

variables as expounded by Sorokin and Zimrnerman" s ta tes tha t 'there 

are several instances where the analyses show little rural-urban 

difference, and it may be considered that, in Britain today, a certain 

standardization has replaced what may have been past differences ••••• 

The differentiation between north and south was often more real than 
2 

the differentiation between rural and urban.' At the urban end of the 

scale the theoretician has problems too. Not only is he trying to 

discover features typical of urban life as it is now (Dewey, as noted 

above, has shown the confusion that exists her~) but he is al~o trying 

to cope with the rapidly changing character of urbanization. . Redfield, 

1. ~ Parons, T. 
2. Mam, P.H. 

The Structure of Social Action. Glencoe, 1949. p.694e 
An Approach to Urban Sociolo&l. London, 1965.pp. 66 & 67. 
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it will be recalled, based his typology oft urban life on Merida, the 

capital of Yucatan, but this place in fact had a population of only 

96,600, by present day standards little more than a large town. 

Redfield's own point of view is that 'the conception of a folk society, 

in detail of inteITelated parts, is not matched in the literature by 

a corresponding and complementary description of an opposite type ••••• 

To identify the city with .the opposite of the folk society is convenient 

by a simple negativing of the propositions that identify the folk 
1 

society.' Yet it is highly doubtful whether' a simple negativing' can 

suffice any longer for a complex and varied urban way of life which may 

soon demand an entirely new typological series of its own. 

( cl The continuum 

The theoreticians adopt two main approaches to the designing of the 

continuum. The most common approach is that which describes a number 

of intermediate kincs of social aggregate lying between polar types. 

Such is the method of analysis adopted by Redfield. The other approach 

isolates a number of important features or processes and then seeks to 

• place' social aggregates on an appropriate scale according to the 

extent to which these characteristics are present or absent, developed 

or undeveloped. This is the procedure adopted by Dewey when he bases 

his rural-urban continuum on the degree to which five basic t qualities' 

1. Redfield, R. The Little Community. Chicago, 1955.p.~5.' 
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are present: (i) anonymity, (ii) division of labour, (iii) heterogeneity, 

induced and maintained by (i) and (ii), (iv) impersonal and formally 

prescribed relationships, (v) symbols of status which are independent of 
1 

personal acquaintance. For stein the .f'u.ndamental processes of 

urbanization, industrialization and bureaucratization are the focus of 
2 

attention. It is the extent to which these are little or well advanced 

that determines where social aggregates are to be placed on the continuum 

(though in stein t s cas e the latter is not in any way sys tema tically 

defined). 

The former of these main approaches faces the task of ensuring that 

a close link is discernible between the features making up the different 

types along the continuum. stewart, as noted, does not think that 
.3 

Redfield's types are in fact set' along a quantitative dimension' but 

that they are different in kind, ie., made up of unrelated variables. 

Martindale is more outspoken still and believes that the attempt, in any 

mathematical sense, to link t such complex, multidimensional phenomena 
It. 

as societies is pseudo-science.' In this connection those theoreticians 

employing various universal features or processes to form the basis of a 

continuum (such as Dewey) are probably on firmer ground. 

1. 

2 • 
.3. 

It.. 
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Both of these approaches to the designing of a continuum face the 

conceptual problem of distinguishing and defining a lOgical sequence of 

stages along the scale employed, a task called by Duncan the establishment 
1 

of 'continuous gradations.' The stages along the scale must also 

represent the evenly (not erratically) increasing or decreasing extent 

to which typical characteristics (rural or urban, sacred or secular, etc.) 

are present; called by Duncan the task of establishing' consistent 
2 

variations. I This is an extremely delicate undertaking, especially 

when dealing with types along the scale which contain a constellation 

of variables, and Duncan does not feel the t hope of success is very 

great: 'The writer's general position is that careful inductive 

classifications of colIlJWllities are of greater scientific value than 

hypothetical constructs like the "rural-urban continuum." The latter 

perhaps has some heuristic value in suggesting one kind of intercommunity 

variation. But it is highly doubtful that the unidimensional continuum, 

in any rigorous, mathematical sense, is a sufficiently realistio model 

for research on intercommunity variation. Realistic olassifications 

wUl almost necessarily be multidimensional ones. Moreover, the pre-

oision of measurement along the various dimensions will doubtless be 

muoh less than is suggested by the idea of a continuum in mathematics. 

1. 

2. 

Duncan, Q.D. Communit Size and the Rural-Urban Continuum.!!! 
Hatt, P.!. and Reiss, A.J. Jnr. eds. Cities and SOCiety 
(Second edition). Glencoe, 1957. p.36. 
Ibid. p.36. 
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If this is true, then does not the social scientist reveal more 
1 

pretentiousness than insight in insisting on a term like "continuum"?' 

Yet the difficulty of designing a continuum of mathematical precision must 

not be allowed to divert attention from the conti~um's analytic value as 

a theoretical tool in sociological research. 

{iii) Criticism of the theoretical approach: 

Empirical operationalization 

la) Indices 

Many of the complications presented to the theoreticians in 

conceptual operationalization inevitably carry over into the empirical 

" . 1 sphere. As Tonnies attempts no empincs enquiry employing his dich-

otomous model as the framework for research, an assessment of the val-

idity of indices is not possible in his case. Redi'ield, however, does 

attempt to work with both a theoretical model and empirical indices 

although, for him, the former was really derived, during the course of his 

research, fran the latter. Even so he is criticized for imprecision in 

the definition of the indices he employs, Miner a ttributing the lack of 

agreement between Redi'ield and Lewis over life in Tepoztlan to the 

~dequate specification of those empirical features representative of 

1. Duncan, O.D. Communi t Size and the Rural-Urban Continuum .!B 
Hatt, P.K. and Reiss, A.J. Jnr. eds. Cities and Society 
(Second edition). Glencoe, 1957. p.45. 
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1 
cultural disorganization. 

Other theoreticians offer little evidence to support and justify 

the selection of empirical indices. Durkheim, for example, in 

adopting law as the • external index' of social solidarity states, 'We 

can ••••• be certain of finding refleoted in law all the essential 

varieties of social solidarity ••••• If ••••• there are types of social 

solidarity which custom alone manifests, they are assuredly secondary; 

law produces those which are essential and they are the only ones we 
2 

need to know.' Yet others question that the study of law alone is 

SUfficient to grasp fully the nature and state of social solidarity 

\Vi thin a group. Even Riessman, who is more aware than mas t of the 

problems involved, adopts some indices of an extremely dubious kind to 

demonstrate the existence of urbanization; one variable, the degree of 

nationalism, being assessed by the strange criterion of the percentage 

of literate persons in a country's population amongst those of fifteen 
3 

and over. 

l.b) The grading of social aggregates 

If the choice of particular empirical indices presents difficulties, 

the grading of social aggregates as entities is an even more testing job. -1. 

2. 

3. 

Miner, H. The Folk-Urban Continuum in Hatt, P.K.. and Reiss, A.J. Jnr. 
(eds.) Cities and Society (Second edition). Glencoe, 1957. pp.136-7. 
Durkheim, E. The Division of Labour in Societ: (Translated by Simpson, 
G.) Glencoe, 19)) (First published 189). pp.65 and 66. 
Reissman, L. The Urban Process. Glencoe, 1964-- p.203. 
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One aim of the theoretician is to be able to say of any social unit 

studied that it resembles this polar type more than that, or falls 

here rather than there on the continuum. But even if the latter has 

been 'continuously' and t consistently' graded from the conceptual point 

of view, there remains the assignment of making some overall judgment 

concerning where to 'place' the group being surveyed. ilie problem 

faced earlier, of deciding which of the many characteristics 

associated with each type are most or least important, here crystallizes 

out. 
1 

Mann suggests a chart in which the factors typical of the ideal 

type of con:nmmity are placed along the vertical axis, and then 'scored 

off' on a o to 100 scale along the horizontal axis, as indicated below:-

COIlUIDlnity A COmmunity B 

Factors 0 Score 100 Factors 0 Score 100 

A x A X 

B X B; X 

C >< C X 

D X D X 

E X E X 

1. Mann, P.H. An Approach to Urban Sociolo&. London, 1965. p.189. 



This, however, demands an exceedingly high degree of precision in 

empirical measurement of typical features present and offers little 

guidance about overall judgment of social aggregates as entities if 

certain characteristics score very low and others very high on the 

scale. 

Dewey tries to simplify matters by reducing the number of major 

variables on which his rural-urban continuum (vertical axis) is built 

to five, but his cultural continuum (horizontal axis) still contains 

four other variables (non-literate - literate, primitive-civilized, 

subjective-objective, sacred-secular) and thus produces further 
1 

complications. Duncan seeks to assist the grading of social aggregates 

by taking' community size' alone to represent one axis and certain 
2 

specific variables in turn to designate the other. But no really 

satisfactory method of grading social aggregates as wholes has yet been 

prOduced and it is here that the use of the dichotomy and/or continuum 

as a means of classifying and comparing different groupings meet their 

severest test. 

-
1. Dewey, R. The Rural-Urban Continuum: 

Unimportant. Amer. J. Sociol. Vol. , No.l. pp. 0- • 
July 1960. p.6~ 

2. Duncan, O.D. Conmunity Size and the Rural-Urban Continuum l!! 
Hatt, P.K. and Reiss, A.J. Jnr. (eds.) Cities and Society 
(Second edition). Glencoe, 1957. pp. 35-4-5. 
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g,. Community studies: their imPlications 

This Chapter has reviewed various approaches to the study of 

community. A final word must now be added about the lessons learnt 

from the latter, bearing in mind the attempt to be made later to test 

the two hypotheses set out in the Introduction to this thesis. 

The studies mentioned above are concerned with those parts or 

aspects of the social system presumed to possess the properties of la 

conmunity. t They do indeed touch on numerous features of the social 

system of great comnunal importance. For example, the empiricists 

stress two major facets of the system (social action end social structure) 

fundamental to any study of community whilst the ecologists clearly 

demonstrate how the system is influenced by the physical environment 

within which it is set. A more balanced view would have been achieved 

if these studies had dealt with all those aspects of the system having 

comrmmal value rather than concentrated attention on social structure ~ 

social action~ ecOlogical factors. The social action studies are 

particularly in danger of distorting the cOIDllIlll1al picture where they 

lay great stress on • dramatic occurrences' or.' social problems.' 

A far more basic criticism of these studies is that a good deal of 

time is spent describing and analysing the' communal' aspects of the 

social system without any prior attempt to work out and present a clear 

definition of the term 'community.' Many of the enquiries seem to have 
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been conducted without real understanding of what criteria determine 

the existence and~ensity of community in a social aggregate and are 

thus deprived of relevant criteria for deciding the best means of 

approaching study of the social system. All too often investigators 

appear to opt quite arbitrarily for one or other of the approaches 

outlined in the foregoing Chapter without giving any explicit reasons 

for so doing. It is true that the theoreticians at least seek to work 

within a more orderly framework in their attempts to classify and. compare 

a wide range of t commUni ties t but they also fail to offer any clear 

definition of what a conummity is or what are its essential hall-marks. 

Because of this failure to deal with the concept of conmunity as 

such, all the approaches above tend to become too tied down to the 

particular and the concrete. First, many structural empiricists and 

ecologists view community as synonymous with a specific kind of place 

such as a rural village or urban neighbourhood unit. Secondly, there 

is a marked tendency, especially amongst the theoreticians bent on 

establishing some form of continuum, to interpret community as identical 

with the primitive or simple type of settlement (the t folk' end of the 

scale) which is closely associated with a certain period of histoty. 

Finally, there is the temptation, characteristic of the structural 

empiricists and the theoreticians, to tie the concept of coIIlllBlllity to 

a social grouping with a particular social structure, as in the case 

of the close-knit associationsl life of Bethnal Green or the 



Gemeinschaft ideal type. The consequence of all this is that the 

concept of community becomes culturally and historically conditioned 

and there appear as many definitions as there are community studies. 

The approach adopted in this thesis is based on an explicit 

definition of community and is called 'the essential approach' because' 

it seeks to tackle empirical investigation with a clear understanding 

of the essential nature and basic features of community. 
1 

The latter 

is seen, with MacIver as a vitally important sentiment, an e3sential 

ingredient of ~ social groupings at any time, anywhere, and thus 

expressed through many and various social activities and structural 

forms. As MacIver emphasizes, 'Life is essentially and always communal 

life. Every living thing is bom into coIlllIBlDity and owes its life to 
2 

community.' Simpson writes in similar vein; 'Without the presence 
3 

of community men could not will associations1 relations.' This is not 

to assert that every human group possesses the same communal strength; 

the latter will rise and fall as a result of many factors. It is 

rather to state that a social system, or part thereof, can be 

designated as mom or less of a community according to the intensity of 

colllIlWlity sentiment discovered within it. If coomru.nity sentiment is 

not present at all there can be no social system. The study of 

community is thus not a question of its presence or absence but of its 

strength or weakness. 

1. MacIver, R.M. and Page, C.H. Society. London, 1950. pp.29l-296. 
2. MacIver, R.M. Community- London, 1924- p.209. 
3. Simpson, G. Conflict and Community. New York, 1937.p.ll. 
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The social system provides extremely useful indicators of the 

strength of community sentiment. AB will be shown later, both social 

activity and social structure yield valu.able communal indices, though 

these nrust be made explicit before empirical investigation begins. 

The physical environment in its turn can influence the social system 

and thus, indirectly, affect the level of community sentiment. But 

though these aspects of the system are inextricably bound up with 

community they must be kept conceptually distinct from it. It cannot 

be too strongly emphasized that they are not synonymous with community. 

What they provide is a means whereby community sentiment is expressed 

socially and focussed territorially, they are not the sentiment itself. 

The object of this thesis is to test the hypothesis that over 

recent years notable changes have taken place in the expression and 

territorial focus of community and the pypothesis that, despite these 

changes, a sense of community has not been lost and, in some cases, 

its intensity has been increased. Before proceeding to this task, 

three important matters, arising from the discussion above, must be 

dealt with as follows :-

First, it is necessary to define what is meant by the social 

system and its physical environment. The studies dealt with in the 

above Chapter have touched on all the main features of the system 

having cOllllJl.Ula.l importance and if thes e are carefully drawn together 

a balanced picture can be obtained. 
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Secondly, it is necessary to define conmunity itself. The work 

of the theoreticians suggests that the construction of an ideal type 

concept of community might be useful but that, if this is done, the 

essential components should be derived from empirical studies, as few 

in number as possible and have properties associated with more than one 

particular culture or period of history. 

Thirdly, consideration must be given as to how the intensity of 

community sentiment in any specific social system, or part thereof, can 

best be assessed. This will involve finding indices of comrmmity 

sentiment, the importance of which is underlined by the empirical 

classifiers and ecologists, and designing, as shown by the 

theoreticians, some form of scale whereby its level can be measured. 

Here those problens mentioned in connection with the grading of social 

aggregates and the construction of a continuum come to the fore. 
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CHAPrER IT 

THE SOCIAL SySTEM: SOCIAL ACTION AND SOCIAL STRUCTURE 

1. The nature of the system 

When talking about social systems, sociologists have usually had 

in mind a total society defined by Parsons as 'the whole complex of 
1 

the relations of man to his fellows.' Thus people connnonly refer to 

Western Society, American Society, British Society and so on meaning 

a particular social system organized on what can be called the 

'macrocosmic' level. Yet, because the study of such massive units is 

an empirical task of oveI'Whelming zmgnitude, research is often 

concentrated on smaller aggregates in the belief that these mirror 

the composition of the social system as a whole and throw light on 

the nature of the larger anti ty. Homans in his book, 'The Human 

Group,' takes this line when he writes, 'The activities, interactions, 

and s antiments of the group members, together with the mutual relations 

of these elements with one another during the time the group is active, 
2 

constitute what we shall call the social system.' He then proceeds 

to investigate, as social systems on what can be termed the 

'microcosmic' level, a number of small but well defined social units 

such as a street-corner gang in a slum district of an eastern American 

city, the family in Tikopia (an island of Polynesia), a smsll New 

1. Seligman, E.R.A. (ed.) Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences. 
Volume Lt. New York, 1931. p.225. 

2. Homans, G.C. The Human Grou.l2. London, 1951. p.87. 
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England town in a state of social disintegration and so forth. 

91. 

Timasheff, commenting on sociological theory in the middle of the 20th 

Century, sees study on the microcosmic level as growing in importance 

as many sociologists are adopting the view that 'the social group is a 
2 

Dstem.' In this thesis, therefore, relatively small groups of a 

viable and socially distinct nature, as well as larger units, are 

regarded as possessing the properties of a social system. 

Because the studies mentioned in the preceding Chapter have in the 

main been dealing with such groups, those aspects of the social system 

haVing communal importance have already been touched on. These are 

SOCial structure, social action, community sentiment (Which receives 

least explicit attention) and the physical environment. The diagram 

below gives some idea of how these components of the system are related. 

-
1. 
2. 

Homans, G.C. The Human Grou:e. London, 1951. 
Timasheff, N.S. Sociological Theory. (Revised edition). 
New York, 1955. p.2Q4.. 
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It is important at the outset to note the relation of the 

social system to the physical envi.ronment within which it is set. 

The latter can influence the former in a wide variety of ways (such 

as in the nature of work available, the siting of houses, the ease of 

travel and so forth), yet it must not be taken as in itself part of 

the social system. Parsons explains the reason as follows: lA social 

system in the analytical sense has .E2. immediate and direct input-output 

interchange with the physical environment; all such interchange, which 

is of crucial importance empirically, is mediat.ed through the 
1 

"behavioural organism'·. I The physical environment must, therefore, be 

kept conceptually distinct from the social system as such. For the 

purposes of this thesis, it is only of importance where it affects 

SOcial action, social structure and colllllD.lllity sentiment, which alone 

are components of the social system. 

Conmunity sentiment is placed at the heart of the diagram above 

because of its fundamental importance, noted at the end of the last 

Chapter, in maintaining the associational life of the whole. Other 

sentiments, not directly linked with a sense of community, are of 

course also experienced by members of the system and are expressed 

through social action and social structure. But because this thesis 

is ooncerned with the extent to whioh a social system flBy be regarded 

as more or less of a community, it is oommunity sentiment that is made 

!he focal point of the pioture. 

1. Parsons, T., Shils, E., Naegele, K.D. and Pitt, J.R. (eds.) 
lheories of Sooiety. Volume I. Glencoe, 1961. p.37 (footnote). 
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2. The programme of conceptual analysis 

A word ImlSt be put in here concerning why the following 

description of the components of the social system, dealt with above, 

begins where it does ( with social action). The order of analysis is 

in large part determined by that to be pursued in the empirical 

inves tigation. The latter might have begun by carefully defining 

the physical environment, within which the group studied was set. Such 

is the procedure suggested by Homans when he writes, 'A scheme of 

analysis that breaks down the phenomena being studied into organized 

wholes, or systems, and environments in which the systems exist has 

turned up again and again, and has again and again been found useful, 

in sciences as far apart as physics and biology. Sometimes the 

organized wholes can be easily identified; their boundaries are clear; 

they have skins. But even when the wholes are not so definitely 

marked off from the environment, much intellectual illumination is 

gained by stating what shall be taken as the boundary of the system -

by drawing an imaginary line around it - and then studying the mutual 
1 

relationships between the system and its milieu.' It is worth noting 

that Homans nevertheless deals only with relatively small and isolated 

SOcial aggregates where the 'natural' boundaries are distinct. Community, 

however, as understood in this thesis, can rarely be studied adequately 

1. Homans, G.C. The Human Grou;Q. London, 1951. p.86. 
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by initially drawing in so-called 'natural' limits and by then confining 

investigation entirely to what occurs within these. To restrict the 

phenomenon of conmunity to a geographical unit, arbitrarily selected at 

the outset on a study, is to beg the question concerning how, for 

members of any particular social aggregate, community sentiment is 

expressed and where it is territorially focused. 

It might seem, therefore, that the obvious thing to do is to 

commence with the study of community sentiment itself and if possible 

dispense with other aspects of the social system. This is impossible, 

however, as community is so intricately bound up with and expressed 

through the activities, structure and physical environment of the social 

system and cannot be empirically studied in isolation from these. Such 

an approach would also give little indication as to where empirical 

enquiry should begin or end, comnnmity being a phenomenon which, as 

noted before, characterizes every viable social system or part thereof. 

Only social structure and social action thus remain as points of 

departure for studying and. analysing the system. Numerous empiricists 

have opted for the former (concentrating, for example, on the family, 

the school, leisure associations, etc.) as the better springboard for 

investigation because distinct social 'boundaries' are thereby provided. 

But since institutions or associations believed to have communal 

importance are in this case often selected prior to empirical 
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investigation, studies with a highly structural emphasis again seem 

to beg the question concerning which social groupings give to members 

of the system most or least sense of comrmmity. 

It is, therefore, believed that empirical study of a social system, 

when viewed as a community, should C01lUIlence with the actions and 

interaction of its members. It is these alone that can adequately 

define 'limits' to be set to social structure, the physical environment 

and to the sense of comnn.mi.ty experienced. As Homans states, 'A group 
1 

is defined by the interactions of its members.' Because social action 

is the best starting point in the empirical context, it will come first 

in the conceptual analysis of the social system. 

A· Social action 

Social action requires actors. The latter wUl be those who are 

members of and participants in the particular social system or part 

thereof being studied. The description of actors is much more a concern 

of the empirical investigation itself. Suffice it to say here that 

relevant matters dealt with later include the number of people in the 

groUP, their sex, their age, their occupation and so forth. 

The importance of social action has already been stressed during 

the discussion of the work of the empiricists in the preceding Chapter. 

SOCial action as a Whole remains complex and often confusing unless 

1. Homans, G. C. The Human Group. London, 1951. p.84-
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categories can be found for sorting out and grouping the multitude of 

activities encountered within any social system. The category chosen 

here as of overriding importanc~ is that of 'interests,' taken to be 

the outward or objective expression of inward or subjective sentiments 

and attitudes. The term 'interests' is preferred to that of 'end' or 

'purpose' as these tend to portray social action in a very rational 

form and with objectives of a distinct and definite kind, which is by 

no means always the cas e • As MacIver writes, 'The terms pu,rpose and 

.!!E refer too exclusively to rational objects of the will, to 

determinants of conduct whose meaning stands revealed in the light of 

self-consciousness ••••• (but) ••••• interests vary infinitely in the 
1 

degree of their clearness or rationality.' Interests as understood 

here are, to use the concepts employed by Tgnnies, the expression of 

both rational ~natural will. 

As it stands, however, the term 'interests' is too general to help 

in classifying the very Wide variety of activities occurring in the 

SOcial system. Thus, following MacIver, two major sub-categories wili 

be used, 'like interests' and 'common interests.' These he describes 

as follows: 'When each of a number of beings pursues an interest like 

or ,identical in type to that which every other pursues, say a livelihood, 

or reputation, or wealth, or any other interest which is for each 

1. MacIver, R.M. Community. London, 19~. p.10l. 
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discrete and personal, we may call the interests they severally pursue 

like interests ••••• When, on the other hand, a number of people all 

pursue one single comprehensive interest of them all, say the welfare 

or reputation of town or country or family, or again the success of some 

business in which they are all concerned, we I'IJIay call that interest a 
1 

common interest.' Els ewhere MacIver and Page comment that' the ~ 

is what we have distributively, privately, each to hi.nself. The common 
2 

is what we have~collectively, what we share without dividing up.' Like 

interests 'do not necessarily involve any conmnmity, and social 

relationships, between the beings who will them, however like the I 
3 

interests are,' and one must beware of automatically ascribing communal 

functions to every kind of interest. Common interests are, however, of 

great conmunal importance since they reinforce and strengthen the group. 

MacIver and Page write, 'The interest, by being shared, acquires a new 

significance, a new emphasis, a new valuation. It has a breadth of 

supPOrt which it formerly lacked. The interest is thus maintained for 

the group more nearly at one level of intensity than would be possible 

for the isolated individual. That it is generally a higher level is 

seen in the fact that people are ready to pursue interests in association 

Which they would find too arduous or too uninspiring to pursue in 
. 4 

];Solation. ' 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4-

MacIVer, R.M. 
MacIver, R.M. 
MacIver, R.M. 
MacIver, R.M. 

Community. London, 1924. p.103. 
and Page, C.H. Society. London, 1950. p.32. 

Community. London, 1924. p.103. 
and Page, C.H. Society~ London, 1950. p.225. 
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Social action has been defined above in terms of two kinds of 

interests (like and common) only, since it is felt that little is 

gained by further subdivision. MacIver in fact attempts the latter 
1 

in his book 'Community,' but this scheme of interests is not 

developed in his later writing on the subject, as represented by 
2 

'SOCiety. ' Social action, however, is made up of more than types 

of interests pursued; it is a dynamic aspect of the social system. 

It is now necessary to deal with the processes of interaction. To 

this end three concepts are employed; conflict, competition and 

co-operation. 

It might be argued that in the study of colIllID.Ulity, conflict and 

competition at any rate can have only a negative connotation. That 

this is far from the truth is ass erted by Sinme1 who views conflict 

and competition as often very creative processes. He writes: 'Just 

as the universe needs "love and hate," that is, attractive and 

repulsive forces in order to have any form at all, so society, too, 

in order to attain a determinative shape, needs some quantitative 

ratio of harmony and disharmony, of association and competition, of 
3 

favourable and unfavourable tendencies.' Turning to 'the socializing 

and civilizing function of competition,' he adds; 'Given the breadth and 

individualization of society, many kinds of interest, which eventually 

1. MacIver, R.M. Community" London, 1924, p.l08. 
2. MacIver, R.M. and Page, C.H. Societz. London, 1950. 
3. Si.mm.el, G. . Conflict. (Translated by Wolff, K.H.) Glencoe, 1955 

(First published 1908) p.15. 
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hold the group together throughout its members, seem to come alive 

and stay alive only when the urgency and requirements of the 
1 

competitive struggle force thean upon the individual.' 

Conflict and competition are processes of social interaction in 

Which men contend against each other for the attainment of similar and 

scarce objects; material reward, power, status, the love of man or 

Woman, etc. The basic difference would appear to come with regard 

to the means employed to attain such ends. Conflict is thus defined 

here as that kind of rivalry which leads men deliberately to ignore 

or to set aside the normative means for achieving the object in question. 

Competition is defined as that kind of rivalry in relation to which the 

contesting parties make no attempt to ignore or contravene the normative 

means for achieving the object concerned. The distinction between 

Conflict and competition lies in the degree to which men do or do not 

abide by the normative means for the attaining of identical or mutually 

exclusive ends. Co-operation is here taken to refer to interaction 

tYPified by the combining of effort or the pooling of resources for the 

Pursuit of harmonious like or common interests. 

Simpson makes a contribution of some value when he disti.ngu:Lshes 

between t non-communal t and • conmunal t conflict. Non-communal conflict 

is that which challenges the very existence of the system because it 
2 

!eans • conflict between final values, between ultimates. t Active 

1. S(~el, G. Conflict. (Translated by Wolff, K.H.) Glencoe, 1955 
F~st published 1908). p.63. 

2. Simpson, G. Conflict and Community. New York, 1937, p.42. 
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disagreement which involves widespread dispute over ultimate interests 

and basic norms can do nothing but threaten the existence of the system 

as it endangers the basis of all associational relationships. As 

Simpson states, 'Associations can arise and compete and conflict without 

dispersive effects only where community is existent among such 
1 

associations. otherwise chaos ••••• results.' Such chaos, the 

eventual outcome of no~communal conflict, is particularly evident 

within societies in times of civil war, rebellion, revolution and so on. 

But non-communal conflict is a comparatively rare phenomenon and of 

much more importance in this thesis is what Simr::son calls communal 

conflict, ie., that which occurs when the ultimate interests and basic 

norms which integrate and support the social system are still held in 

common. Such conflict, though challenging certain norms, does not 

upset the system as a whole and in fact can be vital in propelling 

SOCiety from one social stage to another. 

Finally, it should be noted that conflict, competition and 

co-Operation are rarely, if ever, found in their' pure' forms. Sinmel 

shows how co-operation always has within it the seeds of competition or 

COnflict, and vice versa. In relation to conflict and peace he 

COInments, 'Both in the succession and sin:n.1ltaneity of social life, the 

two ;re so interwoven that in every state of peace" the conditions of 

1. Simpson, G. Conflict and Community. New York, 1937. p.35. 
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future conflict, and in every conflict the conditions of future peace, 
1 

are formed. t Each of these processes is thus constantly giving birth 

to the other two and in this way social life takes on a dynamic and 

ever changing pattern. 

A diagramatic summary of the concepts used in this analysis of 

social action is set out below. 

-
1. 

SOCIAL ACTION 

Types of Interests 

Common , 
Processes of Interaction 

r 
Competition Conflict 

I 
Co-operation 

( I 
Communal Non-comnnmal 

Simmel, G. Conflict. (Translated by Wolff, K.H.) 
(Firs t . published 1908) p.109. 

Glencoe, 1955 
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B. Social structure 

The next stage in this conceptual analysis of the social system 

is to describe the way in which actors and activities are organized 

and controlled. In his surmnary of certain of Parsons' writings on 
1 

the social system, Sprott states that' interaction generates nonns.' 

It is 'social norms' that occupy the key place in the subsequent 

discussion of those formal and informal regulations and rules which 

order and control human relationships. Norms are fundamental for the 

oontinuance of the life of any group and Davis argues that' if there 

were no normative order there oould be no human society; for the innate 

equipment of the human organism is not sufficiently comprehensive or 

integrated to give automatio responses that are functionally adequated 
2 

for society.' 

A full-soale classification of norms is a matter too oomplex to 

be dealt with in this thesis. A great number of categories and 

sub-oategories have been introduced over the years but Davis usefully 

distinguishes five: folkways, mores, customary law, enacted law and 

institutions. 'Most of the patterns applied in everyday behaviour 

cons is t of folkways. These are relatively durable, standardized 

practices regarded as obligatory in the Proper situation but not 

1. 

2. 

Sprott, W.J.H. Princi is Sociolo ia. Brit. J. Sociol. 
Vol. 3, No.3. (pp.203-221 • Sept. 1952. p.205 
Davis, K. Human Society. New Yoric, 1949. p.53. 



absolutely obligatory, enforced by informal social controls (gossip, 

ridicule, ostracism) rather than by formal complaint or coercion, and 

originating in an unplanned and obscure manner rather than by deliberate 

inauguration ••••• Whereas each folkway is not considered tremendously 

important and is not supported by a~ extremely strong sanction, each 

mOB is believed to be essential for social welfare and is consequently -
more strongly sanctioned ••••• Folkways and mores are similar, however, 

in being of remote and obscure origin, unplanned, unquestioned, and 

relatively unchanging. They are also similar in that the sanctions are 
I 

informal and communal in nature, depending on the spontaneous reactions 

of the group rather than on the reactions of officials acting in some 

special capacity. The mores represent the hardest core of the normative 

system ••••• The mores are morally right, their violation morally wrong 

••••• When the mores ••••• come to have some special organization for 

their enforcement, we may call them laws. Seldom are all the mores 

thus enforced, but only the more important ones. Since, however, there 

is no legislative body for the enactment of new rules not previously 

part of the cultural heritage, the law in this case should be called 

" 1 customary law".' Enacted law embraces those folkways, mores and 

customary laws, together with original rulings, which are deliberately 

and formally declared as binding on the members of the sys tem by a 

~rson or p~rso~ ~ntrus ted with this legal function. 

1. Davis, K. Human Society •. New York; 1949. pp.57-65. 
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Although social norms are related and linked in various ways, it 

is extremely dit't'icult to trace the normative pattern merely by taking 

account ot' verbal statements or even written rules. It is now 

generally agreed 'that the place to look t'or consistency, t'or the order 

in the norms, is not in the verbal statements but in the application to 

behaviour. We may, t'or example, view the consistency ot' the norms t'rom 

the point ot' view ot' the system ot' positions which each person holds and 

the relation ot' these positions to those which other persons in society 

hold. (This will be mentioned in a moment.) Or we may look at the 

normative order t'rom the point ot' view ot' the elements ot' action ••••• 
1 

'With a view to understanding how the norms embody themselves in action.' 

This 'Would be done through an examination ot' how like and conmon interests 

are Ordered and controlled. But 't'or the pres ent it is s ut't'icient to 

lay down the principle that in norms as applied in the t'actual world 

there is a certain amount ot' mutual dependence and order, and that on 

the purely normative level the concept ot' institutions .~erves better than 

any other to convey the notion at' segments or parts at' the nonnative 

order. An institution can be det'ined as a m ot' interwoven t'olkways, 

lllOres, and laws buil t around one or more functions. It is a part ot' 

the SOcial structure, set ot't' by the closeness ot' its organization and 

by the distinctness at' its functions. It is theret'ore inclusive rather 

than exclusive ot' the concepts previously det'ined; t'or without t'olkways -
1. HUlllan Society. New York, 1949. p.?l. 
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and mores there could be no institutions ••••• It can be said that 

economic, political, religious, and recreational institutions each 

represent a distinguishable set of interrelated folkways, mores and 

laws coherently organized and capable of performing distinct functions 

••••• The quickest way to envisage the total social order of a society 

is to understand its major institutions and the relation between these 
1 

ins ti tutions. ' 

It was noted in the preoeding paragraph that the normative order 

may be examined' from the point of view of the system of positions 

which each person holds and the relation of these positions to those 

whioh other persons in society hold.' In this oonneotion three major 

oonoepts are of importance; role, status and class. 'When a number 

of interrelated behaviour patterns are clustered around a social 
2 

funotion,' writes Fichter, 'we call this oombination a social role.' 

'The sooial role ••••• tells us what the person does. It is a funotional 

and Qynamio ooncept ooncerning the sooial performance of the individual 
3 

and not the evaluation other people plaoe upon him.' The latter is a 

person's sooial status and 'is the position, or rank, which the person's 
4 

oontemporaries aocord to him within society. ' Conoeptually there is a 

olear distinction between role and status; in the empirical situation 

they go very much hand in hand. Social olass is related to social 

!,;atus and can be oonoeptually defined as a major grouping of statuses 

~. Davis, K. Human Society. New York, 1949. pp. 71-72. 3: Fichter, J.H. Sociology. Chioago, 1957. p.201. 
Ibid. p.203. 

4. Ibid. p.41. 
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within an all-embracing and widely accepted hierarchical series. 

Empirically its definition is much more complex and will receive 

further consideration during the course of the case-study. 

The following diagram outlines the main structural aspects of the 

social system employed in this thesis. 

r 
Folkways 

l 

SOCIAL STRUCTURE 

Social Norms 

Mores 

I 

Customary 
Laws 

Institutions (and Associations) 

Roles I 
Statuses 

1 
Enacted 

Laws 

I 
1 

Classes 
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CHAPrER III 

THE PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT OF THE SOCIAL SYSTEM 

Introduction 

Before proceeding to a definition and full analysis of the 

concept of community itself, it is necessary to deal with the physical 

environment within which the social system is set. The purpos e of 

this Chapter is twofold: (1) to break down the physical environment 

into a series of geographical units which can be used during the course 

of empirical research and, (2) to look briefly at one or two important 

Ways in which the physical environment can influence the social system 

and thus the expression and level of comnnmity sentiment. 

~. A definition of geographical units 

Some of the most thorough attempts to divide the physical 

enVironment into a series of distinct geographical units are made by 

those structural empiricists closely associated with the field of town 

planning. The emphasis here is on residential areas, an article by 

Herbert demonstrating the numerous permutations based on, or derived 

from, Clarence Perry's three original categories of home, neighbourhood 
1 

and city. Two examples are, Stein's series of, small neighbourhoods; 
2 

groups of neighbourhoods or districts; city; region, and the scheme -
1. Herbert, . G. 

Sociol. Rev. 
2. Ibid. p.173. 
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put forward by the Witwatersand University Architectural School, 

South Africa, which consists of, housing unit; neighbourhood unit; 
1 

community unit; town; metropolitan area. Unfortunately many of these 

attempts to break down the physical environment are related exclusively 

to areas of residence and have limited relevance to the great variety 

of social activities going on elsewhere throughout any system. 

One or two sociologists try to introduce a social dimension into 

their selection of geographical units. 'Henry Churchill's 

Sociologically-oriented theory differentiates between two units, the 

"Social neighbourhoodll , and the "school unitU , and establishes the 

series: family, social neighbourhood, school unit, city. The social 

neighbourhood is defined as a small area of a fairly intimate nature 
2 

Which fosters a neighbourhood feeling.' Another approach of this 

nature is made by Starr in her report on the region of Los Tuxtlas 
3 

in Southern Veracruz, Mexico. She attempts to combine the physical 

and social structure of the area into what are called 'levels of 

cOlllllUnal relations' termed 'the hous ehold group; the dooryard group; 

the neighbourhood; the village; the municipio or county; and the 
4 

region.' Starr states that 'these levels are differentiated by the 

1. Herbert, G. 
Sociol. Rev. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

2. Ibid. p.176. 
3. Starr, B.W. Levels of Communal Relations. Amer. J. Sociol. 

Vol. 60, No.2. (pp.125-135). Sept. 19~. 
4. Ibid. p.125. 
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degree of intensity of th e common life. 'lhe levels may be distinguished, 

one fram another, on the basis of the following criteria: (a) the 

peculiarly characteristic social structure; (b) the definition of 

membership; and (c) the typical kinds, number, and frequency of social 
1 

relations.' Starr is, however, cautious in seeking universal 

applicability of her categories, noting that' these levels of communal 
2 

relations are peculiar to rural society-' There is, in the case of such 

as Churchill and Starr, some attempt at least to relate geographical 

units to a fuller view of social activity and relationships (other than 

those confined to the locality of residence) and to deal in units defined 

by more than population size. fue danger is that certain of' these 

categories (such as Churchill's 'social neighbourhood') can easily have 

attributed to them a communal importance which has not been adequately 

verified. 

If the geographical units employed in this thesis are to provide a 

comprehensive physical context for the affairs of the social system as 

a Whole, they must obviously be related to more than place of residence 

or catchment areas for Primary Schools. The view adopted throughout 

this thesis must, therefore, again be emphasized; that the total range of 

80cial activity of' all members of the system or part thereof must alone 

determine any boundaries drawn. Each geographical unit below is 

1. Starr, B.W. Levels of' Communal Relations. Amer. J. Sociol. 
Vol. 60, No.2. (pp.l25-135). sept. 19~. p.l25. 

2. Ibid. p.130. 
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defined on this basis. No attempt is made at this stage to judge 

the communal importance of' these units; attention is concentrated 

entire~ on the place within which social activiv of' one sort or 

another occurs. 

The dia&ram below inUcates the relation of the eeographical 

units. These are called, (A) the home, (B) the precinct, (C) the 

short-range thoroughfare, (D) the local district, (E) the lone-range 

thoroughfare, and (F) the extended district. 

\ 

\ 
\ 

\ 

\ 

THE PHYSICAL ENVIRO~ 
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A. The home 

The word' home' is used to denote the place which usually 

embraces the most basic human activities (eating, sleeping, child

rearing, etc.) in the main associated with the immediate family. 

It is taken as including private adjoining areas such as a garden. 

B. The precinct 

The precinct is defined as that group of homes, and their 

linking paths, passages, landings, etc., the physical proximity of 

which involves res iden ts (commonly known as 'neighbours') in some 

degree of interaction. The ext ent of the precinct is largely 

determined by the type of locality. In rural' areas it could be 

akin to starr's 'dooryard group,' in an urban residential area of 

detached homes it might be more limited to one or two houses either 

side or across the road, in an old terraced row it could include a 

complete yard or block or even half the street, and in the case of 

modem flats the precinct might embrace an entire floor. 

g. The short-range thoroughfare 

The term • thoroughfare' is introduced to bridge the often 

neglected physical gap between the small-scale area of domestic 

activity (home and precinct) and those larger geographical units 

wherein other activities take place. The short-range thoroughfare 
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provides residents of any precinct with their most convenient physical 

avenue to the wider world. It can contain such social amenities as 

shops, public houses, churches and so on, which mayor may not intensify 

the level of interaction amongst thoroughfare users. 

D. The local district 

The local district is that area wherein the large majority of 

residents use one main centre for obtaining everyday provisions and 

services. The latter might include; supplies of groceries, meat and 

milk, the despatch and delivery of mail, general medical attention, 

educational facilities for children and so forth. To these can be added 

less basic services provided by public houses, clubs, churches, etc. 

Which tend to relate their activities to such local geographical units. 

l. The long-range thoroughfare 

The long-range thoroughfare fo~ the most convenient physical 

route between the local district and the extended district. 

l· The extended district 

The extended district is that area, the large majority of whose 

reSidents look to one main centre for the satisfaction of all those 

needs .!!2i met within the local district. Such needs might include 

employment, education, hospital services, popular entertainment and 

commodities not stocked locally. The extended district could be a 



city made up of densely populated local districts, a wide-flung rural 

area centred on a major market town and so forth. 

--------... -

It would be quite possible to pursue these ever widening circles 

of social activity as far out as the nation and indeed the world itself. 

But because the empirical case-study deals with only a small part of 

English Society, the picture will not be made more complicated by the 

addition of further physical units. It nrust, however, be borne in 

lIlind that the activities of those resident in any area can reach out 

well beyond even the extended district, as is the case with certain 

means of earning a living, leisure pursuits and holiday travel. These 

things> will be described as taking place 'beyond the extended 

district. ' The possibility of community sentiment being associated 

With social aggregates existing further afield than the largest 

geographical unit listed above is thus kept open. 

,g. The influence of the physical environment on the social system 

The physical environment can be broadly divided into two categories; 

'natural' and 'man-made.' Both can influence social action and social 

structure to a considerable extent. The natural environment does this 

through such features as climate, mineral resources, soil, topography, 

water sUpPly and so on. Mann notes that the direction of the 
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prevailing wind, and thus the direction in which smoke is carried 

in an industrial city, may lead to the concentration of certain social 
1 

classes in certain areas. The man-made environment, such as factories, 

bUSiness areas, shops, schools and recreational facilities, also 

influences social activity and structure in one way or another. The 

layout of roads and railways and other thoroughfares affects the 

direction and nucleation of social traffic and interaction. On the 

other hand, though the physical environment may greatly influence the 

type and shape of the social system as a whole, it does not follow that 

a strong or weak sense of conmunity is necessarily linked to any 

particular kind or form of physical surroundings. 

Some aspects of the physical environment are, however, rather more 

directly related to community sentiment. Such is the case with 

bUildings of historical fame, well known local landmarks {often 

possessing nicknames}, traditional meeting places and soon, which have 

become symbols of a conmon life past and present. The grea t importance 

of 'Symbolic place,' as these features that give 'a feeling of meaning 
2 

and permanence' to social life are called, is only jus t being 

recognized in many quarters. Herbert quotes the Smithsons as follows: 

'Just as our mental processes need fixed points {fixed in the sense of 

1. 
2. 
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change over a relatively long period) to enable them to classify 

and value transient information, and thus remain sane and lucid, 

so too, the city needs "fixes" - identifying points with a long 

cycle of change, by means of which things changing on a shorter 
1 

cycle can be valued and identified. t The existence of symbolic 

places is usually indicative of a more than moderate sense of 

community amongst local people. 

1. Herbert, G. ~T~h~e~N~e~·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~a~n~ic 
Theory. Sociol. Rev. 
July 1963. p.202. 
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CHAPrER IV 

THE SOCIAL SYSTEM: COMMUNITY SENTIMENT 

Introduction 

1his Chapter is concerned with a discussion of the concept of 

communi ty and falls into the following parts: (1) the na ture of 

community, (2) community as an ideal type, (3) the essential elements 

of Community, (4) solidarity and significance in community studies, 

and (5) the relation between solidarity and significance. 

1. The nature of community 

The previous Chapters have here and there made reference to the 

nature of comnnmity as expounded in this thesis. It is now necessary 

to draw together these earlier comments whilst, at the same time, 

proceeding to a more thorough examination and discussion of the concept 

of Community. 

At the end of Chapter I, it was stressed that community was a 

phenomenon ot fundamental importance to the social system; without its 

presence society collapses. It was stated that community must not be 

defined according to a particular cultural tradition or period of 

history, nor be taken as synonymous with the social action or structural 

aspect of the system. It was acknowledged that in the empirical 

Situation, its intensity is influenced by the phySical environment, 

and that it is intricately bound up with and expressed through social 
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action and social structure, yet it stUl stands as an important 

phenomenon in its own right. What then is the nature of this 

phenomenon? 

'It should now be obvious,' writes Simpson, 'that con:munity is no 

circumscribed sphere of social life, but rather the very life-blood of 
, 

Social life. Community is not simply economic, nor simply political, 

nor simply territorial, nor simply visceral. Nor is it all these 

special elements added together. Ultimately, it is a complex of 

conditioned emotions which the individual feels towards the surrounding 

lVorld and his fellows ••••• It is to human beings and their feelings, 

sentiments, reactions, that all look for the fundamental roots of' 
1 2 

COtmnuni. ty. ' 'Community is ••••• sentiment,' state MacIver and Page, 

and so it is regarded here. There are of course other words besides 

, sentiment' that might be employed to sum up the nature of cannnmi ty, 

but most lay too much stress on the activity of the mind (such as 

'attitude') or on the emotions (such as 'feeling'). As with the ma tt er 

of 'interests' discussed in relation to social action, cormmmity must be 

seen as a blend of' both the rational and the 'natural.' The term 

'sentiment' seems to be the best available; wherever this is experienced 

by members of' any social aggregate' a sense of' community' will be said 

to eXist. 

1. Simpson, G. Conflict and Community. New York, 1937. pp. 97 & 71. 
2. MacIver, R.M. and Page, C.H. Society. London, 1950. p.291. 
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Yet it is not quite accurate to describe the phenomenon of 

communi ty as ~ sentiment. The quotation above f'rom Sirnpson rightly 

suggests that a complex of' sentiments contribute towards the emergence 

of' a sense of community. In this context it is worth noting the wide 

variety of important sentiments dealt with by Homans in his study of' 
1 

those factors upholding or undermining the life of' human groups. 

Nevertheless, f'rom the point of view of' community sentiment, all the 

other relevant sentiments seem to converge into, and to be subordinate 

to, two absolutely basic ones which will be discussed later in this 

Chapter. 

It might be argued that in treating community as a sentiment, a 

PSychological rather than a sociological point of view is being adopted. 

This is partly true in that community sentiment is, in one sense, amongst 
2 

the various I internal states of the human body. • This criticism, 

however, would seem to reveal an artificial simplif'ication of the 

empirical situation. The psychological and sociological aspects of the 

study of' human behaviour are in f'act for ever complementing each other 

and, in the field of' community studies, it is quite essential to bring 

the two as close together as possible. Merton argues, in his study of' 

anomie (a phenomenon, though at the other end of the scale, akin to 

c°nununi ty) that there is urgent need for anomie to be examined both • as 

1. H~, .. G. c. The Human Group. London, 1951. 
2. ~. pp.37-38. . 
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1 
sub.1ectively experienced' and 'as an objective condition of group life.' 

Both facets of the whole must be kept in mind if the investigation is 

to prove adequate. In the context of this thesis, it is likewise 

believed that no adequate assessment of the 'objective' condition of 

group'life can be made without an examination of the 'subjective' 

(conmunal) sentiments of members of tha t group. There are dangers, as 
2 

Klein notes in her comments on the work of Mogey and Stacey, of 

confusing the psychological and sociological levels of analysis but, 

provided these are kept in mind, such an approach to the study of 

cOmnn.mity can be both valid and valuable. It would seem, therefore, 

quite justifiable, when treating the social system as a community, to 

set (as in the diagram on page 92 ) community sentiment, the 

Psychologically oriented aspect of the system, at the heart of that 

system, surrounded by social action and social structure, the 

SOCiologically oriented aspects of the system. 

It must in any case be stressed that the word 'psychological' 

in the preceding paragraph is used rather loosely. This thesis is not 

in anyway concerned with community sentiment as a psychological 

phenomenon in the strict sense, ie., how and why it develops within the 

life and experience of selected individuals. The emphasis here is on 

c°tmnuni ty sentiment as a gro~;p phenomenon and how it is expressed through -
2. 

Merton, R.~ Social TheoEY and Social Structure. (Revised 
edition). Glencoe, 1957. p.165. 
IUein, J. Samples from English Cultures. Volume I. London, 1965 
p. 2381'1'. and p. 3061'1'. 
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and revealed in social action and social structure, and influenced 

by the physical environment. 

2. Comrm.mity as an ideal type 

The use of the ideal type in community studies has already been 

dealt with at some length in Chapter -I.. It has two particularly 

important functions. One is to pin-point in a systematic fashion those 

attributes most characteristic of the phenomenon in question; the other 

is to provide a 'yardstick' whereby one empirical case can be compared 

with another. The aim in this thesis is to present the phenomenon of 

COmmunity as a very simple ideal type which can be used not only in 

relation to the empirical case-study undertaken here but in other 

. Subsequent comnnmity studies also. 

Though any ideal type is a somewhat artificial construct, it is 

not an imaginary one, but is made up of features gleaned from a careful 

empirical survey of the phenomenon it typifies. An ideal type community 
1 

lnUst thus be 'objectively possible,' as Martindale states, in the sense 

that the component parts are somewhere discoverable in practice and are 

not mutually exclusive, though it is highly unlikely that an empirical 

case containing every attribute in its 'pure' form will in fact be 

found. Because the phenomenon of community is believed to be an 

ubiquitous one, the type itself must contain features that are universal -
1. Martindale, D. The Nature and TYpes of Sociological Theory. 

London, 1961. p.383. 



(in that they are applicable to all kinds of social systems), lasting 

(in that they are not historically dated) and comprehensive (in that 

they are not culturally conditioned). The position adopted here is 

siInilar to Mann's when he writes that 'in setting up an ideal type 

concept of coIllIIDllli ty we envisage the concept in terms of a number of 

stated factors, all of which are present to the maximum possible 
1 

degree.' Attention is later given to the way in which the intensity 

or strength of the typical elements present in the empirical situation 

can be assessed. In this Chapter the concern is rather with the 
2 

highest or, as. Mann's scale portrays it, the 100 per cent level of 

community. The task at hand, therefore, is to discover, by an 

examination of empirical data, those factors everywhere and always 

essential to the existence of community which, when present at the 

maximum possible level, represent an ideal type of communal life • 

.k The essential elements of community 

The basic sentiments going to make up an ideal type community are 

two in number; a sense of solidarity and a sense of significance. These 

are the 'essential' connnunal elements of a~ social system.. 

A sense of solidarity is a sentiment very much akin to what 

Maclver and Page call 'we - feeling' which is I the feeling that leads 

~en to identify themselves with others so that when they say "we" there 

1. Mann, P.B. An Approa~h to Urban Sociology. London, 1965. p.187. 2. lb~ p.189.--~----=---~----~--~~ 
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is no thought of distinction and when they say "ours" there is no 
1 

thought of division.' Solidarity is by far the most commonly 

accepted ingredient of community and it is this sentiment which writers 

have in mind when they refer to social unity, togetherness, social 

cohesion, a sense of belonging and so forth. It is the cons equence of 

all those sentiments which draw people together (s~pathy, courtesy, 

gratitude, trust, love, etc.), the river into which many tributaries 

flow. Solidarity is 8. sentiment highly prized, especially in this 

country, and is commended not only in many community studies but, for 

exanxple, in that series of poat-war films typified by 'Whisky Galore,' 

'The Titfield Thunderbolt,' 'Passport to Pimlico' and 'The Galloping 
2 

Major.' 

Unfortunately preoccupation with solidarity has led to the neglect 

of the second essential communal element, a sense of significance. The 

latter is very similar to what MacIver and Page term' role - feeling,' 

:i.e., 'the sense of place or station' experienced by group members 'so 

that each person feels he has a role to play, his own function to fulfU 
3 

in the reciprocal ex:changes of the social scene.' 'lbat significance 

must stand side by side with solidarity is emphasized by Klein when she 

writes, 'Not infrequently in practice people want a show of appreciation -
1. MacIver, R.M. and Page, C.H. Society. London, 1950. p.293. 
2. Ga.uekman, M. Introduction in Frankenberg, R. Village on the 

~rder. London, 1957. p.7.--
3. liiacIver, R.M. and Page, C.R. Society. London, 1950. p.293. 



1 
more than they want affection.' Again significance is made up of a 

cOmplex of subordinate sentiments (social superiority, pride, a sense 

of achievement, a sense of fulfilment, etc.) all contributing to the 

larger whole. 

A search for further essential communal elements reveals only one 

other possibility, a sense of security. Maclver and Page in fact 

include this in their trio and call it' dependency - feeling.' They 

write, 'Closely associated with role-feeling is the individual's sense 

of dependence upon the community as a necessary condition of his own 

life. This involves both a physical dependence, since his material 

wants are satisfied within it, and a psychological dependence, since 

Community is the greater "home" that sustains him, embodying all that 
2 

is familiar at least, if not all that is congenial to his life.' 

Several comments need to be made here. On the one hand, it is by no 

means clear that PhYSical dependence always leads to a sense of 

Solidarity; for example, prisoners of war rarely feel attached to enemy 

authOrities that provide them with food and shelter. As mentioned more 

:t'ull.y in the Chapter on 'Empirical Operationalization,' obligatory 

interaction does little. to increase any sense of belonging. On the 

other hand, a sense of solidarity can be very strong even when, or.indeed 

just because, a group is materially and physically in dire straits. No -
1. Klein, J. The Study of Groups. London, 1956. p.118 (footnote). 
2. Maclver, R.M. and Page, C.H. Societz. London, 1950. p.293. 
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more startling example of this can be quoted than the amazing 

solidarity shown by the people of Biafra in recent years when, because 

of civil war with Nigeria, millions of them were starving. Such was 

their communal strength that vital relief' supplies were refused from 

'unfriendly' nations. It would not appear that a sense of phYSical 

security is essential to the existence of a strong sense of community. 

If .§ooial security, or 'psychological dependenoe,' as MacIver and Page 

eaU it, is considered, this would seem to be so closely associated 

With a sense of solidarity that a separate category is uncalled f'or. 

This is shown by Goldman in a comment on the basic needs of children 

'When he states, 'Emotionally, a child needs to be secure, and the roots 

of this need lie in the experience of love. A child therefore needs 

to feel he belongs, first of all, to an intimate family, then to a 
1 

OOlllmunity which cares for him. ' A sense of security is thus born 

out of a sense of solidarity rather than . vice versa. 

The ideal type oommunity used in this thesis will, therefore, be 

OOnfined to solidarity and significanoe as the two essential elements. 

These have been derived from the reading of numerous comnru.ni. ty studies 

(IIlany mentioned in Chapter I); a glanoe at one or two of the more 

pertinent of these will demonstrate the basic role played by the 

essential elements selected. -
1. Goldman, R.·· Readiness for Religion. London, 1965. 
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~. Solidarity and significance in community studies 

MOrris and Mogey have 'Written one of the few studies by structural 

empiricists which attempts to outline, in anything like coherent form, 

certain essential elements of community. Their aim is to 'take four 

aspects of social life in Berinsfield as a whole, to see haw far 
1 

COmmunity ~ type relationships developed.' These 'four aspects' are 

exalUined under the four Chapter headings: t Community as Comnon Bonds 

••••• Community as Interlocking Memberships in the Community Centre ••••• 

Conmunity as a Web of Reference Groups: Assimilating the Strangers ••••• 
2 

COmmunity as a Feeling of Friendliness.' Evidence of what has been 

deScribed above as a sense of solidarity is sought through an examination 

of the establishment of 'common bonds' as residents settle in the area, 

as they begin to share 'common roles,' such as those of householder, 

tenant, neighbour, parent or just plain resident (actually these are 

'like' roles in the sense of the term as used by MacIver and Page), and 

as they participate in the activities of the local community association. 

A sentiment akin to a sense of significance is assessed by a look at the 

changing emphasis on the roles just mentioned and at the emergence of a 

SOCial structure made up of the ordinary residents, 'local leaders' 

(active on the estate) and 'local representatives' (linking residents 

With the wider society outside). -
1. Morris, R.N. and Mogey, J. 

p. xix. 
2. lbi§;. pp.39-l06. 

Both solidarity and Significance are 

'!he Sociology of Housin,g. London, 1965. 
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reflected in the authors' analysis of community as common membership 

of reference groups; in this case 'the locals' (those rehoused on 

the spot) and' the strangers' (those rehoused from outside Berinsfield) , 

and in the examination of 'community as a feeling of friendliness.' 

On the whole, however, Morris and Mogey's approach to the study 

of community is a rather hit-or-miss affair, and the attempt outlined 

in the preoeding paragraph to link their material with the two essential 

components of community, solidarity and significance, must be taken as 

very tentative. As the four Chapter headings mentioned above indicate, 

Morris and Mogey make four shots at dealing with the oonoept of oommunity, 

yet they rarely get down to the matter of precise oonceptual definition 

or empirical operationalization. This is notable in the oase of two 

synonyms for oommunity they use, • friendliness' and' common bonds.' 

At no time is the former (or its opposite 'loneliness') olearly defined 

or empirical indices to assess its intensity discussed. ,As for 

'oommon bonds,' their existence is determined in relation to perceived 

shared interests, ie., acoording to data' obtained from questions about 

the needs and problems of the new village, and the ways in which 
, 1 

residents could and should co-operate with each other in meeting them.' 

This takes little aooount of how people aotually interact, a key index 

of solidarity as will be seen later. The authors seem more interested 

1. Morris, R.N- and Mogey, J. The Sociology of Housin&_ London, 1965. 
p.4J.. 
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in the existence of a potential rather than actual sense of conmnmity. 

In practice Morris and Mogey see community very much in terms of 

localized face-to-face contact. They state; 'The development of common 

bonds on new estates generally runs parallel to the development of 

primary social relationships ••••• Conmnmity, then, describes the case 

where primary social relationships are coupled closely with a small 
1 

physical group.' The danger of restricting conmunity to a limited 

geographical unit noted in Chapter I must here be re-emphasized. The 

neighbourhood group may have seemed the epitome of conmnmity in Cooley's 
2 

time, but it cannot be assumed to hold that position today. ~roughout 

their research one cannot help but feel that Morris and Mogey's 

interpretation of community is very much dominated by the activities 

and attitudes of the housewife as against, say, the young person or man. 

Even the criterion of face-to-face contact cannot be regarded as a 

guarantee of community, especially if a sense of significance as well 

as that of solidarity is considered. For example, Kleinstates, 

'Whereas some migrants suffer badly from loneliness, there is evidence 

that others, or perhaps the same people in a different mood, are 

grateful for at least some reduction in the level of interaction ••••• 

From Kuper's account (of life in Braydon Road, Coventry) one finds that 

people may actually be discomfited, not by the secluded life, but by the 

1. Morris,"R.N. and Mogey, J. The Sociology of HOUSing. London, 1965. 
pp. 57 and 99. 

2. Cooley, C.H. Social Organization. New York, 1921 (First 
published 1909). p.25. 
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lack ot seclusion.' Finally, the value ot the study ot the 
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Berinsfield Estate is limited by the infancy of the settlement and by 

the very short duration ot time, about 12 months, over which the 

strengthening or weakening of common bonds was observed. The importance 

of the time-factor in community studies is discussed further in the 

Chapter on Empirical Operationalization. 

at the social action empiricists, Jennings comes nearest to 

recognizing clearly what constitute the essential elements of community, 

maybe because she herselt worked for so long amongst the people about 

whom she writes. At the outset ot her book she states that 'the 

important question for the sociologist is not only that of individual 

happiness, but even more that of the effects of change on the 

maintenance of the social bond on which the very existence and quality 

of society itself depends. What in the past has made individuals and 

groups feel that they "belonged" and had a part to play? In what has 
2 

this bond been rooted and how can it find new means of expression?' 

Jennings here at once puts her finger on the two essential elements 

crucial for comnunity life. These features are emphasized throughout 

her book, unfortunately not always in the same tenns, but it will 

perhaps be best to illustrate her understanding of the nature of 

community from the excellent 'Summarx·' 

1. Klein, J. Samples from English Cultures. Volume I. London, 1965. 
p.228. 

2. Jennings, H. Societies in the Making. London, 1962.pp.6-7. 
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In connection with solidarity she writes that 'at the turn of 

the twentieth century the inhabitants of the old (Barton Hill .. Bristol) 

area were bound together in a local society which was unified by the 
1 

twin factors of place and class.' A self-contained and common place 

of residence was the context of a sense of solidarity achieved through 

localized social activity .. extended kinship ties and strong links 

between neighbours. Meanwhile 'the "worldng class" was a defined and 

recognized entity with the solidarity induced by common interests and 
2 

aims. ' 

A sense of significance was present because people felt that they 

counted and ms. ttered. They were given the opportunity to choose the 

site and type of house they liked .. even if accommodation was rented, 

they could achieve recognized status as skilled workers and they could 

experience a sense of significance in many informal ways. On the 

latter .. Jennings notes that 'the racey storyteller in the "local", th~ 

darts or football player .. the key worker in the mission or social clUb, 

the successful pigeon club member or allotment-holder were all known 

outside their specialized field of association. Wi thin the streets, 

the caref'ul housewife who had special skills in cookery or as a 

dressmaker for her children, the good husband with special abilities in 

house decoration and repairs, and the organizers of street festivities 

1. Jennings .. H. Societies in the W.aking. London, 1962.p.208. 
2. ~. p.209. 



or entertainments were accorded generous recognition. Pres tige was 

attached to persons as such, and often through them to their families 

also, rather than solely to income and occupation, which formed only 
1 

one element in the composite picture.' 

In conclusion, Jennings writes, from all the factors moulding the 

old area of Barton Hill, there • emerged a society in which individuals 

counted (significance) and the social bond was strong (solidarity) and 

found expression in the wider society. Such a comparison (with the 

way that communal life developed in the old area) offers hope for the 

future. Yet some new factors seem to demand explicit recognition and 

purposive action if the old ideals of individual significance, social 

unity (solidarity) and effective democracy (significance) are to be 

given new and appropriate fonns of expression. Firstly, the 

traditional ties with defined localities may be increasingly threatened 

by the conquest of space and by the fragmentation of interests and bonds 

(lack of solidarity) resulting partly from new types of economic 

organization. Secondly, there is a danger that the individual may come 

to count for less (lack of significance) if the tendency to large-scale 

organization and administration continues. Thirdly, the growth of 

pow erf'ul and specialized and professionaliz ed corpora te bodies within 

the state may tend to make the man in the street less able to play an 

effective part (lack of' significance) in the shaping of' society. It may 

. 1. Jennings, H. Societies in the Making. London, 1962. p.2l0. 



be that another age of discovery demands a rethinking of the ains, 

machinery and functions of corpora te society in relation to the 
1 

individual and to organized groups. • 

Jennings' approach is a little spout by the fact that she 
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constantly assesses the conmnmal life of the new estate at 'Mossdene' 

in relation to the pattern of living in old Barton HU1, reflecting 

the way in which Redfield tends to talk of the urban in terms of the 

folk. She thus fails to trace the changing expression of community as 

accurately as she might but, none the less, her study as a whole offers 

very valuable evidence of the vital importance of the two essential 

ingredients of community. 

The attempt of the classical ecologists to focus attention on the 

physical and structural organization of life is not very closely related, 

in their theoretical endeavours at least, to what are regarded here as 

the communal elements of the system. Park, however, does touch on 

the importance of solidarity and significance when writing about the 

level of human living he designates • societal,' and states that society 

'always includes something more than competitive co-operation and its 

resulting economic interdependence. The exis tence of a society 

presupposes a certain amount of solidarity, consensus, and conmon 
2 

purpose. • In relation to significance he says: 

1. 

2. 

Jennings, H. - Societies in the Making. London, 1962. 
(words in brackets ins erted) • 
Park, R.E. Human Comnnmities. Glencoe, 1952. p.181. 

pp. 224-225 
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'This world of conununication and of "distances," in which we all 

seek to maintain some sort of privacy, personal dignity, and poise, is 

a dynamic world, and has an order and a character quite its own. In 

this social and moral order the conception which each of us has of 

himself is limited by the conception which every other individual, in 

the same limited world of communication, has of himself, and of every 

other individual. The consequence is - and this is true of any 

society - every individual finds himself in a struggle for status: a 

struggle to preserve his personal prestige, his point of view, and his 

self-respect. He is able to maintain them, however, only to the 

extent that he can gain for himself the recognition of everyone else 

whose estimate seems important; that is to say the estimate of every-

one else who is in his set or in his society. From this struggle for 

status no philosophy of life has yet discovered a refuge. The indiv-

idual who is not concerned about his status in some society is a hermit, 

even when his seclusion is a city crowd. The individual whoa e con-

ception of himself is not at all determined by the conceptions that 
1 

other persons have of him is probably insane.' 

On the whole the theoreticians have been more concerned with solid

arity than with significance; probably the consequence of a certain 

preoccupation with the Gemeinschaft or folk end of the social scale. 

T~nnies, for example, states: 'Reciprocal, binding sentiment as a 

1. Park, R. E. HUIl'I8n Conmmi ties. Glencoe, 1952. pp. 176-177 • 
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peculiar will of a Gemeinschaft we shall call unders tanding 

(consensus). It represents the special social force and sympathy 
1 

which keeps human beings together as members of a totality.' Yet, at 

the other end of the scale, he sees only a self-seeking and atomistio 

kind of individualism: 'In Gesellschatt,' he writes, 'every person 

strives for that which is to his own advantage and affirms the actions 

of others only is so far as and as long as they can further his 
2 

interest. ' This view neglects the constructive and cOlmlunal role 

played by man's need of a senae of significance. 

The theoretician who comes as near as anyone to appreciating the 

need of both solidarity amongst and significance for members of the 

social aggregate is Simpson, the translator of Durkheim's book 'The 
3 

Division of Labour in Society', amongst other works, and one who in 

his own writing has drawn on many of the 1n;tPortant insights of the 

great French sociologist. Simpson underlines the communal necessity 

of the two major sentiments in a referenoe to the qualities of the 

primary group. He states that the problem facing mankind is that 

'of c0DlII1UIl81izing those who are to conflict. That is a large problem. 

It is the problem of carrying over the ideals of the primary or 

face-to-face group which is the most easUy communalized, to the larger 

1. Tgnniea, F. Community and Assoc~ation. (Translated and supplemented 
by Loomis, C.P.) London, 1955 (First published 1887). p.53. 

2. Ibid. p.88. 
3. iiirkheim, E. 

Simpson, G.) 
The Division of Labour in SOCiety, (Translated by 
Glencoe, 1933 (First published 1893). >: 



groups, and ultimately to nations and international action. The 

ideals of the primary group are shaped by symbiotic behaviour, the 

feeling of interdependence (solideri ty), and the need for fulfilment 

(significance; though it is doUbtful whether Cooley really stressed 

1.35. 

this aspect in relation to primary groups). There has latterly been 

much discussion of the need for a return to primary groups. But what 

is needed is a return to the ideals of the primary group in such a 

shape and so adjusted as to be capable of application to cosmopolitan 

conditions. Otherwise, a sort of return to the communal womb is being 
1 

urged, a nostalgia for the infantile.' Simpson is here prepared to 

accept that the ideals of the primary group are important for community 

whilst recognizing the need for their expression on a very different 

level and scale from the past. Simpson stresses the element of 

solidarity again when he states that 'in community men's deepest 

desires for love, fellowship, understanding, sympathy, solidarity, are 
2 

realized. ' 

In connection with significance, Simpson argues that 'what men are 

now faUing to realize is that the individual must be made significant 
.3 

in a new type of community.' 'An individual,' he continues, 'becomes 

communally important either negatively or positively; negatively, when 

his actions are restricted in order that certain customs, conventions, 

1. Simpson, a.. -Conflict and Conmuni ty. New York, 19.37. p • .39 
(words in brackets ins erted) • 

2. Ibid. p • .3.3 • 
.3. Ibid. p.8S. 
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and laws may remain intacti positively when his labours are necessary 

to the further vitality of other men. Thus, within the tamily, the 

individual is almost always significant; within an association the 

individual is significant in so far as his labours are important to 

his fellow-members or the torce ot munbers is itself important tor the 

prosecution ot associationsl purposes. Within community, the 

individual is positively significant it the toundation upon which 

community rests can remain tirm through the interaction ot individuals 
1 

as responsible beings. • 

5. The relation between solidarity and significance 

The two essential components ot community, solidarity and 

significance, are closely linked. No person can teel a sense ot 

belonging to a group without thereby gaining some sense of significance. 

To the outsider it may seem that in certain situations (as in a 

monastic order, an a~ regiment, a totalitarian state and so on) 

individuality is completely lost in the whole but, from the 

participant's point ot view, this is by no means always the case. The 

point is underlined by Klein when she quotes ZWeig's discussion of the 

worker's relation to his union: 'The mass-organization gives the 

worker his individuality, his freedom, his selt-esteem, his self-

confidence •. _A middle-class man has no such experience and cannot 

understand it; it seems to him rather like a contradiction in terms. 

1. Simpson, G. Conflict and Community. New York, 1937. p.10l. 
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A worker does not los e his indi viduali ty in his trade-union; it is 

quite the other way round. By identifying hims elf wi th the union 
1 

he gains status and strength in his own eyes and in everyone else's.' 

In a similar fashion no person can experience a sense of 

significance without feeling some sense of solidarity with those Who 

make this possible. Klein writes, 'The individual's assurance of his 
2 

worth depends on group-membership.' Whatever role is played some 

sense of attachment to the r.st of the cast is virtually inevitable. 

This close relationship between solidarity and significance merely 

emphasizes the fact that comnunity, though made up of a complex of 

sentiments, is a phenomenon which, however analysed, must in the end 

be treated as an entity. 

None the less, though numerous groups exist within which people 

experience both a strong sense of solidarity and significance, it is 

not true that these two essential communal elements are always present 

in the same degree. There are many situations where the group that 

provides members with a strong sense of solidarity does not give them 

a sense of significance of the same intensity, and vice versa. For 

example, some men may discover a very strong sense of solidarity within 

the immediate family whilst not finding that the latter gives them the 

chance to attain a fully satisfying sense of significance. Some men 

1. Klein, J. Samples from English Cultures. Volume I. London, 1965. 
p.206. 

2. Klein, J. Working with Groups. London, 1963. p.57. 
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may derive a very strong sense of significance from their work 

whilst experiencing no very strong sense of attachment to colleagues 

there. It is, therefore, most important in any study of comnnmity 

that solidarity and significance should be treated as sentiments in 

their own right and not just assumed to vary in direct proportion to 

each other. 
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CHAPTER V 

EMPIRICAL OPERATIONALIZATION 

Introduction 

'The word "community" is valueless as a sociological concept,' 
1 

states Mann, 'unless it is defined in terms of observable behaviour.' 

The object here, therefore, is to operationalize the concept of 

community as des crib ed in the preceding Chapter. Operationalism is a 

term mainly associated with a group of sociologists known as nee-
2 

positivists, one of their main aims being to make sociology a fully 

scientific discipline. Of their number, LuncU>erg is particularly 

noted for his emphasis on operational definitions which are, he writes, 

'merely definitions which consist as far as possible of words clearly 

designating performable and observable operations subject to 
3 

corroboration.' He adds, however, that 'highly operational definitions 

are goals to which we strive, rather than tools to be hoped for or 
4-

conjured up ready-made at the outset of an enquiry.' Mann points out 

that 'it cannot be pretended that the term "comrmmitytl has as yet been 

so carefully defined in operational terms that "the goal" has been 

reachedi as yet sociology has a long way to go before such a claim could 
5 

be made.' Nevertheless the attempt is made in this Chapter to move a 

li ttle :further along this very important road. 

1. Mann, P.H. An Approach to U::ban ~OCiolo.B.Y. London, 1965. p'.184-e 
2. See eg. Timasheff, N.S. Soc10l081cal Theotr· (Revised edition). 

New York, 1955. pp. 191-211. 
3. Lundberg, G.A. Social Research. (Second edition). London, 194-2.p.89. 
4-. Ibid. p.90. 
5. M8iii, P.H. An Approach to Urban Socioloq. London, 1965. p.184-. 
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,1. Expressive behaviour 

Community sentiment cannot be seen. This does not mean, however, 

that the task of discovering its presence and assessing its intensity 

is impossible for, as Klein states, 'the feeling of the group is 
1 

manifested by expressive behaviour.' She~ continues; 'There are 

sentiments in the group. We cannot see them ••••• ~hat we can see is 

the expression of :f':riendliness and hostility; underlying these 

expressions we assume their existence; underlying their existence we 

assume a frame of reference composed of values - a system of standards 

which determines the sentiments of people towards one another. 

Expressive behaviour is taken to be the manifestation of underlying 

sentiment, both at the level of sentiment toward persons, and at the 

deeper level of sentiment toward values, which is part of that total 

frame of reference which leads a man to prefer one man or one action to 
2 

another in a given set of circumstances.' In seeking to ascertain 

the sense of community experienced by people it is, therefore, on their 

'expressive oehaviour' that attention will be concentrated. 

2. The approach to empirical operationalization 

In Chapter II it was stated that the study of social action is the 

best springboard from which to launch an examination of the social 

system and an enquiry into the nature and expression of community. In 

1. Klein, J. The Study of Groups. London, 1956. p.119. 
2. ~. p.llO. 
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the search for communally expressive behaviour, it is thus with social 

action that description and analysis starts, followed by a consideration 

of social structure and then the physical environment within which the 

system is set. 

The social aggregate chosen for empirical study is a relatively 

small part of society as a whole. Nevertheless it is socially distinct 

and complete enough to possess all the properties of the social system 

outlined previously. All the activities and relationships of the 

people concerned are examined and no part of their lives which might 

engender a sense of community overlooked. In order to clarify 

description, major interests of the population are divided up into what 

are called 'spheres of activity,' eg., family life, education, work, 

religion, etc. 

In considering each major sphere of activity, the first task will 

be to describe the groups of actors participating. For example, if 

the sphere of education were under examination, these would be pupils, 

teachers and sometimes parents. The information about these groups 

will relate to the number of participants,- their sex, age and other 

relevant details about their social background. An eye will also be 

kept on those people who do ~ participate in any particular activity 

to see if the reasons for this have communal importance. 

The main task of this Chapter, and indeed of the case-study itself, 

is to discover those features of social action and social structure 
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which indicate the intensity of community sentiment present. It 

must, however, be pointed out that netall activities and relationships 

are necessarily of communal note. Many meetings and many relationships 

(as for example, between bus conductor and passenger, paper boy and 

customer, usherette and cinemagoer, etc.) can be so infrequent, casual 

or utilitarian that very little sense of community is engendered. It 

is important, therefore, to stress again the need for social action 

and social structure to be empirically operationalized, in relation to 

the concept of community, before investigation gets underway. 

3. Indices of connnunitl 

'The clarification of concepts ordinarily enters into empirical 

research in the shape of establishing indices of the variables under 

consideration,' states Merton. 'In non-research speculations, it is 

possible to talk loosely about "morale" or "social cohesion" without 

any clear conceptions of what is entailed by these terms, but they 

~ be clarified if the researcher is to go about his business of 

systematically observing instances of low and high morale, of social 

cohesion or social cleavage. If he is not to be blOcked at the outset, 

he must devise indices which are observable, fairly precise and 
1 

meticulously clear.' Such indices to be used in the later empirical 

case-study must now be de1fcribed. For this purpose attention is 

1. Merton, R.K. Social TheorY and Social structure. 
edition). Glencoe, 1957, p.115. 

(Revised 
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focused mainly on the work of 1O.ein. 

A. Solidarity 

'Liking and interaction and homogeneity of norms all vary 
4 
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together, ' states Kleine Relating this commonly observed regularity 

in the relationships between members of small groups first to the 

social action part of the social system, communal indices begin to 

emerge. Klein writes, 'The more interaction, the more positive is 

the sentiment towards others in the group and towards those who interact , 
frequently in particular.' The degree of interaction is thus an 

extremely useful index of the degree of solidarity existing amongst 

members of any given social aggregate. In the case-stuQy attention 

will be directed to the frequency of interaction (how often?), the 

duration of interaction (how long on each occasion?), its continuity 

(over what period of time?) and its vigour (how energetic?). 

There are, however, one or two exceptions to this rule which must 

be dealt with. Possibly the most fundamental is the qualification 

that interaction which is felt to be obligatory very rarely strengthens 

cOlIlllon bonds. 1O.ein writes, 'Interaction normally varies with liking 

only if the interaction is freely chosen and can be broken off when 
6 . 

desired.' For Klein, enforced interaction is not merely that which is 
1. Klein, J.The Stugy of Groupse London, 1956. 
2. Klein, J.Working with Group§e London, 1963. 
3. Klein, J. Samples from English Cultures. Volume I. London, 196,. 
4. Ibid. p.263. , 
.,. K.lein, J. The stugy of Groups. London, 19,6.p.106. 
6. Klein, J. Samples from. English Cultures. Volume I. London, 196,. 

p.l". 



thrust on people against their will, as when people are taken from 

amongst friends in the slums and placed amongst strangers on new 

estates, it is also that which is recognized as being economically 

obligatory, such as the need to earn a living. 
1 

'Task-related 

interaction,' as she terms the latter, is in itself of very little 

conmunal note; it is only tha t which 'does not 1mmedia tely concern 

the task, that is not concerned with the transmission of relevant 
2 

information or with proposals as to what shall be done about the task' 

which increases liking and solidarity. On the other hand Klein 

acknowledges that not all behaviour that to the outsider appears 

compulsory is to the participant.fill so to be. Of the family she 

comments, 'Though children do not choose to interact with their parents -

since children do not ask to be born - they do not normally feel 
3 

interaction with their parents to be involuntary, ie., forced upon them.' 

This situation underlines the necessity of assessing the intensity of 

community sentiment according to the feelings of the group members 

themselves; whether interaction is regarded as obligatory or not being 

an important case in point. 

Another exception to the rule (solidarity and interaction vary 

together) is 'where interaction does not give information about 

1. Klein, J. The Study of Groups. London, 1956. p.156. 
2. Ibid. p.lll. 
3. Klein, J. Samples from English Cultures. Volume I. London, 1965. 

p.18l. 
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1 
personalities ••••• (or about) the sentiments ot other members.' 

This occurs, tor example, in a work situation where men tail to talk 

much about themselves or their tamilies. It can also occur elsewhere, 

especially if an activity draws people into contact because of like 

rather than common interests as in the case ot certain leisure pursuits; 

competing in an angling match, backing horses, going to the theatre, 

watching television and so forth. It is, therefore, necessary to 

examine whether frequent interaction sees participants exchanging 

information about themselves over and above that related to the task in 

hand, to the interest being pursued or to 'matters in general.' 

Turning now to the a tructural aide of the social sys tem, one can 

discover in small groups research a link between solidarity and 

homogeneity of norms. Thinking particularly of life on new estates 

Klein comments, 'The greater the difference in norms, the greater the 

concern aver norms, ••••• the less good relations between neighbours 

are likely to be, the greater the concern about privacy, and the less 
2 

liked the area.' The reasons for this are not far to seek and 

are rea ted in part to frequency of interaction. Klew states, 

'Interaction and similarity of behaviour and of norms (normally 

vary together), for the greater the social interaction, the 

greater the social pressure not to change trom what is accepted 
~ 3 

in the group as proper.' As a rider, Klein adds, 
1. Klein, J. The Study of Groups_ London, 1956. p.106. 
2. Klein, J. Samples from English Cultures. Volume I. London, 

1965. p- 254· 
3. Ibid. p.245. -
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'Friendship is more frequently based on similarity of ideals than on 
1 

similarity of personality.' 

In empirical research, therefore, the extent to which beliefs, 

ideals and values, expressed through folkways, mores and laws, are held 

and upheld by the group as a whole is of great importance in seeking to 

assess the strength of solidarity. Homogeneity of norms must also be 

looked for in relation to the organization of and the social control 

exercised within associations and institutions. Where action-centred 

and actor-centred norms are homogeneous then social solidarity should 

be present. 

However, there arise occasions when norms, partly because they 

are ever in a state of flux, are not acceptable to every member of the 

group. Some people may be finding normative behaviour limiting and 

frustrating and, in Merton's terms, feel themselves out of harmony 
2 . 

with 'cultural goals' anq(or the 'institutionalized means' of reaching 

them. Here more attention needs to be given to so-called 'deviant 

behaviour' (a very necessary social process) than SOCiologists, such 

as Durkheim in his concern with law as an index of social solidarity, 

have so far allowed. When deviance 'is confined to relatively small 

and relatively powerless elements in a community it provides a potential 

for the formation of sub-groups, alienated from the rest of the 
. 3 

community but unified within themselves.' On the other hand, where a 
1. Klein J. The Study of Groups. London, 1956. p.loG. 
2. Merto~, R.K. Social Theory and Social structure. (Revised edition). 

Glencoe, 1957· p.l4O. 
3. Ibid. p.19l. -
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large number of people is involved, deviance may in the long run 

triumph over the old orthodoxy and become the new normative pattern 

for the group. This is precisely how so often the beliefs, ideals 

and values of the up-and-coming generation permeate and gradually .. 

replace the standards of the old. In ass essing the intensity of 

solidarity, therefore, attention will have to be directed to both 

those groups in s-tep and those out of step with the social norms of 

the day. 

B. Significance 

'Self-expression,' states Klein, 'and the sympathetic response 
1 

of others give the individual an assurance of his own worth.' In 

seeking for indices of significance it would q:pear that the matter 

needs to be viewed from two complementary angles; the oPportunities 

and rewards provided and approved by the group as legitimate channels 

of self-expression and the satisfaction of the member with these. If 

either opportunity and rewards or satisfaction with them are restricted 

or insufficient then the sense of significance felt by members of the 

group will be weak. By and large the indices of significance are seen 

more clearly within the structural part of the social system, though 

of course they are also linked to social action. 

From the point of view of the group as a Whole, a clearly defined, 

1. Klein, J. Working with Groups. London, 1963. p.53. 
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stable and commonly accepted pattern of roles and statuses is a 

prerequisite if members are to feel a strong sense of significance. 

Speaking in a negative fashion, Homans puts the matter as follows; 

'As the nonns of a group decline in the degree to which they are 

clear to, and held in common by, all members of the group, so the 
1 

ranking of members of the group will become less definite.' As 

ranking becomes less definite so it becomes ever more difficult for 

people 'to know where they stand' and to attain a sense of significance. 

A clear and stable status system (be status ascribed or achieved) is 

indicated not only by the definite nature of opportunities provided 

but also by agreement over and approval of rewards given. The latter 

are of many varieties ranging from the pecuniary and the symbolic 

(long-service medals, certificates of commendation, etc.) to the simple 

gesture given in deference to one of higher standing. 

From the point of view of the individual, it is clear that if 

the group 'does not give the member the appreciation to which he feels 

entitled or does not give him sufficient scope or recognition for his 
2 

talents,' he will either leave it or, if prevented from doing so, 

remain frustrated and lacking a sense of fulfilment. The individual's 

attitude towards opportunities and rewards offered by the group is 

thus of fundamental importance in determining the extent to which both 

role and status will contribute towards his senae of significance. 
1. Homans, G.e. The Human Group. London, 1951. p.365. 
2. Klein, J. The study of GrouEs. London, 1956. p.117. 



With regard to role, Frankenberg, following Goffman, makes a useful 

contribution. He writes; 'If it is argued that anyone in a given 

situation is committed by that situation to playing a particular 
1 

role, it does not follow that ever,yone does it with equal enthusiasm.' 

COIlS equently he dis tinguishes between 'role-commitment and role-
2 

attachment, t the former being a role accepted as something of a duty 

or obligation, the latter being a role played out with genuine 

interest and enthusiasm. It is role-attachment that engenders the 

greatest sense of significance. 

The main communal indices can be st.1lI.tIlarized as follows:-

Indicating a sense of solidarity 

Degree of interaction 

Homogeneity of norms 

Indicating a sense of significance 

A clearly defined and widely 
accepted pattern of roles and 
statuses 

Role-attachment 
status satisfaction 

Because those sentiments which go to make up a sense of community 

are quite closely associated, it is natural that the indices mentioned 

1. Frankenberg, R. Communities in Britain. Ha rmondsworth , 1966. p.290. 
2. Ibid. p.242. -
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above tend to be f'ound together (eg. role-attachment is usually 

linked to f'requent interaction with those concerned). None the 

less, as indicated at the end of' the last Chapter, there are numerous 

occasions when solidarity and signif'icance are not present in the same 

degree. It is, theref'ore, necessary to examine indices connected 

wi th ~ essential elements of' connnuni ty sentiment if' final 

assessment of' the latter's intensity is to prove adequate. 

4. standing where they stand 

It is extremely important that in all cases the intensity of' 

community sentiment should be assessed in relation to those standards 

that the group members themselves regard as normal. The res earcher 

must not be mislead because the group does not seem to him. to be one 

in which he could f'ind much sense of solidarity or sense of' 

significance; it is how the participants view the situation that 

counts. This point is stressed by Becker in a slightly dif'f'erent 

context. Outlining a sequence of types of social aggregate based on 

the attitudes of people to innovation and change, he states that 'a 

sacred society is one that elicits from or imparts to its members, by 

means of' sociation, an unwillingness anq/ or an inability to respond 

to the culturally new as the new is defined by those members in terms 
1 

of' the society's existing culture.' Just as the precise def'inition 

of' what is 'new' must be determined by the society under investigation 

1. Becker, H. Sacred and Secular Societies. Social Forces. 
Vol. 28, No.4. (pp.36l-376). May 1950. p.363. 
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so it is with solidarity and significance. The great danger of 

imagining community to be exclusively bound up with a certain kind 

of place, a single period of history and, above all, a particular 

type of social structure (mentioned at the end of Chapter I) must 

be reiterated. 

It is also important in studying community sentiment to balance 

the more general kind of indices (such as frequent interaction and 

homogeneity of norms) with what individuals themselves actually report. 

The observer, especially the participant observer, often learns' about 

the existence and intensity of solidarity and significance simply 

through what participants say directly to him. In some respects, 

particularly when the sentiment is spontaneously expressed and the 

speaker is unaware that his views are being noted for further 

reference, this can be as valuable an indication of a sense of 

solidarity or significance as any of the indices mentioned before. 

Gans puts the case for carefully balancing the behaviour .!!!S! the words 

of people when he writes, tIf Levittowners report that they find their 

community satisf.y1ng, as they do, their opinion ought to be respected. 

Although the suburban critics insist that these satisfactions are 

spurious and self-deceptive, they offer no valid eVidence, so that 

their charge only indicates their differing standards for the good 

life ••••• But it would be foolhardy to base an evaluation solely on 

what people say, for if sociology has discovered anything, it is that 
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often people do not know all they are doing or what is happening 

to them. The observer always sees more than anyone else, if only 

because that is his job, but if he evaluates what he alone sees, he 
1 

must still do so by the standards of the people whom he is observing. t 

5. Degrees of community sentiment 

It has been stressed throughout this thesis that community is a 

qualitative phenomenon, ie., its intensity varies. The indices not ed 

give a means of assessing this intensity. In order to show the level 

of community sentiment discovered during empirical research it is, 

therefore, helpful to have some range of intensities to choose from. 

For this purpose the very simple scale outlined below will be emp10yed:-

Solidarity 
Significance 

Community Sentiment 

Very strong 
Very strong 

Strong 
strong 

Moderate 
Moderate 

Weak 
Weak: 

(NU) 

It is not assumed that the 'nil' end of the scale represents the 

disappearance of all sentiments. Many of the cOmmunity studies quoted 

earlier in this thesis do in fact show the rise of a sense of social 

isolation and of insignificance as the sense of solidarity and 

significance decline; in other words, powerful negative sentiments 

take over where positive sentiments are weak. It might thus be 

possible to turn this scale into a continuum by constructing at the 

lower end a non-communal ideal type (though by definition if such a 

1. Gans, H.J. The Levi ttowners. London, 1967. P.:x:xvi. 
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state empirioa~ permeated an entire 'sooiety,' the latter would 
~ ~'. 

be in a oondition of sooial chaos and disintegration). The aim 

would then be to assess to which of the two poles (oommunal or 

non-oommunal) the sentiments of the members of a given social aggregate 

were nearer. However, as the concern in this thesis is with 

the existenoe ~d intensity of (positive) communal sentiments, and 

as aI\V attempt to construot and use a continuum, with all the 

attendant diffioul ties noted in Chapter I, 3, is likely to 

confuse the issue, this matter will not be pursued :f'Ilrther here. 

Because the method of researoh used in the oase-stua1 

(participant observation; disoussed in the next Chapter) does not 

eas~ lend itself to validation of a statistioa1 nature, the 

assessment of the level ot solidarity' and. sicniticance (and ot 

community sentiment as a whole) is made by the author himself, 

his judgment beiJJ& based on the communal indioes alreac1y desoribed 

and on opinions expressed by the residents of the area concerned. 

The validity of the assessments made are discussed in Chapter X 

a t the end of tb& thesis. 

6, The time faotor 

The subsequent case-study deals with a small but fairly 
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well-defined and socially complete section of English Society. It 

was stated earlier in'this Chapter that, in order to obtain an 

adequate assessment of the level of community sentiment therein, all 

aspects of social action and social structure would be examined. But 

empirical investigation needs to be not only socially comprehensive 

but also 'temporally balanced.' The intensity of community sentiment 

can only be reliably judged in relation to a group studied over a 

fair period of time; solidarity and significance are not sentiments 

that can usefully be gauged by means of a short, rapid 'spot-check.' 

It would, for example, be misleading if the degree of community 

were estimated from an examination of a social aggregate, at a time 

of short-lived crisis. On the broader level, this might be 

represented by the sudden appearance of natural disaster (tempest, 

flood, etc.) or by a limited period of social upheaval (war, economic 

depression, etc.) On the narrower front, the 'great events' of 

family life (birth, marriage, death, etc.) might fall into the same 

category. As already fully discussed in Chapter I, such dramatic 

occurrences can assist the observer in penetrating the intensity to 

which community sentiment ~ rise, but a complete and balanced 

assessment of the extent to which a sense of COmmunity is present can 

only be made when critical and dramatic happenings are seen against 

the background of the undramatic and everyday events and relationships 

of life. The best perspective for empirical research is thus the 

study of a social aggregate continuously over a year or two; sentiments 

• 
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that do not have such lasting value can hardly be said to be 

communally very important. 

In a rather different way the time factor is relevant when 

community studies embracing recent settlements are undertaken. 

Jennings, in her description of Barton Hill, Bristol, talks of ~ 

kind of cyclical process which all new areas go through as they 

develop socially. In the case of Barton Hill, many of the features 

now associated with new estates were evident in its early days, but 

eventually tout of all this emerged a society in which individuals 

counted and the social bond was strong and found expression in the 
1 

wider society.' It would thus seem unwise to attempt to make final 

pronouncements about the level of community sentiment in very 

recently settled districts which are in the initial stages or 

development. The 'phase hypothesis' outlined by Morris and Mogey, 

whereby interaction in new areas varies from the intense, in early 
2 

days, to the very much more restricted in later stages, only serves 

to warn the sociologist against plunging into survey work before 

the activities and relationships of residents have had at least some 

chance of settling down to what, for a considerable time, will be 

their normal pattern (though present day mobility may never permit 

the latter to become as firmly established as, say, in the case of 
3 

old Barton Hill or Bethnal Green.) 

1. Jennings, H. Societies in the Making. London, 1962.p.2~. 
2. Morris, R.N. and Moge,y, J. The Sooiology of Housint. London, 1965. 

- pp. 4J. - 4lt. 
3." Young, M. and Willmott, P. Family and Kinship in East London. 

(Revised edition). Harmondsworth, 1962. eg. p. 187 
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THE CASE-STUDY METHODS OF RESEARCH 

1. Place and time 

The social aggregate chosen for empirical study is the 

settlement of Vioodhouse, lying about four miles east-south-east 
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of the city of Sheffield. Woodhouse is selected first and foremost 

because the author spent five years there as the Methodist Minister 

and, as is described more fully below, found this an excellent 

opportunity to take up the role of participant observer. Other 

factors, however, combined to make Woodhouse an exceptionally good 

area for sociological investigation. In the first place Woodhouse 

is in many ways an anachronism; a suburb, of the modern industrial 

city of Sheffield, which still retains its old world character, with 

many ancient buildings and a large number of residents who, belonging 

to families who have lived in the area for generations, are still 

very strongly attached to the attitudes and ways of bygone days. It 

is thus an ideal settlement within which to investigate the communal 

life of the past. Secondly, WOOdhouse is a very distinct geographical 

unit, its physical limits being plain for all to see. This fact 

facilitates the obtaining of data about the local district, through 

the various ~ources noted below, as people know precisely what place 

they are thinking about when they write or speak of 'Woodhouse. t 
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Thirdly, the population of Woodhouse has remained at about the same 

size (some 10,000 people) since the beginning of this Century; a fact 

which has always made it a settlement large enough to produce a 

distinctive social life of its own. At the same time consistency of 

size facilitates the comparison of one period with another. 

The first year selected for description and analysis is 1912 and 

this for several reasons. A period from the past was required which 

would give, consistent with the points made above in the previous 

Chapter, a 'temporally balanced' study. It was, therefore, felt wise 

to select a time prior to the great upheavals caused by the First World 

War and yet one still reflecting the hey-day of Victorian Woodhouse, 

which came about the turn of the Century. The earliest extant copies 

of 'The Woodhouse, Eckington and Staveley Express,' which include 

weekly reporting ofWoodhouse events, are available for 1908 and 1912. 

The latter date was picked as the key year for study so that the 1908 

edition of the Paper could be used to check the 'normality' of events 

occurring in and around 1912. Furthermore, 1912 was, in the mid 1960s, 

when the research was undertaken, within living memory of a good number 

of old residents (a person in their 20s in 1912 being in their 70s in 

1966) and a great deal of eye-witness material could be obtained. 

Accuracy was facilitated by cross-checking the spoken and printed word. 

1966 is chos en as the key year for the study of Woodhous e in 

modern times as the author had by then spent three years becoming 
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acquainted with residents and their way of life. Although the most 

recent council house estate was only begun in October 1963, it was 

completed and fully inhabited by June 1965. 1966 was thus a year of 

reasonable stability when old and new residents had been in contact 

for some time and the pattern of their respective ways of life fairly 

clearly established. Although 1912 and 1966 are taken as ~ey years, 

for particularly detailed study, it must be added that in order to 

obtain a better perspective on the sense of community then existing, 

relevant material from one or two years either side of these dates is 

also used. 

2. Methods of research 

The methods of research varied according to whether the 

investigation concerned past or present. 
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A. Woodhouse past 

For the study of past events, the data is gathered from two 

main sources. The firs t of these is the very detailed reporting 

of local district affairs recorded week by week in the columns of 

'The Woodhouse, Eckington and Staveley Express.' This is, secondly, 

backed up by material obtained from a wide-ranging series of interviews 

with old residents. Informal interviewing occurred almost daily for 

five years when the author, in the normal course of his pastoral 

rounds as Methodist Minister, was able to ask many pertinent questions 

about the past. Formal interviewing was undertaken in 1966 and 1967 

with some two dozen old residents representing both sexes and all 

social groupings of the 1912 era. Arrangements were made to meet 

the person concerned at a specific time, usually in his own home, and 

notes were made on the spot during the interviews. Since the author 

usually knew the person interviewed very well by this time, there was 

a minimum of embarrassment on both sides; residents usually treating 

this as an interesting opportunity to relive the past. After one or 

two interviews it was possible to ascertain, by comparing the 

information obtained with Press reports and other data, just how good 

a memory the person had and to discover his ability to keep to the 

point and to express himself lucidly. Those Who came up to a high 

standard here were interviewed at greater length than the others. 

Quite outstanding in this regard was one old reSident, Albert Chapman. 
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Born in 1892, he had lived his entire lif'e in Woodhouse and played 

an extremely active part in local district af'f'airs having a very 

wide experience of' almost every sphere of' the doings of' residents. 

Added to this was an amazingly accurate memory, an ability to speak 

with critical objectivity of' the past and a readiness to spare his 

time answering a thousand and one questions clearly and succinctly. 

The author concentrated particularly on this key witness and, in the 

end, spent some 50 or 60 hours with him talking about the Woodhouse 

of the first decade of the Century. Agains t the criticism that this 

might have given a one-sided picture, the author 'can only state that 

Albert Chapman's reporting proved thoroughly consistent with data 

obtained from quite dif'ferent sources. At the same time the 

relationship built up between interviewer and interviewed gave a depth 

to the comments th~t could never have been obtained in any other way. 

In addition to the two main sources of information, the Press 

and interviews, the lif'e of' Woodhouse past was also investigated by 

means of a questionnaire (see Appendix I) sent to 32 people who had 

once lived in the local district and, for one reason or another, had 

by 1966 moved away. The sample was selected simply on the basis of 

their having occupied positions of responsibility such as doctor, 

clergy, teacher, councillor, etc., in the area anq/or of their reputedly 

great knowledge of the past. The advantage of this mail enquiry was 

that ex-residents, who had once been deeply involved in Woodhouse 
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affairs, were able to write about their one-time home in the light 

of many years experience of other parts of the country. 24 people 

replied, some briefly, some at length. Here again one person emerged 

as a key witness; Gladys Brown, born in Woodhouse in 1902 and residing 

there until 1920, and also for a short period from 1926 until 1932. 

In fluent literary style she covered many pages recalling vivid memories 

of her childhood in a large mining family. (The emergence of and 
! 

concentration on these sort of key witnesses, expressing themselves by 

means of the written, but especially of the spoken, word, seems to the 

author to open up a new and very valuable sociological method of 

investigating the past, much more manageable than that of dealing 

with the full-scale life history.) 

In cormection with the study of Woodhouse past, data was also 

obtained from the usual documentary sourcesj short histories of the 

area, minute books, local church magazines, baptismal and marriage 

registers, etc. (all noted in the Bibliography). A useful visual 

source of information was provided by the extant photographs of local 

district life (taken by a Woodhouse photographer of the first years 

of the Century, Jabez Good), a selection of which illustrate this 

thesis. 
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B. Woodhouse present 

(i) Interviews 

The life of the residents of Woodhouse present was investigated 

in a somewhat similar manner to that used for the past. Formal 

interviewing was undertaken with some two dozen people active in 1966 

in every sphere of local district life. Interviewing ranged from 

a few to a great number of hours and again a key witness emerged in 

Graham Panton. The latter, a married man with two young children, 

had probably entered more Woodhouse homes than any other resident in 

1966; first, from 1954 to 1961, in his capacity as a telephone 

engineer, covering the area; secondly, from 1961 onwards as a service 

agent and salesman for Hoover products and; thirdly, from 1966 onwards, 

as the Secretary of the Badger Community Association. Graham Panton 

had himself lived on the new Badger Estate since 1964 and his knowledge 

of Woodhouse present, especially of the large number of council house 

tenants, was exceptionally comprehensive. His keen sense of 

observation and ability to make critical but balanced jUdgments was an 

invaluable foil to the author's own experience of the local district. 

Besides fonnal interviewing the normal documentary sources were used 

(see the Bibliography), the Press, however, proving a much less 

helpful source of information than for 1912. 
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(ii) Participant observation 

The main source of data for the modern period (though it also 

indirectly yielded a good deal of information about the past) was 

participant observation. Nels Anderson 'was perhaps the first 
1 

deliberate participant observer' and in 1923 he produced his famous 
2 

book about the hobo, based on his experiences during the time spent 

living amongst them. Since then participant observation has had a 

very creditable history particularly in the field of social 

anthropology, but also of sociology. Outstanding in the latter respect 
3 

were the Lynds' studies of 'Middletown' in the 1920s and 1930s. George 

Homans writes of 'direct observation' what can here be equally applied 

to participant observation: 'Our work presupposes the direct 

observation of human behaviour. It does not for the most part deal 

with what men write in answer to a questionnaire or What they say when 

a research assistant has his foot in the door. It deals with what 

men say and do on the ordinary occasions of ordinary life. This kind 

of fact is surprisingly hard to collect; it demands an observer who 

is not himself so much a part of the situation that he carmot view it 

with a fresh eye, and one who does not, by the mere fact of his 

presence, change what would otherwise be said and done. Anthropologists 

1. M8dge, J. ' The Origins of Scient~fic Socio10gl. London, 1962.p.119. 
2. Anderson, No The Hobo: The Soc~ologl of the Homeless Man. 

Chicago, 1923. 
3. Lynd, R.S. and Lynd, H.M. Middleto:wn. London, 1929. 

and 
Lynd, R.S. and Lynd, H.M. Middletown in Transition. London, 1937. 



who live with the tribes they study and who back up their lengthy 

questionings of native informants with firsthand observations of 

daily life collect this kind of material, and so do a few sociologists 

who study groups and conmunities in our own society. Our work relies 

on theirs. Some social scientists find this kind of material hard 

and unsatisfying to work with: it can seldom be converted into 

statistics and always leaves unanswered many interesting questions -

and they shy away from it. Nevertheless it is the stuff of everyday 
1 

existence, and we start with it here.' 

None the less certain major criticisms of participant observation 

must be noted and met. It is maintained that the role of the 

participant observer is inevitably an artificial one and thus inhibits 

or alters the normal pattern of the group's life. Argyle believes, 

however, that 'the disturbance would be expected to be mjnjmal if the 

observer (a) appears to be an ordinary member of the society or group, 

and (b) keeps passively in the background and does not show an 
2 

ostentatious interest in what is going on.' The author was in fact 

'an ordinary member of the society or group' insofar as he was 

appointed to a publically acknowledged position in Woodhouse life (that 

of Methodist Minister) through the usual channels. I. During his five 

years residence in the area virtually all residentS knew him only as 

1. Homans, G.e. The Human Group. London, 1951. p.25. 
2. Argyle, M. The Scientific Study of Social Behaviour. 

London, 1957. p.35. 



the Methodist Minister and thus he was fully able to fill the role 

of 'total participant' which Gans regards as 'the most honest one 

••••• (and) the most productive one for understanding a social 
1 

situation. ' During the year selected for research in detail and 

depth (1966), the author did at times disclose his more than passing 

interest in Woodhouse affairs and adopt the role of 'researcher-
2 

participant,' for example in order to obtain the formal interviews 

required, but by this time he was generally so well known as Methodist 

Minister that almost all residents took this to be more of a personal 

hobby than' an ostentatious interest.' The knowledge that every 

pastoral visit, meeting and event the author attended were being 

participated in~ observed never dawned on residents and had no 

influence on their conversation and behaviour. At the same time it 

should be stressed that the author never felt his research role to 

restrict or weaken his genuine concern for those under his pastoral 

charge. 

Because the author's role was so 'natural' there was little need 

for him to remain, as Argyle recommends, 'passively in the background.' 

In fact he was in the privileged position of being able to initiate 

as well as share in ventures quite in keeping with his ministerial 

role yet which he himself knew full well to be, amongst other things, 

1. Gans, H.J. The Levittowners. London, 1967. p.44Q. 
2. ~. p.44Q. 



1 
tfield experiments. t Through the latter he was able to gain 

extremely valuable insights into the intensity and expression of 

community sentiment amongst the residents of the local district. 

These experimental ventures included (in chronological order): 

An a ttempt to unite two large Methodis t congregations within 

one church building. 

tOperation Meeting Point, t a ten-day tmissiont to the area 
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during which visiting students of all denominations undertook, amongst 

other work, systematic research into the social life of the local 

district. 

The launching of the first Woodhouse Arts Festival in an attempt 

to see if the old and new residents could combine in putting on a 

fortnight of social and cultural activities. 

A campaign on behalf of the old residents threatened by the 

Corporationts Compulsory Purchase Order with less than a fair deal. 

Active participation in the founding of the Badger Community 

Association and in its successful endeavours to prevent a public 

house being built at the centre of the Badger Estate. 

The as tablishment of the Woodhous e Community Council, an 

organization aimed at drawing together all those people working in 

the personal and social services of the area to facilitate consultation 

and action on behalf of residents. 
1. Burgess, E. W. and Bogue, D.J. (eds.) Contributions to Urban 

Sociology. Chicago, 1964. p.262. 



(All these ventures are docwnented later in the main body of 

the 1966 analysis.) 

These and other endeavours, deliberately initiated by the author 

or by those with whom he was in very close touch, gave many clues to 

the communal pattern of Woodhouae life. It also meant that the 

author was able to investigate a population in action and was thus 
. 1 

adopting 'the process approach' strongly advocated by Frankenberg. 

Moser states that t the ideal of being able to enter into the life 

of a community at several different levels, so as to get a complete 
2 

picture, is rarely attained. t As the Minister of by far the largest 

Christian denomination in Woodhouse (in 1966 the two Methodist Churches 

had a total membership of 26,3 and several hundred more people were 

actively associated with them) the author had direct contact with some 

family, and often many, living in virtually every road in the area. 

His especially close association with the old residents gave him access 

to a great deal of infonnation about the past. Yet it must be 

acknowledged that the author's ecclesiastical role had certain inherent 

limitations which could easily have restricted participant observation 

mainly to one sphere, the religious, of the life of the local district 

residents. This danger was off-set, however, by the fact that the 

author was able to play several non-ecclesiastical roles too (such as 

1. Frankenberg, R. Bri tish Communi t Studies: Problems of S thesis 
in }3anton, M. (ed. The Social Anthropology of Complex Societies. 
"{Pp. l23-l5l+). London, 1966. 

2. Moser, C.A. Survey Methods in Sooial Investigation. London, 1958. 
p.169. 

! 
! 
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'social worker,' 'community development worker,' local historian, 

parent, neighbour, etc.) which brought him into direct touch With 

many no~churchgoers. In addition, by using his own status with care 

and discretion, the author was able to gain free entry, often being 

warmly welcomed, into certain spheres of activity, notably the public 

hous es, working-men' s clubs and nwnerous no~churchgoing homes, and 

talk at length to people there about their interests and concerns. Two 

other important sources of information outside the religious sphere 

were also usedi one, the author's wife who was in contact with many 

younger women in her normal capacity as wife and motherithe other, 

s house group meeting on the Badger Estate led by the author and made 

up of a dozen or more non-churchgoing residents who gathered each month 

to talk over topics of general and local concern. 

There was still a danger that, because the participant observer 

was 'the minister,' people might be unnaturally polite (or rude!), and 

sometimes plain dishonest about their own attitudes and feelings. On 

occasions this happened, but the author's length of residence in the 

area enabled him to break down many inhibitions amongst both 

churchgoers and non-churchgoers. He had too the privilege of sharing 

the 'dramatic incidents' of life (birth, marriage, illness, death, 

etc.) when 'defences' were down and sentiments often openly expressed. 

As a guide to future participant observers, it is worth noting in this 

connection, that an interesting change occurred in the author's 



relation with residents about his fourth year in the area (1965 to 

1966), perhaps arising from the fact that by this time he had shared 

some 'dramatic incident' with virtually all his church members and 

many non-churchgoers too. Consequently his conversations with 

inhabitants entered a much more personal phase at this juncture, which 

continued for the rest of his time to yield facts and indicate 

sentiments previously only hinted at. 

Frankenberg and others note that because the changing pattern of 

social life over the years has led to a decline in 'direct face-to-face 
1 

interaction,' and a rise in the number and extent of secondary contacts, 

the participant observer has become less and less capable of covering 

all the activities and relationships of each member of the social 

aggregate and of becoming well acquainted with the 'different audience 
2 

for each of the roles he plays.' This is an important criticism of 

the participant observation method. With regard to Woodhouse past, 

there was little difficulty as residents could talk about and relive 

the total life of inhabitants of all ages and both sexes simply because 

it was very largely contained within the boundaries of the local 

district; everyone knew everyone else's business. For 1966 the 

problem was more acute. The author lived and worked in Woodhouse 

and watched half the population depart each morning for the city, to 

schoo.l or to work. The only way to counteract this loss of contact 

1. Frankenberg, R. Communities in Britain. Harmondsworth, 1966.p.250. 
2. Ibid. p.244. -
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was, on the one hand, to be fully aware of, and make allowances 

for, the fact that he was spending a great deal of time with 

residents tied to the local district (young children, mothers and old 

people) and, on the other, to make the most of every opportunity of 

meeting and speaking to yoWlg people, men and working wives in the 

evenings or at week-ends. The author was, however, assisted to 

some extent by the shift-work system which kept a good number of men 

at home during the day. It is worth noting at this point that if 

the modern way of life with its intricate division of labour and wide 

variety and dispersion of relationships somewhat limits the 

comprehensiveness of coverage obtained by participant observation, 

it is as much a problem for many other methods of research. The 

number of urban community studies base4 on information obtained only 

or mainly from the woman of the house is high. That this practical 

difficulty can sometimes distort a study of community is borne out by 

such a totally misleading judgment as made by Elias and Scotson when 

they state, 'It is difficult to imagine communities without women and 
1 

children, though one can imagine commmities almost without men.' It 

is hoped that at least this error has been avoided •. 
2 

Argyle states that the participant observer 'cannot take notes.' 

In general this is true but the author found many opportunities, for 

1. Elias, N. and Scotson, J.L. The Established and the Outsiders. 
London, 1965. pp. 146-147. . 

2. Argyle, M. The Scientific Study of Social Behaviour. London, 1957. 
p.35· 
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example at meetings, to jot notes down discreetly on a small piece 

of paper without this influencing the remarks made. Following visits 

to homes, he recorded all the important comments made immediately after 

leaving the house or later the same day in a diary. After a while he 

became practised in sorting out the most relevant statements made in 

informal conversation and in remembering them accurately until the 

opportuni ty came to write them down. 

3. other problems 

One or two other problems arose during the course of empirical 

inves tiga tion. With regard to the study of past events there was a 

tendency for old residents to ttelescopet their experience of bygone 

days giving a false impression of the pace and vigour of the normal 

cycle of activities. This problem is not a new one and is noted, for 

example, by West in his autobiographical account of boyhood days spent 

between the wars in nearby Eckington; tBecause, for so many years, 

the routines of the village and ~ parent~t home held so firm, I am 

guilty here and there of time-sliding: without realiZing at the time, 

I have begun a sentence by noting a household routine as I knew it at 

five or six years, only to finish it with a memory of the same thing 
1 

from the age of ten or even fourteen. t Grea t care thus had to be 

taken to check_the frequency of past events, especially those remembered 

most ViVidly, and to correct the temptation to ttime-slide.' 

1. West, p. I, said the Sparrow. London, 1963. p-vii. 
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Old residents were also inclined to exaggerate numbers by 

concentrating on the 'great occasions' of the past when 'the hall 

was packed to the doors,,' or 'there were chairs down the aisles.' 

But many witnesses were discriminating in their evidence when questioned 

about more normal times" whilst Press reports and extant photographs 

gave opportunity for additional checks to be made. The accommodation 

capacity of old buildings (public houses" church halls" etc.) still 

standing gave a further guide to numbers attending meetings in the past. 

4. Symbolic persons 

The concept of 'symbolic place,,' those buildings" landmarks" 

meeting places, etc., which become over the years symbols of a common 

life" was discussed in Chapter Ill, on the physical environment of the 

social sys tem. As the case-study progressed another similar and very 

important concept emerged" the t of the 'symbolic person.' The latter 

is the resident who symbolizes the values and ethos of the group 

concerned" provides clear and unchallenged leadership within it, whilst 

often representing the group to 'the world outside.' In W oodhous e 

past, symbolic people" like symbolic places" gave 'a feeling of meaning 
1 

and permanence' to local district life. They were usually residents 

who achieved prominence not only because of their own pC1Ners of 

leadership, but _ as a consequence of living in the area and holding 

1. Herbert" G. 
Sociol. Rev. 
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positions of note for very ma~ years. Such people were in ~ 
1 

ways similar to Weber's 'traaitional' type of leader. These 

'social landmarks' ~~boiized a comm~n ~ of life related to 

~umerous spheres ~f aotivi~ (notably the religious), and helped to 

enhance the solidarity' of the group concerned. 

By 1966, this type of symbolic person was much less in 

evidence, though a ~bolio figure, clearly embo~ing and representing 

certain groups, was still distin8Uishable. This sort of person 

usually attained prominenoe through personal. ability and 'driTe' 

(he was more an innovator than preserver), often allied to 

publically reoognized qualifications, after ~ a relative~ short 

period of residence in the local district.' His influenoe was 

limi ted to the group he served and his status therein did not, as 

with the traditional symbolic figure, carry over into other aspeots 

ot Woodhouse lite. His orientation was 'cosmopolitan' rather than 

1 local' (see Chapter Ix). None the less, he too gave a social 

tocal point to the gr~Up ooncerned and helped to strengthen the 

sense of solidarity. 

2. tgy-out of material 

The case-study is divided into two large Chapters deal.ini with 

Wooaho?se 1912 (Chapter VII) and Woodhouse 1966 (Chapter VIII). For 

each of these p~riods the·· ~ffairs 'ot the residents will be split up into 

Sections dealinc with major spheres of activity whioh, par~ tollow1nc 

the Iqnds' • Middl et own t study, are as tollows: 

1. Weber, 14. The Theo 
(Trans. Henderson~,-AA.~Mr.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 



Work 
Government 
Health and Welfare 
Family and Neighbours 
Education 
Religion 
Leisure 
Other Aspects of Woodhouse Life 
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Any such division is somewhat arbitrary but at least helps to 

facilitate the ordering of material. The more formally structured 

activities are placed first to provide a clear framework for the study 

as a whole. Where activities might fit into two or more spheres (eg., 

the church football team might be associated with either 'Religion' 

or 'Leisure'), they are placed according to the main sponsoring 

organization Cie., the church football team comes under 'Religion'). 

Where communally important, the reasons why certain residents do not 

participa'te in this or that activity are examined. Some aspects of 

the social activity and social structure of Woodhouse life were not 

limited to any particular sphere and are gathered together in the 

Section entitled 'Other Aspects of Woodhouse Life.' 

Within each Section, the material is arranged as follows: 

Introduction 
Participants 
Social Action - Solidarity 

Significance 
Social Structure- Solidarity 

Significance 
(Non-participants) 
Swnmary 

The lay-out of each Section follows that advocated earlier in the 
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discussion of the social system. If any of the sub-sections on 

solidarity or significance are omitted, it is because there is 

insufficient material of communal importance to warrant their inclusion. 

Description of the major geographical units used in the case-stuqy 

has already been undertaken in Chapter Ill. Any points related to 

the intensity of community sentiment arising from the impact of the 

physical environment on social activity or.social structure are 

integrated into the appropriate Sections or dealt with when discussing 

'Other Aspects of Woodhouse Life.' 

The 'Participants' are usually grouped according to certain broad 

age categories (children, young people, adults, old people) and 

according to sex. The case-study revealed that not every category 

was applicable to every sphere of activity or to both periods (1912 

and 1966). Age and sex, however, were only a useful springboard; it 

was left for the research itself to locate those groups of people who 

experienced a sense of solidarity and significance at the same intensity 

and through similar activities and relationships. 

Wherever the spoken or written comments of Woodhouse residents are 

incorporated, these are placed in quotation marks, but the names of 

people are not included in order to maintain the courtesy of anonymity. 

In the 1912 study, comments made are put in the present tense (he speaks 

of, she states, etc.) to show that people living in the 1966 period are 

the speakers or writers. In the 1966 stuqy, comments are put in the 
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past tense (he remarked, she said, etc.) to underline that the words 

were spoken at that time by residents living through it. 
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RECAPITULATION 

Before plunging into the case-study itself, it is worth pausing 

for a moment to restate the purpose of this thesis in general and 

the empirical investigation in particular. 

All the material so far presented, and all the evidence gathered 

below, is intended first and foremost to facilitate the testing of the 

two hypotheses set out in the Introduction to the thesis. That is to 

say, by comparing the life and affairs of the residents of Woodhouse 

(a microcosm of the social system as a whole) in the year 1912 and in 

the year 1966, it is hoped to discover: 

1. Whether or pot notable changes have taken place in the 
expression and territorial focus of community. 

The expression of community is discussed in terms of those 

concepts associated with the social action and structural aspects of 

the social system (Chapter II). 

The territorial focus, or geographical context, of community is 

described in terms of those geographical units listed in earlier 

comments on the physical environment (Chapter Ill). 

2. Whether or not a sense of community has been lost. 

The sense of community experienced by Vloodhouse people in 1912 

and 1966 is discussed in terms of solidarity and significance (Chapter 



IV) and its intensity assessed according to the communal indices 

set out during empirical operationalization (Chapter V). 

178. 

The practical methods employed in collecting and ordering the 

data have been described in Chapter VI. 

The concepts and communal indices so far discussed will receive 

no further explanation or elaboration in the main body of the 

empirical material, as this would lead to lengthy and tedious 

repetition. 
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MAP 1 WOODHOUSE AND THE SURROUNDmG DISTRICT 

~ to the collieries 

1. West Birle.y 

2. East Birley 

3. Handsworth 

4. Orgreave 

5. Treeton 

6. Beighton 

7. Brookhouse 

8. Waleswood 

(For dates related to the opening, and sometimes 

closure, of these collieries, see the Seotions 

on 'Work' fo·r 1912 - p. 197 - and 1966·- p. 4-34-.) 
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MAP 2 THE GROWTH OF WOODHOUSE BETWEEN 1862 AND 1912 

The extent of Woodhouse in 1862, as mapped here, 

is sketched out by LeTall, W. J. in 

Gathered Fragments ~f the P~st and Present Histo;l 

of Woodhouse and its Vicinity (Sheffield, 1876). 
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MAP 3 WOODHOUSE (OUTER AREA) IN 1912 AND 1966 

~ 

1. Bridge regarded as the western boundar,y of Woodhouse 

2. City Grammar School 

3. Wood.house West End Club 

4. Woodhouse West Elementary School Woodhouse West Primar,y School 

5. Woodhous.e Cemeter.r 

6. Angel Inn 

7. Sally Clark's 
, . 
~ 

8. St. John Fisher (RC) School 
.. 

9. East Birley Collier,y Tungsten Carbide Developments Ltd. 

10. Station Road Elementar,y School Station Road Junior School 

11. Woodhouse Gas Works Woodhouse East Infant School 

12. Brunswick Hotel 

13. Police Station 

14. Woodhouse Working Men's Club 

15. Woodhouse Central 'Club 

16. Woodhouse Station 

17. Bridge regarded as the eastern boundary of Woodhouse 

18. Junction Hotel 

19. Woodhouse Secondary School 
. -

20. Netherfield Hall -
21. Congregational Church 

22. Woodhouse Reception Centre 

(The dates when the estates were built are listed on p. 418.) 
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MAP 4 WOODHOUSE (CENTRAL AREA) IN 1912 AND 1966 

1. Adult School Institute 

2. Co-operative Societ,y Hall 

3. Endowed School 

4.. Vestry Hall 

5.. Woodhouse Post Office 

6. Wesle.yan Methodist Church 

7.. Wesleyan Methodist Schoolroom 

8. Angel Inn 

9.. Primitive Methodist Churoh 

10. Uni ted Methodist Free Churoh 

." 

Wesley Methodist Churoh 

Wesley Methodist Sohoolroom 

Garage 

Child Welfare Clinic 

St.. Paul's Methodist Churoh 

11. 

12. 

Woodhouse Parish Church of St. James 

13 .. 

14. Salvation Arm::! Hall 

Woodhouse Branch Libra~ 

Salvation ~ Hall 

Bingo hall (very small) 

Royal Hotel 

16. Congregational Schoolroom Zion (Assembly of God) Church 

17. The Cross Daggers 

18.. Central Hall (Cinema) 

19. Stag Inn 

20. Betting shop 

21.. George Inn 

22.. Society of Friends' Meetinghouse 

23. Conservative Club 
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CHAPTER VII 

WOODHOUSE 1912 

SEmIONS 

1. WOODHOUSE 1912 

2. WORK 

3. GOVERm1ENT 

4e HEALTH .AND WELFARE 

5. FAl4ffiY AND NEIGHBOURS 

6. EDUCATION 

7. RELIGION 

8. LEISURE 

9. OTHER ASPECTS OF WOODHOUSE LIFE 

10. CONCLUSION 
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'doodhouse from the air in 1932. Its appearance is almost id3ntical 
to that whioh would nav e been seen in 1912. Hate the rural 
SU1.'J'01mdings ond the c ompact m ture of the centrnl area. 



Woodhouse £rem the air in 1932. Its appearanoe is almost identioal 
to that which would have been seen in 1912. Note the <rural 
surroundings and. the o.anpaot na ture of the oentral area~1 
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.QHAPTER VII 

1. WOODHOUSE 

1912 

HISTORICAL AND SOCIAL BACKGROUND 

Location 

Woodhouse lies some four miles east-aouth-east of Sheffield ona 

prominent ridge, over 300 feet above aea level in many places, 1"Imn:tng 

between the Shirtcliffe Brook to the North and the Shire Brook to the 

South. Prior to the Firat World War, Woodhouse was separated from all 

the surrounding villages by a broad valley and mile-wide belt of fields. 

The main roads from Sheffield to Vlorksop and from Sheffield to Mansfield 

brpassed Woodhouse completely on the North and South sides respectively. 

The 10981 ana extended district, 
I 

Two adjoining and comparatively small settlements, Woodhouse Mill 

and Normanton Springs, are often regarded as part and parcel of Woodhouse 

proper. These two settlements, however, lay in the valley well below 

Woodhouse, Woodhouse Mill being separated from the latter by the main 

Great Central RaUway line and Nonoanton Springs by the Birley Branch 

of the same line. • The two bridges,' as they are locally known, which 

crossed these lines were, before the First World War, regarded as the 

eastern~ and westem limits of lfoodhouse and will be so taken for the ;pur

poses of this thesis; the northern and southern boundaries being the 

. aforementioned two brooks. The area within these limits will be referred 
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to in all later sections all I the local district.' As far all possible, 

attention will be confined to the activities and relationships of the 

residents living in this particular local district, though numerous 

statistical returns, such as the electoral rolls, include the figures for 

Woodhouse Mill and Nonnanton Springs with those for Woodhouse itself. 

The extended district was defined in Chapter III as I that area, the 

large majority of whose residents look to one main centre for the satis

taction of all those needs a21 met within the loce.l district. I The s81f

contained nature ot Woodhouse noted below meant that some residents hardly 

went out 01' the latter, but if Woodhouse did have l:inlcs with anyone place 

more than others it was with Sheffield. The extended district in the 

Sections that follow will thus refer to that area the residents of which 

looked mainly to Sheffield tor the satisfaction ot requirements not met 

:in their own locality. 

Historigtl drelopnent 

It :is quite impossible to understand the cOlDDlJnal situation of 

Woodbouse during this period without an appreoiation of its history. 

Woodbouse had economically, physically and socially developed over many 

centuries. Aa e settlement it 'Wss in existence at least as early as 
1 

1.300, and, by the 17th Century, it was a relatively thriving rural 

village. In 1912, numerous buildings dating beak to the latter period 

were still standing end well used, notably in the area immediately 

1. Roberts, J. Woodbous! (Unpublished), 1966. p.13. 
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surrounding the Village Cross, their presence giving a sense of stability 

and eecunty to the passing generations. Since the 17th Century, 

Woodh0U3e had steadily grown, unplanned and haphazardly, with few uniform 

rows or blocks of hous es, but the very untidiness of the lay-out and 

architectural design of the local district gave it a quite distinctive 

character of its own. Despite important changes in the size of the 

population mentioned below, there still remained resident in Woodhouse, 

during the tint decade of this century, a large l'lUlIlber ot intluential 

and well-known families whose roots in the local district went back many 

generations, their names appearing, amongst other places, in the earliest 
1 

extant electoral roll (184.0). A sense of continuity with the past, 

also maintained by means of the many old place names, customs and folk 

tales, was therefore strong and the residents of 1912, even the relative 

newcomers, felt themselves to be heirs ot an ancient and unique heritage, 

of which they were extremely proud end which formed a camnon bond ot 

considerable cannamal importance. 

In its early years, Woodhouse was predominantly a farming settlement, 

but in the second halt of the 17th Century, when scme quite substantial 

houses were built in the local district, trades, such as tanning, began 

to develop and the population to increase steadily. At the outset of 

the 19th Century, however, Woodhouse must still have been of modest size 

es the figures below tor the Ancient Parish of Handsworth, of which 

Woodhouse was pert, show. 

1. For example, see the family trees noted in LeTaU, W.J. 
Gathered Fragments of the Past and Present History of Woodhouse and 
iif Vicinity. Sheffield, 1876. 
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POPpLATION FI GYRI? (1) 

Moist Parish of H!ndsworth Woodh.2'We (including Woodhous. 
Mill and No~tOD Springs) 

lBU 1424- (2) 
lBJJ 2JJ8 
184l. 2862 
1B51 3264-
1861 J946 1525 
1871 578J 2550 
1881 764-5 3780 
1891 10295 5824-
1901 1J404- (3) 7830 ~t~ 1911 14-199 7638 

(Where blanks appear, no figures are available) 

As far aa Woodhoua. waa oonoerned, the 'population explosion' 

oocurred between 1850 and 1900, and was heralded, in 184-9, by the first 

train passing through the local distriot on what was later known as the 

Great Central Railway line. This event meant that an effective means of 

long-distance transportation now liDked Woodhouse with the outside world 

and greatly faoilitated the rapid growth ot the ooal mining industry in 

the area. Over the next 60 years half a dozen important pits were opened 

1. The figures, exoept where noted, from the Sheffield Direotories 
for the years concerned. 

2. Hunter, J. !a1lamsf:jfe. (Second edition, ea. Getty, A.) 
Sheffield, 18 9. p. 2. 

J. Just prior to 1901, Sheffield took in 78 acres of the Ancient Parish 
of Handsworth.. This figure is that ot the Census tor 1901, after 
the transfer of land to Sheffield bad been made. The transfer did 
not'afteot 8QY part of Woodhouse. 

4-. Gener&l Cenaus figures for the yeers concerned. 
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within a two mUe radius of Woodhouse, and, by 19l2, the large majority 

of male residents earned their living as miners (see the Section on 

'Work') • 

.AB the figures above show, the population of Woodhouse continued to 

grow 8 teadUy untU about the turn of the Century. Then e:q:ension 

ceased far a decade or more. In 1908, the Woodhous e Express ccmtained 

the following comment on the situation: 'What a dif'ference in the parish 

(of' Woodhouse) at the present time and some eight or ten years ago. At 

tha t time not an empty house could be seeni the dia triot was flourishing; 
1 

and the rates were augmented.' The latter were in 1908 yielding very 

poor returns 'ch1etJ.y through empty houses. ' In 1912, the Parish Church 

magazine spoke of' 'the many families who are constantly leaving the 
2 

parish to find employment in other fields of' labour.' It would seem 

that some 100 people per annum were at this time leartng the local 

district though, it IlU.St be noted, the large number ot 'empty houses' 

was also due to the oontinuanoe of building tor many years after the main 

influx of new residents had come to an end. 

The population of' Woodhouse (including Woodhouse Mill and Normanton 

Springs) was, accordirlg to the 1911 Census, 7638. . Lack of relevant data 

prevents any very precise estimate beiDg made of the size of each age 

group, though the number of 'baptisms per year (a large majority of 

1. The Ecld.p.gton. Woodbouse and St8ve1e:v ExiFess. 9/5/08. 
2. Woodhouse Parish Church *sazine. Nov. 19l2. 



Woodhouse children being baptized), the attendance figures for the 

Elementary Schools, and the Sunday School returns, printed annually on 

the programme for the Whitsuntide celebrations, Q) give some indication 

of the number of children and young people resident in Woodhouse. The 

approximate proportion of the population talling into each major age 

group would thus appear to be ;-

o - 5 years 1 infants) 10;& 
5 - lJ years school children) 20;& 

13 - 21 years young people) 15% 
21 years + adul ts) 5SOfo 

One reason for the large number of children and young people in 

the population was the high level of the birth rate in relation to the 

death rate, in the decade up to and including 1912, nearby Sheffield 

having an average annual birth rate of 30.5 and an average annual death 

rate of 16.6. One reason for the comparatively small number of adults 

in the population was the low lite expectation, only a quarter of those 

Woodhouse residents attaining the age of 21 being likely to live beyond 

70. 
1 

With regard to the sex of residents, the only available figures 

show that there were probably rather more men than women in the popu-

lation of the local district. 

1.- Sheffield Directories for 1871 and 1891. 
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The reasons tor the slowing down of the rate ot growth about 1900 

are ditticult to ascertain. Symptomatic, however, were the closure ot 

the Rothel"V'ale Ironworks in 1901, of the last large tanyard in Woodhouse 

in 1906 and ot Birley West Pit in 1908. These events, together with a 

good deal ot unrest in the coal industry at this time, probably all 

contributed to a tall in the expansion rate. Nevertheless, there is no 

evidence that in 1912 the social activity ot the late 19th century had 

greatly decreased in vigour. 

Side by side with the increasing number ot people coming to reside 

in the local district between 1850 and 1900 went the erection ot houses, 

schools, churches, etc. The physical growth ot Woodhouse seems to have 

begun in eamest in the 1870s, and continued well into the first decade 

ot this century. At the same time Woodhouse was gaining its own 

administrative independence; in 1878, it was made an ecclesiastical 

parish in its own right, and, by 189lt-, when it became the main centre 

within the newly created Handsworth Urban District, was the tocal point 

tor the administration ot the surrounding settlements. 

The local ecoll9!Y 

For the first decade ot the 20th Century, Woodhouse was still in 

many ways an economically independent unit. Within or very close to it 

work was pr~ded tor many miners, railwaymen, tradesmen and shopkeepers, 

amOngst others. Being already a going concern betore the major influx 

atter 1861 and being conveniently situated tor such surrounding villages 
) 

as Hackenthorpe, Beighton and SwaUownest, whose residents tound access 

. \ 
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to Sheffield or Rotherham difficult, Woodhouse soon grew into a thriving 

80cial and trading centre. 

Yany of the things necessary for the material welfare of residents 

were avaUable within the local district itself. People reared their 

own pigs whilst eggs, milk, a good deal of butter, vegetables and bread 

were produced locally. 'Every article of apparel could be bought ready 

made or made to order as we were well 8upplied with dressmakers and at 

least one taUor,' writes an old resident. Kelly's Directory for 1912 

lists 6 drapers, 3 dressmakers and 3 clothiers together with 8 bootmakers 

and 2 boot-repairers. Many other everyday needs could be met within 

Woodhouse. AB one resident put it, 'The slogan "You name it, we have 

it", was not invented then, but it applied.' 

Woodhouse was self-sufficient in other respects. Residents used 

local ooal and Woodhouse had its own Ges Company formed in 1864., still 

going strong in 1912. The Handsworth Urban District Council bad buUt its 

own sewerage plant in 1887. Even the s tone and bricks for the CODS truction 

of many local houses were quarried or produced in the vicinity. 

Routes between the local and extended dis tricts, 'the long-range 

thoroughfare' as defined in Chapter Ill, were various. The easies t way 

to reach Sheffield was by train. There was quite a good service to and 

from the city on weele-days but, unless one obtained a reduction through 

daUy travel, the cost was som.ething to be reckoned with. Furthermore 

Woodhouse JWlction Station was ott-centre, to the north-east dawn a 



Woodhouse Cemeter,y gates and gatehouse on Stradbroke Road. 
Note the countr,yside beyond. 

Between Woodhouse and Beightan. 
untarmaced road. 

Note the poor condition on the 
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steepish hill, and was thus rather out of the way for inhe.bitants of 

the oentral and wes tern parts ot the loca.l distriot. Far more popular 

was a walk over the fields to Handsworth, at times a 'proper thoroughfare,' 

from where tram ran frequently into Sheffield. Alternatively one oould 

take a rather longer walk to Intake and oa tch a tram from there. ' On the 

other hand, it was not uncomnon tor Woodhouse people to walk all the way 

to the city via Richmond and the Manor. 

The lay-out of the local district 

Woodhouse was a rather rambling type of place, with buildings thrown 

up quite haphazardly as the population grew. Its straggling nature meant 

that the East and West ends (the tormer lower lying and known as 'the 

bottom end,' the latter all on top of the ridge and known as 'the top 

end') tended at times to lose contaot, one group of cottages at the extreme 

East and in fact earning the nick-name 'Seldom Seen.' Despite this 

situation and though the two Elementary Schoo1s were at opposite ends ot 

the local district, the possibility ot Woodhouse becoming fbi-nodal' was 

in large pert prevented by the concentration of so many public amenities 

around the old central core. 6 out of 7 of the local ohurches end 5 out 

of 7 of the public houses, together with the Endowed School, the Congre

gational schoolroam and 'gymnasium,- the Friends' Adult School Institute, 

the Vestry Hall and the Co-operative Society Hall were all situated within 

a 250 yards radius of the Cross. Within this circle a large majority of 

the shops and small buainesses of the local dis trict were alao set, the 



The narrow streets of oentral. Woodhouse; Cross Street. 

The narrow streets of central Woodnouse; Tanner,y Street. 
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remainder being sparsely scattered throughout Woodhouse. Only one 

church, two public houses and two clubs lay outside this central area, 

all to the East; the West end had neither church, public house nor club. 

The houses ot the local dis trict were ot a bewildering variety with 

spacious private property and very humble dwellings all jumbled up 

together. There were many groups ot tightly packed small cottages, but 

Woodhouse was tree 01' the typical monotonous rows 01' miners' homes, the 

only one 01' the latter being a small block at the West end. 1he streets, 

especially in the central parts, were very narrow, often without pave

ments and the surtaces were rough and rutted. 

In 1912, Woodhouse was an attractive place. Its very disorderli

ness made it distinctive; every street and yard P0i.9sessing a character 

ot its own. The main local colliery, Birley East, which could so easUy 

have marred the scene, Was completely out ot sight, down in the valley to 

the South. There were as yet no large or unsightly brproducts worias in 

the ViCinity, and the nearby colliery tips had not reached grotesque and 

distiguring proportions. WoodhoUse had the good tortune to be surrounded 

by a good deal ot open country and local residen'f:;s stUl speak with 

enthusiasm ot the numerous walks round and about known to all. There 

were one or two popular 'beautY""'spots' with Shirtclitte Wood being 01' 

especial note. 'It really was a beaut1tUl spot then,' wrote an old 

resident, 'with broad, well-kept paths, a stream with well detined banks, 

rippling and chattering along, the water as clear as drinking water_ t 



Shirtoliffe Wood;. a looal beauty spot. 

Shirtoliffe Wood; a local beauty spot.! 
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QOMMENTARX 

In .1912, the social structure ot the population ot Woodhouse 

retlected the historical development ot the area; in the main miners 

and tradesmen, with a notable professional and business element who had 

either come in to statt institutions,' such as churches, schools, banks, 

etc., or whose ancestors had worked locally in tarming or the tanning 

industry. The faet that Woodhouse had no lord ot the manor or squire 

at its head probably helped towards developing the initiative and 

independence of the population mentioned again below. 

The existence of well known families belonging to the upper social 

grades, the abundance and strength of the churches, the lack of ugly rows 

of miners' cottages, and the attractive natural surroundings, hardly 

placed the Woodhouse of 1912 in the category of the typical mining village 

ot the South Yorkshire Coalfield. Such features as these may also have 

aOcounted for the fact that, by and large, Woodhouse was not the hane ot 

a rough, tough working class; the Woodhouse miners were noted for their 

lack ot rowdiness even by critical observers. 

The 40 years preceding the Census returns ot 1901, had seen the 

population of Woodhouse increase taster than ever before in its history, 

:In fact multiplying tive times over. Nevertheless certain tactors 

pr~ented this destroying the residents' sense ot being a single social 

entity. One was the strong awareness of the long and distinctive social 

heritage into which they had entered.' Another was that the intlux ot 

reSidents in the latter part ot the 19th Century had oane virtually to an 
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end by 1901 and, by 1912, most ot them had settled dawn well and been 

integrated into the lite and activities ot the local district. A third 

taotor was the historical and social situation characterizing the country 

as a whole. For the last quarter ot the 19th Century, England had seen 

tew startling changes ot a demographic, technological, economio or 

educational kind.; progress had been sure but slow. It had been an era 

ot British supremacy on the high seas and abroad, and ot sooial stability 

at home. Thus the many newoaners to Woodhouse shared a basically similar 

sort ot social background and upbringing, as well as .attitude to matters 

domestic and national, as the longer established residents; there was no 

question ot a olash between radical • mcaners' and conservative natives. 

A resident, belonging to an old Woodhouse tamily, could, theretore, write 

ot this period, 'Woodhouse in 1912 seemed quite stable to me. Lite went 

on in the same old way despite tamilies leaving the village, and others 

taking their place. What changes there were must have been gradual. 

But, as we know now, 1912 was one ot the last years ot "the old order".' 

On the other hand, the rapid increase ~ the size ot the population 

ot the looal district was also ot positi'Ve ccmnunal value. Growth meant 

not only numerical and economic, but also social, expansion and there were 

soon enough residents to make possible the organisation ot flourishing 

aSsociations and groups within Dl$ny spberes ot: activity. New residents 

brought new energy and tresh, though not socially discordant, ideas with 

them, and helped to provide a further source ot local leadership. This 
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steadily rising crescendo of social activity bad reached its climax 

about the turn of the Century, but there bad been little decline by 

19l2. 

The fact that Woodhouse was not Just another drab mining vUlage, 

that it was 8. quite distinct geographical entity with a ccmparatively 

large POpulation for such 8. plaoe ('The largest village in England" 

residents proudly called it), that the local district was eoonomically 

so sel:f'-sufficient, and tbat Woodhouse bad, amongst other things, its 

own railway JWlction and Secondary School to boas t of, all gave the illhab

itants a strong sense of identity and independence of outlook. One puts 

it thus; 'We were a self-sufficient col!lllWl:i ty asking nothing from 

"outsiders". We had enough and. to spare. We thought ourselves "a cut 

above" villages nearby as we were much larger ••••• Yes, we seemed in the 

early years of this Century to have ever,ytbing in Woodhouse. What need 

had We of Sheffield?' '1 am sure that people were little concerned outside 

the village,' writes another. 

Relative isolation and selt-sufficiency bad important consequences 

for the coDlllUD.8l life ot residents. Restriction on lDOVeDJent and of 

canmunication meant that they interacted mainly with tellow inhabi tents 

in a variety of roles on a large number of difterent occasions. They 

thus got to know one another very well and, though this 'could lead to a 

certain amount ot tension, it often meant the es t&blishment of enduring 

relationships. That so little conflict was in evidence was probably due 
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to another consequence of isolation, the almost passive acceptance of 

the limitations of local district life as quite natural and nozmal; 

interaction with the same people month after month and year after year 

was not felt to be obligatory or oppressive. There was similarly little 

questioning of, or objection to, the way in which local district affairs 

were organized and controlled; the manner in which the Church, for 

example, determined many of the major mores of the day and, outside work, 

influenced the temporal follcways of' the period (as on the Sabbath and in 

the case of numerous annual events) being accepted in principle, if not 

always actively adhered to, by the majority of residents. Again there 

was no great sense of' injustice felt with regard to the obvious gulf 

separating the Woodhouse • elite' from the local miners, the acceptanoe of 

one's proper station in life bein& regarded as a normal Christian duty. 

It was no wonder, therefore, that, in 1912, interests based on the local 

district became all-consuming, commanding the time and energy of members 

of every social class, and that the roles of responsibUity and leadership 

that were available to residents, ranging f'rom that of a mother with a 

large family to that of a Church Warden, were endowed with the max1D1 Jm 

POssible status and usually gave considerable sense of fulfilment to those 

able to occupy them. 

Comrmmal life in Woodhouse was f'urther shaped by what was for most 

01" the population an overriding concern, the struggle to survive. In 

the analysis. of' activities and events that follows, it is all too easy to 
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overlook that day by day many residents were tighting a continuing 

battle to provide the wherewithal tor large tamilies to have sutticient 

to eat and to be reasonably well clothed. Keeping the home going, • 

whether through the ettorts 01' the collier surrendering his health and 

strength in the dirt and gloom 01' the pit, or through the strenuous 

endeavours 01' the mother working just as hard in the cramped and. crowded 

conditions 01' a smaU cottage, was in itselt a remarkable achievement in 

which a large number 01' resident. perha16 took as mch pride as in anr 

thing else. But the struggle to survive was not merely a matter ot 

making ends meet. In an age when the Weltare state was unheard ot, there 

Was also child-birth, sickness, accident and death to contend with, and 

only relatives, neighbours and triends to help. This situation meant 

that residents just had to pull together; it was literally selt-help or 

no help. The result was usually a high degree ot teamwork in the home 

and a good deal ot sharing between neighbours. It meant pressure on 

children to tinish school and be out eaming as soon as possible to ease 

the economic strain on the home. It fostered a desire to spend what 

leisure time was attorded in those two places most able to otter an 

antidote to dirt and darkness in the pit and crowded conditions at home; 

the pub or the pew. On a broader level stiU, the hard daUy grind gave 

added. zest and enthusiasm to those big cOlDlllll18l occasions mentioned later 

(such as the Saturday night shopping spree or the Feast) when residents 
.' 

Could tor a moment let themselves go and have a • splash. t 
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Al though one old resident speaks of the firs t decade of this 

Century as 'the heydey' of Woodhous e' s his tory, there was, however, by 

1912, some evidence that the era of full-blooded independence was drawing 

slowly to a close. Sheffield had, for example, been piping water into 

the local district since 1887, but the drought of 1908 saw residents 

desperately needing a fuller supply from the city. The Woodhouse Express 

observed that 'the cry (lack of water) is all over the district, and in 

many parts of Woodhouse there are houses who get no water at all during 
1 

the day.' By 1912, Woodhouse inhabitants were also looking, half 

enviously, at the way in which Sheffield had recently extended its tram 

service to Intake and Handsworth. About this time the complaint was even 

heard from some local shopkeepers that people were 'running off to 

Sheffield for goods, and even taking work which they could get done in 

WOodhouse. ' 'It is only fair,' they added, 'that all things being equsl, 
2 

both money and work should be kept at home.' In 1911, the Parish Church 

magaZine was refuting the complaint which had 'often been heard in past 

Years that there is nothing going on in the parish for the amusement of 

the parishioners and that a pilgrimage must be made to Sheffield to satisfy 
3 

the desire for recreation.' But though there remains the impression 

that the Woodhouse, which had built its own way of life over the pest half 

century with some energy, was beginning to falter in its stride, the 

Woodhouse 01' 1912 was, to all intents and purposes, stUl a self-contained 
, . 

.!;Ud pretty well self-satisfied social grouping. 
1. The Eck 
2. ~ 7. 53, referring to a report published in The- .Ecld!litoil, 

.!oodhouse and Stavele: Express. 1905· ' 
3. Jioodhouse Parish Church Magazine. March 1911. 
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The people ot Woodhouse were drawn tairly well together by the 

lay-out ot the looal dis triot noted above. Though Eas t and West ends 

tended to go their several ways tor some things, the faot that the West 

end was bereft of any publio institutions, other than an Elementary 

School, meant that the inhabitants ot the poorer pert ot the looal 

distriot were frequently oompelled to oome into the oentral area to satisty 

many ot their material and social needs, where they rubbed shoulders with 

the Eas tenders, many ot whan were in the upper sooial grades. There was 

no seotion ot the local distriot that could for long out itself' of'f' trom 

the rest. Within the oentre the naITOW streets foroed people into olose 

oontaot and, with the virtual absenoe of motor tratfio, these thoroughtares 

were at times a hive of aotivity. 

The taotors mentioned above in pert help to explain why the sense ot 

coDllmmity engendered amongst WoodhOll8e residents at this time, and 

analysed in greater detaU in the following Seotions, was a sentiment of 

such a 'solid' and tenacious kind; it had been created not by the tleeting 

PIlrsuit of sane optional interest or relationship, but by the oonstant 

repetition year atter year of a score ot shared aotivities, many minor 

but all virtually 'unavoidable,' drawing residents, some within this 

sphere and some within that, gradually oloser together- Similarly their 

chance of tulf'ilment emerged as opportunity rather than ohoioe permitted, 

and nearly always within the oontext of' the same group ot people. Thus 

a sense ot ooDlDUllity grew from the substance ot a ooDlllOn life, embraoing 

both pleasant and unpleasant experienoes, slowly yet steadily; it was a 



sentiment neither deliberately planned for nor consciously sought 

after. It was this sentiment, built up • an inch at a time,' that 
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made residents feel they were part of a unique social entity, different 

even from other nearby villages which to the outsider appeared so 

similar yet to the native of Woodhouse lay in a different world. 
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2. WORK 

INTRODUCTION 

The main centres ot work within Woodhouse in 1912 were as 

foUows:-

Place ot work Opened 

10 farms, of varying sizes -
Market gardens 

Woodhouse Railway Station, 184-9 
Junction and Goods yard 

East Birley collier,y 1888 

Numerous small 
businesses and shops 

Location 

Scattered throughout the 
local district 

Running parallel to Station 
Approach and Junction Road 

Between Woodhouse and Hacken
thorpe, just North of the 
Shire Brook 

The main trading area was situated 
in Market Street, Market Square, 
Tannery Street, Cross Street and 
Chapel Street 

Until about the middle of the 19th Century, Woodhouse was pre

dominantly an agricultural area. After the opening of the Great Central 

Railway line in 184-9, the coal industr,y began· to dominate the scene, and, 

by 1912, a mmiber ot fairly large collieries had been opened in the 

vicini ty, the most important for Woodhouse residents being:-
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COllierz Opened Owner! 

Orgreave 1851 Rothervale Colliery Co. 
Treeton 1877 It 

West Birley 1860 (closed Sheffield Coal Co. 

East Birley 
1908) 

1888 .. 
B eight on 1902 .. 
Handsworth 1903 Nunnery Colliery Co. 

With a rise in the population of Woodhouse, especially after 1865, 

came a steaib" growth in the number of tradesmen establishing themselves 

in the local district and Woodhouse gradually became an important shopping 

oentre for the whole of the surrounding area. 

PARTICIPANiB 

In 1912, the age at which all children officially began earning their 

living full-time was 13. With only a very meagre state pension available 

for men over the age of 70, most people continued working as long as 

health and strength lasted. 

At this time, as for many decades before and atter, mining was • the 
1 

Principal occupation of the residents of Woodhouse.· The Parish Church 

reoor&l for 1912 reveal the following proportion of miners amongst those 

aotually resident in the local district:-

Of fathers of children baptized -
Of men married there -
Of fathers of men and women 

. married there -::-
Of those buried in Woodhouse 

cemetery -

-

70}(, 
77% 
8~ 

52>fo s (this figure includes the 
children or wives of miners) 

(s 66% in 1908) 

1. National. Coal Board, Yorkshire Division, No. 1 (Worksop) Area. 
Information supplied by Are! Staff Manager. 
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Evidenoe on a wider soale is provided by the earliest extant sOOool 

attendanoe reoords, whiOO show that ot 688 tathers whose children were 

at sOO001 about 1922 (no new pits were opened between 1912 and 1922), 

65% worked at the oollieries. It would, then, seem quite reasonable to 

assume that during this period • approximately 7CJfo ot the working 
1 

Population' ot Woodhouse were in some way oonnected with the mines. 

The Woodhouse miners worked in all the oollieries mentioned in the 

Introduotion as well as in a few even further atield. Two pits, however, 

were ot major importanoe to looal residents; East Birley (where about 

40ft ot Woodhouse miners woriced)and Orgreave (where some 30% of Woodhouse 

miners were employed). In all the pits, Woodhouse men mixed regularly 

with miners from the surrounding villages and from Sheftield. 

The sOOool attendanoe records for about 1922 reoord the follOWing 

proportion ot Woodhous e fathers in occupations other than mining :-

F(srmers, tradesmen, shoPteepers, and skilled manual workers 
espeoially oraftsmen of various kinds) -' 15% 

Semi-skilled manual and unskilled woricers (inoluding farm 
labourers) - 8% 

RaUway workers - ~ 
Clerical and routine administrative grades - ~ 
Protessional and managerial class - 3% 
Others - ~b 

-
1. National Coal Board, Yorkshire Division, No. 1 (Worksop) Area. 

"Information supPlied by Area Staff Manager. 
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Aa there had been no major shift in the ocoupations of residents 

in the decade preoeding 1922, this pioture would seem to be a reasonable 

refleotion of the state of affairs in 1912, exoept for the faot that, as 

a number of the professional and managerial olass sent their children to 

private sohools, this group would be larger than represented here. 

No more than some !7'~ of the working population of Woodhouse went 

into Sheffield each day to find employment. This group would inolude 

the few managers ot industrial concerns and some of the professionsl 

people living locally, steel workers, office workers, aocountants and a 

number of apprentices. 

The earning population was predominantly male, apart from those 

young girls who went into 'servioe' either locally or in the city. tIt 

was unheard of' for married women to go out to work, other than to under

take· domestic tasks in the houses of the more wealthy residents. 

§.OCIAL ACTION 

Solidarity 

The focus of attention here is on the intensity of interaction, and 

thus on the degree ot solidarity, found amongst two of the most important 

groups of 'Workers within the local district; the miners, and those 

:involved in small business, shops, trades and crafts in Woodhouse. The 

aotivities ot the reDl$ining small minority, the raUwaymen excepted, were 

not concentrated within any single identifiable group of any sue. 

All the miners employed underground worked 8 hours a day from Monday 
, 

lDOm1ng to Saturday noon. There were three shifts, days (6.00 am. to 



East Birley Colliery. 

Pay day at East Birley Colliery. 
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Once dawn the shaft, miners were despatched to different seams 

and 'd1atriots' and would often work in quite small groups 'scattered 
1 

OVer an area of miles,' as pit boys looking atter the ponies and the 

gates, as road repairers, as back rippers, eto., but mainly as oolliers 

at the faoe in 'breaks' or 'stalls' of from three to siX men in each. 

Aa noted in other studies of mining, there was a degree of 'imperson-
2 

alism' in the mine i ts elf. Interaotion whila t of the job was only 

really intense within the group a miner happened to be working with, 

espeoially within the 'break,' meni>ers of which might stay together for 

as long as two or three years. As men were paid aooording to the tcmnage 

of ooal (not rock or slate) produoed each week, there was oonsiderable 

oompetition between the 'breaks.' 

Nevertheless, though the Woodhouse miners were fairly widely 

distributed throughout the area and though a sense of solidarity was by 

far the strongest in relation to the small group or team with whom they 

WOrked regularly, it would not be fair to presume that there was no 

sense of ,belonging to the mjning fraternity as a whole. Mining was not 

juat a job, it was a way of life; 'You were born to be miners,' as one 

reSident puts it. There emerged in oonsequenoe a oommon mode of dress, 

of behaViour in the pit, of rnjnjng tems aId phrases. Though miners 

!.arely found it easy to aot together as a body, as noted below, the 

~ •. !.oodhouse Congregational Churoh Magazine. Dec. 1909. 
• . Dennis, N., Henriques, F. and Slaughter, C. Coal is Our Life. 

London, 1956. p. 179. 
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arduousness and extreme danger of much of the work meant that all men, 

whether they actually met or not during the course of a shift, were 

dependent on others doing their job efficiently and caretully. When 

accidents occurred all miners gave of their utmost to help and, up to at 

least 1912, it was stUl the practice for the whole pit to stop work if a 

man was killed, as a token of sympathy. 

Miners enjoyed very few activities organized by the Coal Companies 

outSide 01' working hours. At the turn 01' the Century, the Rothervale 

Colliery CODlpany laid on a garden party and tea for the officials and 

their Wives, whilst the Sheffield Coal Company provided an annual supper 

in the Endowed School, Woodhouse. In 1912, 'a large number from 
1 

Woodhouse attended the Sheffield Coal Company's otticial dinner,' by 

this time held at the Masonic Hall, Sheftield. The only corporate event 

for the men Was an annual train outing, run by the Shettield Coal Company, 

when all the miners were given a day oft to go to the seaside, tor which 

inoidentally they paid themselves. Most pits partioipated in ambulance 

olasses, but, as they were not all organized by the Coal Companies, they 

WUl be dealt with later in the Section on 'Health and Weltare.' 

The degree of solidarity prevalent amongst Woodhouse miners as a whole 

Was demonstrated by the strike 01' 19l2, when the Miners' Federation 01' 

Great Britain called out the men to secure '8 hours work, 8 hours play, 

8 h~'--b . '(' ) 
- -"'101 ed and 8/- a day" Hitherto, the Woodhouse East Birley: Lodge 

1. lb. Eckington, Woodhouse and staveley ExPress. 17/2/12. 



of the Yorkshire Miners' Association had not been at all well attended 
1 

With 'only about 20 out of 1100' turning up to normal meetings at the 

George Inn. (In 1912, it is estimated that between 7CY/o and 80% of the 

miners at anyone pit in the South Yorkshire Area were voluntarily paid 

up m_ers of the Union.) In January 1912, however, with the strike on 

the horizon, a meeting held at the George Inn proved to be • one of the 
2 

best held in Woodhouse for some time.' In February, t the large club-room 

Was packed, t and the local miners t delegate stated that this 'showed, as 

it had done before, that when it came to the stick and lift, the Birley 
3 

men were there. t In t he end, ~ of the Birley men voted to come out 

on strike. The strike was in Woodhouse anything but militant. The 

local colliery Manager stated that 'he did not treat the matter as a fight 

between Birley and their men' and 'he believed he had got as good a lot 
It-

of 'Workmen as any colliery. t In March, the Woodhouse Express reported 

that 'the miners in the neighbourhood of Woodhouse are usually on the 

qUiet side and there is no doubt it is the desire of the great majority 
5 

that the strike period shall be one of quietness end order.' As the 

Weeks went by, enthusiasm began to wane and, 'When a national ballot was 

eventuaUy ordered in April, many miners failed to vote either for or 

against a return to work. The local delegate complained of 'the apathy 
of th 6 
- e lD1nel'8 in the matter of the ballot,' at Orgreave only 618 out of 

i·· Ibe Ecld~n, Woodhouse and St8veler!xpress. 17/2/12. 
• .!bi,S. 13 l/12. 

,. lbia. 17/2/12. . , 

• lb~ 17%112 g' !,b;,g. 9/3, 12. • 
• !9~ 13 4/12. 
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1000 voting, and at East Birley a simi1e.~ response being made. 

Although further meetings of the Lodge in 1912 were quite well attended, 

once work had been resumed and the Coal Ccmpanies seemed seated as 

firmly in the saddle as before, the normal lack of interest in union 

affairs gradually reasserted itself. 

About 200 tradesmen, shopkeepers, small businessmen and farmers, 

formed a distinct seotion of the working population of Woodhouse in 

1912. Solidarity, however, remained more the aim of the ffllll rather 

than the attainment of the many. A Woodhouse Tradesmen's Association 

Was formed in 1904., but, by May 1912, it was reported that 'interest 
1 

had gradually waned' and that the Assooiation, • though doing good work 

in charitable efforts, and being solvent, was overcome by a lethargic 

feeling, and the meetings were lacking in interest for want of something 
2 

to discuss and attain.' Membership, which at the beginning was 48, 

had by 1912 fallen to 14. 

In May 1912, an a ttempt was made to reform the Association and,· 

Vii th the issue ot whether to make Wednesday or Thursday early closing 

day having been brought into the forefront ot local debate by the reoent 

Shop Act, immediate suooess resulted. By July, membership rose to 42. 

A summer outing was planned and a football club formed to play on 

WedneSday afternoons. The later part of the year saW many residents 

!.ur.ned away from whist drives organized by the Association at the Central 
1. !P~. 4/5/12. 
2. l.b~ 18/5/12.· 
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Hall, over 100 regular~ being present. However, this new found and 

strong sense of solidariv was rather tenuous. Certain strong 

disagreements ooourred, for example over the question of whether meetings 

of' the Assooiation should be held in a publio house or not, and it 

is not surprising that, by 1916, a oanvass of members was being made to 

aooount for low attendanoes at meetings. At the annual gathering 

in ~ 1916, ,'the members present regretted the apa~ and indifference 

with whioh t~ Association aDd its work was treated by ~ of the 
1 

Woodhouse and distriot tradesmen.' The maintenance of a stron, sense 

of solidarity was made dif'ticult by th~ competition inevitab~ exisiting 

amongst oertain shopkeepers in a plaoe where there were, for example, 

~ grocers, 11 butchers, 8 shoe shops, 7 greengrooers, 6 drapers and 

5 fish and chip shops. In addition, interaotion was restrioted by the 

very long working hours. As a result of' these various faotors, little 

more than a moderate sense of' solidarity normally existed amongst the 

Woodhouse tradesmen as a whole.' 

The one trading organization that did engender a strong and 

oontinuous Sense of' solidarity amongst its members was the Handsworth 

WoodhoUse Co-operative SooieV. First started in 1857, the membership 

had riSen dramatioal:q Over the la~t two deoades (from 50 in 1894-, to 

124-2 in February 1912). In 1912 the large divid~nd of 2/6d in the £ was 

Although there were branohes at Handsworth, Woodhouse Mill 
and Beight . . 

on, the Sooiev was based on Woodhouse and most meetings were held -
1. 

!b~. 27/5/16 
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ill the imposing Co-operative Hall erected there in 1898. Many people 

were ot course trading members oDly, but the vigour ot the active 

participants was well demonstrated in 1910 when a packed meeting in the 

Hall nearly came to blows over the committee's decision to dismiss the 

drapery manager. In 1912, attendance at the quarterly business meetings 

Was regularly over the 100 mark and, in 1915, 220 members voted in the 

ballot tor a President. 

~he SOCiety also ran special educational and recreational classes 

tor Woodhouse boys and girls, about 70 children regularly attending in 

1912. An annual tea party and sports day were also arranged. By 1912, 

a Woodhouse Co-operative Women's Guild was in tull swing and in February 
1 

ot that year 'the Co-operative hall (was) tested to its full capacity' 

tor the annual ham and tongue tea. By this period the Co-operative 

SOciety was, theretore, proving a vigorous social centre tor a good 

cross-section ot local residents and their. chUdren. 

At this point local shopping habits can be mentioned, tor, although 

these involved customers not actually earning a living, they also 

inVolved the local tradesmen. Apart trom early closing on Wednesdays, 

most Woodhouse shops opened at 8.00 am. or 8.30 am. and stayed open untU 

8.00 liGl. at night, 9.00 pn. on Fridays and 11.00 pm. on Saturdays. 

~0Us gula~ e Was a busy shopping centre, and people came in re r.y trom 

JDany ot the surrounding villages, but interaction reached its peak on 

Saturday evenings. ~he latter were occasions ot great importance tor 
the entir 
- e POpulation and the shopping centre, tanning out trom the Cress, 
1. !.big. 3/2/12. 
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was the soene of intense sooial aotivity. It was a time for friendly 

bargaining a t the open-air stalls at the top of ReviU Lane or in the 

Stag Inn yard, for meeting friends, for gossiping and for listening to 

the looal bands or speakers from the Oross steps. The narrow streets 

orowded people oloser together and one oould hardly f'aU to make oonver

sation in passing. Even when the shops and the publio houses did shut, 

the looal barber was stUl working hard f'or another hour giving week-end 

shaves. Saturday night was the big 00llllJlUll81 oooasion of the week for 

Woodhouse people. 

Interaotion amongst the rest of' the worldng population was oonfined 

to fairly smaU or soattered groupings. Of these, the railwaymen were 

the most prominent, some 50 or more being employed at Woodhouse Station, 

Junotion and Goodsyard, and residing near to eaoh other in blooks of 

railWay oottages at the north-east end of' the looal distriot. Amongst 

the raUwaymen solidarity was strong, in part beoause they were a rela

tively small and well defined group within the population at la~e. The 

union Branoh met f'ortnightly and was quite well attended. The railwaymen 

too had an Ambulanoe Olass. In June 1912, the railway workers held 

their annual prooession from Woodhous e "MiU to Woodbouse, in aid of the 

Railway Servants. Orphanage Fund, and followed this 'w1 th a sooial ga thering. 

Interaotion was thus frequent and tairly vigorous. 

~gnifioanoe 

WOl'k brought some sense of signifioanoe for most Woodhouse men at 
i 

this tiIne. The strength of' this sentiment was in part assooiated with a 



man's personal satisfaction with the task itself and in part derived 

from the status ascribed to his occupation by the population as a whole. 

The ranking and grouping of statuses associated with occupation was one 

very important way of defining social class. In 1912, occupational 

status depended largely on four factors; the conditions under which a 

man wor.ked (was the job dirty, difficult, dangerous, etc.?), the security 

of employment (could he easily be dismissed?), the nature of the occu

pation (what degree of freedom did he have or initiative could he exer

cise?) and the size of the wage earned.. Yet, during this period, other 

factors were also important. Besides looking at what a man actually 

did for a living, Woodhouse people were very DDlch influenced in making 

their final assessment of his social standing by such supplementary and 

less fomal criteria as the conscientiousness with which he worked,' the 

quality of the CODlJlodity he produced or of the service he gave, and the 

"Way in which he got on with his fellows, cus tomers or clients. Some of 

these things wiU be looked at more fully below. 

'There Was no squirearchy, no gentlemen farmers, no very large 

landowners, so that the top level did not constitute a peak, but a 

Plateau of varied professions,' writes an old inhabitants. 'In this 

group Were residents whose ancestors had lived in Woodhouse for gener-

"~ . ne, and who had inherited wealth in money, property, land, etc., and 
wh' 

o "Were of independent means. Also in this group I should include the 

doctors, pit managers, headmasters, representatives of Sheffield business 
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firms, auctioneers, solicitors, surveyors, bank manager, haulage con

tractors, owners ot works (eg. the Shovel Works at the Mill), the Vicar· 

and other ministers of religion.' This group will be known as the 'top' 

or 'upper' class in tuture, though it must be emphasized that the ranking 

is made first and foremost in relation to the population of Woodhouse 

jn 1912. On the whole a very strong sense of significance was in 

eVidence in this section of the population. Menbers of this class who 

had served the residents well, or lived for many years in the local 

district, were afforded particularly high communa.l recognition. Such 

were certain of the doctors, headInasters, ministers of religion and others, 

Usually described by the local people as 'real gentlemen.' 

A clear social division existed between this top class and the next 

distinct section ot the population, called here the 'intermediate' class, 

again mainly in relation to the Woodhouse of this time. The intermediate 

class Was diVided roughly into two parts. on the one hand, there was 

the 'independent' group consisting of shopkeepers who owned their own 

Premises, owners ot small local businesses, builders, carters, and leading 

tradesm.en. A small but important section ot this group had 'made good' 

and, by 1912, had been able to build themselves quite spacious houses in 

the lIlore salubrious parts of Woodhouse. Tbe independent intermediate 

class also embraced farmers, though none ot the local farms was very large, 

Publicans and numerous 'white collar' workers, such as teachers, insurance 

agents, clerks who had risen up the scale a little, etc. On the other 
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hand, there was what is termed here the 'dependent' intermediate olass, 

made up ot the small shopkeeper in rented premises, the skilled crafts

man usually working tor saneone else, and those doing routine adminis

trative jobs such as the sohool attendance officers, polioemen, lower 

grade olerks,.eto. By and large, the intermediate class gave indi

cations of attaining a strong sense of significanoe, though this oould 

sometimes be very strong for those in the independent section. 

Some of those in the intermediate olass, and here and there in the 

top class also, were talked about in terms ot the work they did, a kind 

of second title on a level with their surname. Thus Woodhouse people 

SPoke ot 'Vicar Booth,' 'Bank Heigh,' 'Joiner Keeton,' 'Walker the 

Blacksmith,' . 'Carrier CoOke,' eto. These asoriptions were not merely 

to distinguish between those of similar surname (Christian names could 

have been used for this); they were more an indication ot the very 

olose association of a person's occupation with the man himself. This 

praotice tended to enhance residents' sense of significanoe as it meant 

that many fairly ordinary occupations were turned into ooomunally valued 

roles bestowed on speoifio individuals through longstanding tradition. 

A man was not· just.! doctor, .! joiner, .! oobbler, eto.; he was ~ doctor, 

~ blacksmith and the oobbler to at least a large seotion of the popu--
la~ion ot the·looal distriot • 

.Also giving distinctiveness was the faot that 'each shop had a 
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character ot its own,' as one old resident puts it, and with this, each 

shopkeeper a personal reputation, sanetimes enhancing status, sometimes 

not. Here is demonstrated those other factors in occupational status 

ranking so often neglected in general descriptions ot social class. 

There was, for example, 'oldSammy Ward,' who sold everything' from an 

elephant to a 'newspaper' and had a widespread reputation for serving 

paraffin and sweets consecutively without washing his hands. Helen 

Peshley, with her pork business, had 'a reputation tor producing first

class black ~dding, polony, brawn, pork pies, etc ••••• (and) was noted 
1 

tor the quality of her pickled onions.' Likewise, about this time, 

BiUy Shephard 'deservedly earned a tirst-class reputation tor producing 
2 

Pork pies of a very high quality. ' James Hall had 'a good grocer's , 
shop' and Arthur Hancock was known as a high-class greengrocer and 

tishmonger, the somewhat ambiguous inscription, 'The best is not too 

gOod,' being boldly inscribed OD his dray. The way in which shopkeepers 

and tradesmen did their work considerably affected their standing in 

local lite. 

The bulk. ot the population ot Woodhouse at this time were manual 

Workers ot a semi-skilled or WlSkilled kind, and are called here the 

'lOWer' Or • working , class, wherein a moderate sense ot significance was 

,!!e, norm. From the point ot view of standing in the local die trict, the 

1. Atkin, E. Historical Notes and Memories of Woodhouse 1086-1 • 
(UnPUblished, 1954-- p.lJlt.. 

2. lP\,g. p.lJ7. 



miners probably held the highest position within this group. It is 

true that they were 'ten a penny' and that thew: themselves lay little 

store by the work they did; 'You ~ to work to live.' It is slso true 

that there was little choice ot occupation tor most young men in Woodhouse 

at this time and that conditions in the pits were often very primitive. 

Nevertheless, a miner would sometimes take home good money by 1912 stand

ards, it being said of some colliers that 'they could earn gold a day,' 

i. e., lcV- per shift, when the labourer, who stood at the bottom end ~f 

this laRer class, could only manage between 1!V- and 20/- per week. Once 

again other factors, such as the reliabUity of the miner, were operative 

within this group and affected one's standing with one's fellows. An old 

resident, tor . example, once enquiring why a particular miner who attended 

his own church was out of work, received the reply, 'You wouldn't ask if 

You. knew him! ~ • Between the miner, at the top of the Woodhouse working 

class, and the labourer, at the bottan, stood a wide range ot other manual 

WOrkers, those employed in the Sheffield steel works perhaps caning just a 

li ttle higher on the social scale than the railwaymen. 

Social solidarity amongst the miners was in part strengthened by the 

tac~ that sons almost automatically tollowed tathers down the mine and in 

tilne ott 
en came to join the same break or team of workers. A single 

WoOdhous 
e tamily was known to have had 6 or 7 men all down the pit. Where 



a tather or brother or uncle worked there was more likelihood ot getting 

a job, or a good job, and members ot the same family tended to dritt to 

the same collieries. 

Social relationships between miners as a Whole were friendly rather 

than cordial. But there were opportunities tor competition and even 

conflict to break out. One cause ot dissension was a method ot paying 

wages at certain pits known as 'the butty system.' One man was appointed 

by the Coal Company to repres ant the whole or part ot a dis trict and was 

responsible both for the 'Work dcme and collecting and distributing the 

weekly wages. Unfortunately the system encouraged a degree of' exploit-

. ation by some of' • the butty men' and not every man always received his 

fair share •. 

The only organization which belonged strictly to the men was the 

YOrkshire Miners' Association. AB noted, the meetings of' the Birley 

LOdge were in general poorly supported. Nevertheless one person did here 

stand as a symbolic figure for the miners, William Furniss, the Lodge 

delegate to meetings held by the Association at its headquarters at 

l3arnsley. William Furniss was a native of Woodhouse with the welfare of' 

the m:iners at heart, throughout his lif'e working tor their betterment in 

all respects. He had the conf'idence of' the men, this being shown by his 

being elected .their Checkweighman at East Birley (the job entailed JDBking 

sure that an-accurate recordot the coal drawn was kept by the Coal 

CQnpany) • He was a real • peoples' man' and 'very popular.' He appears 

ae one of the tew outstanding tigures ot trade union lif'e in Woodhouse at 



this time, his leadership being aclmowledged at all Lodge meetings, 

especially during the 1912 strike. 
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The relationship between men and officials (from managers and under

managers down to deputies and shot-firers) varied from pit to pit and 

within pits. On the positive side, the Under-Manager at East Birley 

always favoured local men and whenever possible refused to take on miners 

from the city. At Orgreave the Under-Manager was spoken of with respect 

by many of the miners there. The fact that most of the colliery officials 

lived in or near the local district at least meant that they were fairly 

well acquainted with the men. Sheffield Coal Company provided 24- houses 

for its employees at the West end of the local district, but it is doubtful 

whether this enhanced solidarity between officials and the residents very 

much. On the negative side, there was undoubtedly little love lost 

between employers and miners in many local pits. One old miner writes, 

t The rela tions between managers and men in my opinion were not friendly. 

The men were workmen to the managers (not quite serfs, but nearly). 

D' ucipline was very keen, and if you refused a job you were bundled off 

back home. t In June 1912, a collier at East Birley was fined 10/- for 

failing to obey an order, despite the fact that the evidence was anything 

but trustworthy. And the fact that miners could be dismissed without 

any hope of effective appeal was a seedbed for resentment. The insecurity 

of employment, the rigour of pit life, the danger of the work, and the 
li' . 

v1ng memory of several major strikes and lock-outs, all engendered a 

spirit of underlying discontent, despite the outwardly pacific temperament 

of the WOOdhous e miner mentioned above. 
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Significance 

The gaining of status through office or rank attained undoubtedly 

brought a sense of significance to certain Woodhouse residents. At 

the top end of the social scale, one or two Woodhouse men were directors 

or managers of steel works, or large sections of the latter, in 

Sheffield. The Manager of the only local firm of any note (William 

Mills' Shovel Works) was resident in the area. But many members of the 

Woodhouse upper class and also of the intermediate group (such as shop

keepers, farmers, publicans, tradesmen, etc.) were engaged in compara

tively small-scale and self-contained enterprises and no formal bier-

archical status system of consequence existed within them. One local 

exception was the Handsworth Woodhouse Co-operative Society, which, in 

1912, besides the managers of its various branches had a President, 

Secretary and Treasurer as well as a Committee of some half-dozen 

elected members. The reformed Woodhouse Tradesmen's Association also 

appointed a Chairman, Secretary and Treasurer, officers as a rule drawn 

from amongst those recognized as 'leading tradesmen.' 

The collieries, however, possessed a complex social structure and 

POSitions of responsibility within them spanned all those social classes 

described above. The Manager of East Birley, for example, ranked with 

the top Woodhouse class and, though he actually lived at 'Hackenthorpe, 

a mu e to the South, he often attended Woodhouse Parish Church and 

OccaSionally read the lesson there. The Under-Manager at Birley, who 

lived in the local district, similarly occupied a position of some 

standing in Woodhouse life. Each pit had two or three overmen, usually 
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one for every shift, and a dozen or more deputies, one for each 

district being worked. Local men often attained the latter p08i tion, 

having passed the necessary exams' in gas and roof testing and first aid. 

In 1912, the Woodhouse Express reported that 10 Birley miners had been 

successful in such examinations. A few local miners who had 'got on' 

in this way were able to buy or even build their C7fVn houses. 1he Union, 

however, gave very limited opportunity for self expression and gaining 

status, in 1912 no office being :full-time. The local Lodge appointed 

a P.resident, a Delegate and a Secretary, together with a small Committee, 

but, though their stock rose during such a crisis as the minimum wage 

strike, in general they were not accorded particular respect by their 

colleagues. 

NON-PARTICIPAN'.\§ 

There was not a great deal of unemployment, the strike period apart, 

in WOodhous e during this period (though for the miner short-time was more 

COlllnon). West Birley had closed four years before and, by 1912, those 
th ' 

ereby put out of work had either left the district or found work in 

other local pits. The First World War was scarcely on the horizon, but 

the economic pule e of the country was beginning to quicken and labour was 

in demand. In addition, men were compelled to work: both by sheer 
n ., 

eC8Ssity (there was no public assistance of any kind for the able-bodied 

lIlan' out of work who still had resources, however meagre, left) and in part 

by SOCial norms. One resident writes, 'Earning a living was vi tal or 

else it was "being on the parish" with a sense of stigma attached.' 
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Another states, I It you were out ot work it W88 generally considered 

you were at fault; they would say "He's a neler do well". I 

S!lMMING UP 

In 1912, the Woodhouee working scene W88 almost exclusively the 

province ot the male members ot the population, who earned their living 

mainly in or near the local district. The coal mining industry had 

gradually attained unchallenged dominance since the mid-19th Century, 

by 1912 over two thirds ot the Woodhouse men working in it. The miners 

were to some extent held together by the habits and customs tormed by 

many years ot labour in an industry with a distinctive tradition ot its 

own, and by the cODlllon danger they all shared working in very ditf'icul t 

and arduous conditions. They would pull especially well together when 

an accident occurred, and they put up a strong common front, at least 

initially, during the 1912 strike (though in normal times, little active 

interest was shown in trade union aftairs). None the less, the tact 

that the WOodhouse miners were tairly widely distributed over the numerous 

nearby collieries, and that they changed pits, especially when work was 

limited or uncertain, many times during the course ot their working lives, 

Ineant that this group 88 a whole generally experience:'ionly a moderete 

sense ot solidarity. By and large, very strong bonds were only estab

li~hed within comparatively small teams or groups working regularly 

together OVer the years. 
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The only other distinct grouping of any size within the local 

district was made up of railway worlcers who, in part because of their 

living and working in fairly close proximity, and in part because there 

were not a large number of them, generally maintained strong social Unks. 

Although the miners formed a large majority of the worlcing popu

lation, the intermediate class was numerous enough and influential enough 

to be very prominent on the Woodhouse working scene. The s omewha t 

Competitive nature of the occupations many of them pursued did, however, 

make anything more than a moderate degree of solidarity difficult to 

ach:i.eve. The Woodhouse Tradesmen's Association engendered a strong 

sense of solidarity mainly when a dominant common interest (for example, 

on 1Vbich day should local shops close early?) came to the fore, and then 

but for a short t:i.me. Matters were different with the Handsworth 

Woodhouse Co-operative Society which was a business and social enterprise 

all in one, and many members became strongly attached to it over a con

Siderable period through its educational and leisure activities for both 

sexes and aU ages. 

The POpulation as a whole enjoyed Saturday nights in the centre of 

Woodhouse, When all congregated to spend a pleasant few hours shopping, 

dt-inking, chatting and getting ready for Sunday and the succeeding week, 

and these gatherings helped to engender a strong sense of belonging 

amongst residents. 

The degree of significance gained by men through their work depended 

to a great extent on the attitude ot the Woodhouse population towards the 
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job concerned, though a personal sense of satisfaction in performing 

an interesting task well was also very important. There was a clear 

ranking and grouping of occupations at this time into three main social 

classes, the top class being nuoo more clearly separated from the intez

mediate class than the latter from the lower or working class. A sense 

of significance tended to be related to the class within which a man found 

himself, and varied accordingly from very strong for most members of the 

top class to moderate for most of those in the lower class. But occupational 

status was also linked to other factors concerning hOW well a man did his 

work, or how he treated his fellows or customers. Significance tended to 

depend on a total assessment of a man's work rather than simply on the 

type of job he had. Here and there men attained further significance 

throUgh occupying positions of responsibility within working organizations 

but, the top class apart, opportunities were limited and promotion 

difficul t to obtain. 
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3. GOVERNMENT 

INTRODUCTION 

Subsequent to the Local Government Act of 1894., Woodhouse was 

administered by the West Riding County CouncU, situated at Wek:efield, 

but more directly by the Handsworth Urban Die trict CouncU (the latter 

supervising the adlninis tra tion of an area including Handsworth, Richmond, 

Intake, Gleadless and Woodhouse) with the oouncU chamber in the Vestry 

Hall at Woodhouse. In 1912, the Handsworth Urban District Council was 

dealing with such local matters as highways, sanitation, health, welfare 

and education. Woodhouse came within the Ancient Parish of Handsworth 

and an annual Parish Meeting was held in the Endowed School at Woodhouse. 

For parliamentary elections, Woodhouse was in the Hallamshire 

Division of the southern part of the West Riding, for county councU 

elections in the Handsworth Division, for urban die trict councU elections 

in the Handsworth Urban District and for parochial elections in the 

AnCient Parish of Handsworth • 

.F~ICIPANT§ 

Voting in Woodhouse was a predominantly male affair in 1912. Of 
~l . 
~ adults (ie., of 21 and over) in the two Woodhouse Wards, East and 

-
W~t, the following percentage had the vote: in parliamentary elections 

72";b, in county council and urban district elections 69%, and in parish 
co 1 
_uncU eleotions 77%- But only 125 women had the right to vote. and 

1. Electoral rolls for Woodhouse Eas t and Wee t Wards, 19l2. 
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even these few were excluded from participation in parliamentary 

elections. On the other hand, interest in politics and eleotions was 

by no means oonfined to the male adults of the looal distriot, and both 

sexes partioipated in the well supported politioal assooiations then in 

eXistence. 

The Handsworth Urban Distriot, by far the most important administrative 

unit as far as Woodhouse was oonoerned, consisted of four wards: 

Handsworth (3 6ounoillors), Intake (4 oounci~lors), Woodhouse 

East and WO~dhouse West (4 oouncill~rs eaoh). Thus in 1912, the Counoil 

had 15 members, assisted by a clerk, medioal offioer of health, 

sanitary inspeotor, surveyor and other offioials. The Counoil was 

eleoted trienia~ • 

.§Slcm ACTION 

!9lidarit;I . 

By the end of the first deoade of the 20th Centur,y, 'sooialism was . 

only just beg:i.nnl,ng to get a foothold in the village t and' the political 
ass . ~ 

001ations in existenoe were still either Liberal or Conservative. 

~ Hallamshire Liberal Assooiation met fairlY regular~ in the 

indoWedS h . 
c
1
°01 and, in January 1908, ,'a large number of electors 

as 8embl dt . -
e to hear the then Member of Parliament for 'the Hallamshire Division 

speak., "1"_ 
o&.LL Maroh 1912, an address was given on the Insuranoe Aot with ,fa large 

---------------------------------------1. 
~e ECkiAgton,Woodhouse and Staveley Express. 11/1/08. 
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attendanoe, the room being crowded, with numbers standing end many 
1 

unable to gain admi ttanoe' ; the audience being in the region ot 200. 

The WOodhouse end Hallamshire Conservative Assooiation held a monthly 

gathering at this time, interest being boosted when, in June 1912, there 
2 

was 'the tirst meeting held in the new (Conservative) Club' situated 

on Station Road. 
3 

Meetings of this Association were 'well attended' .. 

aost ot the topios disoussed being of national rather than looal import-

anoe. 1912 also saw the formation of a Women's Unionist Assooiation 

and by the end of the year a ~good number of names had been handed in of 
.It-

intending members.' These assooiations were supplemented by a good 

deal of politioal disoussion and debate which took plaoe on an informal 

level in the street, publio house and sometimes home. Politios were a 

. fairly live issue, and a strong sense of solidarity existed amongst the 

limited number aotively supporting this or that party. 

Interest was at its peak at the time of parliamentary ele~tions. In 

the 18908, Woodhouse had been the soene ot many battles between Liberal 

and Conservative supporte~ and feelings ran high. ~'or example, the 

Headmaster ot the Elementary Sohool on Station Road, an ardent Conserv

ative, on one ocoasion just esoaped a publio ducking for oompelling a pupil 

to remove a yellow rosette, and on another had his windows broken by the 

crowd. Such soenes, h~ever, seem to have beoome rsrer in the first years 
-

9/3/.12. 
15/6/12. 
23/11/12. 
14/12/12. 
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of the 20th Century, possibly because of the somewhat transitional 

state of British politics. Nevertheless, in 1906, the Hallamshire 

Division was one of the first in the country to return a 'Lib-Lab' to 

Parliament and great was the enthusiasm, especially amongst the 'Working 

class members of the Woodhouse population. Election meetings at this 

time, and in 1910, always attracted a good company of men and women and 

the Cross steps were in regular use as the scene of political harangues. 

One resident recalls 'plenty of activity on voting days and we chUdren 

being bribed with sweets or pennies to march rmmd the streets singing 

a ohorus detrimental to one of the candidates.' At such times, solid

arity based on attachment to a particular party was generally strong 

amongst all sections of the population, even if not everyone could 

aotuaUy vot e. 

Local affairs roused far less interest amongst residents, probably 

due to the fact that party politics as yet played a relatively unimport

ant role. There was a degree of pride that the Urban District decided 

a good number of its domestic affairs, espeoially amongst Woodhouse 

People that the administrative centre lay in their seotor, but there is 

little evidence of the rugged independence typioal of oertain other 

Yorkshire villages. Although inoorporation into Sheffield was a deoade 

a~ay, Woodhouse was already leaning heavily on the oity for various 

amenities and little opposition was being shown to the drift in this 

direotion. The only oonoem of the Woodhouse Express in 1908 was that 

the area be treated as an entity; InTake the parish if you like as a 
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whole, but not in pieces". No opposition would be made to the whole 

going, but to take the paying parts and leave the res t, would not only 
1 

be untair but would spell "ruin" to the remainder ot the parish'. 

By 1916, the voice urging assooiation with Shettieldwas very muoh the 

dominant one. 

It is true that over the years a number ot incidents were reported 

in the oolumns ot the Woodhouse Express showing that looal issues drew 

residents into small protesting groUIe, as over the question ot making 

up roads or an inorease in the Poor Law Rate, but such expressions ot 

solidarity were both temporary and tenuous. Few tormal assooiations 

were conoerned about looal 8tt~irs, though the Handsworth Woodhouse 

Co-operative Sooiety, the Woodhouse Tradesmen's Association and the 

Friends' Adult School occasionally took matters up with the Counoil. 

More persistently' the only organization which appeared to be interested 

was the "Handsworth Property Owners' and Ratepayers' Assooiation", who 

ot'ten oritioized the Council's decisions, and ocoasionally appointed 
2 

deputations to interview the CouncU on matters in dispute.' But this 

attracted only a limited number ot Vloodhouse residents. 

The triennial elections tor the Handsworth Urban District Council 

usually oame and went without DIloh interest being aroused, votes being 

c~st tar more for particular personalities than for a political party. 

-
1. The Eckington, Woodhouse & Staveley Express Wll/oa. 
2. Atkin, E. Historical Notes and MemOries of Woodhouse, 

1086-1953. (Unpublished), 1954. p.150. 
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As one resident puts it, 'You voted more tor the man than his 

poli tics. • The 1912 election, however, was an exception to the general 

rule and witnessed something ot a revival ot interest in local aftairs, 

with several young candidates having strong Labour leanings challenging 

the position ot a number ot councillors who had held office for some 

years. In Woodhouse, 14 candidates contested the 8 available seats and 

tor once the election came to lite. The personality rather than the 

politics ot candidates was still to the fore, the tact that all the latter 

resided in the local district and were' of a kind' with the residents 

(the successful contestants being a farmer, a publican, a pit storekeeper, 

a signalman, a laundry proprietor, a miner and two 'gentlemen'), in this 

instance adding sane zest to the tray. Underneath this election, 

hORever, the observant could see the growing influence of the socialist 

movement at work. 

The 1912 campaign rapidly gathered momentum atter a slow start, being 

helped on its way by the miners' strike, trade union leaders from Orgreave 

Colliery leading a procession through the streets and carrying placards 

opposing candidates not in sympathy with their activities. Children too 

enjoyed themselves with their usual election chants. The Woodhouse 

Express reported at the end ot March that in the East Ward 'public meetings 
1 

have been held each evening by the various candidates' and by voting day 
2 

had dubbed the election' the great struggle.' Polling in Woodhouse was 

1. The Eck5OJton. Woodhouse & Stavelex Express. 30/3/12 •. 
2.' Ibid. 3 3/12. - , 
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heavy, in the East Ward 8~ of the electorate casting their votes and 

in the West Ward 8~ (this compared with the first ever election for the 
1 

Council in 1894 when in Woodhouse 'barely a third of the electors voted'). 

Several young candidates were elected and a number of the old established 

• clique' ousted. Atkin records that • a large crowd gathered outside 

the Vestry Office to hear the result of the poll declared. There was a 

good deal of excitement and cheering. Someone had prepared "funerel 

cards" in advance, which had a ready sale amongst the jubUant crowd, 

at a penny each. ~e cards bore the imprint of a horse-drawn hearse, 

with the following words below:-

• "In loving memory ot The Hendsworth Council Clique". 

"Yes, gaze on us, men we are beaten at last, 

We must now sigh for our sins of the past, 

We played a high game, and now we are beaten, 

For our policy was rotten, and that was the reason".' 2 

Canparison with subsequent elections and an accurete assessment ot 

tha t held in 1912 are made difficult by the coming of war, and the incor

poration of Woodhouse into Sheffield in 1921. But it would seem that 

1912 was a foretas te of the entry of party politics, even it veiled in 

this case, into the affairs of the local district. With this eventually 

came the emergence of a new and strong sense of solidarity amongst 

working class residents where they joined forces to support candidates. 

1. 
2. Atkin, E. 

1086-1953. 
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. By way ot contrast, interest in county council elections was 

hardly ever in evidence. Woodhouse is described by one resident as 

then 'an outpost ot the West Riding County Council' and to many residents 

the business done at Waketield seemed remote. Councillors were otten 

returned unopposed. At the other end ot the administrative scale, 

interest in the l?aris~ :Meeting was also low. In practice the latter did 

little more than elect the members ot the local Burial Board and appoint 

a bellman and pinder. Occasionally they submitted resolutions to the 

Urban Die trict Council but thes e were hardly taken seriously. In 1912, 

the Woodl'louse Express reported that 'the vote ot censure sent from the 

Parish Meeting (concerning the supposed low remuneration of Overseers of 

the poor) fell very tlat especially when it was stated that the "Parish 

Meeting" of a parish with 14,000 people was represented by less than a 
1 

score of inhabitants.' 

SOCIAL STRUCTURE 

Solidarity 

During this period, political affiliation certainly helped to bind 

those ot similar social class and religious persuasion together. The 

conservative Association, tor example, attracted the more well-to-do 

residents, whilst those who frequented the new Conservative Club were 

generally regarded as the more • select' members of the local district. , . 

Most "leading Conservatives were either associated with the Parish Church 

1. ~e Eckington, Woodhouse and Staveley Express. It/5/12. 
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or with the Wesleyans. Those residents belonging to the Liberal Party 

were of a sanewhat different social strata. One old inhabitant, then a 

staunch Liberal, writes, 'There were a few snobbish Tory families in the 

village but we had ',', neither the desire nor the opportunity of mixing with 

them on intimate terms.' The local Liberal Party drew its keenest 

supporters from the intermediate class, especially the independent seotion, 

though quite a few of the more articulate miners and railwaymen were also 

in evidence- These residents usually worshipped at one of Free Churches. 

No organized Labour group existed in 1912, but those conneoted with the 

Miners' Union and the Handsworth Woodhouse Co-operative Sooiety were 

beginning to play an aotive part in political aff'airs. Support here came 

mainly from the working class, though leadership tended to remain in the 

hands of' the dependent intennediate olass, the latter often worshipping 

with the Society of' Friends or one of' the non-Wesleyan Methodist Churches. 

Political affiliation, assooiated with suoh factors as social class and 

membership of a particular church, thus played a notable part in creating 

a strong sense of' solidarity amongst certain groupings of residents. 

Significanoe 

Because party poli tios as such had not yet produoed in Woodhouse very 

large of' highly organized bodies of' aotive supporters, a sense of' social 

signifioanoe though political involvement was attained by few residents. 
-

One exc,eption was James MOrton, Headmaster of' Station Road Elementary 

School, a leading figure at the Conservative Club. other exceptions were 

the handful of residents holding offioe in the various political associ-
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ations mentioned above. But those gaining greatest sense ot significance 

within this sphere ot activity were undoubtedly the members of the 

Handsworth Urban District Council. It was a distinction to hold office 

there, successful candidates being immediately thrown into prominence 

at all kinds of local events and gatherings. Councillors frequently 

presided at, or spoke on, such occasions as the Secondary School's Prize 

Giving and Speech Days, the Feast sports, the Hospital Demonstration, 

Empire Day celebrations at the Elementary Schools, and other similar 

events. Though it was popularly supposed that councUlors t had a great 

time' dlring their tenure of office, their annual tour of the Urban 
1 

Die trict being 'looked upon by the ratepayers as a grand holiday' for 

example, they did attend councU meetings very faithfully, despite being 

unpaid for their work. Many of them certainly found a very strong 

degree of fulfilment through this role. 

In 1912, Woodhouse was, for parliamentary purposes, in the Hallalll"'" 

shire Division of the West Riding of Yorkshire. With regard to local 

government, the area came under the general oversight of the West Riding 

county Council, though the administration of Woodhouse affairs was much 

more directly the concern of the Handsworth Urban District Council. 

Although well under halt the total adult population of the local 

district could vote in par~jnentary elections, many Woodhouse people 

1. The EckinBton. Woodhouse and Staveley Express. 8/8/08. 
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still took an active interest in national politics. The local Liberal 

and Conservative organizations were popular, regularly drawing together 

quite a large number of residents of both sexes, mainly from. the top and 

intermediate classes, and a strong sense of solidarity was engendered. 

strong party feeling'was most widespread at the time ot national elections, 

when a reasonably wide cross-section ot the population openly threw in 

their lot with the Liberal, Conservative or, after 1906, the Lib-Lab. 

candidate, tor a short time Woodhouse being divided into vigorous oPPOSing 

camps. 

Local government as a rule aroused less public interest, though every 

now and then a small group would take up a Jm tter of more general concern 

with the Handsworth Urban District Council •. Enthusiasm was generally 

lacking even at the time ot the urban district councU elections, though 

here the year 1912 was an exception. For the tirst time party politics, 

fanned by the gradual emergence ot the Labour plOVement over past decades, 

were in evidence and, though the campaign as usual tended to centre round 

personalities, helped to add. zest to the contest, producing a strong sense 

ot solidarity both amongst the politically awakening members ot the new 

Labour movement and their opponents. Those other bodies responsible tor 

local government, the County Council meeting at Waketield and the Hands

worth Parish CouncU, evoked hardly any local interes tat all. 

Here and there Woodhouse residents gained a strong sense of signifi

cance through being able to play a prominent role on the local political 
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scene, though it was only the few Handsworth Urban District Councillors 

who consistently achieved a very strong sense of significance through 

this sphere of activitye 
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4,. HEALTH AND WELFARE 

IN'lRODUCTION 

The outstanding feature of this sphere of activity at the beginning 

of the 20th Century Was the magnitude and acuteness of the problem of 

keeping the population of Woodhouse healthy and well cared for. It was 

only in 1887 that the local district had its first supply of piped water 

and not until 1895 that the first sewage disposal system was installed. 

In 1910, some 93% of domestio toilets were still privy middens, as 

opposed to water closets, a.nd many of these were shared by two or more 

families. As a result of such conditions, and the lack of adequate 

medical care, severe infeotious diseases such as small-pox, scarlet 

fever, diphtheria, pneumonia and influenza were comparatively conmon and 
1 

often fatal. For 1911 the Medical Officer of Health reported an 

infantile mortality rate in the Handsworth Urban District of 16l.. (per 
2 

1000 births), compared with Sheffield's 14l and the West Riding's 14.3 

for the same year, though it should be noted that this was an exception

ally high figure even for W,oodhouse during this period (the years 1910 

to 19l4. showing both the Handsworth Urban Dis trict and Sheffield with 

1. Handsworth Urban District Council. .Annual Report of the Medical 
Officer of Health. Woodhouse, 1920. p. 8, 12. 

2. ill2- p.5. 



the same average annual infant mortality rate of 127). 

In 1912 the health and welfare of the residents of Woodhouse were 

the conoern of both statutory and voluntary bodies. On the statutory 

side, the Handsworth Urban District Council was in part responsible for 

maintaining the Isolation Hospital of some 75 beds at Swallownest, in 

the West Riding, whUst all non-fever patients were sent to hospitals in 

Sheffield. The CouncU also appointed their own Hospital Committee to 

raise funds with which to purchase 'recommends' (certificates giving the 

right to treatment) for the use of residents at various hospitals. In 

connection with sooial welfare, parochial electors chose one represen

tative to the Sheffield Union Board of Guardians (Which administered the 

FiNale Workhouse to which Woodhouse residents went very occasionally), 

whilst the Handsworth Urban Distriot Council had, by 1912, taken over the 

task of nominating and electing the local Overseers to deal with the poor 

in the anoient parish of Handsworth. 

There were three resident general practitioners in Woodhouse at this 

time. Prior to the National Health Insurance Act of 1911, all patients 

paid fees, often saving to meet these through local Friendly Societies 

or sick clubs. After 1911, the Woodhouse general practitioners became 

'panel doctors' 8lthough only insured male workers, not their dependents, 

were entitled to free treatment. 

On the voluntary side, a nuni:>er of associations were active whose 

aim it was either to train their members in first-aid or, as Friendly 
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Sooieties, to provide some fo:nn of insuranoe for them in time of sickness 

or aooident. A number of the Woodhouse Friendly Sooieties had started 

as far back as the 1880s. 

PARTICIPANTS 

The state of affairs noted in the first paragraph of the Introduotion 

above evoked two sorts of response. The first was one of resignation and 

even apathy (see the notes on 'Non-partioipants' below). The other was 

one of dissatisfaction and an effort to provide a degree of security for 

one's family through the Friendly Societies and to raise funds corporately 

to help residents who were sick or in need. 

In 1912, the Woodhouse Rechabites reported a membership of 140 adults 

and 60 juveniles. The local Lodge of the (Sheffield) Druids had a 

membership of about 200, though the only precise extant figures sre for 
1 

1891 when there were over 400 members. Another self-help venture, the 

Woodhouse Ambulance Class had 43 men on the register in 1912, most of 

them miners, though the class Was open to non-miners on payment of a small 

subscription. The raUwaymen too ran their own Ambulance Class. The 

leading participants here were men, though the women did a good deal 

behind the scenes, for example as voluntary mid-wives. The general 

population, young and old, were more involved in such events as the 

'Kelley' Hospital Cup (footbaU) and the annual Hospital Demonstration, 

1. Woodhous e &rish Church Magazine. Sept. 1891. 
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both ventures a1Tanged by the CouncU' s Hospital Coumittee. 

SOCIAL ACTION 

Solidarit: 

The Hospital Committee of the Handsworth Urban District Council 

Was responsible each year for sponsoring two events ot cOIIllll.1Dal importance 

which drew together a large number ot people trom within and, to a lesser 

extent, from outside the local district. The first of these was the 

Kelley Cup, 8 knock-out football competition for local teams, the gates 

being 'the means of finding funds to relieve the anxiety of the committee 
1 

in assisting the sick and needy.' In 1912, the tinal of the competition 

Was played between Woodhouse Amateurs and Handsworth Rovers on Easter 

Saturday, the matoh resulting in a draw, attracting 1200 speotators. The 

replay, also at Woodhouse, drew a orowd ot 1000. The other oooasion 

of note was the annual Hospital Demonstration usually held on Feast Sunday 

in the Brunswick Hotel fields on station Road. Prior to the meeting 

'the Randsworth Woodhouse Prize Band and the Salvation Army Band paraded 
2 

the streets and made collections en route,' whilst the Sunday Schools 

and the Friendly Societies walked in procession to the tield. In 1912, 
3 

it was estimated that there were about '2000 persons present' at the 

gathering, when hymns were sung and speeches given. In addition to sums 

. 1. The Eokinrlon. Woodhouae and Staveley Express. 2/S/OS. 
2. Ibid. 2lt/a/12. 
3. Ib1d. 2q/8/12. 



Hospital SUnday; the Sunday Sohool. prooession. 

Hospital Slmd.ay; the orowd.. 



Hospital Sunday; the platform. 
Vioa.r Booth is (standing) third from the right. 
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raised by these events, the Hospital Committee received and disbursed 

money received from collections in local churches, public houses and 

clubs. All in all, therefore, a fair number of Woodhouse residents 

shared actively in some attempt to provide for the health and welfare 

of the local die trict and the solidarity engendered by such ventures 

was fairly strong. In January 1912, the Woodhouse Express noted that 

'very few places . can congratulate themselves on holding a better position 
1 

in supporting medical charities than Woodhouse. I 

Self-help of an active kind was evident within the two Woodhouse 

Ambulance Classes. Throughout 1912, the average attendance at the 

miners' class was 32 at each meeting, usually weekly during each seasion. 

First-aid became not just a uset'ul skUl, but for many members a fine 

hobby which bound them closely together, many old residents still looking 

back With great pleasure to the hours they then spent in the group. In 

1916, the Woodhouse Express reported that the miners I class I continues to 
2 

be a real lively institution.' By the end of 1912, a Ladies' Ambulance 

Class Was in the process of being formed and continued untU at least 

1924.. The railwaymen I s Class W88 a leas prominent affair, but they too 

incorporated an element of social intercourse into their meetings, on 

occasions holding whist drives at the Central Hall. 

In 1912, there were three Friendly Societies operating in Woodhouse. 

The largest were the Rechabites and the Druids. In November 1912, I The 

1. 
2. 13/1/12. 

3/6/16. 
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Hope of WOodhouse Tent' (Reehabites) was honoured by the decision of 

the Council of the Sheffield and Hallamshire District to hold the half 

yearly business meeting in the local headquarters at the United Methodist 

Church. The Woodhouse Express attributed this privilege' to the highly 
1 

prosperous condition of the Woodhouse Tent' which, as mentioned above, 

had 200 members of all ages on the books. The Druids had two lodges in 

WOOdhouse, one in the Sheffield and the other in the Rotherham District. 

The former was by far the stronger and had its headquarters a t the ~orge 

Inn, the latter based its activities on the Cross Daggers. Subscriptions 

to these societies were usually paid in every fortnight at the respective 

headquarters, an activity which gave opportunity for meeting fellow 

~embers and having a good chat together. Once a year th e societies held 

an annual general meeting, often accompanied by a tea or a dinner and 

occaSionally other social events. In September 1912, for example, the 

looal Lodge of the Sheffield Druids arranged an athletic meeting which 

was attended by 'a good company' after which 'about 130' sat down to tea 

in the Endowed School. 
2 

The other local association was called the 

'I' 3 
oodhOUse and District Medical Aid, Funeral and Dividing Society.' In 

1912, the President reported that' the Sooiety was in a :flourishing con-
4-

di tion, and he only regretted that they had not more members.' The. t the 

days 01' the Friendly Sooieties were not yet over, despite the social 

.1. Ibi"g. 23/11/12. 
2. Ib~. 7/9/12. 
3. Ib~. 6/1/12. 
4-. l.h;g. 6/1/12. 
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legislation of the Liberal Government of the day, is borne out by the 

fact that new branches were still being established, in 1916 a lodge of 

the Royal Antediluvian Order of Baffaloes being formed in Woodhouse. The 

regular meeting for the payment of subscriptions and the occasional 

bUSiness and social gatherings, together with certain features to be 
under 

mentioned/'Social structure' below, created a strong sense of solidarity 

amongst the members of the vsrious societies. 

In addition to the attempts of organized bodies to cope with the 

problem of health and welfare, there were efforts of a more informal 

and spontaneous kind which drew inhabitants together. One such es tab-

lished and regular venture was the Aged Peoples' Treat, an a~l gather-

ing which originated in 1876. This was largely sponsored by local 

church members who raised funda by carol singing at Christmaa; the treat 

itself, however, was open to all old Woodhouse folk. In 1912, tea was 

Provided for 170 of these in the Wesleyan schoolroom, followed by an 

entertainment, and 84 other teas were sent out to the housebound. Social 

gatherings were also arranged specifically to raise funds for individuals 

who had been injured at work or who had encountered severe illness. In 

1912, the Woodhouse Express reported on a charity football match organized 
1 

by the licensee of the Brunswick Hotel, Which was 'well ~tronizedj' a. 

benefit concert at the Stag Inn, 'a large number having to be turned 
2 

away,' and a benefit whist drive at the Central Hall, amongst other 

1. Ibid. 
2. lb~. 

6/l/12. 
30/ll/12. 



similar events. Such spontaneous social activities tor charity 

attracted good numbers and created a strong tellow teeling amongat 

residents. 

Signitioan9~ 

Informal activity within the sphere ot health and social welfare 

undoubtedly gave a number ot Woodhouse residents a sense of having a 

worthwhile part to play on the local scene. Numerous women, with no 

medical training but a vast fund ot practical experience, were acknowledged 

88 local • mid-wives •• Each street had its own intormally appointed mid-

wife, Atkin: stating that Tiltord Road • had the good fortune to have 
1 

three.' Some women had a wider reputation still, as, tor example, a 

certain Mrs. Eline Ball 'who would have brought half the folk in Woodhouse 

into the World,' as one old resident comments. She was • a highly 

respected' person. Many of these wanen, though rarely receiving money 

for their services, were given a table-cloth, a picture-frame, a supply of 

eggs and so torth by way of acknowledgment. 

Also on the intormal level, both those who performed t good works' 

and those Who benefited by them were made to feel that they counted in 

local district lite. In some cases, particularly where the Friendly 

SOCieties were concerned, t he presentation of money to men who bad fallen 

. on hard times was made a truly social occasion; the incapacitated were 

~couraged by the fact that they were not forgotten. 

1. Atlcin, E. Historical Notes and Memories 01' Woodhouse, 
1086-195l· tunpublished), 19~. p.170. 
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SOCIAL STRUQrURE 

Solidari-q 

Menhers of the • self-help' organizations mentioned above, and 

notably the Friendly Societies, were drawn together by a degree of pride 

in the fact that they at least were doing 'the proper thing' in insuring 

themselves and their dependents against misfortWle. They alao shared 

Similar social attitudes and class background. The Rechabites, for 

example, was a teetotal association and thus attracted a good number of 

churchgoers, especially from the Free Churches. The Druids drew on a 

Wider cross-section of residents, and were not averse to holding their 

meetings in public houses, but, like the Re chab i tes, their menibership 

was made up mainly of the intermediate Woodhouse class and the more 

respectable members of the woridng class. Those belonging to the 

Friendly SOCieties were further united by the elaborate and carefully 

preserved traditions of the various Orders. There were special titles, 

procedures and rites peculiar to each organization and, on certain 

occa . 
sJ.ons, leading members would walk through Woodhous e in full regalia 

behind their Lodge banner. Such customs as these and the prestige 

attached to belonging to a sort of 'secret society' all went to enhance 

8 sense of solidsri ty • 

. Significance 

Woodhouse had three resident general practitioners in 1912. Two 

brothers, the Doctors Rse, practised in partnership but, apart from the 
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status conferred on them by their professional position, were not 

espeCially prominent in local affairs. It was the third, Dr. Arthur 

William Scott, who is still remembered by old residents as .:!:h! doctor of 

this era; he was in practice in Woodhouse from 1887 lUltU 1924-. Within 

the sphere of health and welfare, Dr. Scott became a dominant figure, 

looked up to and highly respected by all who came into contact with him. 

During this period, Dr. Scott was prominent as the Medical Officer of 

Health for th e Handsworth Urban Dis trict Council. He gave his services 

freely to the two Ambulance Classes, in 1912 being presented by the 
1 

miners With 'a gold-mounted umbrella' for 7 years continuous assistance 

and by the railwaymen, not to be outdone, with a set of golf clubs. He 

gained a wide reputation for his medical versatility frequently setting 

bones, perfOrming minor operations 'on the kitchen table' (which earned 

him the title of 'Butcher' Scott from some) or drawing teeth! There 

seems to be no doubt that Dr. Scott himself found a very strong sense of 

Significance through his medical work and practice. 

The Woodhouse Ambulance Classes provided one DI8ll in particular, 

Arthur ROWbottom, with a very strong sense of fulfilment. As Instructor 

to both the miners and railwaymen, he gave virtually all his leisure time 

to this actiVity. In 1921, his devotion to the work was acknowledged by 

a St. John's Ambulance award for 17 years service, the investiture taking 

1. 
The Eckington, Woodhouse and St8veley Express. 13/1/12. 
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plaoe in London. To this day his children show his various medals 

with pride. The ordinary members of the Ambulance Classes also gained 

a strong sense of significance, especially where the end-of-session 

examination was passed successtully. 'They did it for the honour, t 

comments an old resident. In 1912, 20 out of 22 members of the miners t 

Class, as well as a number of raUwaymen, got through the annual 

examina tion with credit. 

The fairly fozmal organization of the various Friendly Societies 

gave a strong sense of significance to those who held offioe therein. 

An elaborate series of official positions, with appropriate traditional 

titles, existed within the Woodhouse Societies and local men were very 

proud to ocoupy these, several making the association a virtually full

time, though unpaid, occupation outside of normal working hours. 

NON-PARTICIPANTS 

DesPite the pressing needs of the time, there remained a hard core 

of OpPosition to improvements in the sphere of health and welfare. Des

pite the high infant mortality rate mentioned in the Introduction, the 

Handaworth Urban District CouncU refused to adopt the (1907) Notification 

of Births Act untU 1913, and to appoint a paid health visitor untU 19lJr. 

In 1916, when the matter of obtaining the services ot a full-time trsined 

. nurse for maternity cases was being discussed one Councillor remarked that 

'they had a sufficient number ot health visitors. If they went on they 



1 
would have one for each day of the week.' Inevi tably the lack of 

determina. tion and resources at local government level to cope with the 

long-term problens involved created a spirit of helplessness and 

inactivity amongst a fairly large section of the popularion, many of whan 

were only roused to action when the threat of 'going on the parish' or, 

Worse still, into the workhouse loomed large. This section of the 

inhabitants, within which resignation, apathy or sheer escapism held the 

upper hand, were mainly fOWld within the Woodhouse working class, though, 

as noted, a good number of miners and raUwaymen in particular were eager 

to provide well for their families in cas e of need. 

S!JMMING UP 

In 1912, Woodhouse was involved in a contimlous, and often losing 

battle, to keep its population healthy and well cared for. Sanitary 

conditions were still generally primitive, infant mortality was high and 

infectious diseases often rampant. The main burden of responsibility 

fell on the shoulders of the Handsworth Urban District CouncU (though 

Sheffield Provided most of the hospital treatment and administered the 

workhOuse giving accommodation for those in real poverty) whose inade

quacy of economic resources and lack of skUl to tackle the many large 

Probleue threw the onus very much onto local volWltary initiative and 

effort. Thus, though many residents remained apathetic and resigned to 

. 1. .Ihe Eckington, Woodhouse and stavelex Express. 25/3/16. 



the poor oondi tions, others worked energetically to provide a degree 

ot help and seourity in time of need tor themselves and their fellows, 

notably through the Friendly Sooieties and looal oharitable ventures. 

The Friendly Sooieties were espeoially aotive in Woodhouse and were 

well supported. They not only provided residents with the means to 

insure themselves against future ills and misfortunes, but tormed them

selves into organizations with elaborate rules and prooedures ot their 

own particular brand, as well as sponsoring wmerous social events tor 

the young and old. As a result, many residents tound a stronpj seme ot 

solidarity within their ranks. Numerous tund raising ettorts tor charity 

were also the oooasions tor tun and enjoyment. On the smaller scale, they 

were organized tor looal residents in partioular need, often by the publio 

houses, Whilst, on the wider scale, they took the form ot major oommunal 

events tor a Wide oross-seotion ot inhabitants, such as in the case of the 

Kelley (HoSPital) Football Cup oompeti tion and the annual Hospital 

Demonstration. For some residents the Aged People's Treat was also one 

ot the high-spots ot the year. All these oooasions helped to engender 

8 strollS sense ot solidarity amongst a large number of Woodhouse people 

at this time. Selt-help was pursued with eagerness in the two Woodhouse 

Ambulanoe Classes, members partioipating regularly and finding therein a 

s tro!!& degree ot solidarity. 

The OPPOrtunity to attain a sense ot signitioance in this s];here ot 

aotiVity was, in 1912, open to all with interest and enthusiasm. A very 

stro:es. sense ot significanoe was gained by the village dootors, espeoially 



by one who had been extremely aotive in local distriot affairs for over 

two deoades. The same strength of sentiment was also found amon~t 

some voluntary workers, notably the ohief Instruotor 01' the Miners' 

Ambulanoe Class, one or two leading o1'1'ioers in the Friendly Sooieties, 

and an untrained but DDloh revered local distriot mid-wife. other 

residents fOWld a strong degree of fulfilment through roles played and 

work undertaken in the organizations mentioned above, or through informal 

neighbourly help whioh in 1urn made even the ill and incapaoitated feel 

that they oounted to their fellow inhabi tents. 
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5. FAMILY AllIDJ. NEIGHBOURS 

INTRODUCTION 

The word 'family' in this Section refers mainly to the nuclear or 

inmediate family of husband, wife and children. It will be made clear 

in the text when the term is used to include other relations, ie., when 

the extended family is under consideratio~ 

of a ttention is the hous ehold uni t. 

By and larg e, the focus 

Because the family is the one associational grouping which involves 

the entire population, it is not surprising that a local district, such 

as Woodhouse" presented in 1912 a wide variety of patterns and styles of 

domestic life. None the less, certain typical patterns of activity and 

social structure do emerge and indicate, along with the more direct 

commentary made by residents of that day" that a somewhat similar level 

of Solidarity and significance was experienced within various large 

sections of the population. These sections correspond closely to those 

distinguished in the Chapter on 'Work'; ie., the top class of Woodhouse 

residents made up of professional people and leading businessmen" its 

intermediate section of shopkeepers, tradesmen, etc." and the working class 

consisting of semi-skilled and unskilled manual workers" particularly miners. 

Because the Working class formed by far the biggest group of residents" 

the description and analysis of family life will be mainly concerned with 
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this class, further comments being added only when the pattern of 

domestic living in the intermediate or upper sections differed from 

that of the wor.king class in major respects. 

Since family life in Woodhouse at this time was so closely bound up 

with the activities of residents living in close proximity, this Section 

will also deal with the level of coommj ty experienced within the precinct 

as defined in Chapter Ill, ie., that group of homes, the physical prox

imity of which involves residents in some degree of interaction. The 

tenn 'neighbour' will refer to those dwelling in the same precinct. 

PARTICIPANTS 

A demographic survey of Woodhouse as a whole has already been under-

taken in the Chapter on 'Woodhouse 1912.' Here the aim is to underline 

those facts and figures Which have a particular bearing on family life. 

It ia not Possible to discover the exact average size of Woodhouse fam

ilies in 1912, but there is no doubt that by modern standards they were 

large. It was very common to find 5, 6 or 7 children in a single house-

hold, families with 10 or more children were by no means exceptional and 

one or two oontaining 15 or more children have been reported by several 

old residents. It must be remembered, however, that a large number of 

Woodhouse families lost children at birth, in infancy or before the age 

of 21 and that, at the other end of the age scale, only about a quarter 

. of those reaohing their majority could hope to survive beyond 70. This 

meant that though families were still large, death took a considerable 



toll in early life and the number of parents living on into old age 

was less than in more recent times. 

SOCIAL ACTION 

The full. extent and variety of interaction within the family circle 

cannot possibly be documented in such a general description as is here 

being undertaken. Attention will, therefore, be directed to the main 

currents of activity, first, within the daily, weekly and annual round 

and, secondly, in relation to the various phases of the life-cycle. 

Because interaction between neighbours was virtually all of an informal 

nature and Was particularly a demonstration of social solidarity, the 

description of life in the precinct will be placed at the end of the sub

section immediately following. 

Solidaritl 

DaUy and weekly interaction, within a large number of oodhouse 

homes in 1912, were influenced by several important factors. One of 

these, typical of any mining area, was the dominance of shift work. Very 

often a single family would have the father and a number of older sons 

all in the pit and on different shifts, leaving and arriving back in the 

home at all sorts of hours throughout the day and week. With no meals 

or washing facilities available at work, the • snap' had to be prepared 

(one large family was knoWn to have purchased a bread-cutting machine!), 

. meals cooked and hot water made rea~ at a series of precise times every 

day. Thus the whole household was obliged to work together as a team 



Houses; working olass oottages. 

. . 
Houses; (dependent) intermediate olass. 
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with a very high and skilfully arranged division of labour. A routine 

geared to shirt wolk beoame as much part and paroel of the woman' sand 

ohildren's lives as of the man's. The mother would regularly be up at 

5.00 am. to get the men off tor the day shift whilst the ohildren in 

their turn would have small duties to perform before it was time for 

sohool. Breakfast, dinner (all the ohildren came home as there was no 

mid-day meal at school) snd tea needed oonsiderable oo-ordination it 

ohaos were to be avoided, where famUies were so lsrge that the mother 

oould not oope, older sisters often taking charge of feeding the 

ohildren. 

Another influential faotor, which made teamwork within the working 

olass hane stUl more vital, was the type of dwelling many of the popu

lation lived in. Woodhouse had its share of 'baok-to-baok' houses, 48 

in all with a living roan, a bedroom and an attio, a good number of small 

oottages) as well as many slightly larger dwellings, two down and two up, 

in terraoed rows. None of these houses had bathrooms; there was a 

single oold water tap in the living room and the toUet was invariably 

'down the yard.' The smalles t dwellings often oontained the larges t 

families, sometimes With a lodger as well, and, in AprU 19~, it was 

noted at a meeting of the Handsworth Urban Distriot Council that 16 

people were liVing in one 'house, an all 'too oommon and disgraoeful 
oond1.t. - I 1 
'- loon which prevails in other parts.' That such diffioult and 

1. !he Eokington, Woodhouse and Staveley Express. 27/4/12. 
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crowded cOnditions 13 ometimes led to outbreaks of quarrelling and. even 

violence is not surprising. In June 19l2, the Sheffield West Riding 

court fined a Woodhouse couple for using obscene language to each other. 

One res ident from a rough home recalls how his mother and father would 

quite often come to blows and how on one occasion the fonner struck the 

latter in the face With a house brickt, In another poorer part of the 

area, neighbours remember a wife screaming out when her husband used to 

strike her or throw her into a corner. But physical violence was not 

very common, and frayed tempers soon gave way to the necessity of pulling 

together to survive, at times quarrels even acting as a kind of social 

safety valve. That solidarity was not usually threatened is borne out 

by the fact the t neighbours offering to intervene in disputes were often 

told by the persecuted partner to mind their own business. 

However, maintaining the household was not merely a question of good 

organiZation and pulling together. Most working class families did their 

utmost to cut down expense by baking their own bread, growing their own 

vegetables and 13 ometimes keeping fowls or rearing a pig, doing their own 

shoe repairs and their own decorating when necessary, and undertaking 
manv 4_.:, 

fI s ............. ar home-based tasks. The woman, sometimes assisted by the 

older Children, usually dealt with all such jobs within the house, whilst 

the man concerned hims elf ~ch more with the garden or allotment and 

~hings that could be done outside or tin the shed. t 

Thus, though it was very hard to keep homes tidy and. clean, with 

large families, shift work and small dwell~ ngs, and though tempers 
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sometimes flared up, most working class Woodhouse households held 

finnJ.y together, working a complicated schedule with considerable 

ability, showing a high degree of self-sufficiency and, as a consequence, 

establishing a spirit of mutual dependence and gaining a very strong 

sense of solidarity. However, one word of qualification needs to be 

added. Although it is easy to exaggerate, there were homes in which the 

man was not as closely attached es' the others to the family circle. He 

would leave Virtually all the domestic work to his wife and spend a good 

deal of his leisure time outside the home, normally in the public house. 

Some old residents stil,l talk rather sadly of fathers who • did not pull 

their weight' in family affairs. 

Those residents belonging to the intermediate class, particularly 

the independent section, experienced a style of life rather different 

from that of the Woodhouse working class. 111e fact that shift work was 

far less COlDnon, meant less pressure on the home to function according 

to a complicated schedule, though it must be noted that to enable shop

keepers and tradesmen to work the long hours they did required consider

able domes tic support. Families were smaller and homes generally less 

cramped. But the most striking contrast to the lower class home was 

found Within the top class of residents. Here man, wife and children 

had much more freedom from the demands of an enforced weekly routine. 

An old resident writes; 'There were servants to do the household chores 

'and "helts" With the children - few in number - and there were gardeners, 
e°th 

J. er whole or part-time, to tend their gardens, mich were invariably 



Houses; top class. 

One of a number of palatial top olass dwellings. 



walled, and divided into kitchen and pleasure gardens with glass 

houses and summez-house. Several had their own tennis oourts or 
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oroquet lawns. They had time and leisure to enjoy a fuller life and 

follow pursuits outside the soope of ordinary folk.' The higher resi

dents oame in the sooial soale, the less were the men of the house involved 

in dOing odd jobs, in growing vegetables, eto. to relieve the family purse. 

None the less, des pi te marked differenoes in the weekly routine and 

responsibilities between the working olass family, the intermediate olass 

family and espeoially the top olass home, it is impossible to olaim that 

the sense of solidarity within the latter two olasses was any less strong. 

Mothers and fathers seemed very lIDloh involved in the upbringing of the 

ohildren and, with more choioe in the matter, spent DIloh time ooncerning 

themselves with their children's behaviour, education and future pros-

peots. 'The whole tamily were of'ten seen together on their way to 

ohurch or chapel or some ooncert or funotion,' oomments one resident. 

It Would seem, therefore, that the relaxing of those pressures which 

led to a good deal of teamwork in the lower class homes, led in other 

Woodhouse sooial classes, not to less o onc ern, but to a more freely 

exeroised interest in family affairs and a very strong sense of solidarity. 

Although it is true that oertain fathers oould be so involved in their 

daUy work as to be rather less olosely bOWld than the other members to 

the immediate family, the sooial bonds in these olasses were generally 

as strong 8S those within the working olass. 



· The week-end saw a relaxing of the usual dally routine in most 

WOodhouse homes, though many of the intermediate class worked all 

Saturday. If the family did go out together, rare for the lower class, 

this was the time; to shop on Saturday night, for walks on Sundays in 

the summer, or to various church events. Regular visits were made, by 

the children if no one else, to grandparents and other relatives and 

Sunday tea was frequently an occasion for entertaining certain members 

of the extended family or friends. For churchgoing families, Sunday 

night was a time of hymn singing with friends, round the piano or small 

organ if the hosts were well off enough to possess one. Interaction 

at the week-end tended to strengthen family ties especially within the 

intermediate and upper sections of the population, it was less intense 

Within the lower class tamily where as otten as not the man of the house 

Would be ott to the public hous e on his own. 

The dally and weekly cycle was supplemented throughout the year by 

Occasions of special importance tor the family, immediate and extended. 

Easter Monday was the traditional time for the first tamily outings when 

Birley Spa, some two miles away, 'was visited by scores of people from 
1 

Woodhouse' and games, dancing and other amusements were organized. Then 

CSlne the Whitsuntide festivities and the August Feast, both being great 

OCcaSions not merely for the nuclear tamily but tor relatives trom far 

and near to congregate and exchange news. Some of 'the lucky ones,' -
1. Atkin, E. 

1086-1953. 
Historical Notes and Memories of Woodhouse, 
(Unpublished), 1951+. pe 101. 
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especially those ot private means, were able to get away together for 

a week at the seaside, often catering for themselves, but the majority 

enjoyed family trips for the day arranged by the churches or other such 

bodies. Christmas and New Year were important events when families 

would assemble at different hanes in turn, packing the small dwellings 

to the doors, feasting and tun-maldng going on well into January. 

The major events of the life cycle showed two processes taking place. 

Solidarity was enhanced by the fact that many of these brought both 

illllnediate and extended family together in periods of intense interaction. 

On the other hand, the focus of solidarity was continually shifting as 

one generation gave rise to another. 

Child bearing was in Woodhouse in 1912 very much of 'a domes tic 

eV'ent,' the baby always being born in the home. It was an occurrence 

Which made great demands on a crowded household but one in which mainly 

the women were directly involved, the father occasionally taking charge 

of'the other children, but usually getting back to work with all possible 

speed. The wife's mother sometimes came in to help but, as frequently 

she had a large family of her own' to look after, neighbours or the local 

• Dlidwif'e' would do a great deal, the la tter coming into the home for long 

stretches to look after the household as well as attend to the mother. 

Because child bearing within any home was a more regular occurrence than 

today, less fuss seans to have been made and little done formally to 

Celebrate the event other than the virtually universal practice of 
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baptism. Even here, however, the mother took the initiative and the 

absenoe of father was oommon. Once a child had survived the exoeeding1y 

dangerous first few years of life, its upbringing would be very much more 

a family affair, older brothers and sisters and grandparents, where 

Possible, all taking a share in feeding, washing or entertaining the 

Youngster, whilst mother turned her attention to the next infant on the 

horizon. The ohi1d's first major break with the immediate family oircle 

ooourred at 5 when he went to school, but thenoeforth things oontinued 

more or less evenly until the age of l.3, when a boy would usually follow 

on into his father's oooupation. A girl, however, might break more radi

oally With the home by entering' servioe' in the oity and living away. 

Yet both boy and girl oontinued to put their weekly or monthly wage into 

the famUy kitty for oommon use until they reaohed the age of 21. 

Another important ohange oame when the time of oourtship arrived, 

Usually late in the 'teens. This phase of the life oycle inevitably 

saw the first major shift in the foous of solidarity away from the 

immediate family. Courtship also saw a shift of interaotion from the 

phYSical home, whioh offered little soope for the ooup1e to be together 

in ""'-I. 
~~~vate, and whenever possible young people esoaped into the rather 

freer sooia1 life of the area. In summer walks around the local die triot 

were espeoially ;~pular. In 1912, the median age of all those married 

at the Woodhouse Parish Churoh was 2.3 years 6 months for the men, .32 out 

ot 42 living in the local distriot, and 21 years 9 months for the women, 

40 out of 42 residing in the looal die triot. Two obs erva tions oan be 
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made concerning these figures. The first is that the large majority 

of women.!!E men married at the Parish Church lived locally and thus 

courtship would not have taken them far away from the influence of their 

ilmnediate families. The second is that, since both partners lived in 

the ViCinity, they had probably known each other for some time. In fact 

old residents report that courtship often went on for many years, a 

feature 01' the life of that era which made it possible for the young 

person's fulcrum of solidarity to move from the parents towards the 

partner, without any sudden social readjustment being needed on either 

Side. 

Weddings were celebrated with great enthusiasm. The working class 

treated the event as 'a family affair rather than a public occasion' lrKl 

celebrations, as DIlch for financial reasons as any other, were contined to 

the home end limited to the extended :family on either side. Gifts were 

not abundant and very few couples had a holiday away from the local 

dist . t nc after the wedding. The tact that in 1912 houses were fairly 

easy to rent and that the pits were needing men, meant that the large 

tnajority 01' newly married couples settled down in the vicinity with little 

necess't 
J. Y 01' sharing accommodation with in-laws. Near relatives were 

thus able to come in to paper and clean through and take an active part in 

helni"'... -
."'-~ to set up the new home. The intermediate and upper classes were 

able to make the marriage more 01' an open social event and a public 

reoeption Would be held in a church schoolroom, in a public house club 
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room, in the Co-operative Society Hall or in the home and gardens of the 

bride's parents. To this a large munber of relatives and friends would 

be invited and Inany presents would be received, long lists of these 

SOlJlet· :unes appearing in the Woodhouse Express. A honeymoon away was the 

norm. It was more common for young people from this group to settle down 

outSide the local district. 

As time went on the family circle might be drawn together again if 

old or sick parents came to live with sons or daughters. This practice, 

however, was not exceptionally conmon as, with children living near, the 

aged could of'ten manage quite well on their own untU almost the end. 

With child bearing starting soon after Ill8.ITiage and often going on 

well. into1he 4Os, with retirement being an econanic impossibUity for many 

and With life expectancy lower than today, the middle years and old age 

hardly had a distinctive pattern of their own. Little new of conmunal 

note Occurred unless or until death entered the hoUsehold. For the 

Woodh 
oUse working class this was perhaps the most important occasion in 

the life cycle, drawing together the whole nuclear and extended family 

fran both within and without the local district, even if this intense 

sense of social unity did not always las t for very long. Near re la ti ves 

ot the deceased, not necessarily in the inmediate family, known to be 
ea -
P~cially competent at such times, would take upon themselves the laying 

out 
, Or find someone to do this, the obtaining of transportation for the 

Cottin, the arranging ot the funeral itself and sometimes the providing of 



the Funeral tea. though neighbours often helped here. being on the spot. 

The deceased always remained in the home until the funeral, the inmediate 

and extended family all being expected to go and pay their last respects. 

Curtains would be drawn by the bereaved family and by neighbours. On 

the funeral day the coffin would be taken by hors e-drawn carriage or 

OccaSionally carried on foot by friends to the church, for a fairly long 

service. and. then to the graveyard. Children would always attend the 

tuneral. if a small child had died the coffin being carried by girls. The 

day Was one of much eating and drinking, before and after the actual 

sen' 
J.ce, not in a spirit of revelry. but as a symbolic way of sharing and 

easing the loss. • It was open house to all genuine mourners,' as one 

old resident comments. After the bereavement, the remaining partner when 

in PUblic would often wear black for as long as 12 months and attend no 

SOCial entertainment for as long as 3 months. Funeral cards, with a 

black: bOrder and inscribed with poetic lines to commemorate the deceased, 

were sent to all relatives and friends, in the home of the immediate 

family these were sometimes framed and hung on the wall for many years. 

For the other sections 01' the population. death was treated as a JOOre 

Private affair and was contained rather more within the iJmnediate family. 

Distant relatives'would congregate only for the service on the funeral 

day. Pubiic sympathy would be expressed either by a quick call or by 

W 't 
l'l. ing or by attending the funeral service, where a lengthy discourse 

was Often given on the life of the deceased. sometimes later printed in 
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pamphlet form or in a church magazine. A funeral tea of a somewhat 

formal nature would be provided afterwards in the home of the deceased 

when sometimes, if the family were more wealthy, the will would be read. 

.As with the worldng class, mourning would continue for many months. 

b i ghbol..1rs 

The siting of working class Woodhouse homes, as well as certain ot 

those belonging to the intermediate class, threw neighbours very much 

together. Some of the houses were built in blocks along two or three 

sides of a small court. Others were laid out in long rows down either 

side ot the street. Here the yards at the back, which served from two 
~h . 

alf-a-dozen houses, were separated from each other by tall parallel 

walls. 
Passages running right through the blocks linked the back yards 

to the street. But a great many houses were sited without any eye to 

Pattern or symmetry, jostling closely together at all kinds of odd angles 

to one another. 

'lh:ts layout of dwellings meant that working class neighbours were 

bound t 
o interact with regularity. If' one shared a single small court 

with a dozen other families interaction was inevitable. As those living 

in'the long rows of houses always used the back door, to keep the front-

r l'OOIn clean and tidy, the passage and back yards were constantly in use by 

se~el'al hO~eholds. 'Other facilities were also shared. The 'privy 

tniddens, I for example, were often situated in the centre of the court 

01' at the bottom of' the yard, usually one tor every two families. This' 

cO~d be a problem when, as one resident reports, his own home and the 



adjacent one contained over 20 people, it was literally 'a question 

of queuing up.' 

Neighbours in these sort of precincts played an especially important 

Part in the life of the woman of the house, though children too would 

often find their playma tea here. The amount of 'inning and outing' was 

so continuous, even though the visits might be a matter of minutes only, 

and conversation between the women from doorstep to doorstep such e 

regular feeture of the day, that the precinct was kn~t into a closely 

integreted unit, certain areas being traditionally known es 'very 

clannish. t It was an accepted thing that children should run errands 

free of charge for all those in the yard. If shorteges did occur there 

Vias a od go deal of sharing around; 'Lend me a quarter of tea' or I Can 

I have a squeeze of your bluebag?' being but typical of a hundred-and-one 

other transactions. Bread, coal, household utensils, even mattresses 

were borrowed if need be. Usually this sharing was in kind, but now and 

the,t lIIOney to pay the rent was lent, one resident reporting that his 

~other Would even pawn her wedding ring if there was real need in the row. 

The ~ecinct, like the home, also had to co-ordinate its activities; the 

SWeeping of the passage being taken in turns and sometimes wash-days 

staggered to ensure that enough space to hang the clothes was available. 

A SPirit of mutual .. trust existed and residents still talk of the way money 

Vias r ..... , . 
. ee.\oW,arly left about with the door wide open. On the other hand, 

one old resident wri tea, 'The womenfolk, and children, had much more to 

do With neighbours than the men. The latter hardly ever "popped'in" 



next door. A nod from one male to another, or a greeting to a ohild 

Was oonsidered suffioient reoognition. If' the men and boys were work-

Dlates or olub mates they might have a ohat, but it would be in the yard 

or "passage" between houses. ' 

The preoinot oooasionally oelebrated speoial events. Bonfire Night 

Was • a yard do' and the women often provided the refreshments. The 

Coronation of King ~orge V, in 1911, was oelebrated by many preoinots 
la.".. ...... 
,,~ on a treat for the ohildren. As noted above, neighbours would 

also be busy oooking or washing when there was illness in the yard, a 

mother bearing a child or a f'amily bereaved. 

There Were quarrels of oourse, again in part due to the orowded 

oonditions. In 1912, three oases of' neighbours f'a11ingout reaohed the 

oourts and were reported in the looal Press. In July, a man was swmnoned 
~ra " 

n assault on a woman neighbour; the f'ormer stating that the latter 

bade 
Xloroaohed on his part of the yard and that he had, therefore, 

PUnished her by outting down her olothes line. In May and October, 

neighbours oame to blows over ohildren and pigeons. One resident states 

of' a ps t 
r ioular block that 'you.h!.2 to be able to fight to live thereJ' 

Oooasionally squabbles led to months of' stony silenoe when the yard brush 

WOUld be set Symbolioally at the door to warn of'f' neighbours. But the 

lIIajority of' old Wo"odhouse people are agreed that quarrels were usually 
SU .' 

~erf'ioiel, even adding a bit of' zest to a pretty routine existenoe. 
tIt 

Ve s ean women holding eaoh other's hair with the blood flowing, one 

day, and the next sitting together on the wall blaming the ohildren,' 



eomments one man about his boyhood. That quarrels were regarded as 

exelus' el ~v y yard affairs is borne out by the faot, that, on one oooasion, 

eVen the Vioar, entering a preoinot to stop a violent struggle, was hit 

Over th h . e ead with a broom. He is reported never to have intervened 

again' 

The working olass preoinot was thus the soene of a very strong degree 

of Solidarity, in particular tor women and children, so strong in taot 

that at times neighbours would tigure more prominently than relatives in 

the UPbringing of next door's children or in times ot need. It would seem, 

however, that the physioal boundary of the preoinct was the limit ot the 

moat intense interaotion and though oertain whole rows or even roads got 

on "'ell. t ogether, the small yard or oourt was by tar the most oohesive 

soeial grouping. 

Neighbours mattered where houses were semi-detached or detached but, 

With tar less daUy interaotion called tor by the lay-out of dwellings 
and ad . 

equaey ot economio resouroes, the level ot solidarity was usually 

InUeh less. If triends did assist or visit it Was normally those ohosen 
beeaus 

e of common interests and not simply beoause they lived next door. 

~ifioanee -
'Women were slaves in those days,' comments one old Woodhouse lady. 

And so 4'-_ 
, ...... vm one point ot view, was the oase. Housework was arduous and 

eo~tinuous and the 17.ask ot ooping with large tamilies in oramped oondit ions 

a str .;_ 
SoUl on physioal health and nerves. It would be all too simple to 

rOlDantieize a style of tamily lite that was, tor the woman espeoially, 



very hard work. Nevertheless, it was within the home that most 

'WoO<'lhause women found their major role, as wife or mother, and it was 

here, if anywhere, that a sense of significance was gained. Whereas 

the men tended to • find the~r niche' outside the home, though many took 

Considerable interest in the children, 'the women simply lived for the 

family,' as an old inhabitant states. 

There were exceptions. Some homes were dirty and some children 

uncared for, the mother being either too lazy or too tired, through the 

incessant demands of the large family, to bother. But a majority in 

all types of home did take a pride in maintaining the daily and weekly 

routine Without any major hitch and in organizing the life of the household 

efficiently. FrequentlY,she took on the role of • Chancellor of the 

Exchequer,' as one old resident describes it, and added keeping the family 

out of debt to her other responsibilities. Many a housewife would ensure 

that th 
e daUy WON was well out of the way, and that she had a clean 

apron 0 b 
n, efore the family sat down to their tea. Washing, ironing, 

sewing, bread making and baking were often activities undertaken with 

care to 
prodUce a praiseworthy finished product. Each Friday the house 

liOuld be thoroughly cleaned 80 that by Saturday lunchtime everything was 

ready f 
or the week-end; 

Polished meticul " 1 ous y, 
tOr Sunaa -

. Y use. 

the Yorkshire range would be black-leaded and 

and the front-room, the • show-piece, • well groomed 

The woman of the house stood at the centre of the main family events 

ot the year; making clothes for Whi tsuntide, baking and cleaning and 



even papering in readiness for the Feast, helping with refreshments on 

Bonf' , 
l.re Nl.ght" and entertaining at Christmas. So too with the main 

Phases of the life-cycle; interaction centred largely round her as the 

bearer of children" the organizer of the home" the one who did most of 

the prepara tions for the various celebrations and the pillar in time of 

For her the home and family were the chief means of attaining 

S ignificanc e. 

In the top class Woodhouse homes, the woman took somewhat less 

interest in h ousework as such, in part because she was able to delegate 

her dOJn t 
es ic work to maids or daily 'help:s.' On the other hand, she 

u.sU8.Uy took gras t pride in the decoration of and t'urnishings within the 

hOlJle and 
, entertaining friends when these could be quietly displayed. 

AbOve all her role as wife and mother was conscientiously fulfilled and 

the welfare of the family was intimately bound up with her own self-

Sa tisfaction. 

~idari'U 

Large nuclear families held together as a whole with an amazing 
degree f 

o tenaCity" especially whUst 'mum' was at the helm and even if 
father f .-

ailed to pull his weight, and a very strong sense of loyalty was 

e:ng~dered 8lJlongst siblings. The many years spent together making ends 

lJleet ad' 
n growing up in a world where there was precious Uttle to spare 

created ha • 
W t one old person calls 'a fellowship of poverty, though it 
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must be added that most old residents refute the suggestion that many 

Children went hungry or appeared in rags and that Woodhouse had any 

Within the home there might be grumbling, argument and hasty 

words at times, but outside each family put up a very strong common front. 

One inhabitant states of the large family to which she belonged: 'We 

Could faU out and scrap, but if any person touched one of us, we were 

aU up in arms. My Dad used to say, "If anyone touches one of' my 

chickens they' U know about i t~" This very strong sense of' family 

lIl.embership Was represented, amongst other things, by the conversational 

Use of' personal pronouns; it was 'our Betsy, , 'our Flo,' or 'their 

Billy,' 'their Albert.' 

, The cohesiveness of family life was in part maintained by the 

strictness of social control. At times this might be carried to excess 

and re 1 
su t in rebellion, leading to the severance of ties when a young 

Person 
c8lll.e of age or got married. One old resident says of his mother 

that she Was 'judge, jury and gaoler all in one' and would regularly 

Clout them with a scrubbing brush or whip them with the clothes line. Of 

his father he says, 'I worked for him in the pit and I'd sooner have 

'WOrked for a prison warderS I In this instance marriage took the young 

Dlan VirtuaUy ~t of his family of birth into the home of his in-laws, 
Yet " 

even here he s till retains an element of affection for his parents. 
A Vi .... :1\ .. 

o~'OUSe woman writes, 'I can think of two families where boys were 

thrash d e with canes or straps, and in one case a horsewhip was in constant 



use. The recipient of the latter treatment finally ran away from home, 

l1lak:ing his way to Canada.' Far more normative, however, was the 

household containing very strict parents whose authority was respected 

and in many ways held the large family together through difficult times. 

Within the top strata of Woodhouse families the ethos of social control 

is Well represented by a poem taught to the infants at Woodhouse West 

school about this time: 

-
1. 

In silence I must take my seat, 
And give God thanks before I est; 
Must for my food in patience wait 
Till I am asked to hand my plate. 
I must not scold, nor whine, nor pout, 
Nor move my chair nor plate about; 
With knife, or fork, or napkin ring, 
I must not play, - ~ must I sing. 
I must not speak a useless word, 
For children must be seen - not heard; 
I must not talk about my food, 
Nor fret if I don't think it good. 
My mouth with food I mus t not crowd, 
Nor while I'm eating speak aloud; 
Must turn my head to cough or sneeze, 
And when I ask, say, "If you please." 
The tablecloth I must not spoil, 
Nor with my food my fingers soil; 
Must keep my seat when I have done, 
Nor round the table sport or run. .. 
When told to ris e, then I mus t put 
My chair away with noiseless foot, 
And lift my heart to God above, 
In praise for all his wondrous love. 1 

ed. Ge.rdiner, A. 
(Second Edition). 

Dialogues and Recitations for Infant Schools. 
Leeds, 1898. pp. 79-80. 
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rus sort of behaviour was occasionally required of children in 

homes of the intermediate class of residents but, on the whole, here, 

and in the lower sections of the population, norms were less sophisticated, 

thOUgh still strict and effective. The child would have certain duties 

to Perform each day and was told to be in each night at an early hour, 

even when courting in the late 'teens. The penalty for any sort of 

disobedience Was usually a hefty clout or sometimes worse. But most old 

residents look back on the method of social control exercized as a fair 

and cohesive contribution to family life. They knew precisely where they 

stood and what to do to keep the household on an even keel, a situation 

which helped to make the nuclear family a very strong social unit. 

In 1912, Woodhouse seems to have contained a population, one half of 

which Was very closely linked by birth and marriage, the other half of which 

Was gradually becoming so. The demographic comments made in the opening 

Chapter on 'Woodhous e 1912" throw some light on why this was the position. 

The llWnerous old Woodhouse families and the children of those residents . 

who had moved in during the late 18608 and the l870s had probably married 

and inter-married by 1912, thus constituting that section of the population 

wherein extended families were large. The children of the many newcomers 

in the l880s and the 18908, however, had had less time to pair up and so 

here ~xtendedfami1ies within the local district were less sizeable. In 
1 

all cases an examination of extended family trees for this period shows -
1. LeTal1, W.J. Gathered Fragments of the Past and Present Histoa; 

Sf Woodhouse and its Vicinit:r- Sheffield, 1876. pp. 18-20. 
cf. A number of family trees made out for the author by old 
established Woodhouse families. 



that marriage rarely crossed the fairly rigid social class boundaries 

of the time. Solidarity within the extended family was, therefore, 

restricted mainly to one's own social strata and residents were drawn 

together along, rather than across, the lines of social upbringing. 

Extended family ties do not seem to have been particularly strong, 

the links between chUdren and grandparents excepted. One old resident 

writes, 'There was a certain amount of visiting of relatives living in 

the Village, but I should say they saw each other more at village 

gatherings - at Whitsun, at the Feast, at sports and social events, at 

church, and, in the case of male relatives, in the pubs and clubs. The 

chUdren did as much visiting as anybody, and grandparents were high on 

their visiting list. Sometimes they ran errands for them, sometimes they 

took little gifts; something from the garden, a couple of eggs or a loaf 

of freahly baked bread. Little Red Riding Hood had nothing on usl I 

Used to read to my maternal grandmother as soon as I knew how to read, and 

Write letters to her two sons who lived away from the village. Children 

acted as news-bearers to aunts and uncles. Cousins were chieny con

tacted at school, at play after school, and at birthday parties. Mothers 

blade ttme in the evenings for visiting - mostly to their own side of the 

t8lnily - and fathers came a poor third in this business.' 

It must also be mentioned that a surprising number of extended faBr 

U1es were sOmewhat divided by differing attitudes and activities. Within 

the top class, rifts were known to have been created by social rivalry 

Within the local district, by disputes over the division of the estate 
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after death, and by disapproval associated with the decline of fortunes, 

du t / e 0 loose liVing, in some section of the family. Amongst the working 

and intermediate classes, rifts occurred through clash of interests (for 

example, pUblic house v. church), through parents sanetimes remarrying 

when Widows or widowers (a fairly common occurrence in an age of economic 

hardship), or through a series of comparatively petty slights and dis

agreements. Not speaking to one's relatives was a thing that could 

easily go on for some years. Nevertheless, these situations must not be 

aU . 
Owed to affect the general assessment that most extended famil~es got 

on reaSOnably well together, even if solidarity, except between chUdren 

andgrandparents, was rarely very strong. Where relatives lived outside 

Woodhouse links were more tenuous, contact being maintained through odd 

Visits and particularly letter writing • 

.§1gn:i.ficanc! 

The social structure of family life brought some sense of fulfilment, 

attained through the various domestic roles played, to th~ members of 

Virtually all Woodhous e families. Wi thin the top class 'father was the 

head of the household,' as one old resident observes. Amongst the more 

'Wealthy, and especially the well established, Woodhouse families, the 

father was very conscious of his standing and upheld the family name with 

8o~ pride. In this social strata, fathers would lead the family forth 

On the occasions that they all went out together to church or other social 

t\tnctions in the local distriot or beyond. Outside the home he was 

Ostensibly in charge. Yet within the upper olass home, the mother was 
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really 'the power behind the throne.' She canmanded considerable 

respect in her own right, as 'chief lady of the house,' and it was on 

her that the social well being of the home largely depended. She well 

knew the key position she held and took great pains to play her part as 

effectively and efficiently as she was able. 

In the less wealthy home, the father figures less prominently. His 

Vital role as breadwinner was recognized by all, but, in the main domes tic 

activities of the year and the major phases of the life-cycle, it was 

~other who occupied pride of place in the social structure of the family. 

Eer role was quite clear and definite; she was acknowledged as J:h! person 

whOse responsibility it was to hold the family together in all circum

stances, 'for better for worse, for richer for poorer, in sickness and 

:In health.' She was the recognized hub of the wheel even after the 

chUdren had married and left home and, whilst they would often return 

to Visit when she was there, if she died the family as a whole was in 

grave danger of splitting up once and for all. lliere was in fact no 

other role for most women to play; 'she was fastened to the table leg,' 

as old residents say. But most wives or mothers accepted their position, 

if not w:lth immense enthusiasm, at least with a keen determination' to 

see the family through.' .And thia they achieved with remarkable success. 
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.§mW:NG UP 

The nature of family life in the Woodhouse of 1912 was moulded by 

two main factors, the size of the household and the economic situation 

of the home. Allied to this was the important fact that most families 

Were fairly well settled, children often growing up and starting married 

life in the same place. The pattern of family life tended to fall along 

the lines of social class, as outlined in the Chapter on 'Work,' the 

dependent intermediate class having Imlch more in common with the working 

class, the independent intermediate class having features of both lower 

and top class ways of life. 

For the working class, especially the miners, the lack of a secure 

job or fully adequate income shaped the pattern of daily and weekly 

interaction within the household at every turn. Families, often very 

large, had to live together in small and crowded dwellings, shift work was 

unaVOidable and the meagre budget meant a gras t deal of making do and 

Sharing round. But all this led to the fostering of a high degree of 

tealIlWolit and co-operation which knit the home very strongll together. 

DeSPite occasional quarrels, famUy loyalties remained firm. Discipline 

"'as strict, sometimes severe, but usually accepted as fair, children 

knOWing just where they stood in this respect. The family rarely went 

OUt together, but ali congregated to enjoy the major festivals and 

cO~unal events of the year. The big three occasions of the life cycle 

called for celebrations of one kind or another, birth being made relatively 

l:lttle of, but marriage and death being times of 'doing them proud' and 
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major family events. The working class family, with the occasional 

exception of the man of the household who paid too moo attention to the 

PUblic house, thus experienced a very stro:g.g sense of solidarity at this 

time. 

Though the pattern of interaction within the independent intermediate 

olass, and espeoially the top class, differed considerably from that of 

the working class, due in part to smaller families and to sane easing of 

the economio pressure, solidarity remained very strong. Top class 

ho'US eholds in particular enjoyed much more freedom with regard to the 

daily and weekly routine, were assisted by servants in the house (often 

a roomy one With a good garden), and had wch more leisure time available. 

A OOnsoioUsness of the family as an important social unit was usually 

present, and members were often seen out together. Both parents took an 

aot' ~Ve interest in the upbringing, often strict, of the few children, and 

in their education. Annual festivals and big local district events were 

rather less family red-letter days, but the major occasions of the life 

oYole were well oelebrated. 

Within working class and many intermediate olass families, it was 

abov 11 e a the mother round whom the family centred, and she it was that 

found 
a yer:y strong sense of significance within the home. Hers was both 

role' o0lIlnitment' and'" attachment,' often at considerable personal cos t. 
Yet h -

s ~ gained a great deal of satisfaction through keeping a clean and 

llsUally tid;y house, suocessfully bearing and rearing a large family and by 

beilJ. 
g able to help neighbours in difficult times. That there was no 
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alternative for her than to find fulfilment, if she was to find it at 

all, within the home and family circle, mattered little, as most women 

accepted their lot quite readily. The father in this social strata was 

lIlUch less directly involved in domestic activities and, though he was 

respected as the breadwinner and often took a genuine interest in the 

children, family lite as a whole gave him little more than a moderate 

Sense of significance. In the top class households, the mother, though 

somewhat less personally involved in ordinary domestic duties, took con

S'd 
J. erable pride in the appearance of the house. She found a very strong 

Bense of fulfilment especially in her maternal role, the upbringing and 

'Welfare of the children being as important to her as to any working class 

mother. The man of the house generally gained a strong sense of signifi

oanoe, being undisputed 'head of the household' and respected as such 

both within and outside the home. 

Extended family relationships were not particularly Close in the 

WOodhouse of this era, though the extended family did congregate and 

X'eaffirm its solidarity at major festivals and important phases of the 

life cycle. Strong links were m9intained by the children regularly 
and 

~1siting relatives, especially grsndparents,/through more occasional calls 

IIlade by the woman. The man's contact usually occurred only in relation 

to non-domestic activities when he happened to meet with relatives, at ~ 

'Wolk, public hOuse or church, and his sense of attachment to the extended 

falXlily was only moderately strong. 
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In working class areas, the sense of belonging to a particular 

Precinct was very strong for women, but moderate for men. Clos e phys ica1 

ProXimity, often over many decades, bound women neighbours very closely 

together and, though there were inevitably squabbles and even some blows, 

tolerance end generosity in time of need nearly always prevailed. Young 

children of the same age living in the same precinct played regularly 

together and were often very strong friends. In the wealthier parts, where 

houses were detached, or semi-detached, interaction amo~t neighbours was 

less intense and the sense of solidarity moderate for the woman and child, 

~ for the man. 
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6. EDUCATION 

lID'RODUCTION 

In 1912 the following schools were situated within Woodhouse:-

lis$,! 
1.m! 2l2ened Location 

W . 
oodhous e COWlcU Elementary 1889 station Road 

Woodhouse West Council Elementary 1900 Sheffield Road 

Woodhouse Dual Secondary 1909 Station Road 

Mrs. Wood's Private Station Road 

In 1912, as a consequence of the 1902 Education Act, both the 

Woodhouse Elementary Schools came under the control of the West Riding 

County Council (their Part 11 Education Authority), whose administrative 

headqua t . 
r ere were at Wakefield. However, the West Riding delegated a 

8l'eat deal of responsibUity for the two schools to the Handeworth 

District Councu's Education Sub-canmittee, which met monthly. The 

Woodh 
OUS e Secondary School was bull t by the Wes t Riding County CouncU and 

adJn:inistered by a Board of Governors, on which served representatives of 

both the West Riding and the Handeworth Urban District. 

~ci:PANTS -
In 1912, education was canpulsory for all children between the ages 

ot 5 d 
an 13, though quite a number ofWoodhouse children began before 5 

(:in 1911 
. ,the Infants' Department of the Station Road School had 37 
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children ot 4. years ot age). Both the Woodhouse Elementary Schools were 

'aU through schools.' At 13, provided the requisite number ot attend

ances had been put in, children left school and began work. A tf!fi only, 

sometimes well betore the age ot 13, were able to proceed to :fUrther edu

cation, at the Secondary School or elsewhere, either by winning a scholar

Ship or, much more otten, as tee paying pupils. Further education could 

last tor anything from one more year to, very occasionally, the completion 

ot a college or university course. 

Atter 1901, tollowing a resolution ot the then School Board, all 

thOse Woodhouse children who lived to the East ot the junction ot Shettield 

Road, Stradbroke Road, Chapel street and Tannery street, were sent to the 

Station Road Elementary School (known locally as 'the Bottom School'), and 

those liVing to the West ot the same spot were sent to the West Elementary 

SchOol (known as 'the Top School'). (The terms 'Bottom' and 'Top' 

reterred to the geographical,.location ot the two schools.) These catchment 
are . 

as tor PUpils were still operative in 1912. The Woodhouse Secondary 

School drew its pupils trom much further atield; trom the Wea t Riding 

(aa t 
ar away as Viorksop and Rettord) and trom Sheffield. A few children 

trom top class families were educated in Shettield or, as boarders, right 

aWay trom the local die trict. 

The number ot chUdren attending the Woodhouse schools at this time 
-

Was a a.tollows :-



Station Road Elementary 
1 

_ 

2 
Weat Elementary _ 

Dual Secondary 

Mrs. Wood's Private 

Infants 
Junior 
Mixed 

Infants 
Mixed 

225 
213 
343 

139 
330 
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112 (of whom about 25 resided 
in the local district) 

c12 

The Woodhouse Elementary Schools did as well as any in the Handsworth 

Uri>an District, in January 1912, the Vioodhouse Express stating that the 

returns 'again show the Woodhouse schools at the head of the percentages 
3 

of attendance.' For 1912 the highest and lowest percentage attendances 
4-

'Were:-

Highest Lowest 
Stati. on Road Elementary - Infants 94..57 86.22 

(January) (March) 

Junior 97.28 92.45 
(May) (March) 

Mixed 97.18 91.88 
(May) (March) 

Wes t Elementary _ Infants 92.64- 84e12 
(Oct. &: Nov.) (June) 

Mixed 92.60 85.97 

--- (November) (March) 

1. 
.Th.e Eck~on. Woodhouse and Stavelez Ex:a.:ess. 17/2/12. 2. 

3. l!?!g. 17 12. 
4. l!?~. 13/1/12. 
~. 1912. . 
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The number of teaching staff at the Woodhouse schools about this 

titne was :_ 

Station Road El emen tary 

West Elementary 

Dual Secondary 

Mrs. Wood's Private 

cl5 (plus 3 or 4 student teachers) 

cl3 

06 

1 

Evening classes tor adults, held in the Elementary Schools in the 

evenings, were very poorly supported. In October 1908, the Woodhouse 

hpress stated that • the experience ot the past tew years in evening 

School Work leaves much to be desired, tor not only were the schools 

badly attended - even with indifference - but the ratepayers were called 
1 

uPon to pay the costs from the rates. ' Classes were still going in 

1912, but a tew weeks atter the winter session had canmenced the Woodhouse 

ExPress reporter remarked that 'it is a great pity that more do not take 

adVantage of the chances.' 
2 

Because these classes were so sparsely 

attended no further reference will be made to them below. 

~ 1912, children at the two Elementary Schools attended for about 

!:.. weeks of the year. School hours were from 9.00 am. to 12.00 pn. and 

1. l11!g. 31/10/08. 
2. l.b\g. 16/11/12. 
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from 1.00 pm. to 4.00 pm. (a little less for the Infants). Classes 

consisted of both boys and girls, sometimes sitting separately, and were 

large. Exact figures for 1912 are only available for the West Elementary 
1 

School Where the average size of class in the Infants' Department was 

46 and in the Mixed Department was 48, but residents report class as of 

about 50 at the station Road Elementary School. also. Children usually 

sat 'penned in' three to a desk, and remained in the same classroom with 

the Same teacher for virtually every lesson of the day. 'There was no 

morning assembly to hold us together,' writes an old resident. 'We 

filed into our classrooms, repeated the Lord's Prayer, said grace at the 

end of the morning sessions (before partaking of dinner at home'), 

returned thanks at the beginning of the afternoon session and ended the 

day repeating the Lord's Prayer.' A Headmaster of the West School writes, 

'1 1 n 912 teaching Was fairly rigidly tied to the :5 Rs, to objeot lessons, 

to history with a capital HR" in order to promote national pride and 

Pat . t 
%'10 ism and to geography, with the aim of enhancing pride in the 

E!:npire.' P.l.aytime, 15 minutes morning and afternoon, was rather more 

relaxed though still under supervision with the girls and boys separated 

:into different seotions of the playground. The weekly routine was formal 

and repetitive, 'the same thing over and over again,' as an ex-pupil 

COllllnents. There were very occasional out-of-school activities, such as 

a "Iiolin olass organized at the West School by lsaac Crowther, the Head

lIiaster, which in 1910 had some 20 members, and the football team at --------------------------------------------------
1. 'rhe .§.chool Log of the Woodhouse West Elementary School. 1912. 
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Station Road. In 1912, the Woodhouse Express wrote of the latter 

that 'the Woodhouse Council schoolboys are very enthusiastic over their 
1 

tootbaU.· AU in all, however, school activities were not such as to 

tacUitate a very carefree atmosphere and the formal procedure cramped a 

great deal ot spontaneous interaction. The sense ot solidarity within 

each class, even amongst older children, was rarely more than moderate, 

though here and there very strong ties were established amongst smaller 

groups ot triends. 

Apart from the usual holidays, the school year offered little of 

teature. Certain special occasions, however, provided the opportunity 

tor an expression of wider solidarity. Every May 24th, Empire Day was 

dutifully observed, apparently with rather more enthusiasm at the West 

than at Station Road, when an attempt was made to inculcate youthful minds 

With nationalistic sentiments reaching out well beyond the extended dis

trict. A , PPropriate songs were sung, in 1909 those at the West being, 

'Jes h 
Us s all reign where er the sun,' 'What oan I do for England,' 'God 

bless the Prince of Wales,' 'Flag of Britain,' 'Home Sweet Home' and 

the National Anthem. ,2. Speeohes in similar vein were delivered and all 

the oh"l ' 
1 dren were expeoted to salute the Union Jack. That such efforts 

to . 
g1Ve children at least a moderate sense of national solidarity were not 

entir~y a faUure is borne out by the very enthusiastio reception given to -
1. lhe Eokington, Woodhouse and Stavelex Express. 19/10/12.' 
2. The School Log of the Woodhouse West Elementary School. 24/5/09. 
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EmPire Day celebration in Sheffield. 
WOodhouae ohildren from both Element~ Schools took part. 

(0 1906) 
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royal visitors in the area and by the eager celebration of royal 

occasions. One Woodhouse resident can still recall how excited she was 

to be taken with the Station Road pupils to wave to Queen Alexandra when 

she passed through Woodhouse Station. In June 1911, the schools had a 

week's holiday for the Coronation of King George V, and the Station Road 

Scholars a Coronation tea provided in the gardens of Netherfield Hall. 

All children received special mugs to celebrate the occasion, even today 

displayed with sane pride by old residents. 

In the early months of 1912 an event occurred which drew a good 

section of the scholars and the staff into interaction well above the 

norm; the miners' minimum wage strike. Prior to the commencement of 

this at the end of February, some poverty was already in evidence, 

particularly at the West. Children would come to school in very poor 

shoes, with odd and tattered socks and patches on their trousers. With 

the strike only just getting underway, Crowther noted: 'Soup dinners to 
1 

Poor children ••••• 85 scholars received a dinner of soup and bread.' 

Once the strike was underway the situation worsened rapidly; 'much 
2 

Poverty exists,' wrote Crowther in the school log. By the beginning of 

April 'free breakfasts' began at the West, over 200 children per day 

receiving cocoa, bread and margarine and soup. At Station Road over 100 

children a day were likewise provided for, James Morton, the headmaster, 

noting that' the whole staff have assisted in the distribution of the 
3 

~eakfasts.' The Easter holidays and the end of the strike brought this 

1. Ibid. 7/2/12. 
2. Ibid. 22/3/12. 
3. The School Log of the Station Road Elementary School, Woodhouse. It/lt/12. 
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servioe to an end. There is little doubt that, for a short period, 

neoessity had introduoed a new degree of at least staff, if not staff

pUpil, solidarity into school life. 

That school life as a whole rouSed only a weak sense of solidarity 

amongst ohildren oan be seen from the faot that many of them were all too 

keen to be off and out working when they reaohed 13. Even before this, 

part time jobs were oammon after school hours or in the holidays. By 10, 

lllany chUdren would be helping looal tradesmen and by 12, the boys 

'quarter-timing' at the pit head picking dirt out of the coal on the belts. 

'Ibe pupils at the Seoondary School had a shorter working day than 

those at the Elementary Sohools, 9.15 am. WltU 3.30 pm., in order to fit 

in with the times of trains running between Woodhouse and plaoes in the 

outlying parts. Holidays were somewhe. t longer. But this slight reduction 

of sohool hours was more than balanoed out by the interest and enthusiasm 

of soholars and staff who in the early days had the zest of oreating a new 
"' 

:i.nstitution. The school had opened in 1909 'when two or three olassrooms 
1 

\'Vere suffioient' to aooommodate the 35 pupils but, beoause, as the then 

Headmaster writes, 'we started with high hopes of what we should beoome in 
, 2 

the future,' numbers soon grew, by 1912 being up to 112 and by 1915 to 

l.4.2. The time-table was varied and flexible and the lessons more informal 

Besides the normal ourriculum, there were hockey and tennis for the girls, 

1. Magazine of the Woodhouse Seoondary Sohool; later known as the 
Woodhouse Gr8Illlllar Sohool. Woodnotes. May 1927. 

2. Ibid. April 1941. 
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and cross-country running, football and cricket for the boys. By 1910, 

there Was already a Sports Day in July, and a Speech Day in October, 

after which a 'spread' was laid out in the chemistry labs. for pupils 

and parents. At Christmas an annual dance for the scholars was very 

lll1ch looked forward to. Such f'reedom and vigour of' activity was con
very 

ducive to the establishment of' a/strong sense of' solidarity. 

W-gnif'icance 

There was only the minimum of opportunity f'or scholars at the two 

Elementary Schools to attain any real sense of' signif'icance through 

edUCational activities. Old scholars talk of' the frustration of' un-

fulfilled ambitions. A Headmaster of the West School writes, 'The 

edUcation then aimed to produce "good citizens," who fitted into their 

appointed places in the scheme of' things; were cogs almost, rather than 

fructif'ied individuals.' Now and then academic attainment was recognized 

by the teacher's complimentary remarks, or by having one's sums or drawing 

or composition pinned up on the classroom waU. It was a 'big honour' 

to be at the top of' the form and such distinction was unof'ficially recog

ll:1.zed at the West where' the cleverest sat on the back row." But higher 

education was a possibility only f'or the fortunate one or two who managed 

to wiri a scholarship to the Secondary School; the f'irs t record of' a 

. WOodhouse scholar being thus honoured coming in 1913. Very occasionally 

an opportunity came f'or those gifted in particular subjects to have their 

skill acknowledged; as, f'or example, in 1912, when 6 pupils from the West 
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had their drawings and models accepted by the V/est Riding for exhibition 

at the Royal Agricultural Show held that year at Doncaster. The Wood

house Express reporter wistfully commented that' it is to be hoped that 

the abilities of some of these promising scholars may find suitable 

outlets, but few openings seem to present themselves to children in this 
1 

district who show talent in their drawing.' 

The attitude of parents in large :part determined the store children 

lay by educational progress or achievement. A steadily growing number of 

parents took an active interest in the education ot their children and in 

such cases the children could take a pride in good work. The Elementary 

Schools held an annual Open Day, usually in March at the end of their 

School year. In 1912, the Woodhouse Express reported the event as 
I 

follows: At Station Road 'the school was crowded by a host of fathers, 

mothers and sisters ••••• The visitors passing from room to room, freely 

expressed their delight at what they saw, and commented upon the advance-
2 

lIlent and advantages of the up-to-date education.' Whilst 'perhaps the 

IIlcst successful Parents' Day ever held at the West took place ••••• when 

1ts peaceful precincts were invaded by large numbers of greatly interested 

parents. It was pleasing to rub shoulders with so many fathers - more 

th1stime than ever - who found themselves amid surroundings reminiscent 
3 

of their bygone school days.' But stUl the most general attitude was - 22/6/12. 1. The Eck~ton, Woodhouse and Staveley Express. 
2. !bid. 303/12. 
3. Ibid. 13/4/12. -
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that school provided a useful basic grOWlding for the child, yet had to 

give way pretty sharply to the economic necessity of getting him out to 

Work as soon as possible. to help supplement the family budget. The 

lieadmaster of the Secondary School stated, at the Speech Day there in 

1912, that their own recruitment had been hindered by the fact that 'the 
1 

chUdren were sent to work in the mines' at the first opportunity. Girls 

too were soon sent into 'service' or involved in helping look after the 

home. In June 1912, Morton wrote in the Station Road Elementary School 

log book that 'owing to repeal of the bye laws allowing children to leave 

at 13 with necessary attendances (they now had the chance of leaving 

earlier provided a case could be made out by parents), many applications 
2 

have been made' and in that month the Handsworth Education Sub-committee 
't, 

had 89 applications before it for full-time exemption. J>.:n:y impression 

that the child's attainments at school were of lasting worth was thereby 

Soon shattered. As one old resident puts it, 'Once you left school, 

that Was that.' .. 
Educational-activities at the Secondary School, and no do:ul?t at those 

Schools attended by the children from more wealthy families outside the 

lOcal district, offered far more scope for the attainment of a sense of 

S:i.grt\ficance than at' the Elementary Schools. One of the first Woodhouse 

chUdren to win a scholarship from the Elementary to the Secondary School 

writes, 'The change from one school to the other was so startling - it -
1. Ibid. 16/11/12. ' 
2. TheSchool Log of the Station Road Elementary School, Woodhouse. 

17/6/12. ' 
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seemed as if I had left a cage to roam those "fresh woods and pastures 

new," that our Head so often spoke of and subsequently led us into.' 

Here educational achievement was a means to a really worthwhile and status 

bearing career. In 1912, the Headmaster of the Secondary School, John 

Buckley, reported a dozen or more outstanding exam1na;tion successes. By 

1922, old scholars had between them gained 11 university degrees, several 

Of these going to Woodhouse students. On the sports field also, 'colours' 

\Vere attainable for good perfonnances at games. The pupils' sense of 

Significance was further enhanced by public recognition of their skills on 

Speech Day and Sports Day, which parents, following the progress of their 

Sons and daughters with real interest, regularly attended and which gave 

oPPortunity for them to mix socially with staff and students. 

~CIAL STRUCTURE 

§.Qlidari ty 

A very strong sense of solidarity within certain small group:J at both 

Elementary Schools in part resulted from the fact that, with little influx 

Of new families into the area in the first decade of this Century, 

children remained with the same group of schoolmates throughout their 

education, classes being relatively undisturbed by the entrance of new

comers' or, incidentally, by promotion and relegation. 'We were all 

brought up together and went through the same classes together,' comments 

an old scholar. By the age of 13, therefore, some very strong friendships 

had developed, one old man who states that he detested every minute of 
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school nevertheless acknowledges that he firs t met his wife therel 

Although some children from intermediate class homes tended to think some 

of their schoolmates 'a bit rwn and a bit dirty,' social distinctions did 

not loan very large within the classroom. However, a very strong sense 

of solidarity tended to be restricted mainly to school friends within the 

chUd's own age group and usually to those of the same sex. 

The relationship between children and staff at the Elementary Schools 

Was not a close one and did very little to enhance solidarity throughout 

the school. The bond was generally of an impersonal nature. One ex-

PUpil writes, 'Teachers for the most part were held in great respect and 

nick-names for them not indulged in.' Despite this attitude of 'respect' 

Illaintaining discipline was a fairly full-time occupation for certain 

tnembers of staff, and now and then incidents of near revolt, occurred. One 

~esident recalls vividly the occasion when a boy threw his clog at the 

lieadmaster of the West School and another the time when a teacher was 

bOmbarded with ink-wells. It was a common occurrence for certain recalci

t~ant children to play truant for occasional half or whole days 'defying 

the law,' as the Headmaster of the West School put it. 'Following the 

hunt, was a particular attraction for some of the boys and, when the former 

PaSsed through Woodhouse in the summer months, the sound of the horn was 

the s~ for a number of children 'to fade,' returning next day for the 

eXpected 4 strokes- This form of punishment was a generally accepted 

thing and old pupils still talk about the cane with a sense of bravado, 

but the frequency with which it was administered and the problem of doing 
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So with fairness meant that a strong teacher-pupil relationship was 

established only infrequently. 

The Headmasters, who were in the best position to be symbolic figures 

(see Chapter VI, 4,) within the School, were in fact rarely encountered 

by most pupils except when they had to go and visit them on formal business 

or to receive 'the skutch,' a caning. One old resident writes of MOrton, 

the Headmaster of the Station Road Elementary School; 'I never regarded 

him as a father figure - he was tucked away in his office, which we invari

ably walked past on tip-toe, lowering our voices to a whisper (why, I 

don't know, because he was no monster). He seemed too remote, associated 

with the spartan side of school life - discipline, punishments, dressing 

downs and canings. The fact that there were no morning assemblies meant 

that there was little to connect us as a school to him as Head.' 

Discipline was not made any easier, or teachez-pupil solidarity 

enhanced, by a small but vociferous section of parents who would protest 

Yigorously to the Headmaster or teacher it their child was ever singled 

out for punishment. In 1909, Crowther at the Vies t School records that 

one father, who had refused to send his daughter to school because of an 

alleged insult, stormed into the classroom one day shouting 'I'll b ••••• 
1 

Well go down the line for i tl I'll let him see who's gafferl' In 1913, 

a IDother with a boy at the Wes t School ended up in Derl>y gaol for a week 

. because of the continual abuse she hurled at teachers as they passed her 

~ the street. 

1. The School Log ot the Woodhouse West Elementary School. 6/7/09. 
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The staff at both Elementary Schools experienced a strong sense 

of solidarity amongst themselves. This was due as much as anything 

to the length of time they had spent together, in 1908, the Woodhouse 

Express noted that the staff' at the Station Road Elementary School was, 

for the first time for many years, seeing some changes. Morton hims elf 
-, 

had been Headmaster of' the Endowed School in Woodhouse before it closed 

in 1889, and the pupils transferred to Station Road, whilst Crowther had 

been in charge of nearby Birley School since 1893, before moving to take 

charge of the West when it opened in 1900. Atkin records that Station 
1 

Road Elementary 'was often referred to as "Morton's School",' in part 

because Morton, his wife and three of' his daughters taught there. 'No 

teachers went there unless they were pals of' his,' remarks an ex-pupil. 

Common bonds between members of' staff', and to some extent between staff 

and pupils, were also strengthened by the f'act that a majority of the 

former lived locally. 'Our teachers seemed to be permanent fixtures,' 

writes a resident, 'possibly because they had their homes in the village 

and several were middle-aged or approaching that state.' 

The two Elementary Schools serving Woodhouse lay at either end of 

the local district, one (the West School) at the 'Top' and the other 

(Station Road School) at the 'Bottom'. The division of Woodhouse into 

two major catchment areas for the purposes of Elementary education, 

~entioned above, end the clear separation and distinction of' Top and -
l. Atkin, E. 

1086-1953. 
Historical Notes end Memories of Woodhouse, 
(unpublished), 1954-. p.l60. 
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Bottom Schools, helped to foster amongst the children and staff an 

informal rivalry, which still lasts on in the conversation of old ex

pupils today. A ttachment to the school as such was thus a little 

strengthened for some by territorial location. 

The children attending the Secondary School got on together extremely 

Well, a situation facilitated by the fact that many were from a similar 

Social background. The Woodhouse pupils were mainly from the top class 

or independent intennediate class of residents. The friendships made at 

school often lasted for life and numerous old Woodhouse scholars still 

enjoy getting together to reminisce about the good old days. 'We had 

some lovely times there,' remarks one. Buckley, the first Headmaster 

of the Secondary School, recalls an incident concerning two English 

Soldiers who, meeting on the Gallipoli Peninsula in 1915 and recognizing 

each other as old boys of the Secondary School, 'then produced from their 

scanty pocket room their school badges, and renewed their former fellow-
1 

ship.' At school the pupils were not only divided into classes, but 

also into 'houses t which drew them together across the different age 

groupings. The hous es were named 'Rotherwood,' 'Sherwood, , , Ivanhoe t 

and 'Hallam. t 'The~e names,' wrote Buckley, 'smack of the soil, and 

they remind us never to forget the rocks from whioh we are hewn, and the 
2 

Pits from which we are digged. t 

'-1. Buckley, S. (ed.) John Buckley (1865-19~). Kendal, 1946. p.77. 
2. Magazine of the Woodhouse Secondary School; later known as the 

. Woodhouse Grammar School. Woodnotes. Jan. 1943. 
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The relationship between children and staff was informal and 

friendly. Buckley writes of the early clays; 'We were rather like a 

large family than (sic) a School. Both pupils and staff came into close 

touch with each other, and we soon knew each other intimately. A very 

friendly atmosphere was engendered, and my ideal of making the School a 

place to which pupils would be attracted rather than being compelled to 
1 

attend, soon showed itself. ' One old scholar states that the staff 

'helped with outside things like taking children for hikes into Derbyshire -

and did things for school plays, etc. - they weren't for ever rushing off 

somewhere. They gave us (the pupils) the feeling that they were stable, 

mature, reliable people.' 

Buckley himself was certainly a symbolic figure for the school, both 

with regard to children and staff. 'He assumed the role of father figure 

easily and naturally, and moulded the school into a coherent whole,' writes 

an old pupil. In tributes paid to him after his death an old scholar 

wri tea, 'Ere the (firs t) term was ended our Head, whom we had thought so 
2 

stern, was our beloved "fa" and as such he remained to his life's end.' 

Another writes, 'We, his old pupils, will carry out into the world the 

spirit of co-operation and mutual help implanted with (sic) us by our 
3 

Head. ' Much of the affection which bound children and staff to the 

school when attending and after leaVing was focused on John Buckley. -
1. Ibid. April 1941. 
2. 'ibid. Jan. 1945. 
3. Ibid. May 1927. 
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Significance 

The organization of the two Elementary Schools provided very little 

scope for the attainment of a sense of significance. The only official 

position of any note was fo~ monitor, but, though some pupils regarded 

it as something of a privilege to collect and give out exercise books, 

empty the waste-paper basket, fetch chalk for the teachers, and be called 

by their Christian name (Where the teacher would usually address the rest 

of the class by their full name or their surname alone), others felt it 

Was merely a chore. An old pupil comments that one was far more likely 

to command respect amongst one's peers if one possessed a tennis ball, 

for the loan of which at playtime 'you could be captain as well as take 

all the comers and free kicks!' 

At the Secondary School, membership of one of the higher grade edu-

cational institutions of the day was denoted by the boys wearing green 

caps and the girls wearing green knitted caps, all with a special school 

badge on. The school crest was 'an eagle soaring up to the empyrean,' 
1 

and the motto, 'Summum petite,' (aim at the highest), both crest and 

motto indicating a very different attitude to status achievement than 

existed at the Elemeritary Schools. Buckley writes; 'In a short time 

those ''Who derided us came to look upon becoming a meniber of our School 
2 

as a great honour.' . In the early days there was no Head Boy or Head 

1. Buckley, S. (ea:) John Buckley (1865-1944). Kendal, 194.6. p.77. 
2. Magazine of the Woodhouse Secondary School; later known as the 

Woodhouse Grammar School. Woodnotes. April 1941. 
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Girl, but a prefectorial system was in the process of being developed. 

The staff experienced considerable role 'attachment' as well as 

'commitment' in their work and Buckley notes of his first few years in 
1 

Woodhouse that 'I simply lived for the School.' 

,NON-PARTICIPANTS 

As an elementary school education was compulsory at this time, all 

children participated with varying degrees of regularity in the life of 

the local schools. Where there were absentees, these were usually away 

because of the normal reasons. In 1907, the Headmaster of the West 

School attributed what absenteeism there was to sickness, assisting at 

home, defying the law and lack of adequate clothing, with 6 cas es of 
2 

children then having 'no boots.' The degree to which parents did or 

did not take an active interest in the education of their children has 

already been touched On above. 

'ilie Secondary School, though commanding a great deal of loyalty 

from staff, pupils and parents of the latter, aroused a considerable 

amount of opposition in the local district, especially prior to the First 

World War. Buckley wri tea , 'Our efforts were scrutinised with not too 
3 

sympathetic, critical eyes; the general attitude was one of aloofness.' 

'Many of the people,' he states, 'called it a "white elephant," and said .-
1. BucklBY, S. (ed.) John Buckley (1865-194lt:). Kendal, 1946. p.84. 
2. The School Log of the Woodhouse West Elementary School. Jan. 1907. 
3. Magazine of the Woodhouse Secondary School; later known as the Woo~ , , 

house Grammar School. Woodnotes. May 1927. 
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1 
it would be a great burden on the rates.' In 19l2, at the annual 

Speech Day, the Woodhouse Express reported the Chairman as saying that 

'some time ago the Secondary School was looked ~pon in a very cold manner, 
2 

but he hoped that time had passed.' But a week later a Woodhouse 

'working man' expressed himself' as f'ollows in a letter to the local press: 

'Having read the report of' the prize day at the Secondary School, I was 

much struck by the tone of' all the speakers. From the beginning to the 

end the theme was that the working class parents should deny themselves 

of' all privileges to send their children to the Secondary School ••••• 

Do the speakers consider the position of' a working man with his present 

Wages and a family to keep? Can a man do his duty a t home and let his 

boys and girls stay at school untU they are sixteen or seventeen years 

of age, and become, as was stated, an asset of the nation? I think that 

When lads get to that age, and their fathers have to toil to keep them, 
3 

they should be an asset of the father.' Buckley believes that the 

force of the opposition had been spent by 1914, but, for a while, it would 

seem that the 'incoming' of the Secondary School was regarded by the more 

Wealthy as rivalling the excellent education they had arranged for their 

own children outside'the local district, and by a certain section of 

Working class residents as a challenge to the accepted pattern of' ed~ -
·1. Buckley, S. (ed.) John Buckley (1865=19Wt). Kendal, 1946. p.73. 

2. The Eck~ona Woodhouse and Staveley Express. 16/11/12. 
3. ~ 23. U/l2. 
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ca tion and work. Even the other local schools were antagonistic at 

first and Buckley comments, 'We certainly did not receive the good 

wishes of the community. Prejudice and actual dislike existed in the 

Elementary Schools toward us. In coming to school, our pupUs were 

openly reviled and abused. It is difficult to conceive a more dis-
1 

tressing beginning.' Nevertheless, local opposition in these early 

days also helped to bind the pupils and staff together in defence of 

what they ardently believed to be a very challenging and exciting 

educational venture. 

SUMMING UP 

In 1912, the very large majority of Woodhouse chUdren were edu

cated within the local district. Most attended the Station Road or 

West Elementary Schools, from the age of about 5 untU that of 13, whilst 

a few, mainly from top or independent intermediate class families, were 

educated privately, at the Woodhouse Dual Secondary School, or sometimes 

right outside the local district. Attempts to organize adult education 

classes were not successful. 

A very strong s.~se of solidarity existed amongst small groups of 

children attending the two Elementary Schools. Friendships were mainly 

confined to chUdren of similar age and the same sex, and resulted from 

the fact that most of them had been bom and bred in the same locality and 

passed through the school in a relatively unchanged and undisturbed group. 

1. Buckley, S. (ed.) John Buckley (1865=19410. Kendsl, 1946. p.74. 
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But beyond the range of the small group, solidarity was Jmlch less 

evident. Within the class as a whole it was only moderately strong. 

This was the consequence of numerous limiting factors, such as the large 

size of classes, cramped seating arrangements, a narrow range of subjects 

taught formally 'fran the front,' and strict discipline. Although the 

geographical location of the schools (West v. East), and the catchment 

area from which the children were drawn, engendered slight local rivalry, 

the Elementary Schools as a whole commanded only a .!!2!!s sense of attach

ment amoIlgs t the children. For the staff, in part due to the many years 

spent by them in the same institution, the sense of belonging was strong. 

Neither Headmaster assumed the role of a truly symbolic figure for his 

school, and the pupil-teacher bond was on the whole a ~ one. The 

miners' strike of 1912 did, however, throw chUdren and especially staff 

more closely together, through the attempt to meet the needs of the poor 

and badly fed famUies. Strenuous efforts by the schools succeeded 

from time to time in giving the children a moderate sense of national 

pride, a sentiment strengthened by the great stress laid on the importance 

of the Royal Family and the keen interest taken in their visits to the 

extended district. 

At the Secondary School, the sense of solidarity amongst pupUs, 

most of whom came from a similar social background, was very strong. 

Classes were much smaller in number, subjects very varied, and a good 

deal of freedom of expression permitted. Very strong attachment to the 
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school as a whole was engendered especially by the numerous activities 

and events outside the classroom; games, outings, drama, Sports Day, 

Speech Day, etc. The house system helped in drawing pupils together 

across the various age groups in fostering team spirit. The bond 

between scholars and teachers was strong, especially in the pioneering 

days of the school when local opposition helped to knit them all together. 

The Headmaster was here a thoroughly symbolic figure. 

Children at the Elementary Schools attained only a ~ sense of 

significance. Though parents were just beginning to take a more positive 

interest in the education of their children, school for most pupils was 

an accepted duty, and for some just a bore. Children could gain little 

recognition of their academic or other abilities, and there was virtually 

no scope for the exercise of personal initiative or responsibility. The 

pupil was by and large a passive recipient ot information. It is not 

surprising that almost all the children were extremely eager to be off 

into the world at 1.3 or, if possible, earlier. 

A very different situation existed at the Secondary School. Here 

the whole institution was geared to enabling children to reach their full 

potential, both academically and in other fields, and most attained a 

very strong sense of significance through one channel or 6nother. Edu-

. cation was seen and prized as a vital means of achieving a status bearing 

career, and children were actively encouraged in their studies at every 
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turn by staff and parents. Significance was further enhanced by 

the children's and teachers' consciousness that each was part of an 

up-and-coming higher educa tional ea tablishment. 



7. RELIGION 

INTRODUCTION 

The religious organizations in Woodhouse in 1912 were as 

foUows:-

Denomination 

Society of 
Friends 

Wealeyan Metho
dist Church 

Congregational 
Church 

Mormons 

Uni ted Meth0d18 t 
Free Church 

Primitive Metho
dist Church 

. Saint James' 
Church of England 

Salvation Arm:s 

Firs t active in 
Woodhouse 

Mid 17th century 

La te 18th Century 

Early 19th century 

c l848 

1850 

c 1866 

c 1885 

Da te Church bull t and 
location 

1885 Meetinghouse Lane 
Adul t School 
Institute -
Sheffield Road 

1879 Chapel Street 

1877 Bei.ghton Road . 
Sunday School -
Mal thous e Lane 

cottage meetings - Sheffield 
Road 

Sunday School - the Old 
Assembly Rooms, Tannery 
Street 

1889 Chapel street 

1905 Chapel street 

1878 Tithe Bam Lane 
Sunday School -
Endowed School, 
Waterslaeks Lane 

An old barn, Tannery Street 
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Local members of the Church of England had looked to Handsworth, 

jus t aver a mile away across the valley to the North, as their place 

of worship for many years, but, in 1878, the local Anglican Church of 

Saint James was consecrated as the head of a separate Woodhouse Parish, 

carved out of the Ancient Parish of Handaworth. 

In 1912, all the Woodhouse churches were associated with an organ

izational grouping, diocese, district, division, etc., centred on 

Sheffield. Several churches, however, bed close links with other places 

reaching well out into the extended district. The United Methodists, 

for example, were in a far flung circuit stretching from Sheffield to 

Eckington in the south and Mexborough in the north-east and the Primitive 

Methodists belonged to the Rotherham Circuit spreading out to the east 

as far as Rawmarsh. The Society of Friends and Salvation A:rmy were in 

touch with sister bodies almost as far afield. 

PARTICIPANm 

The strength of the Woodhouse churches in 1912 is hard to assess 

because of the lack of adequate or canparable figures. However, it 

appears that the Wesleyans were the largest body, in 1919, the tirst 

date when names on fiUl extant roll are accurately recorded, having 143 

tull members.- The Parish Church was also strong and, in 1912, Easter 
1 

Day ccmnunicants rose to 'a record number' of 154-- In 1908, the 

-
1. Woodhouse Parish Church Magazine. :May 1912. 
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Woodhous e Express reported that 'the Salvation Army ••••• has greatly 
1 

increased in number and quality,' an old local Salvationist reporting 

that the Woodhouse Corps was about 80 strong at this time. In 1912, 

the Congregational Church had an official membership of 76 and the United 

Methodist Church of 45. Though figures are not available for the Society 

of Friends and the Primitive Methodist Church, these two bodies had un

doubtedly the smallest membership during this period. No information 

of any note exists about the Mormons, it being doubtful whether more than 

one or two families were ever really closely connected with this group. 

Official figures, such as those just mentioned, give little indi

cation of the number of 'adherents' linked with the churches and of the 

impact of the latter on the affairs of the local district. Congregations 

were always weU in excess of formal membership retums. Again, however, 

it is difficult to obtain precise figures. The only attempt to count 

the number of churchgoers in Woodhouse was made by a Congregational 

Minister who was resident in tile local district between 1889 and 1905. 

At some unspecified time during this period a band of helpers observed 

that, OD one particular Sunday, adult morning congregations totalled 620 
2 

and adult evening congregations 853. Totalling the adult congregations 
" 

reported by o~d residents for the period just prior to the First World 

War, it would seem that number had dropped slightly to about 500 adul ta 

. OD a Sunday morning and 650 OD a Sunday evening. Although many people 

-
1. The E ress. 4/1/08. 
2. Ibid. -
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attended both morning and evening service, these tigures indicate that 

some 20% to 25% ot the adult population worshipped regularly. On 

Sundays, especially at the morning service when the ladies were often at 

home preparing the Sunday dinner, men would be as prominent as women in 

the congregation. Very tew residents, other than a comparatively small 

number ot Roman Catholics going over to their Parish Church at Handsworth, 

went outside the local die trict to worship and only a handful came in. 

All the churches, with the possible exception ot the Society ot 

Friends, provided an important meeting ground tor children. The number 
1 

on the roll ot the various Sunday Schools as returned tor 1912 is as 

tollows:-

Sunday School Scholars Teachers 

Church ot England (including the 
Woodhouse Mill Mission Church) 400 35 

United Methodist Church 230 34-

Wesleyan Church 228 51 

Primitive Methodist Church 220 25 

Sal va tion Arrlr3 163 19 

Congregational Church 90 15 

Society ot Friends 20 2 

Total 1.J.a 181 

-
1. .Annual Whi tsuntide Processions. Order ot Service and annual Return 

ot Scholars and Teachers in each Woodbouse Sunday School. The 
tigures tor 1912 being those returned in 1913. 



In 1912, therefore, the number of children on the roll of one or 

other of the Sunday Schools was 1,351. Although the ages of the 

scholars are not mentioned, it is certain that the majority were between 

5 and 13 years old, and that thus well over 5OCfo (perhaps even as many as 

75}&) of Woodhouse children in this age group attended Sunday School at 

some time during the year. Attendance every Sunday was somewhat less 
1 

marked, but figures reported, in March 1912, by the Wesleyans showed 

that, in their case, during the preceding 12 months, the average morning 

attendance had been 40%, and the average atternoon attendance 48%, ot 

.!!! those children on the roll. Even taking into account that a number 

of children attended both morning and afternoon, this still represents a 

high regular weekly a tt~ndance. It could well be, theretore, that almost 

halt the Woodhouse children went to Sunday School regularly at this time. 

lI8JlY Woodhouse tamilies who rarely attended church were brought into 

contact with the latter through the various 'rites de passage.' The 

Parish Church was dominant in this connection- In 1912, the clergy there 
2 

carried out 'baptisms every Sunday at three, and every Wednesday at six,' 

such frequency obviously being necessary as, during that year, 179 child

ren were baptized. In the tive years, 1908 to 1912 inclusive, an average 
3 . 

of 201 children per "year were baptized at the Parish Church, only 5.5% 

ot the parents living outside the &rish. On the other hand, baptisms 

1. The Eokington, Woodhouse and Staveley Ex:press. 10/3/12. 
2. Woodhouse Parish Church Magazine. Jan. 1912. 
3. Woodhouse Parish Church. Register of Baptisms. 
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at the other Woodhouse churches were very tew in DUmber, perhaps no more 

than half' a dozen a year. 'Churching' was a regular practice and many 

mothers believed that a visit to the Parish Church was essential betore 

neighbours could cross their threshold with impunity atter a child had 

been born in the hane. The clergy also otticiated at the large majority 

of' weddings, in 1912, 42 couples being married at the Parish Church, only 

5% ot the women and 24% of' the men residing prior to marriage outside 

the Parish. For the years 1908 to 1912 inclusive,- the average number ot 

weddings there per year was 41. ot those buried at the Woodhouse cemetery 

in 1912 (cremation was unheard of' then), a mere 8% had died outside the 

Parish, and all ot these in Sheffield hospitals. 

SOCIAL ACTION 

Solidarity 

By far the busies t day tor regular churchgoers was Sunday, the full 

time-table of the United Methodist Church outlined below being by no means 
.. 

exceptional. 

7.00 am. Prayer meeting 

9.30 am. Sunday School 

10.30 am. Morning service 

2.00 pm. Sunday School 

3.00 pm. Pleasant Sunday Afternoon (October - March) 

6.00 pm. Evening service 

7.30 pm. Prayer meeting 
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This was the hey-day of the Pleasant Sunday Afternoon, or • the 

P.S.A.' as it was always called, and in 1912 such events were running 

at the Congregational, the Primitive Methodist and the United Methodist 

churches. The latter, however, was by far the most popular and, started 

in 1891, was by this time at or just over its peak. In 1908, the 

Woodhouse Express conmented on a previous Sunday afternoon: 'At the 

Uni ted Methodist church, there was as usual a :full house, extra seats 
1 

being necessary in the aisles.' One member of that Church estimates 

that the average weekly attendance was then in the region of 300. Other 

notable Sunday events were the Christian Union at the Wesleyan Church, 

which catered for up to 75 men and women wery Sunday afternoon, the 

Friends' Adult School which, in March 1908, attracted 78 in the morning 
2 

and over 200 in the wening of its third anniversary and the • open-airs' 

organized by the Salvation Army. The latter were held round the village 

Cross on Saturday and Sunday nights and, states one resident, 'you could 

hardly squeeze past' so large was the crowd which stopped to watch and 

listen. 

The week-day time-table was almost as tulle Amongst children, the 

Band of Hope (Band ot Love at the Salvation Army) and the Junior Christian 

Endeavour were best attended. The fomer was a popular type of get 

together with songs, solos, recitations and talks. In 1908, it was reportee 

-
1. The Eck~ton, Woodhouse and Staveley Express. 
2. ~ 2 3/08. 

2&13/08. 



that the Wealeyan Band of Hope had 80 girls and 77 boys on the roll 

with an average weekly attendanoe of 75. In February 1908, about 250 

attended a Band of Hope tea at the United Methodist Church. For YO\Dlg 

people, 'one of the beat attended meetings was the Parish Churoh Girls' 

Guild whioh, in 1912, held an annual fSnoy dreas ball (danoing 7.00 pm. 

until 1.00 am.) attraoting about 120 people. In April of that year, 150 

people were present at another Girls' Guild danoe at the Endowed Sohool. 

For young men, many ot the ohurches provided sporting aotivities. 1he 

various elevens seem to have been tormed, disbanded and retormed with 

some regularity during these years, but, in 1908, there is evidenoe ot at 

least 5 football and 6 oricket teams linked with the ohurches. Not all 

'Was peaoe within, however, in 1912 the Parish Churoh Football Club being 

expelled from the Sunday Sohool League for keeping a bogus register, 

playing men under wrong names and fielding inelligible men on 4.8 
1 

oocasions. Two religious bodies had more elaborate sports olubs. One 

of these 'Was run by the Congregational Church who, in 1908, turned an old 
2 

mal thouse into a 'gymnasiwn,' by 1909 this olub having a membership of 

about 50. 1he Society of Friends, in 1906, sponsored a Sooial Institute, 

open dally from 9.00" am. to 10.00 pm.., for 'billiards, bagatelle and other 
3 . 

games' whioh, by 1912, in addition to football and oricket, ran a fishing 

olub and harriers \ team of some repute. 

1. ~ 13/1/12. 
2. Woodhouse gongregational Churoh Magazine. 1909. 
3. A tkin, E. Historioal Notes and Memories of Woodhouse, 

1086-1953. p.82. 
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For adults, the weekly round of church activities was equally 

busy, though many of them were also involved in the meetings and events 

just mentioned. The Methodists held olass meetings regularly, many 

chu:rclles had mid-week services ot one sort or another and all (apart from 

the Society of Friends) had choirs and choir-practices. Ladies Sewing 

Meetings (or Work Parties) ran in at least four churches. One of the 

most popular of the regular week-night activities was run by the Wesleyens. 

This was called the 'Woodhouse Wesley Guild' in 1912, though, for sane 

time before this, and again from October 1913 onwards, it was known by 

its more accurate title of the 'Woodhouse Wealeyan Literary Society.' 

The <illscuasion of literary classics was the main interest, and in this 

meeting the more artioulate members of many local churches spoke and 

shared their views. At the turn of the Century, official membership 

was as high as 193, although numbers actually attending weekly would have 

been considerably less. In 1912, the Woodhouse Express reported that 
1 

76 people were present on a particular evening in February. 

The variety and frequency of these Sunday and weekly activities led, 

in time, to the establishment of a very strong sense of solidarity amongst 

the large number of residents regularly attending them- Many of those 

who did not always go to church on Sundays were also drawn in, and the 

influence of the churches, as social and educational as well as religious 

centres, was considerable throughout the local district. Solidarity 

1. The Eckington. Woodhouse and Stavele:y Express. 3/2/l2. 
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was further enhanced by the regular dissemination of news about the 

activities and members ot the varioua organizations. In 1912, monthly 

magazines were being produced by the Parish Church (tirst published in 

1888), the Wesleyan Chureh (begun in 1889) and the Congregational Chureh 

(tirst published in 1909). Circulation figures were large, but the only 

preeise infomation is tor 1892, when the Pariah Church was producing 700 

copies a month. 

The regular and trequent weekly activities organized by the churches 

were supplemented by 'specials' throughout the year. At the Parish 

Church the peak events were probably Easter and Harvest Festival, whilst 

at the Free Churehes a whole host ot annual celebrations vied tor pride 

ot place. Sunday School Anniversaries perhaps here headed the list with 

churches packed tor these events throughout June and July. Easter, tor 

the !ree Churches, was a time ot cantatas and teas. Harvest Festivals 

were also very popular, in September 1912, the Salvation Army reporting 
1 

'splendid meetings and good congregations', and. 'Christmas Day was a day 
2 

ot music in the village :from early morning to late evening' with bands 

and ohurch choirs out in strength. 

" To this series ot annual events, the churches now and then added 

other ·special eftorts_ One notable event in 1912, bringing a large 

nwnber ot residents together, was a rural tete organized by the Parish 

1. 
2. in Woodhouse b 
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Church on Feast Wednesday. All kinds of competitions and entertain-

ments were arranged for the day and the Woodhouse Express estimated 
1 

that about 1,000 people were present. The organizer afterwards 

commented on the occasion; 'From a social point of view the fete 

afforded ample opportunities for our cCllgregations to fraternise and 

rub shoulders with one another, thus fostering the sentiment ot loyalty 

which is so essential to the weltare of the corporate lite on one's 

beloved Church, and it was pleasant to see the interest in the proceedings 
2 

and to note the many happy greetings taking place.' 

So m~h tor the many regular activities and events taking place in 

connection with each particular church, which all in all engendered a 

very strong sense ot solidarity. Between the churches, interaction 

was much less intense. Intormally, members would visit each other's 

'special' services, notably Sunday School Anniversaries and Barves t 

Festivals, whilst other activities, such all the United Methodists' P.S.A., 

the Friends' Adult School and the Wesleyan Literary Society attracted 

people of every denanination. But organized joint meetings were tew 

and tar between, the only regular one ot importanoe being the annual 

Whitsuntide gathering. By 1912, all churches participated, but there 
. 

is no evidence ot the Parish Church or Society of Friends being involved 

in the procession betore 1908. (The tormer was certainly not involved 

1. The Eckington, Woodhouse and Staveley Expreas. 2lt/8/12. 
2. WoodhOHSe Parish Church Magazj.ne. Sept. 1912. 
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1 2 
in 1903 or the latter in 1899.) In 1912, 'punctually at two o'clock 

(on Wbi tsuntide Sunday and Monday), the' procession left the Meeting 

House end headed by the Handsworth Woodhouse Prize Band ••••• marched 

along Tannery Street, Chapel Street, end Cross street, picking up as it 
3 

swept along, the contingents trom. the various Sunday Schools en route.' 

Hymns were then sung round the Cross, atter which the various Sunday 

Schools dispersed, on the Monday going to their own churches tor tea 

followed by games until darkness in a field lent by a local councUlor. 

This was the time of the year when scholars and teachers turned out in 

tun force and well over 1,000 children alone would be in the procession 

and gatbered round the Cross. It was also a family occasion and 'on 

each day, there was a very large gathering ot parents and f'riends to hear 
4-

the singing.' Nevertheless, the level of actWll interaction between the 

scholars, teachers and members of the different churches does Dot appear 

to have been high; all the Sunday Schools marched separately and re-

mained in their respective ccmpanies untU the dispersal. The tea and 

games OD the Monday were not inter-church affairs. It would seem, there

fore, that the event figured more than anything else as a ceremonial 

drama, the manifest tunctiOD of which was to demonstrate the numerical 

1. Woodhouse Parish Ch!U"oh Magazine. July 1903. 
2. Woodhouse Wesleyen Church Magazine. June 1899. 
3. The Ecktlfion, Woodhouse and Stavele,I Express. 
4-. !bid. 12. -

1/6/12. 



The Whitsuntide Demonstration. 
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strength of the various religious bodies, over against the non-

churchgoing populace. The fact that the annual procedure was, by 1912, 

already formalized and that the focus of attention was the children 

rather than the adults, amongst whom diff'erences of' church allegiance 

were stronger, facilitated a corporate show of strength which otherwise 

might have been tar less easy to mount. 

The problem of' organizing united ventures isbome out by an event 

peculiar to 1912, the miners' minimum wage strike, which lasted from the 

end of February until early April. The Salvation Army were very soon 

in the field, operating independently, and 'were busy with reliet tickets 
1 

end giving soup and bread away at the Hall ter six weeks. • But in the 

f'ace ot great hardship in the area, it was not until the strike had run 

over 3 weeks that a general meeting ot the Woodhouse churches was convened 
2 

to consider what they could do to help, and a reliet tund started. Good 

work: was then done and a large sum collected and distributed, but the 

tardiness with which the larger churches joined forces in this real 
as well as 

emergency was a sign that, as yet, they were reticent about,/inexperienced 

in,ection ot a joint nature, and that an overall sense ot solidarity was 

relatively weak. 

-
1. 
2. 

The Woodhouse Salvation Army. CorpS Histo:r;,y. 
The Eokington. Woodbouse and staveley Express. 

( Unpublished) 
30/3/12. 



Significance 

Sunday services and prayer meetings in themselves provided consid

erable opportunity tor selt-expression. Free vocal participation was 

still common and 'Hallelujah" 'Amen" and 'Bless the Lordl' were often 

heard in Free Church services. A resident recalls how at prayer meetings 

at the United Methodist Church one old gentleman used to kneel ceremoni

ously on a big red handkerchief and thump the table. Another would 

stamp his teet. 

Weekly activities gave considerable scope for old and young to gain 

a sense of significance. Musical talent, for example, found a~e means 

of expression. The choirs regularly performed cantatas and anthems and. 

gave concerts. Now and then a 'promotion' perfo~nce was arranged to 

assist the reputation and finances of those with especial ability. In 

19l2, the Wesleyans aITanged a recital by one of their members, Cathy . 

Leadbetter who was a violinist and elocutionist of great ability, to help 
. 1 
'a rising artist.' Instrumentalists often joined the Salvation Army 

Band; in 1912, this was some 20 strong and a few years later the numbers 

had risen to 32. :he Wesleyan Orchestra was by no means a 'closed-shop.' 

An advertisement which appeared. in the Woodhouse Express in 1908 ran as 

follows: 'Woodhouse Wesleyan Orchestral Society bave a fflif vacancies. 

Ladies and Gentlemen who attend sane Place of Worship, and who are desirous 

of becoming members, should make immediate written application to the 
-



1 
Secretary ••••• ' 

Participation in other activities likewise offered scope for self'-

expression and a sense ot tulfilment. At the Wesleyan Literary Society, 

mentioned betore, members took the lead in introducing the works ot 

Dickens or Kingsley or Thackeray and regularly joined in the ensuing 

discussion. Debates were often held. The Society attracted a tair 

cross-section of residents from John Buckley, headmaster ot the Secondary 
2 

School, 'to the humble miner groping his way through a Tolstoyan novel,' 

but all seemed to find the evening extremely worthwhile. 

The children too were made to teel that ~rticipation socially 

counted tor aanething. Prizes tor regular attendance were given at 

several of the Sunday Schools and Bands ot Hope (as they were at the 

adul t P.S.As.). Many children tound a certain degree ot signitioance 

through missionary colleoting or taldng the scripture examinations; in 

1912, a scholar from the United Methodists' ooming 12th in all England 

in the latter. NCM' and then a Sunday Sohool would undertake a public 

entertainment ot some kind and the children be given the opportunity to 

8:1ng end aot, as when in July 1912 the Parish Church School staged an 

operetta involving '40 voioes' and the Endowed School was orowded for tour 

nights. Sunday School .Anniversaries were big occasions tor the children 

With "best dresses and new ribbons, and one is assured by older residents 

that reciting or singing solo at such times was felt to be 'an honour' 

and 'a thrill.' -
1. Ibid. 2l/loj08. 
2.'BUCkley, S. (ed.) John Euckley (1865=19Mt). Kendsl, 1946. p.134-e 



Adul t significance was enhanced by the many personal references 

that appeared in the three church magazines. Here the mention of births, 

marriages and deaths, with often quite long paragraphs of congratulation 

or condolence, brought individuals or families into the limelight. Old 

issues of these periodicals are still kept by residents because they 

recorded 'my father's death' or 'my baptism.' 

Social recognition also came through longevity of service, sooner 

or later acknowledged by public approval or symbolic reward in connection 

with a variety of church activities. In the Wesleyan magazine for June 

1910, an article appeared paying tribute to 19 teachers who had been 

continuously linked with the Sunday School there, as scholars or teachers, 

for periods varying trom 25 to 55 years. During the same year the 

Primitive Methodists presented diplomas to .3 teachers with 46, 34- and 26 

years' service respectively. Such continuous endeavour called for a 

good deal of role attachment as well as camnitment. In June 1914, the 

Parish Church magazine recorded thAt a presentation had been made to 

Joseph Biggs for 25 years' service as their organist. It Was also noted 

with approval that one member had been in the choir for 30 years and that 

the Fowler family, 6 boys in succession, had 'done the pumping' for even 

longer than ~ • 

. Because f"" inter-church activities existed, opportun1 ties for 

achievement of significance on a wider level was limited. Speakers or 

soloists of note would go round from church to church performing at 

various events and a village-wide reputation was sometimes built up. But 
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the lack: ot joint social action meant that in this connection most people 

tound a sense ot signitic811ce within their own church circle. 

SOCIAL STRUgruRE 

§.olidari ty 

The comnon interests that drew residents to participate in activities 

sponsoJ,"ed by the Woodhouse churches were supplemented by social ties which 

linked members very closely together. Solidarity was enhanced, tor 

example, by the tact that many churchgoers were related to each others. 

This 'Was the day ot large nuclear tamilies and, as many ot the latter 

attended church as a unit, close relatives would often be active in numer

ous sections ot church lite. An old member ot the United Methodist Church 

comments, 'We had a read;y-made Sunday School. You didn't have to go out 

aad hunt tor them in those days.' Even where parents were themselves in

trequent attenders, all the children in the family would often be sent along 

to Sunday School or week-day activities. Extended tamily ties between 

churchgoers were, however, not so numerous as one might imagine. This Was 

especially true where residents had moved into the local district only 

comparatively recently. On the other hand, the well established Woodhousa 

residents as a whole were more closely related, and in many cases these 

were very active in church attairs-

Virtually aU the churches contained a cross-section ot the various 

SOcial classes outlined in the Chapter on 'Work.' One Wesleyan member 

'Writes, 'I went to Sunday School with all and sundry 8lld count some ot 
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them still my friends - we were a happy lot and enjoyed our simple 

pleasures. t None the less, each church possessed a social and cultural 

ethos of its own and each congregation tended to attract residents of a 

particular social class. !'his in turn, strengthened attachment to fellow 

members of the church. Older residents are agreed that the Wesleyan 

Church and the Parish Church came at the top of the social scale. t The 

people with money went to the Wesleyans, t remarks one old woman. A 

Wesleyan minister, stationed in Woodhouse about this time, writes that 'a 

fair proportion of business and professional families' attended his church. 

A similar social structure was evident within the Parish Church, the con-

gregation including, amongst others, a doctor, two headmasters, a building 

contractor, the owner of the old tanyard, several farmers, numerous lead-

ing tradesmen and several of those holding responsible positions in the 

collieries. The Congregational Church came next in line with one or two 

members linked with the top class of residents and a large proportion . 

drawn from the intermediate class. The United Methodists and the Society 

of Friends attracted members mainly from the intermediate and working 

classes, though in earlier times the Friends had been of much higher 

standing locally. The Primitive Methodist Church and the Salvation Army 
" 

Corps stood at the lower end of the social scale, having a majority of 

their people associated with the working class. The Salvation~ in 

particular was regarded, as one old resident connnents, as 'something of 

a stream apart, t whilst an old Salvationist states, 'We were then the 

poor relations. t 
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The years preceding the First World War, produced certain symbolic 

f'igures (see Chapter VI, 4-) within several of the Woodhouse congregations. 

At the Wesleyen Church, John Hardcastle was such a person, though he was 

not a particularly popular man. In local district affairs he was a 

Registrar. He was first associated with the Wesleyan Church in 1855 as 

a Sunday School scholar and, by 1912, had held virtually every office of' 

note there. In the Wesleyan magazine for June 1910 he was described as 

'the father of the Society.' At the Parish Church, the most notable 

symbolic figure was Vicar Booth, not an outstanding personality, but one 

Who had held the Woodhouse living from 1887 and was regarded by many as 

• a grand old man. • Sarah .Ann Jackson filled this role at the United 

Methodist Church, a saintly little lady who for many years was President 

of' the P.S.A. there, quite an honour for a womanl For several decades 

her portrait hung in one of the church vestries. William John Hooley 

Was a symbolic figure at the Congregational Church, beooming a member 

there about 1860, and holding many offices. The Woodhouse Express re

ported, in 1910, that • for many years he has been the mainstay of Congre-
1 

gationalism in this district.' 

The strict religious mores of' the day generally helped to bind churah-

goers together. The Sabbath was a day of religious observance for many 

people and, even those who never attended church, were caught up in the 

customs of the ti.me. Most children were not permitted to play games and 

special books were provided for quiet reading. For the adults, work 

-
1 •. The Eckington. Woodhouse and Staveley Express. llt/5/10. 



stopped completely, even at the local collieries, and ver.y tew people 

did odd jobs or gardening on a Sunday. On one occasion a man approach

ing a local builder on a Sunday for a bucket of sand was sent away empty

handed, with a text humming in his ears, and one old resident recalls 

that washing hu.ng out on a Sunday was once out down by offended neigh

bours. This was the day when 'Sunday olothes' were worn, when a special 

Sunday "'inner was cooked and when hymn singing round the piano in the 

evening was the norm. 

Religious mores extended beyond Sabbath observance as such to other 

matters. Sermons at all clnlrches, with the possible exception of the 

Parish Church, were lengthy and moralistic, with a strong biblical content. 

The themes ot addresses given during the week and of articles in the 

various church magazines were in a similar vein. The Free Churches still 

found a conmon bond in upholding the 'nonconformist conscience,' in 1912, 

the Wesleyan Christian Union drawing a good audience for a talk on 'Modern 

Drink: Snares,' and the United Methodist P.S.A. for an address by 'a con

verted gambler' and another by 'a converted drunkard.' Amongst children 

and young people, strict temperance teaching, for example within the 

Bands of Hope, was stUl the order of the day. Such homogeneity of norms 

helped many churchgoers to know what was expected of them and enhanced a 

teeling of belonging to a distinot body with definite standards. 

Structural features engendering solidarity ecross the churches were 

muoh less marked.. Kinship ties did cross denominational boundaries but 

only in relatively few instances end, in any case, did little to weaken 
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the distinctiveness of each oongregatio~ Differenoes of sooial olass 

between the leaders of each ohurch tended to keep oongregations apart 

and, now and then, different attitudes to sooial questions oaused some 

disagreement. For example, the Methodists and the Salvationists did not 

look very favourably upon the praotioe of oertain Parish Church Choir 

members slipping into looal pUblio houses for a drink after servioes. 

Significanoe 

The large number ot church organizations aotive in Woodhouse at 

this time provided many major and minor offioes whereby members oould 

attain a strong and scmetimes very strong sense of signifioanoe. Church

warden, sidesman, looal preacher, sooiety steward, trustee, leader, 

deaoon, choirmaster, organist, Sunday School teaoher, president of the 

Pleasant Sunday Afternoon, bandmaster; these and many other positions 

were open to those with the time and energy to fill them. Nor were 

suoh offioes, and many lesser ones, to be despised. They were posts of 

sooial standing in the looal distriot, and to oocupy them 'WaS regarded 

by many as a oonsiderable honour. The unwritten rule 'men only' was, 

however, strongly upheld at this time. For example, the 19 sidesmen at 

the l?arish Church elected in 19l2 were all men, as were the trustees of 

the three Methodist Churches. With only one or two notable exoeptions, 

men held the reins in every local district church. Even the Salvation 

ArDI3" favoured this situation, one of their number reviewing the history 

of their band in later yesrs, proudly stating that 'another distinction 

the band has is that there have never been any women playing ••••• at 

1 
Woodhouse.' The attainment of a sense ot significance through holding 
1. Ibid. l7/ll/62. - , 



ohuroh offioe was thus largely an opportunity afforded to male 

members. 
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The system of 'pew rents' at at least three local distriot ohurches 

enabled the more prominent members to enjoy the respeot which they felt 

their sooial standing in the local distriot warranted. This was espec

ially the case at the Wesleyan Churoh where the praotioe was a means of 

preserving a degree of 'sooial distance' within an otherwise very solidary 

group. Seats in the ohurch were 'graded' with the best pews, for which 

the highest rent was paid, at the back downstairs, the names of the 

oooupants appearing on a oard slotted into a frame on the end of each 

pew. With the leas wealthy members sitting mainly at the front down

stairs, or in the gallery, 'the elite,' as they were known, were thus 

afforded the plaoe and reoognition they felt to be naturally their due. 

However, it would be quite wrong to assume that such ,olass distinotion, 

emphasized by the system of pew rents, caused any great deal of envy or 

controversy. Meny old WesleY8Ds not aJJX)Dg 'the elite' stUl talk with 

some pride of 'the important folk' who used to be members of their Churoh; 

a feeling of refleoted glory whioh, interestingly enough, enhanoed their 

own sense of signif~o8Doe. 

Quite a few residents gained prominenoe and a strong sense of satis

taotion by donating to one or other of the churches large sums ot money 

or, more often, furnishings to adorn the building. A oolDDlUllion table, 

the oommunion plate, a pulpit bible, a leotern, pew oushions, eto., all 

provided a means of wri t1ng::,one' s name, if eoonomio oiroumstanoes perm! tted, 



into the annals of the local church. Where portraits did hang in 

church vestries or schoo1rooms, or where plaques appeared on the walls 

of the sanctuary, they were as often as not commemorating those who had 

given generously in material terms towards building, decorating, furnish-

ing or renovating the premises. 

The only inter-church activity which offered any positions of real 

standing was the annual Whitsuntide gathering. To hold office on 'the 

great day' (each year a different church was asked to elect the presiding 

officials) was a high privilege. Atkin, a Quaker, writes in his memoirs; 

• I shall always remember with reverence the encouragement he (the Secre

tary of the Woodhouse Sunday School Union) gave me many years ago, when I 

was hesitating to accede to his invitation to preside for the tirst time 

at one of the Whitsuntide gatherings. "You know, Ernest," hesaid, 

"it is a great honour I am asking you to undertake and will be a source 
1 

ot joy to your parents."' ~e Secretary ot the Sunday School Union, 

mentioned above, was himse1t 'very proud ot the taot that he had attended 
2 

75 sucoessive annual Whitsuntide gatherings,' and a certain Joseph Keeton 

who • took over the baton in 1892 ••••• (and) conducted the singing at the 
3 

annual gatherings for 44- years, without a break, until the year 1936,' 

was a proud ot this ottice as ot any other he held in lite. 

1. Atkin, E. Historical Notes and Memories ot Woodhouse, 
1086-1953. (Unpublished), 1954-. p.128. 

2. Ibid. p. 127. 
3 •. Ibid. p. 84. 



NON-PARTICIPANTS 

Although it is true that the churches contained a cross-section 

ot Woodhouae residents and that, as one old inhabitant states, • the 

Churoh went into etVery street and yard,' there were stUl a considerable 

number of adults who never bothered with a place ot worship. On the 

whole, those who neither attended church themselves, nor sent their 

children to Sunday School, were the poorer, rougher section of the working 

class. Why this was the ease is beyond the scope of this thesis, but it 

might be noted that, the Salvation Army apart, churchgoing demanded a 

level ot cultural refinement and economic stability and stewardship which 

numerous worl<:ing tamilies could not achieve. On the other hand, there 

were those in the intermediate or upper class who refused to participate 

'on principle.' 

SUMMING UP 

In 1912, Vloodhouse was very well equipped with churches, there being 

seven active religious bodies within the local district. About a quarter 

of the adult population, with men as well as women oonspicuous in the 

congregations, and probably about half ot the Woodhouse children, attended 

Sun~y services or Sunday School quite regularly. 

Solidarity was first and foremost a feature of each church as a 

dist1net social unit. .Amongst the regular attenders, both young end old, 

the sentiment was verY stro;qg. It resulted from trequent participation 



not only in the very tull Sunday programme, but in many of the activities 

organized by the churches during the week. The latter were supplemented 

by the 'great occasions' of the Church calendar which were celebrated 

with considerable enthusiasm by all congregations. All these activities 

and events were reported in the various church magazines which thereby 

helped to keep members fully in touch- The sense of solidarity was 

further strengthened by the fact that participants, often being members 

of large families which attended as tamilies, possessed relatives in many 

different sections ot the life and work of the local church. Extended 

family ties, though more in evidence amongst the well established Wood

house residents than the relatively recent immigrants, also operated in 

the same way. The fact that each church had a distinct and generally 

recognized social standing of its awn in the local district helped to 

bring those of similar social background together and facUitate inter

action. Symbolic figures also served to tocus the loyalties of members 

and to knit congregations together. Underlying the life of the church

goer, and indeed the life ot the local district as a whole, were the 

religious mores, often strict especially in relation to Sabbath observance, 

of the age. - These gave to members a clear-cut pattern of behaviour to 

follow and of norms to uphold, thus drawing them together in pursuit of 

a common way of lite. 

Other residents, though not regular churchgoers, were often linked 

closely with particular activities run by the churches, such as the 



P.S.As., the Wesleyan Literary Society, the Friends' Adult School and 

so on, and here enjoyed a strong sense of solidarity. Those even more 

on the fringe were linked to the Church through participation at the 

dramatic points of the life cycle, though here the sense of belonging 

was generally weak. 

A very strong sense of significance was attained by a number of 

regular churchgoers, mainly men, who were appointed to the more notable 

oftices within the various religious organizations, positions often held 

in high regard not only within the congregation concerned but further 

afield also. Long and faithful service was usually rewarded publicly 

in one way or another. Many other residents gained a strong sense ot 

significance through holding less prominent positions, as well as through 

a variety of activities such as singing in the choir or raising money 

for the church. The women found fulfilment through work behind the 

scenes which helped to keep the life of the churches financially strong 

and socially vigorous. Many individuals found the opportunity to demon

strate musical, literary and other abilities on the religious scene. 

Children were encouraged to express their talents in their own groups, 

and in several churches received prizes for good attendance. The frequent 

references to cases ot personal misfortune or distinction through the 

medium ot the church magazine also helped to make the churchgoer teel 

that he counted to his fellows. 
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. Inter-church affairs generally produced only a .!!!!5 bond. 

Even the one event of note here, the annual Whitsuntide gathering, though 

enjoyed by each church separately, and taken as the opportunity for family 

reunions, did not engender much more than a moderate sense of solidarity 

between congregations as such. (The churches also 'walked' on Hospital 

Sunday, see the Section on 'Health and Welfare,' but this was a less 

spectacular repeat otWhitsuntide as far as the religious organizations 

were concerned.) A strong sense of significance on an inter-church 

level was attained by a mere handtul of residents, and by these either 

. through the Whitsuntide gatherings, or through speaking, singing, reciting, 

etc., at various church meetings within the local die trict. 



The Village Cross: and the Cross Daggers Inn (on 
the right). 
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operating as e. cineme. since e.bout the turn of the Century. All the 

public houses were controlled e.nd supplied by national brewery compe.nies, 

but the org&nize.tion of the socie.l life therein we.s in the he.nds of the 

licensee e.nd 100&1 residents. The two clubs were in large part fine.nced 

by the breweries, but were run by a 100&1 management cOImDittee. 

P}..RTICIPANTS 

The legal age, below which young people were not permitted to be 

served in the public houses at this time, was 18; in the clubs, member

ship was restricted to those over 21. With the exception of one or two 

public houses, this requirement was fairly well Observed by local 

licensees and committees. Above 18 or 21, residents of all ages part-

icipated. The licenced establishments were very largely a male domain, 

the Conservative Club being officially for men only, but elsewhere wives, 

accompanied by their husbands, would sometimes appear e.t week-ends. It 

Was • practically unknown' for a woman to drink regulsrly on her own. 

As the publio houses had no formal membership, the number of resi

dents attending anyone of these in e. non-holiday week cannot be e.ccur

ately assessed, but the figure would probably average about 100. It is 

eaSier to estimste partioipation in the two Woodhouse clubs. In 1908, 

at the Sheffield Petty Sessions, the Working Men's Club was reported e.s 

having a membership of 195. By 1912, in the second year of its life, 

the Conservative Club's membership was up to 230 with a week-night 



attendance of some 50 or 60. Taking into account a certain overlapping 

in the patronage or membership of these institutions, it would seem 

that a little under half the adult male population, and a little over a 

quarter of the total adult population, of Woodhouse visited a public 

house or club at least weekly, and often much more. There were other 

more specific leisure time pursuits organized at this time, although many 

of these were in one way or another associated with licensed institutions. 

Participation in these, and in the comparatively few independently run 

spare-time activities, will be considered later. 

Woodhous e residents rarely ventured out of the local district to 

visit other public houses or clubs. They did, however, frequently take 

trips into Sheffield to enjoy themselves and especially to watch football. 

Non-residents came into the local district, mainly from nearby villages, 

at week-ends and at such times as the annual Feast, in particular to visit 

the public houses and clubs, but the social life of these establishments 

stUl remained an essentially Woodhouse affair. 

There were very few organized leisure activities for women and, the 

Saturday afternoon matinee at the Central Hall apart, virtually none for 

children and young people (ie., other than those mentioned in previous 

Seotions, notably that on 'Religion'). 
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SOCIAL ACTION 

Solidar1t.:y 

The leisure time of many male Woodhouse residents was monopolized 

by the publio houses and olubs. The former kept long hours, being open 

from 6.00 am. to 11.00 ];m. on weekdays, 12.00 ];m. to 2.00 pm. and 7.00 pm. 

to 10.00 pm. on Sundays. Lioensing hours at the olubs were more limited, 

the Conservative Club in faot being shut for the whole of Sunday. During 

the week, shift-work at the pits meant that the number of potential oust-· 

omers at anyone time was oonsiderably reduoed, but 'a nioe few,' says the 

then Landlord of the .Angel Inn, stUl dropped in throughout eaoh day. On 

Friday, Saturday and Sunday nights lioensed establishments were 'thronged,' 

with a pianist and singer often brought in to entertain- Suoh regular 

and informal meeting and mixing was extremely important in welding part

iOipants into very strong solidary groupings. It is true that drunken

ness and brawls, espeoially at some of the publio houses and olubs that 

served rougher parts of the local distriot, were fairly oommon but, be

cause' everyone knew everyone else, t there was little sense of shock, and 

no lasting three t to the oohesi veness of the group-

A wide variety of more speoifio oommon interests engendering at least 

a strong sense of solidarity were pursued in oonneotion with the public 

hOUSes and olubs. Dominoes, oards and draughts were very popUar, and 

at least three establishments had bUliard tables. Concerts, often to 

raise funds for looal people in need, were regularly held, on one occaSion, 
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1 
in November 1912, • a large number having to be turned away' from the 

stag Inn. Some small but often vigorous societies held meetings at 

the public houses. The Woodhouse and District Agricultural Society was 

run trom the S tag Inn, and the Woodhouse and Dis trict Pig Club had its 

headquarters at the Cross Daggers. In 1912 a newly formed Cottage 

Gardeners' Society was started at the Brunswick Hotel and arranged a 

popular exhibition at the Feast in August. 

The Woodhouse Prize Band was based on the stag Inn, John William 

Cook, the licensee of the latter, being its conductor for 31 years, and 

undoubtedly a symbolic figure (see Chapter VI, 4) for those participating 

in this particular activity. In 1912, this Band had a membership of 

about 24 and practised regularly three times a week in a special room 

attached to the public house. It played fairly often at the village 

cross on Sunday nights and gave trequent performances round the streets, 

often collecting for local people in need, as well as playing at the main 

holiday seasons for special events. A parade was held about once a 

month at the Parish Church when a recital was given during the service. 

Virtually every public house had a fishing club which held an annual 

outing into Lincolnshire or to .the coast. In 1908, 49 members went from 

the Cross Daggers and 38 from the Junction Hotel on such expeditions. In 

1908~ 1.50 people participated in a tea and social given by the George Inn 

Fishing Club. A new bowling green was opened in 1912 at the Conservative 

Club and was very well patronized throughout the stmlll1er. An active -
1 •. The Eckington, Woodhouse and Staveley Express. 30/11/12. 
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cycling party with some 30 members (which once a f'ortnight went on runs 

into Nottinghamshire and Derbyshire) was based on the Working Men's 

Club. The Woodhouse Junateurs' Football Club at this time had its head-

quarters at the .Angel Inn, and the Woodhouse Football and Cricket Clubs 

were associated with the Brunswick Hotel, the latter's excellent sports 

f'ield being a great attraction to players. Many of' these activities 

drew on the customers and members of' the public houses and clubs concerned 

to run and support them, adding another round of' interaction to that 

produced by drinking and talking together, and thus maintaining the very 

strong sense of' solidarity associated with these establishments as a whole. 

Team spirit arising f'rom competitive sporting activities in 1912 was 

somewhat varied in strength. Early in the year Woodhouse Amateurs' 

Football Club was running two teams, but by the end had disbanded. Wo od

house Football Club, prof'essional in a very small way and drawing certain 

players from outside the local district, Was having a lean time and the 

Woodhouse Express more than once bemoaned the poor number of' spectators 

present. However, Woodhouse Cricket Club had had a run of' very successf'ul 

seasons and morale was high. The Woodhouse Golf' Club, opened in 1911, 

Was also going well, and the Woodhouse Express recorded a year later that 
.' 1 

the 84- members 'are very enthusiastic.' The only other sporting 

activity of' note was the Mauncer Tennis Club, with a bout 20 very keen 

members. sport certainly created a sense of' solidarity amongst partici

pants, though the strength of' this was to some extent dependent, especially 

1. 'Ibid. - " 
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in the case of team games, on the success of the players concerned. 

The regulars at the Central Hall film shows, several nights a week, 

actively enjoyed themselves, it being an age of considerable audience 

participation in the form of much clapping, cheering and booing amongst 

other things. The entertainment consisted of silent films, shown 

through a hand-operated projector, whilst the proprietor read out captions 

or commented on the plot with dramatic effect_ These shows 'really drew 

the crowds in,' states an old resident, and, when full, as it was every 

Saturday night, the Hall accommodated some 200 people. However, the 

degree of solidarity engendered was only moderate, being limited by the 

lack of interaction allowed because of the nature of the activity_ 

Quite a number of informal activities, not linked with any particular 

establishment, occupied the leisure time of many men, often giving rise 

to the strengthening of friendships in pursuit of like or common interests. 

Worldng and many intermediate class residents would be involved in tending 

allotments, poultry breeding, pig breeding and so on, and would frequently 

be seen engaged in conversation with those involved in 'the same pastimes. 

Pigeon fancying was very popular though only one organized group existed 

at this time. But perhaps the most important pastime of a less formal 

nature was gambling, which, though in most cases not legally pe:nnitted, 

in one form. or another permeated the leisure activities of most working 

class men. In JUly 1908, 11 Woodhouse residents (9 miners included) were 

caught playing 'banker' and 6, all miners, playing nap 'wi th a crowd of 
1 

of about fifty watching them.' In October 1912, 5 pit handw were found -
1. !ill- 1/8/08. 



gaming, and the following month 7 pit boys were sunmoned on a similar 

charge. 'Men would gamble on anything,' canments an old miner, and 

so it wasi cards, dominoes, coins, marbles, rabbits, 'peggy-shots' 

(throwing a stick in the air and hitting it with another before it 

landed), as well as the more organized competitive pastimes such as 

pigeon racing, fishing and horse racing. Gambling probably made both a 

positive and negative contribution towards the solidarity of the group 

concerned; solidarity was enhanced because it drew participants and 

spectators into intense interaction, but, on the other hand, it introduced 

a very strong competitive element which at times could be detrimental 

to common interests. For the independent section of the intermediate 

class and the top class, informal leisure activities drawing residents 

closely together included regular 'at hanes,' garden parties, tennis and 

croquet (on private courts and lawns), evening card-playing and so forth. 

Very little was organized for children and young people in their 

spare-time, apart from those activities run by the churches, the Friendly 

Societies, or Woodhouse Co-operative Society (mentioned in previous 

Sections). The main regular event was the Saturday afternoon matinee at 

the Central Hall, when the latter was packed to the doors. There was 

rather more fellow feeling here than with the adults and one young patron 

of those days now comments that • it was kids' comrmmity belonging.' 

Woodhouse had no recreation ground at this time, though Shirtcliffe Wood 

had been opened as a public amenity some 15 years earlier, and children 

roamed freely here and in the countryside around Woodhouse. 'You had 



to make your own pleasure then,' is a sentiment frequently expressed 

today, and this would indeed appear to have been the case. On the 

whole, frequent interaction Was contined to children living in the same 

yard or street, the rougher the area, the more the sexes played apart. 

All the usual pastimes of the young were engaged in together with a wide 

variety of home-made games: kick-can, peggy, rusty finger or thumb, 

'oley (marbles), for the boys; five-stones, diablo, skipping, shuttle

cock, for the girls. Young people particularly enjoyed themselves on 

Shrove Tuesday, a school half-holiday when shuttle-cocks and hoops came 

out for the first time, and on Guy Fawkes Day, 'another half-holiday, when 

many yards had a bonfire of their own. Whitsuntide has already been 

referred to in the Section on 'Religion' and the events of E'east Week 

are described below. 

The holiday seasons of the year were times of intense activity, all' 

the more so because days oft were costly luxuries, most men then having 

ncb paid holidays. The public houses and clubs were busy at Christmas, 

New Year and Easter, the first ot these occasions being noted for the 

Visit of the local mummers to perform 'The Derbyshire Tup,' a gory but 

humourous drama alwa!B greeted with great enthusiasm. Whi tsuntide and 

Feast time, however, saw the ,licenced establishments packed out with 

locals and old residents paying visits to relatives and friends. 

The Feast was '~ event of the year,' when communal solidarity on a 

local district scale reached its zenith. The note ot anticipation 

surrounding Feast Week was well struck in an article of a somewhat earlier 
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period, preparations being just as eagerly made in 1912 and tor many 

years after: 'We suppose that no other week of the year is so much 

. looked forward to as the week known as Feast Week. For weeks, aye, we 

might say for months before, the children have been saving up their pence 

to spend at the "Feast". And certainly for a week beforehand every good 

housewife has been busy house-cleaning and baking and cooking, preparing 

for the inevitable hospitality which is claimed and freely given during 
1 

the first ffPf days ot this auspicious week.' The coming of the fair 

itself was awaited with tremendous excitement and 'was always met by large 
. 

numbers ot boys walking to Normanton Springs to meet the steam engines 

with such nostalgic names as "John Bull," " Clint on, " HAlbert," "Jack," 
2 

"Little John Bull," "Admiral Beatty." , Round-abouts, sideshows and stalls 

ot all kinds were sited down Hawksworth's Crott and along the main street 

from HoylandLane to the Market Square. Opening night was traditionally 

the Friday preceding the third Sunday in August, and the fair and other 

celebrations continued untU the following Wednesday evening. 'It was 

a sight for sore eyes. There was some merriment then,' comments one old 

resident who remembers these times vividly. 

In 1912, the programme for Feast Week, stretching trom the Friday 

night to the following Wednesday, included a show by the Cottage Gardeners' 

Society, the Hospital Demonstration (see the Section on 'Health and 

Weltare'), the Annual sports and Steeplechase, numerous cricket matches, 

a Rural Fete organized by the Parish Church (see the Section on 'Religion') 

1. Woodhouse Parish Church }{lSgazine. Sept. 1890. 
2. When I was a Lad; Reminiscences of Boyhood DayS in Woodhouse 

by Old Residents. (Unpublished), 1966. p.l. 
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and outings run by the Wesleyen Bend of Hope end the Selvetion Army 

to Cleethorpes es well as other more looel trips end picnics. In other 

years there were further speciel events, for example, in 1908, a big 

Agrioul tural Show being held. In that year the Woodhouse Express 

reported that 'the Feest Week has been the busiest for meny yeers. From 
1 

Saturdey to Wednesdey evening, feesting end holideying were in full swing.' 

So it is no wonder that to this oooasion every old Woodhouse person looks 

back as representing the oomrmmal high-spot of the year, a calendar mark 

atter whioh the whole population set its faoe towards what were often hard 

and diffioult winter months. 

Aotive partioipation in leisure activities based outside the local 

distriot was very limited and confined to a few individuals joining sport

ing assooiations, such es the HallaJDBhire Harriers, or taking part in 

musioal events. None the less, many Woodhouse people went into the oity, 

mainly at week-ends, for entertainment. Of ohief interest to the men 

was watching the two major Sheffield Football Teams, United and Wednesdey, 

and though both were well supported by residents, the latter were espec

ially in evidence at the United ground, at what came to be known locally 

as 'Woodhouse oorner.' Other places end events ettended in Sheffield 

were the various perks, the variety theatres (notably the pantomime et 

Christmas, 'e highlight dreamt of end talked of for weeks' by the children), 

and conoerts. Footbell supporters epart, however, such outings in them

selves did not engender e sense of solidarity emongst any pertiouler 

groupings or residents. 

1. The Eckington, Woodhouse end Staveley Express. 22/8/08. 
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Sigpificance 

At the Woodhouse publio houses and clubs a certain amount of 

prestige was gained through informal activities; one's ability to drink 

hard, to tell a good story, to excel at dominoes, cards or billiards 

and so on. Some men would enjoy the reputation of being 'real char

aoters, ' others remain quite oontent with their acceptance as 

'regulars. ' 

Organized pastimes based on the public house or club gave opport

unity for the attainment of a status somewhat more formally recognized. 

As noted, in 1908, the Woodhouse and District Horticultural Society 

(Stag Inn) and, in 1912, the Cottage Gardeners' Society (Brunswick Hotel) 

organized displays of produce at Feast time, prizes being given for out

standing exhibits. The Woodhouse Prize Band (Stag Inn) had won numerous 
1 

competitions and, in 1912, 'all resplendent and gay in their new uniforms' 

proudly paraded the local streets. Old trophies won at fishing oom

petitions are still displayed 'With pride in numerous Woodhouse hanes 

and one resident still has, in a glass case in his front room, an out

standing catch made at Bridlington many years ago • 

. Competitive sporting activities usually offered a sense of signifi

cance in direct proportion to personal or team achievement. Although 

19l2 was on the whole a poor year for the footballers, in the early months. 

Woodhouse Amateurs did manage to reach the final of the Kelley Hospital 

1. ~. 1/6/12. 



Cup and played before a large crowd. Members of Woodhouse Crioket 

Club received high praise, in 1912, for winning the local league 

championship for the third time in succession, this meriting a public 

presentation of a shield and medals. In at least one Woodhouse living 

room a photo of the team for this and the preceding two years s till hangs 

conspicuously. Golf and tennis tournaments were also held locally and 

awards made to successful players. 

In connection with the informal series of pastimes outside the public 

house and the club, some men would take a great pride in their allotments, 

in poultry keeping, in pigeon breeding and so forth. An. obituary notice, 

appearing in 1912, described a Woodhouse miner as 'a great pigeon fancier 
1 

(who) possessed some of the best homers in the district.' It is possible 

that one of the functions of the many foms of gambling prevalent, perhaps 

because'the rewards of participation bear little relation to individual 
2 

ability ••••• (and) ••••• little originality or initiative is required,' 

Was to offer certain working class men of limited means or skill some 

chance of attaining a degree of significance. In their turn, the top 

class might use their leisure pursuits to personal advantage by 'bringing 

out their best tea service' when entertaining visitors, displaying their 

modest wealth by arranging garden parties, playing host and hostess at 

Social evenings in their hOJDes. 

-
1. Ibid. 23/ll/12. 
2 •. ~is, R.N. and Mogey, J. The Sociology of Housing. London, 

1965. pp. 71, 72. 



Children seem to have achieved significance by their own skills 

in self-made games. A good shot with a marble, a strong swimmer, the 

expert five-stones player, those deft at peggy or diablo, all earned 

the respect of their peers, as did the more daring by 'baiting' farmers, 

stringing door-knockers together or mimicking the bell-man. 

Social significance outside the local district was the attainment 

of very few within this particular sphere of activity. Woodhouse at 

this time produced some fine runners, one of whom won the Yorkshire 

Junior Championship, one who ran for England and one who is said to have 

competed in the Olympic Games in 1912. It also produced one or two 

musicians whose reputation went far beyond the extended district. But 

these were the exceptions which proved the rule. For most, significance 

was locally attained and locally recognized. 

SOCIAL STRUCTURE 

Solidarit:{ 

With no formal records of membership available for the large majority 

of leisure activities of this time, it is not possible to trace with 

preCision those kinship relationships linking participants. It seems 

that in general these were somewhat less close-knit than within the 

churches. However, the Woodhouse Prize Band, coumonly known as 'Cook's 

Bank,' was very much a family affair, 'for at one time, no less than 
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1 
eleven of them were playing members.' By 1912, the Band was regarded 

2 
as 'a village institution,' some member of the Cook family having been 

Bandmaster since 1866. The film shows at the Central Hall were in part 

given in their homely character by virtue of their being run by a father 

and two sons. A resident writing to the Woodhouse Express about this 

fact some years later commented that 'there is no doubt that its being a 

family affair accounted for the friendliness and casualness the t takes , 
even my breath away when I think of it.' 

Leisure associations, as with religious groupings, had a tendency 

to develop along the lines of social class. A good deal of social 

intermixing, mainly amongst the working and intexmediate classes, did 

take place within the public houses and clubs, but, even here, certain 

establishments were known as 'more respectable' and others as 'rougher.' 

At this time, the Royal Hotel, the Brunswick Hotel end the Working Men's 

Club were generally regarded as thoroughly working class institutions, 

whilst the Cross Daggers and the Angel Inn were looked on as particularly 

well ordered 'houses.' The Conservative Club was recognized by many as 

'select,' having only a minority of miners on its membership roll: 'I 

suppose I might have been a bit stuck up then,' comments one old miner 

who used to attend this institution. Other leisure associations a.lso 

followed the lines of social class. For example, the Cottage Gardeners' 

Society and the Prize Band were dominantly working class groupings, whilst 

1. Atkin, E. Historical Notes and Memories of Woodhouse, 
1086-195j. (Unpublished), 1954- p.93. 

2. The Eckington, Woodhouse and Staveley Express. 1/6/12. 
3. ~ 4/1/58. 



the Tennis Club and especially the Golf Club served the independent 

intermediate class and top class of Woodhouse residents. The fact 

that members of these various groups came from a similar social back-

ground helped to reinforce their sense of solidarity. 

Significance 

Those participants formally responsible for the organization and 

maintenance of leisure activities were accorded public recognition for 

their services, not least the licencees. In 1908, 'a large concourse 

of people attended at the (Pariah) Church and cemetery' at the funeral 

of 'mine host of the Angel Hotel,' it being noted that • throughout his 

tenancy the house has been kept in a most satisfactory and praiseworthy 
1 

manner. ' In 1912, the licensee of the Stag Inn died and a comparatively 

long and complimentary obituary notice appeared in the Woodhouse Express, 
2 

'a large number of friends' being present at the tuneral. The licensee 

of the Brunswick Hotel in 1912 was highly regarded as an active member 

of the Woodhouse Cricket club. 

The running of the Conservative Club gave scope for the attaining of 

status and the exercise of a Aegree of authority, in 1912, the Woodhouse 

Express recording that for the first election of the committee, • a long 
3 

list has been nardnated, and DDJ.ch interest taken in the event.' The 

Working Men's Club similarly ran its own affairs with an elected committee 

of about 12 members. 

1. Ibid. ~8/08. 
2. Ibid. 2%~12. 
3 -. 3 '12 • •• Ibid. . 



Other assooiational aotivities offered the usual honorary offices 

to menibers; as president, ohairman, captain, secretary, treasurer and 

so forth. In partioular the Pru e Band Bandmas ter had reoei ved wide-

spread aolaim for many years before 1912. Atkin states that at the 

death of BandmasterWilliam Cook, in 1890, 'It is estimated that at 

least 5,000 people were present at the tuneral, the largest ever known 

in the village. He was so well-known and respected in brass band 

ciroles that fourteen bands from surrounding districts attended to pay 
1 

their last respeots to a lost comrade. t When his son, John William 

Cook, retired as Bandmaster in 1910, 'a oomplimentary tea was held in 

the band room at the Stag Inn, followed by a large gathering to witness 

the presentation of a silver tea and coffee service ••••• This was 
2 

subsoribed for by the publio of Woodhouse.· 

Despi te the generally informal nature of the life of the publio 

houses and olUbs, there was still opportunity for a degree of social 

standing to be maintained within each establishment. Akin to the 

system in oertain churches, where the residents of higher social class 

sat in particular pews, was the arrangement whereby each public house 

had a tap room and a best room, with sometimes a olub room (for concerts, 
.' 

dinners, eto.) also. The tap room was for the man who preferred his 

"pint, a shade cheaper, with easygoing, broad, unfettered conversation. 

The best room was busy mainly at week-ends when men could bring their 

wives or guests to have a drink served 'in the best glasses.' The 

1. Atkin, E. Historical Notes and Memories ofWoodhouse, 
1086-1952. (Unpublished), 19~. p.92. 
Ibid. p.93. -



Working Men's Club also had a best room (the Conservative Club was a 

higher class institution anyway), away from the public bar, where the 

handf'ul of intermediate class members could have a quiet drink at their 

own table. 

NON-PARTICIPANrS 

The leisure activities organized in the local district mainly catered 

for the adult male population. Children, and to some extent women, met 

in their spare time generally within groups sponsored by the Woodhouse 

churches. But, though the women linked with the more wealthy class of 

residents were also involved in a round of social visiting and entertain

ing and some were active in such associations as the Golt Club or Tennis 

Club, the working class housewite was less tortunate. She was normally 

barred from the leisure pursuits described above through social convention, 

'a woman's place was in the home,' and through the evez-pressing domestic 

demands ot looking after a large family, with the men tolk orten on dift-

er en t shirts. In days when labour-saving devices were undreamt of, she 

would spend nearly all the 'tree t time she had sewing, mending, knitting 

or, for short breaks, chatting to the neighbours. 

SUMMING UP 

In 1912, participation in organized leisure pursuits was largely· 

an adult male affair and pursued mainly in the content of public house 

and club. The women, other than those from the more wealthy families, 



were by convention as well e.s by necessity tied to the home (though 

some did participate in other spheres of activity, notably the 

religious). Leisure time activities for children e.nd many young people 

were either run by the churches or rema.ined unrecognized e.nd informal. 

Virtually all Woodhouse residents spent their leisure hours, apart from 

occasional week-end trips into Sheffield, within the local district. 

The leisure activities of the local d1s trict were dominated by the 

7 public houses and 2 clubs, attended regularly by almost half the adult· 

males of Woodbouse. Herein, conste.nt mixing over the yee.rs, usually on 

a quite infonnal be.sis, in the same company, with those of similar social 

background (each establishment thus gained a social ethos of its awn), 

of'ten in the same room, built up a very strong sense of solidarity. Many 

popular leisure time pursuits were. e.ssociated with the public houses and 

clubs; fishing, football, cricket, pigeon fancying, gardening, pig 

breeding, etc., all producing groups wherein solidarity was generally 

strong. Especially noteworthy here wa.s the Prize Band, which, by 1912, 

was already a Woodhouse institution, and many of whose members were linked 

by close kinship ties to one pe.rticular family as well e.s by a very strong 

. common interest. Inside and outside the more formally organized e.ctiv-

.' 
ities mentioned above, gambling, in one form or another, drew many men 

"closelY together, of'ten at e.n intense, if competitive, level of inter

action. Working class men pe.rticipated in few activities outside the 

local district, though a keen band of supporters went to watch one or 

other of the two leading Sheffield football teams at week-ends. 



The independent class and top class of Woodhouse residents were 

found less in the public houses and clubs (the Conservative Club 

excepted) and, apart from religious activities mentioned in a previous 

Section, formed strong bonds within the Golf Club and Tennis Club and in 

connection with the various social events (garden parties, lat homes,' 

etc.) arranged amongst themselves. 

Cbildren in their leisure time found a very strong sense of 

solidarity amongst the group in the yard or street with whom they played 

regularly. There were few organized spare time pursuits for them (other 

than those mentioned in such Sections as that on • Religionl) , though the 

regular young I fans' at the Central Hall felt at least a moderate sense 

of belonging to that company. 

In the leisure sphere the outstanding event for all ages and a good 

cross-section of residents was the annual Feast in August. This was the 

main time of the year for holidaymaking for old and young, and for five 

busy days the population was thrown together in the numerous activities 

arranged engendering a strong sense of solidarity across the local dis

trict as a whole. 

A very strong sense of significance was often obtained by those 

very prominent and well lalown in the life of the public houses and clubs, 

'such as certain of the landlords and club secretaries, or by those occu

pying long established and well respected positions in such organizations 

as the Woodhouse Prize Band. The numerous presidents, chairmen, treas

urers, etc. of particular activities usually based on the pub and club 
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of'ten gained a strong sense of significance,' \ as did many 'regulars' 

playing informal roles, the public houses 'character,' clever conver

sationalist, and so forth. A good nuniber of leisure time activities, 

ca tering for members of various social classes, such. as cricket, football, 

golf, gardening, etc., offered a strong sense of :fulfilment to those 

excelling in the particular pursuit concerned. 
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2. OTHER ASPECTS OF WOODHOUSE LIFE 

INTRODUCTION 

In addition to the activities and relationships peculiar to 

each ot the spheres described in the preceding Sections, there were 

other aspects of the lite ot Woodhouse residents which were not linked 

with any particular interest or any single association. It is to 

these activities and relationships of a rather more general kind that 

attention must now be directed. 

SOCIAL ACTION 

Solidarity 

Despite the abundance ot clubs, societies, gatherings, etc., 

described in the foregoing Sections, it is perhaps surprising to find 

how little organized groups, linked with different spheres of activity, 

came into direct contact with each other. I t is true the t such· organ-

izations as the Salvation Army held gatherings round the Village Cross, 

paraded the streets of the local district and were given access to 
,-

certain (thougll by no means all) the public houses. It is also true 

that the Woodhouse PriZe Band was an ubiquitious institution, in 19l2, 

appearing, amongst other places, at the Whitsuntide gathering, the 

Secondary School Sports Day, the Hospital Sunday Demonstration and the 



Parish Church Fete. But there is very little evidence of Imlch else 

of an inter-sphere nature being formally undertaken or arranged. Even 

with sport, the only match actually on record between two local district 

teams, in 1912, was that on Vlhitsuntide Monday when the Society of Friends 

played Woodhouse Cricket Club. 

On the other hand residents did came together on certain recognized 

communal occasions of the year, though interaction was mainly of an i~ 

formal na ture. For example, as mentioned in an earlier Section, many 

residents met up and mingled freely during the main shopping time, every 

Saturday night. During the year, a large number of local people would 

be off to picnic at Birley Spa on Easter Monday, and many more would 

congregate at the time of the VIIhi tsuntide processions and, above all, 

at the Feast. As an old resident puts it, 'Whitsuntide and the Feast 

Week were the two most important occasions for the community to act like 

one.' At these times a large section of the population experienced a 

strong sense of solidarity, simply as residents meeting informally and 

enjoying themselves together. 

1912 witnessed one occurrence, referred to several times before, 

which brought the inhabitants of the local district very close together; 

the six weeks minimum wage miners' strike in March and April. 'This 
1 

question has been the all-absorbing topic during the past month,' 

1. Woodhouse Parish Church Magazine. April 19l2. 



commented the Editor of the P&rish Church magazine in April, and this 

indeed appeared to be the case. Many residents acting both through 

associations and as individuals worked very hard to alleviate distress. 

One of the main centres of aid seems to have been the George Inn but, 

by the end of March, the Woodhouse Express noted that the Cross Daggers, 

the Woodhouse Worlcing Men's Club, the Salvation Army, the Handsworth 

Woodhouse Co-operative Society, the Woodhouse Tradesmen's Association 

and several local butchers had all given generously. Even one of the 

co1liery managers sent a load of boots to Woodhouse West School for 

children in need. Rather later in the day the Woodhouse churches also 

came into action. So all-pervasive had become the affair that the 

Woodhouse Express termed the Handsworth Urban District elections taking 

place at this time 'a "strike" tight, several of the candidates conduct-

ing soup and bread distributions, and making charity the principal 
1 

feature (of the campaign). I Thus the minimwn wage strike drew the 

residents of the local district close together, the helpers as much as 

the helped, and produced a strong sense of solidarity amongst inhabitants. 

One important feature of the Woodhouse 01' this era was the rise and 

fall in the teItlpo of communal life • The necessity of compressing the 

. description 01' the main activities of the area over a year or so into a 

limited space has possibly given the impression that every moment 01' the 

day was pulsating with activity. Indeed some residents do talk 

1. The Eckington, Woodhouse and Stave1ey Express. 13/4/12. 
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generally of the Woodhouse of this period as 'a lively place,' -

'vibrating,' with 'never a dull moment.' On the other hand, despite 

all that seems to have been going on within the local district, Wood-

house was regarded by some commentators as a rather slow-moving place. 

In 1908, the Woodhouse Express noted that 'Woodhouse for some weeks has 

experienced a time of extreme quietness. Nothing whatever has occurred 
1 

to break the monotony of country life,' and, in 1910, the reporter spoke 
2 

again of 'the usual quietness of iJoodhouse.' In 1912, after the term-

ination of the strike, the Woodhouse Express stated that' the town is 
3 

resuming its usual quiet aspect.' These differing impressions probably 

all reflect something of the truth. As the comments from the Vloodhouse 

Express imply, the greater part of local district life consisted of the 

repetition of a fairly ordinary work-a-day routine, with earning a living 

and looking after the family consuming a great deal of time and energy. 

'It was often a fight for survival then,' comments one old resident. 

What spare time people had was spent in the ordinary run of meetings at 

church, public house or club. Though life was much less of a struggle 

for the wealthier residents, the even tempo of affairs was maintained, 

one resident writing of this era as • a more leisurely age, when we had 
4 

time to read Dickens or try to unravel the mystery of "Edwin Drood". • 

Nevertheless, though, and indeed because, the daily round was uneventful, 

1. Ibid. 22/2/08. 
2. "i'bTci. w' 5/ 10. 
3. Ma. 20/V12. 
4,. i3uclcl.ey, s. (ed.) John Buckley (1865=19lft). Kendal, 194.6. p.134,. 
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it meant that when a break did occur in the regular and, for many. 

arduous routine, as at week-ends and especially at certain times during 

the summer, these occasions were doubly looked forward to and enjoyed. 

and left the impression of feverish activity and fun in the minds of old 

residents. Then Woodhouse ~ a 'vibrating'place. These times were 
1 

what Klein, in another context, terms the 'splashes' of the era, in this 

case public rather than simply familial in nature. . It was the very 

quietness of Woodhouse that made these occasions and events so dramatic 

and memorable, they were the 'great times' of considerable social import-

ance. to which people look back nostalgically as embodying the strong 

communal spirit of the age. 

In addition to intensive interaction at certain points in the weekly 

and 8lll'lU8.l cycle of events, frequent contact between residents was 

facUitated by the fact that many ot them belonged to numerous organiz-

ations associated with different spheres of activity. It was the men 

of course that were particularly involved in this multi-associationsl 

pattern across various spheres of social activity, though the women and 

children were also brought into the broader stream of things through 

regular contaot .with the friends of their husband or father if nothing 

more. This phenomenon of multi-associational and cross-sphere member-

ship can best be demonstrated by a glance at the activities of three 

well-known inhabitants. 

George Algernon Herring was a native of Woodhouse, and, in 1912, was 

1. Klein. J. Samples from English CUltures. Volume I. London, 1965. 
pp. 193-196. 
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manager of a small steam-laundry business in the local district. During 

that year he was elected to the Handsworth Url>an District CouncU (in 

all he was a local Councillor for about 20 years). In this official 

capacity he was one of the two 'visitors' to the station Road Elementary 

School, and one of those who addressed the Hospital Sunday gathering 

during Feast Week. In 19l2 he took the chair at the annual meeting of 

the Handsworth Parish Council. He was a manager of the Central Hall 

picture house and, amongst other forms of popular entertainment, in 

AprU 19l2, put on a free concert there for local residents. A staunch 

Wesleyan, he was, in 1912, awarded a long-service medal for work in their 

Sunday School. In addition he was closely linked with the Wesleyan Band 

of Hope and was one of the founders and permanent committee members of 

the annual Old Folks' Treat. 

Albert Bird was licencee of the George Inn, having moved to Wood

house sometime in the first few years of this Century. He was noted as 

a sportsman, having played first-class cricket for both Warwickshire and 

Worcestershire. He occasionally went down to these counties in the 

summer months to coach but still remained extremely active in Woodhouse 

itself'. In 1910, he Was the referee at the Woodhouse Annual Sports and 

Steeplechase on Feast Monday. He was a Vice-l?resident of the Woodhouse 

Institute Harriers and Athletic Club and a member of' the Hospital 

Canm1ttee, being especially concerned with arrangements for the Kelley 

(Football) CuP- A popular Master of Ceremonies, in January 1912, he 

, appeared in this role at the Parish Church Girls' Guild fancy dress ball 



and, in October, at the Woodhouse Trl;laesmen's Association's whist drive 

and dance. During the minimum wage strike he was personally very active 

in ais tributing soup and bread to needy children. In the sphere of 

politics, he was one of those nominating the licensee of the Princess 

Royal Hotel, Woodhouse Mill, as a candidate in the Urban District Counoil 

elections. In the sphere of social welfare, he was on the oommittee 

which, in 1912, arranged a speoial treat for the old people of Woodhouse 

Mill at the Junction Hotel ana, in November, amongst those entertaining 

at a charity concert at the stag Inn. All these things, in addition to 

the sooial evenings, dinners and presentations regularly held at the 

George Inn itself, brought him into close oontaot with hundreds of looal 

people. 

Bemard Grayson was a teacher at the Station Road Elementary School 

and lived in Hollis Croft at the West end of the looal district. He 

too was a keen sportsman being President ot the Woodhouse Institute 

Harriers and Athletic Club, in 1912 a linesman tor the Hospital Cup 

matches, and chosen to present the prizes at the Woodhouse Druids sports 

in September. He was a Wesleyan and, like George Herring, in 1912 

reoeived an award for long-servioe in the Sunday School. In addition he 

was Secretary of the Christian Union, on the committee of the Wesley Guild 

and the Editor ot the Wes1eyan magazine. A regular speaker at events 

held at other churches, in 1912 he was appointed one of the two Seore

taries for the Churches' Relief Committee formed to give aid to the 

f 
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miners during the strike. Finally, as Auditor, he served both the 

Hospital Committee and the Woodhouse and District Pig Club, having held 

this office in the latter since 1899. 

And so one could go on. This pattern of multi-associational 

membership across many different spheres of activity was typical of 

numerous residents, not merely on the level of office holding but on 

that of normal participation. The only qualification that must be made 

is that there was a certain tendency for Woodhouse residents to nucleate 

either around those activities based on the public houses and clubs, or 

around those sponsored by the churches, especially the Free Churches. 

This difference in the focal point of social activity was a matter of 

principle as well as of habit. As noted in the Section on 'Religion,' 

temperance was strongly advocated by many religious bodies and fonned 

the basis of numerous sermons, talks and lectures as well as of such 

organiza tions as the children's Band of Hope. Many residents thus grew 

up with a strong feeling that drinking was 'wrong' and churchgoing was 

. 'right,' or, at least, the 'proper' thing to do. The difference of 

opinion on this issue emerged, for example, when the Woodhouse Tradesmen's 

Association divided equally on the question of whether or not it was 

expedient to hold its meetings at the George Inn or at 'the Coffee Room' 

in Tannery Street. 

However, several factors prevented this difference of outlook be-

. coming coumunaUy very divisive. In the first place, the fact that so 
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many residents had been born and brought up in the same area meant 

that they knew each other very well (see below for comment on the 

further implications of this situation) and that any regular offence, 

such as drunkenness, tended to be 'conventionalized.' • After all it 

was only old Joe again.' Even members of the chapels condoned in the 

same breath as they denounced; 'We knew them allS' states one old 

Wesleyan, whilst another rema:rlcs, 'Then folk didn't really know better.' 

Another churchgoer writes, 'However DDlch heavy drinking was regretted 

by us, it was tolerated. lbere was a live and let live attitude towards 

it.' Secondly, some church members themselves visited licensed estab-

lishments. Choir members from the Parish Church regularly went into 

the nearby public houses for a drink after practices, and quite a number 

of church people were members of the Conservative Club. In addition 

many associations and groups, not church oriented but contai.n:ing church

goers, such as the (Sheffield) Druids Lodge, the Birley Lodge of the 

Miners' Union and the Hospital Committee, found it as convenient as any

where to meet in public houses, where a room was always available. The 

Parish Church Choir even held its annual dinner at the George ~ Nor 

were all the public houses particularly irreligious places. The Cross 

. Daggers, for example, every Christmas produced a choir which sang carols 

round the Village Cross, and the place itself was known locally as 'the 

Chapel.' Fina.lly, it must be remembered that many non-churchgoers, in 
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their childhood, had passed through church Sunday Schools and bonds 

remained despite the cessation of attendance at worship. All in all, 

therefore, what on the surface would seem to have been a deep social 

cleavage did much less to undermine c0Ill1m.l1l81 solidarity as a whole than 

one might have expected. 

Apart from the tendency for social life to nucleate, in leisure 

hours, around either the churches or the public houses and clubs, little 

ela e appeared on the Woodhouse scene at this time to set one section of 

the local district population over against another. Competition, and 

what conflict there was, were virtually confined to comparatively small 

issues and minor incidents, many of which have already been touched on 

in previous Sections. In the sphere of work, little love was lost be-

tween men and employers, a situation which meant that, at least initially, 

considerable support was forthcoming from the miners for the na tional 

strike of this year. The Woodhouse shopkeepers were to some extent, in 

competi tion, though this did not prevent the t'ormation ot' the Woodhouse 

Tradesmen's Association. Local government produced a lively election in 

1912, and at times the Council was strongly divided, in this period not

ably on how to deal wi th the poor health and high int'ant mortality rate 

" 
, in Woodhouse and vicinity. In the sphere ot' social welfare, there was 

disagreement, in 1912, about whether or not to hold a house-to-house 

colleotion instead of the usual Hospital Sunday Demonstration. The 

educational soene revealed some ,rivalry between the Top and Bottom Ele-
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mentary Schools, and widespread oynioism at the outset about the value 

of the new Seoondary School. There was little attempt at oo-operation 

between the Woodhouse ohurohes (as was true of the publio houses and 

olubs also), and this year saw suoh inoidents as the expulsion of the 

Parish Churoh from the Sunday Sohool League, and the dismissal of the 

local Congregational Minister by the deaoons for alleged misoonduot. 

In the sphere of leisure, there was the normal oompetitiveness between 

sports organizations and some rivalry between the two Woodhouse bands. 

But all other elements of oompeti tion or oonfliot were largely of a 

domestio nature, within families or between neighbours, or of a personal 

kind, disputes between parents and teaohers or brawls at the publio house. 

They may have been fieroe, but they were nearly always short-lived. 

These very differing examples of oompetition and oonfliot, even 

where potentially divisive on a fairly wide soale, were prevented from 

developing into major issues by three :faotors. First, was the lack of 
a 

any real vision within the local distriot of/better or easier way of life 

that oould be aohieved by the working class. The social horizon was 

very largely formed by the boundaries of Woodhouse itself. Seoondly, 

and related to this, was an upbringing which had taught residents to 

aooept-their lot in life. 'We were brought up to believe in masters 

and men, and still do,' oomments an old Woodhouse man. Thirdly, the 

struggle to survive left little time or energy to expend initiating or 

organizing widespread sooial protest. If one did risk entering the 

fray, as one miner who beoame an Urban District Counoillor found, one's 
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job was even less secure than ever. Thus the Vloodhouse situation at 

this time was hardly suited to produce widespread conflict, even of a 

communal kind. 

One of the most important factors in creating a strong sense of 

solidarity amongst the residents of Woodhouse was the constant availability 

of information about local goings on. 'It was marvellous how news used 

to travel round,' states one old inhabitant. By far the most noteworthy 

means of communication was word of mouth, local people being practiced 

in the art of passing on information of general interest with astounding 

alacrity. What was not public knowledge after the shops closed on Sat

urday nights was hardly worth knowing. 

Other modes of communication supplemented local gossip_ This·was 

still the age of the town crier, a role filled in 1912 by a local barber 

who was regularly seen about the streets announcing miners t meetings, 

church bazaars, furniture sales, the names of lost children and the 

location of stray animals. The personal touch gave to this type of 

announcement an exaggerated but compelling air of importance. 

The printed word was alSo an important method of keeping residents 

informed. Impressive posters advertising Sunday School Anniversaries, 

Harvest Festivals, socials and concerts would appear outside churches or 

in shop windows. Three churches (see the Section on 'Religion') produced 

monthly magazines which had a good local circulation in 1912. But most 

notable of all. the printed modes of communication were the newspapers, 

especially that known as 'The Eckington, Staveley and Woodhouse Express t 
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from which many of the quotations used in this thesis have been taken. 

This was regarded by inhabitants as really a Woodhouse paper, there being 

a local office in Woodhouse into which all reports were sent. Every 

week a long column appeared appropriately called 'Woodhouse Whisperings' 

supplemented in other parts of the paper by lengthy articles on weekly 

local events of note. The latter were reported very comprehensively, 

not in any trivial or sensational style but with serious care and 

earnestness. 

The means of communication which gave Woodhouse residents information 

concerning what went on in the world outside were much more limi. ted in 

scope, the Press being by far the most important. The Woodhouse F.xpress 

carried only advertisements for goods sold in the Sheffield or Rotherham 

shops and occasional articles about national affairs. On the other hand, 

the Sheffield papers (, '.ale Sheffield Daily Independent' , 'The 

Sheffield Daily Telegraph', 'The Evening Telegraph and Star' and 'The 

Green 'un', the latter a very popular Saturday sporting paper) had 

quite a good circulation within the local district. These papers did 

report news from the surrounding area and from the city itself, but, 

football and cricket apart, Wooahouse residents were apparently more 

interested in national than extended district events; as one puts it, 

'We weren't very concerned with what went on in the Sheffield Town Hall.' 

Thus if there was any fellow feeling with those outside Woodhouse it was 

as much with Englishmen as a whole as with the inhabitants of Sheffield. 

:rD. 1912, a sense of national solidarity and widespread sympathy seems to 



have reached its peak in Woodhouse on three particular occasions. The 

first was when the Titanic sank in April (this event figuring as the 

main headline in the Sheffield Independent for 15 consecutive days), all 

residents being caught up in the dramaticisense of personal loss. The 

second occasion was in July, when 87 miners lost their lives in the nearby 

Cadeby Colliery disaster, the fact that this was a local event and conn

ected with another mining district adding poignancy to the mishap. The 

third event was the death of Captain Scott and his party on the way home 

from the South Pole, news of which came much later in 1912. In these 

tragedies the whole local district shared but fellow feeling though strong, 

was inevitably of a temporary and tenuous nature. 

Solidarity was experienced by residents on a wider and more general 

level in connection with their British citizenship in particular and 

membership of the British Empire ~ general. Here a sense of pride 

fanned the sense of belonging to a rather idealized entity, the strong 

sense of solidarity remaining latent until revealed at such times as local 

and national celebrations associated with members of the Royal Family 

and, above all, during the call to arms in 19J..4. and just after. The 

doings of the Royal Family were always followed in Vioodhouse with great 

interes t, at the death of Edward VII there being t a run on black ties, I 

and the event being regarded by some as la death in the family. t For 

the Coronation of George V, in 1911, there were festivities in every 

street in the local district. And the excitement caused by visits of 

the Royal Family to the extended district has already been mentioned in 



the Section on 'Education.' 

With regard to the sentiment associated with the Empire an old 

resident writes as follows: 'There was a feeling of pride in the 

British Empire in 1912. This had been built up in our young minds 

through history lessons extolling the exploits of fonner soldiers, sailors 

and statesmen. Rudyard Kipling boaks of India and frontier life were 

all the rage, as were his poems with a decidedly patriotic flavour. We 

heard adults still singing the Music Hall sODgs with speoial reference 

to the Boer War, which was still fresh in their minds in spite of it 

having ended in 1902. There were a few Boer War "veterans" in the 

village, and soldiers came home from service in India. Canada and 

Australia were associated with those families who emigrated. There was 

a constant stream of missionaries from Africa and India who brought the 

jungles and deserts of parts of the Empire before our very eyes via the 

magic lantern "stills." All these things combined to impress on us the 

vastness of the British Empire, and what a splendid thing it was and hcm 

great we were. ihis was the time when the phrase, "The sun never sets 

on the British Empire," was really plugged, and it seemed right to be 

proud of it. "In 1912, occurred the great "Durbar" in India, and this 

show of might and splendour which went on for weeks, helped to boost 

afresh our greatness. I am quite sure that all this had something to do 

wi th the jingoism prevalent in the country a t the beginniDg of the 191.4--

1918 War and which led the way to men and youths volunteering so readily. t 

The only other means of keeping informed were by letter, telegraph or 

telephone. In 1895, the only date during this period when figures are 



available, the average number of letters delivered daUy in Woodhouse 
1 

was a mere 415 and despatched daily only 400. Though by 1912 this 

number would have risen somewhat, it was still, according to old 1nha.bit-

ants, 'an event to get a letter.' Telephones were mainly used for 

business purposes and it is doubtful whether more than 50 existed in the 

whole of the local district. 

Intensity of interaction amongst residents was now and then in-

creased by the various modes of travel of the era. 'lhe most common 

means of transport was by foot, all classes walking to the shops, to 

church, to the public hous e and often to work. Face-to-face contact, 

with its inevitable exchange of greetings and news, Was thus frequent. 

The era of the motor car had hardly dawned, although the firs t had 

appeared in Woodhouse as early as the turn of the Century. One resident 

describes this as quite a communal event; when the 'first car came down 

the street ill turned out to see it pass by. ~ shared the joy and 

excitement of the first car to appear in the village. No sense of 

jealousy - jus t pride in the Village car.' But in 1912, the car was far 

less important than the bicycle, the horse-drawn tubs and wagonettes, 

and the train. 

The bicycle was the first comparatively cheap and private means of 

transport by which Woodhouse people were able to venture into and beyond 

the extended die trict and its appearance, some decades before 1912, was 

1. LeTall, W.J. Doings in Handsworth Woodhouse and in 
Handsworth Parish, 1816=1899 York, 1899. p.39. 



The post is despatched. 

Typical transport of the time. 



thus a most important breakthrough in respect to the mobility, especially 

the leisure-time mobility, of the population. As noted under the 

Section on 'Leisure,' a cycling group existed at the Working Men's Club, 

and others in small parties went out at week-ends during the summer as 

far afield as Doncaster, Worksop and Lincoln. Some children cycled to 

school and a few men to work. Wagonettes, seating up to 20 people, were 

used to transport residents from the Village Cross to Woodhouse Station 

and for numerous summer leisure outings into the Dukeries or Derbyshire. 

Travel here involved a good deal of passenger-participation, the men 

always getting out to allow the horses an easier pull up steep inclines 

and the very slowness of the journey giving ample time for long con

versations and sometimes home-coming sing-songs. Travel into Sheffield 

involved much less contact between residents. The majority would walk 

across the fields to Handsworth or up the hill to Intake together to 

catch the tram, and some would take one of the two dozen or so trains 

which ran daily from Woodhouse to the city. But very few inhabitants 

travelled into Sheffield regularly, though visits at week-ends were more 

popular, and neither the tram nor train journey facilitated very vigorous 

interaction. Nevertheless, Woodhouse people did spend a good deal of 

time travelling around on foot or by one means of transport or another 

and contacts made informally on these occasions over the years strength

ened friendships and enhanced solidarity. 



Signifioanoe 

Few of the aotivities mentioned above oan be pieked out as 

speoifioally engendering a strong sense of signifioanoe other than 

the work of the Press, and espeoially of the Woodhouse Express. Sig-

nifioanoe was given to residents simply beoause their aotivities were 

so fully reported by the latter, often with a phrase of oommendation 

or oongratulation for everyone to read. Inhabitants were thus led to 

believe that what they did in their dally lives was important and that 

they themselves oounted for something in the affairs of the looal dis-

triot. A few examples may suffioe here. In January 1912, the Wood-

hous e Express reported in detail the types of dress worn by 28 of the 

prinoipal danoers at the fanoy dress ball held by the Parish Churoh 
1 

Girls' Guild. In February, every person who spoke during the fort-
2 

nightly disoussion run by the Wesley Guild was mentioned by name. In 

Maroh, the Parish Churoh gave an operetta at the Endowed School and the 

Woodhouse Express desoribed every aot and the performanoe of each indiv-
3 

idual in tulle In MarCh and April, during the minimum wage strike, 

there were exhaustive reports of all the speeohes given at the meetings 

of the Birlei Miners' Lodge. The monthly medal oompeti tion held by 

. the Woodhouse Golf Club regularly inoluded the names of every player and 

the seasons averages for both 1st and 2nd XIs of the Woodhouse Cricket 

Club appeared in full later in the year. The monthly meetings and other 

'lhe Ecldrutton, Woodhouse and Staveley ExPress. 20/1/12. 
Ibid. 17/2112. 
Ibid. :'.J,GtJf.L2. 
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affairs of the Urban District Council were written up most comprehensively, 

in October, for example, a lengthy report of the speeches given during the 
1 

annual dinner of the local Fire Brigade at the Angel Irm appearing. 

Domestic affairs also figured prominently, reports of weddings going so 
2 

far as to include a complete list of 48 gifts and givers in one case, 
3 

and 70 in another. Accounts of funerals, especially the names of 

rela tives and friends a ttending, and obituary notices were similarly 

generous in length and detailed in substance. 

Every week, therefore, for such reporting as that described above 

was continuous throughout the year, a large number of residents might 

find their names in print because they had spoken, or sung, or acted, or 

scored a goal or bowled well, or just simply been there on this or that 

quite ordinary social occasion. Their names would appear side by side 

with those mentioned in cormection with the extended district or national 

news without any impression being given that reporters were merely 

'playing to the crowd.' Significance was thus greatly enhanced because 

the activities of inhabitants were obviously taken seriously and they 

themselves were made to feel they had some worthwhile contribution to 

make or_ part to play in local district affairs and these mattered. 

1. ~. 
2. Ibid. 
3. Ibid. 

19/10/12. 
3/8/12. 
10/8/12. 



SOCIAL STRUCTURE 

Solidarity 

It was mentioned in the Introduction that, by 1912, Woodhouse had 

seen no great influx of residents for well over a decade. This, allied 

to the fact that at this time as many as half the inhabitants belonged 

to either very old established families or to families that had resided 

in the local district for a generation or more, meant that certain 

leading figures in the area had become extremely well known. Such, for 

example, was James Morton who had first taken charge of the Endowed 

School in 1874, and was the Headmaster of the Station Road School from 

1889 until 1918. Another was Isaac Crowther who was appointed Head

master of Birley School (Normanton Springs) in 1893 and of Woodhouse West 

School in 1900, where he remained until retirement in 1923. In the 

religious sphere, the Rev. William Henry Booth was the local incumbent 

from 1887 until 1918, and the Rev. Robert Brotherton served the Congre

gational Church from 1889 to 1905, and again from 1916 until 1920. Dr. 

Arthur w. Scott took over the medical practice of Dr. Frederick T. LeTall 

in 1887 and remained in it until 1924. Many other prominent residents 

. such as John Hardcastle, the local Registrar, William Furniss, a leading 

representative of' the mine~, George Herring (mentioned before in this 

Section) and Charles Ward, an auctioneer, to mention only a few, belonged 

to families which had lived in Woodhouse for many generations. Length-
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of residence and service characteristic of such people as these and 

many others gave inhabitants a feeling of social stability which 

enhanced solidarity. 

Certain of these figures, through their own abilities and personal-

ity, as well as many years spent in Woodhouse, gradually became symbolic 

(see Chapter VI, 4) not merely, or even especially, within the sphere 

with Which they were occupationally or otherwise generally connected, but 

throughou t the whole of the local dis trict. 
1 

In this cas e they were ' 

indeed akin to the social "fixes," (to use the term mentioned by 

Herbert in cozmection with town planning) of the Woodhouse of this era, 

and instrumental in giving strength and cohesiveness to the total communal 

life of that time and place. 

One such symbolic figure was Dr. Arthur Scott (see also the Section 

on 'Health and Welfare'), or, as he was known to many, 'Scottie.' His 
,. 

own professional activities were rather too individualistic to facilitate 

him becoming the focal head of any particular associa tion, even in the 

sphere of medicine, but so frequent a visitor was he to the homes of all 

classes of residents, and so numerous were his connections with local 

organizations, from the Iarish Church to the Urban District Council, that 

by 1912 he had without doubt become a figure helping to weld Woodhouse 

"into a corporate unit. 

1. Herbert, G. 
Sociol. Rev. 
p. 202. 

As one resident puts it, 'Vl.hen Dr. Scott died, 



everyone else thought they'd diel' John Hardcastle, already mentioned 

in the Section on 'Religion,' was another symbolic figure, not just for 

the Wesleyans, but for the local district as a whole. This was not 

because of great popularity, but due more to the fact that his work as 

Registrar brought him into contact with so many residents. In 1912 he 

was perhaps past the hey-day of his authority, but he still remained, 

amongst other things, Assistant Overseer for Handsworth and Orgreave, a 

director of the Handsworth Woodhouse Gas Company and owner, with his wife, 

of a good deal of property in 'the area. A one time licensee of the 

Angel Inn describes him as then 'the Woodhouse King'; another resident 

as 'Lord High Chancellor.' Here again, therefore, emerged a figure 

about whom people revolved, a kind of hub of the conmmal wheel. Along

side these two gentlemen stood a large number of somewhat less widely 

recognized figures, many of whose names have been mentioned before, yet 

all to a greater or lesser degree symbolic figures of cormnunal importance. 

Other inhabitants acted, albeit unconsciously, as cohesive agents in 

the life of the local district through acquiring over the years widely 

acknowledged ,reputations as 'characters.' To these people there often 

became attached tales of an alIlUSing or mock-heroic nature. One such 

resident was .Arthur Hancock, a greengrocer and fishmonger, who turned 

the scales at 20 stones and inevitably earned the nickname of 'Fatty.' 

An oft repeated story tells how he once won a race against a young 

challenger by choosing as the venue a narrow path between high hawthorne 
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hedges. His opponent could not pass him! Another local character 

of the era was William Daykin, better known as 'Panchon' Daykin. The 

tale goes that he was sent to purchas,e a panchon (a large mixing bowl) 

but unfortunately broke it on 'the way home from the shop. Managing to 

get a second panchon safely home, he then dropped it to demonstrate to 

his mother how he smashed the first! Perhaps the most notorious of 

Woodhouse characters was 'Rough' Cockayne, a miner who was constantly 

in trouble with the law. A story is told by many residents concerning 

how, when bailiffs came to evict Cockayne for non-payment of rent, he 

locked them in the house with him, put a tin of powder, used in the pit 

for shot-firing, into the oven, and remarked, 'Now say your prayers; 

we'll all leave together" The bailiffs left of their own accord; 

through the windowl 'He was a devil!' remarks an er-publican of this 

era, with a twinkle in his eye. Such tales as these contributed towards 

a common heritage and sense of belonging to a unique social entity shared 

by residents, as well as, incidentally, often giving such characters a 

notable role in local district life. 

Many residents possessed nicknames which had become attached to them 

over the years and often remained with them throughout their lives. There 

is no point here in listing these as they would be meaningless to the 

reader, but' they bear out yet again the intimacy of the relationships 

existing within Woodhouse and the strong corporate sense engendered. ' 

Even certain sayings s till us ed occasionally by older residents (such 

as, 'He ran like a Birks' or 'He slept like a Birks,' the Birks family 
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being an important and very well established one in the local district) 

must have had their origin, lost now, in the history of this place. 

The consequence of this growing together of residents over the 

years, evidenced by the emergence of major and minor symbolic figures, 

local characters, the growth of folk tales and the frequent use of nick

names is sunmed up by a phrase repeated time without number by the older 

residents, 'Woodhouse was a place where everybody knew everyboqy else.' 

'We could tell you who lived in every house from the If.d.ll to the Springs,' 

state many old people today. And because so many of those playing 

different roles lived in the local district, pupils and teachers, c~ 

cillors and policemen, miners and colliery officials, doctors and mid

wives, tenants and landlords (of the 109 property owners noted in the 

electoral roll of 1912, 55 lived in Woodhouse itself, 4.3 in the extended 

district, and only 11 beyond the latter}, 'knowing everyboqy' meant 

knowing very well a large majority of those encountered, in whatever 

sphere of activity, during the course of a lifetime. Although it is 

true that such intimacy could have its drawbacks, for example little 

chance to live a private life and sometimes oppressive social pressure 

to conform to traditional patterns of behaviour, it did at least mean 

that residents were bound together by El common interest in and concern 

for each other's fortunes and doings. 'We knew one another, almost down 

to the latest child born,' writes one resident, whilst another states, 

'We all knew each other in the village and really did feel we belonged-' 

One striking feature of the Woodhouse of this era was the ever

recurring cycle of events, daily, weekly and annually, many of which have 
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been mentioned in previous Sections. In addition, ever,y sphere con-

tributed some activity or occasion of note to this communal round, and 

thus Virtually ever,y resident was drawn into it and directly involved, 

consciously or unconsciously, in supporting and perpetuating it. The 

constant repetition of events, great and small, gave predictability and 

stability to the temporal cycle, prevented too much competition between 

various organizations (each generally accepting and keeping clear of 

those occasions when other groups had arranged special functions), facil

itated the integration of activities connected with the very different 

interests of residents, and thus built up mutual respect and enhanced a 

sense of solidarity throughout the local district. 

A wide variety of minor events had their allotted plaoe in the time

table fixed by local folkways, but here only a few of the main aotivities 

will be mentioned. Work, for example, to a great extent moulded the 

pattern of the day and the week. Residents remark how the sound of 

miners' boots and clogs, echoing round the streets as they set off for 

the 6.00 am. shift, signalled the start of another day even for non-mining 

families. The effect of shift-work on the daily cycle at home has already 

been referred to in the Section on • Family and Neighbours. • Throughout 

the week there was a fairly regular pattern of aotivity in the household; 

Monday for washing, Thursday for baking and Friday for cleaning through, 

the latter to be finished without fail by Saturday lunch-time. The pay

ment of" wages on Saturday at noon resulted in the regular weekly get 

together at the shops in the evening. Religion had, in 1912, a ver,y firm 
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hold on the calendar and Sabbath observance was still the norm even 

for many non-churchgoers. During the year church festivals (Shrove 

Tuesday, when the schools had a half-holiday, Easter, Sunday School 

Anniversaries, Harvest Festivals, etc.) gave form and feature to the 

year for a very large part of the population, W'hitsuntide being a 

particularly important communal occasion. The leisure activities of 

the local district had a less formal time-table, but the Feast, in 

particular, was a major communal event. The sphere of 'Health and 

Welfare' contributed the annual Old Folks' Treat, the Hospital Cup Final, 

and the Hospital DelOOns tra. tion to the calendar. And so one could go 

on. There was thus built up a :f'ull and fixed social programme, one 

which in time became part of the fabric of the life of residents, perhaps 

typified as well as anything in this mining dis trict by the way in which 

every New Year was heralded by the walling sirens of the Birley East 

Colliery. These temporal folkways had a strong cohesive function for 

the Woodhouse inhabitants of this era. 

A high degree of interaction over many years had also led, by 1912, 

to the emergence of what certain town planners have called • symbolic 
1 

place. • But the latter, in the case of Woodhouse, were more than just 

major nodal points giving • a feeling of meaning and permanence,' they did 
2 

indeed represent • the continuity of the town' and its life. They were 

places which, through constant use, had become infused with a kind of 

conmunal personality and were looked upon almost with reverence. These 

1. Herbert, G. 
Sociol. Rev. Vol. 11, No. 2. 
p. 206. 

2. ~ pp.203-2Q4.. 

Theo • 
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places were the repositories of a host of rich memories and reminded 

residents of the many occasions in the past when solidarity had been 

especially stronge In this way, the past was caught up and brought 

into the present, these symbolic places becoming the means of infusing 

inhabitants with something of the communal strength of previous gener-

ations. 

The most important symbolic place was without doubt the Village Cross, 

having stood for centuries at the hub of the life of the local district • 

.Around and about it residents for many generations had engaged in social 

intercourse at an intense pitch. On its steps religious and political 

orations were, in 1912, still delivered to large crowds, choirs from 

churches and public houses sang, and bands played. Without the Cross, 

Woodhouse would have been unrecognisable to the people of that era. The 

only other spot to vie with the Cross as a comnnmal symbol was' an old 

cottage, sited on the top of the hill on the open fields to the South of 

Woodhouse itself, known as 'Sally Clerk's,' and which gave its name to 

the area immediately round about it. 'Sally Clark's' symboliZed the 

many happy times that all residents, young and old, had had there, 

tobogganing down the slopes, playing games, courting and picnicing. The 
-

sentiments that surrounded this place are swnmed up by the words on the 

back of a print of the cottage; 'To those who knew and loved the old 

village of Woodhouse with its market Cross and winding streets, Sally 

Clark's Was more than a landmark, - it was an institution.' Many other' 

buildings formed minor symbolic places. For example, when the tanyard, 
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where work had oeased in 1906, was later demolished, the Woodhouse 

Express oommented as follows; 'The Tannery buildings which for soores 

of years have been a feature of the village, are rapidly disappearing 

before the ruthless onslaught of pick and orowbar, and the plaoe which 

turned out leather, which in its day was famed far and wide, will soon 

be no IOOre •••••. The dissppearanoe of another landmark from our midst 

will be a souroe of regret to old Woodhouse people, who in days gone by 
1 

assooiated the village with the tanyard.' These and many other plaoes 

reminded residents of their own or their forefathers' past doings and 

enhanoed present solidarity by helping all to feel that they shared a 

unique oommon heri tage. 

So too did plaoe names bring to mind the activities and relation-

ships of past years and remind inhabitants of the way of life they had 

inherited. There was Tannery Street, Malthouse Lane and Waterslaoks 

Lane, which were associated with local distriot oocupations, past and 

present, and there was Chapel Street, Church Lane and. Meetinghouse Lane, 

amongst others, which reminded people of their religious heritage. In 

addition a host of plaoe names owed their origin to those residents who 

over the yea~ had built Woodhouse: Greenwood Lane, Hooley Road, Birks 

Avenue,~ Hollis Croft, Keyworth Cottages, Cockayne's Yard and so forth. 

Of a more informal nature in this conneotion were such names as 'Up 

Gillespie's,' a path running alongside the house and land onoe belonging 

to a person of that name, and 'Muck and Sausage Row,' a block of houses 

1. The Eokington, Woodhous e and Staveley Express_ 29/8/08. 
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originally built by a colliery official and a butcher. other place 

names reminded residents of the natural features of the locality: 

Sweet Tree Lane, Spa Lane, Pear Tree Yard and so on. So it came about 

that the titles of streets and other places represented to inhabitants 

a unique heritage into which they had entered. Woodhouse thus became 

in a certain sense their personal property. It belonged to them, and -
they in their generation had the privilege of sharing its traditions 

and the responsibility of passing them on. 

The points made in the preceding paragraphs concerning the attach

ment of residents to people and place, can best be summed up in the words 

of a woman who lived at this time. She writes; 'I myself had a strong 

sense of belonging to Woodhouse. Having been bom there it was to me 

home, first and foremost. The people, the lanes, the walks, had a great 

attraction for me from an early age. There was a fascination about the 

old stone houses in the old parts of the village, and the stories of the 

eccentrics and individualistic characters who peopled the place - this 

was the spice of life, and Woodhouse was to me a wonderful place to 

. live in.' 

Social class in Woodhouse was defined occupationally in the Section 

on 'Work.' Other important features of social class were added where 

relevant when considering the remaining spheres of activity, and here it 

only remains to add a word on the way in which speech dis tinguished one 

class from another. An old resident writes, 'The Yorl<:shire dialect, 

in different degrees of broadness, was spoken in most working class homes, ' 

but it was rarely heard in the middle (ie., intermediate) class homes of 
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shopkeepers, and never in the homes of the top class.' Their speech 

was most correct at all times among children and adults. They were 

articulate, tended to speak rather loudly and with authority, but with 

no exaggerated accent - just plain King's English. Children addressed 

their parents as 'Mother,' 'Father, t or 'Papa.' With working class 

children, it was 'Dad, t 'Mam, t or 'Our Mother. t I think on the whole, 

women and girls spoke less dialect than men and boys. t But despite the 

fact that the top, intermediate and working classes had very distinctive 

styles of life and speech, there is very little evidence to show that 

membership of a particular class in itself created a strong sense of 

solideri ty. One resident even goes so far as to describe the Woodhouse 

of this era as 'almost classless.' 

at least in some people's minds? 

Why was this latter impression left, 

There appear to have been a number of reasons. It should be re-

called that' there was no squirearchy, no gentlemen farmers, no very 

large landowners, so that the top level did not constitute a peak, but 

a plateau of varied professions.' In part because of this, the top 

class were not totally removed beyond contact with the remainder of 

residents, and from their number emerged a number of leaders in some 

important aspects of local district life. Although the members of the 

upper strata were not often seen t on the fairground, or a t sports events' 

and 'rarely appeared at the Whi tsUn processions, ••••• thee e same families 

were the pillars of the church they attended,' writes one old resident. 
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Their attitude to the rest was not snobbish but rather paternalistic; 

'We were all part of the same family,' as one person states. Woodhouse 

also possessed a strong intermediate class during this period, many of 

whose number had their roots in mining families. This group acted as a 

useful. link between the top and lower classes, especially in the life of 

the churches which embraced a good cross-section of inhabitants. It is 

worth noting in this connection that the strength of the Free Churches 

prevented the emergence of a dominant and aloof Anglican-Conservative group 

over against the remainder. In addition, the working class had direct 

contact with many top class homes, for example through sending daughters 

into service or through the women taking in washing. Another feature of 

the Woodhouse scene was the way in which the members of all classes were 

scattered throughout the whole length and breadth of the local district 

and, even at the East end, where a number of large houses were sited, 

the homes of the upper and lower classes were always within a stone's throw. 

One resident puts the situation thus; 'The locality of Woodhouse was ••••• 

confused and muddled - rich and poor jostling together.' 

All these factors tended to break down the emergence of groups re

stricted exclusively to those of a single social strata, very few activ

ities indeed being one class affairs. Though differences of life-style 

obviously existed there was little aloofness at the top or resentment at 

the bottom. 'I was aware that there was a difference between us, but 

somehow it did not rankle,' writes one resident. This mood of acceptance, 

is clearly brought out by a simple rhyme appearing in the personal diary 

of a Woodhouse woman, who belonged to a working class family, at the end 
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of the last century: 

'Though humble my lot and though poor my estate, 
I see without envy the weal thy and grea t. ' 1. 

The general situation with regard to social class in the Woodhouse of 

this period is well summed by one resident who writes, 'Class feeling 

was not very pronounced - we were living too near one another and too 

much on the same level for it to operate, and I can think of nothing at 

that time that brought it into the open. Neither do I think that class 

feeling in any way created feelings of social solidarity.' 

Significance 

Although class feeling as such only engendered a limited sense of 

solidarity amongst Woodhouse people of similar social background, it 

nevertheless provided some with an enhanced sense of significance. The 

top section were certainly aware that they were 'a class apart.' Their 

children, for example, often went to private schools, were not obliged 

to attend Sunday school and played little with chUdren from other social 

strata. One old miner recalls with some amusement how when once he and 

his friends were taunting the 'teenage daughters of one of the doctors, 

~s they were playing tennis on their own private court, one girl remarked 

to the other, 'Take no notice my dear, they're only the scum of the 

villagel' Another member of the intermediate class who rose by marriage 

into the·· top class, looking back nostalgically, comments, 'Woodhouse 

1. The DiaU" 6fYarj'"Atkin, Talbot Ro~d, WoodhoUde.(UnPub'lished), 1898. 
l3/l/l898. 
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used to be such a posh place then.' Although class distinctions' did 

not rankle,' they seem to have provided many amongst the top class 

wi th a very strong sense of significance; this upper strata expected, 

and indeed received, a good deal of respect and even deference. 

Below the top social strata, class was far less pronounced and far 

less important to inhabitants as a bearer of status. One woman resident 

writes, '"Keeping up with the Joneses," as we know it today, was not 

indulged in. Living within one's incane was about as much as one could 

do. Things were bought from necessity, not because the neighbour had 

them. ' She does add, 'There was one status symbol, however, and that 

Was a piano ••••• To own a piano meant that one had "aITived".' But for 

most people outside the top class status symbols, indicative of class 

distinction, were the exception not the rule. 

SUY.MING UP 

In 1912, the population of Woodhouse fonned very lmlch a social entity, 

the influx of residents in the latter part of the 19th Centur,y having 

tailed off in the first decade of the 20th Century, and the newcomers 

having been well-integrated into the life and activities of the local 

d~strict. Only two noteworthy social divisions were in evidence within 

the population as a whole. One was between the churchgoer and the pub

goer, though the likelihood of this undermining fellow feeling amongs t 

residents was greatly reduced by the fact that everyone knew everyone 

else so well and that numerous churchgoers, for one reason or another, 
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had direct contact with the public houses and clubs. Pubgoers, in 

their turn, had often been brought up as children to attend Sunday 

School. The other social division of note was that which separated 

the top class of Vioodhouse resident from the rest, a division based on 

occupational standing, wealth, the ownership of property, and life 

style, including speech. But here again, resentment Was reduced and 

tension mitigated by the fact that many top class residents were active 

in local district affairs, by the 'buffer' function of a strong inter-

mediate class, and by a general acceptance at all levels of the strati-

fied society of the era. Social class as such was in fact not a very 

important phenomenon in creating a sense of solidarity amongst separate 

sections of the populace. Thus, though these two divisions (churchgoer 

or pubgoer, top class or the rest) cannot be ignored, they did not 

prevent a strong sense of solidarity developing amongst the residents 

of Woodhouse taken as a whole. 

The emergence of this strong sentiment was the result of numerous 

factors. Though formal contact between the many organizations operat-

ing within different spheres of activity was infrequent, many male resi

dents in_particular belonged to a wide variety of groups, all active 
. 
within the confines of the local district" and thus they kept meeting 

one another whilst pursuing different interests and playing different 

roles. The hard" and often uneventful" task of making ends meet and 

keeping a home going was offset by fairly frequent informal communal 

gatherings, or 'splashes,,' which drew residents together in bursts of 
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intensive interaction and thereby reinforced their identity as a social 

unit. In a comparatively insecure age, life was given predictability 

and stability by the clear, fixed cycle of daily, weekly and annual 

events (with the church calendar playing a notable part here), which 

facilitated the adoption of a similar routine by many residents and ener

getic corporate effort at thigh-spots t during the year, notably at Whit-

auntide and the F eas t. 

A strong sense of solidarity throughout the local district was 

further maintained by the rapid transmission of local news, mainly by 

word of mouth, and through very detailed weekly reporting of all kinds 

of local activities in the Woodhouse Express. Some interaction occurred 

whils t people travelled to school, to shop, to work, to find entertain

ment, to attend church and so forth, within or outside the local district, 

but only where the journey gave ample time and opportunity for conver-

sationwas solidarity much enhanced. On the other hand, organized 

outings by bicycle, wagonette or train were often times of vigorous 

social int ercours e. 

The length. of time many residents had lived in Woodhouse meant that 

.the majority were very well acquainted and this, together with the other 

structural features mentioned below, engendered a strong sense of solid-

arity throughout the local district as a whole. '!he limi ted degree of 

geographical mobility facilitated the emergence of major and minor 

. symbolic figures who could act as communal focal points in Woodhouse 

affairs. lnt eres ting village personalities , individual nick-names, 



and colloquial expressions went towards giving Vioodhouse a character 

of its own" whilst buildings, streets and landmarks" with their distinct

ive names" reminded residents of their common, and in many ways unique, 

social heritage. 

The sense of significance experienced by inhabitants was discovered 

ver,y largely through the numerous activities and relationships already 

described in detail in the preceding Sections. However, residents 

often felt their sense of significance enhanced when they found their 

achievements recognized by the appearance of their names in the columns 

of the Woodhouse Express, a paper of good reputation in the local dis-

trict. Consciousness of social standing helped to produce a very strong 

sense of significance amongst members of the top Woodhouse class, though 

below this section of the population class consciousness as such was much 

less apparent. 

Residents generally found very little sense of solidarity or signifi

cance outside the local dis trict" though there were exceptions here' 

especially amongst members of the top class. From time to time national 

events" though much less extended district affairs, evoked strong 

sympathies and fellow feeling (as, for example, when the Titanic sank), 

. but such sentiments were temporar,y. More continuous, though of a more 

general and idealistic nature" was the strong latent sense of solidarity 

springing from residents t awareness of themselves as citizens of Great 

Britain, Mother Countr,y of a mighty Empire, a sentiment in part focuse,d 

on members of the Royal Family as here the obvious symbolic figures. 



CONCLUSION 

The purpose ot this 'Conclusion' is to summarize the material 

set out in the foregoing Sections in a form which will later facilitate 

the testing of the two major hypotheses reterred to in the 'Introduction' 

to this thesis. 1hese are :-

I. That over recent years notable changes have taken place 

in the expression (through the social activities and relationships of 

major categories of the population) and territorial focus (ie., those 

geographical units which contain cOI!U)]lmal activities and relationships) 

of conmunity. 

n. That, despite these changes, a sense ot comrmmity has not 

disappeared and, in sane cases, its intensity has increased. 

The full examination of these two hypotheses can only be undertaken 

atter the 1966 data has been presented (in Chapter VIII), and set beside 

that for 1912. Nevertheless, the first step is to arrange the main 

findings concerning 1912 in a fOIm related to the hypotheses • 

. done below under the following headings :-

This is 

Main categories ot Woodhouse residents who E!lCPerienced a sense 

of community in similar ways (Hypotheses I and II) 



The intensity (HYPothesis 11) and expression (Hypothesis I) 

ot community sentiment exPerienced by these main categories ot 

residents 

The geographical context ot comnnmi ty as exPerienoed by 

Woodhouse residents (avpothesis I) 

385. 
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Main categories of Woodhouse residents who exPerienced 
a sense of community :in similar ways 

The description and analysis of Woodhouse :in the preceding Sections 

was not conducted with any preconceived ideas as to which, if any, 

would appear as the main comnunal groupings of residents (ie., those 

experiencing a similar sense of s olidari ty end significance through 

similar activities and relationships). In fact, one of the striking 

things that this 1912 enquiry reveals is the great difficulty in speci-

fying such categories with great precision, simply because those with 

much the same background and living in like circums tences none the less 

felt a sense of community at different levels of intensity and expressed 

it in different ways. Bearing the exceptions in mind, .. however, it can 

be said that three particular factors did in the main distinguish cate-

gories of residents with a fairly similar communal experience: age, sex 

and social class. 

The age of residents certainly affected their style of life and 

sense of COllDJlunity during this period. Only two groupings of outstand-

ing importance. emerged, however; children and adults. Until Woodhouse 

. children left school at the age of 1.3, they lived almost entirely in a 

child's world. After 1.3, they virtually became adults, in the sense 

tha t they went out' into the world to earn a living, usually the boys 

down the pit and often the girls into service; yet they still remained 



children untU their marriage, in the sense that any money they earned 

was immedia tely handed over to their parents and they were in other 

respects allowed little independence or freedom. Thus, although young 

people met and mingled with those of their own age, especially in the 

context of activities organized by such bodies as the churches, there 

was no distinctive 'teenage period as such with a peculiar common style 

of life of its own. At the other end of the age scale, adults them

selves worked as long as they possibly could, and retirement (as under

stood in the 1966 era) was unheard of. Lower life expectation also 

meant that the proportion of old people in the population of WOOdhOUS8 

as a whole was less than in more recent years. 

~. 

The 1912 period saw a fairly strict die tinction drawn between the 

sexes. At school, for example, ~ and girls, though in the same class, 

sat in separate group;:! and at break time were confined to separate parts 

of the playground. Again at church they were often in different Sunday 

School classes, and on such occasions as the Whitsuntide processions 

were kept apart. Although friendships were at times made across the 

sexes, especially where children lived in close proximity, there remained 

. a general acceptance of a clear social distinction between the sexes 

through chUdhood and adolescence, as well as in the period of courtshipe 

In the case of adults, .!!!!m and women seemed a t times to live in worlds 

that were very far apart. Although some activities (as in the cases of 
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those run by the churches) were open to both sexes, by and large the 

women's time and energy were given to the home and family, whilst the 

men at work end in his leisure hours moved almost entirely in a male 

dominated realm. There were, however, certain differences of behaviour 

in this regard according to which social class Woodhouse residents 

belonged. 

Social class. 

Social class was the only other characteristic which distinguished 

categories of residents with a similar communal experience. ilie main 

dis tinction was between members of the top class and working class, with 

the intermediate class tending to possess more features in common with 

the latter than the former. However, in the assessment of the strength 

of coJllDll.Dity sentiment felt by residents which follows, it is assumed 

that no great differenoe ocoUITed in the experience of the three main 

social classes unless specifically mentioned. 



The intensity and exPression of conmunity sentiment 
experienced by these main categories of residents 

The following SUIIUJJary and. analysis is set out in two parts. In 

the first part there are listed those social activities and relation-

ships engendering a sense of solidarity ancv' or significance for the 

main categories of Woodhouse residents. By and large, only those 

activities and relationships of considerable communal importance are 

mentioned. Where activities and relationship:l producing only weak, 

and sometimes moderately strong, communal sentiments are included, this 

is merely to help in comparing the experiences of different categories 

of residents in 1912, or to facilitate the comparison (see the 1966 

'Conclusion') of the situation in 1912 with that in 1966. In the second 

part, the two essential communal elements, solidarity and significance, 

are drawn together so that those activities and relationships which as 

a result are found to have given Woodhouse residents of this era a 

notable sense of comnnmity can be listed in order of importance. 

(The particular Sections wherein reference is made to the essential 

elements of community sentiment mentioned below are noted in brackets.) 



Children 

1. Solidarity and significance 

Solidarity 

VerY strong 

Within the immediate family ('Family and Neighbours'). 

390. 

Between children and grandparents living in the local district 

('Family and Neighbours') • 

.Amongst small groups of children of similar age and sex and, in 

the case of top class families more exclusively of their own social 

strata, living within the same precinct or nearby ('Family and Neigh

bours') • 

Amongst small groups of children, of similar age and sex, within 

the same class at school ( , Educa tion' ) • 

Amongst children at the Secondary School, mainly from the top and 

independent intermediate classes, at the level of both the class and 

the School as ,a whole ('Education') • 

. strong 

AmOngst children regularly attending activities run by such organ

iZations as the churches ('Religion'), the Friendly Societies ('Health 

and Welfare'), and the Handsworth Woodhouse Co-operative Society ('Work') ~ 



Between children from working and intermediate class families 

and adult neighbours living in the same precinct ('Family and 

Neighbours'). 

391. 

Between children and members of the extended family living in the 

local district ('Family and Neighbours'). 

Between children and teachers at the Secondary School (' Education'). 

Moderate 

Amongst children at the Elementary Schools at the level of the 

class ('Education'). 

Between children from top class families and adult neighbours 

living in the same precinct ('Family and Neighbours ,) • 

.Amongst children regularly attending the film shows at the Central 

Hall ('Leisure'). 

From time to time, as young citizens of the Mother Country of the 

British Empire ('Education,' 'Other Aspects of Woodhouse Life') • 

.Amongs t children a t the Elementary Schools at the level of the 

School as a whol e ( , Educa tion' ) • 

Between children and teachers at the Elementary Schools ( , Educa t

. ion'). 
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Signifioanoe 

Very strong 

Within the immediate family ('Family and Neighbours'). 

For those prominent within small groups of friends, of similar 

age and sex, espeoially through informal aotivities and roles 

('Family and Neighbours,' 'Leisure'). 

strong 

For those attaining the limelight through aotivities sponsored by 

such organizations as the churches ('Religion'), the Friendly Sooieties 

( 'Health and Welfare'), and the Handsworth Woodhouse Co-operative 

Sooiety ('Work'). 

For those a t the Elementary Sohools (, Eduoa tion'). 

2. Community sentiment 

Very strong 

Within the inmediate family. Where grandparents lived in the local 

dis triot they were regarded by ohildren as virtually members of their 

own immediate family • 

.Amongst small groU18 of ohildren of similar age and often the 

same sex and, in the oase of top class families more exolusively olf 
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their own sooial strata, living with the same preoinot or nearby. 

Amongs t small groups of ohildren of similar age and often the same 

sex within the same olass at school. (There was of course a good deal 

of overlapping of activities in the oase of peer groups, for example 

where ohildren in the same olass at sohool also lived in olose proximity.) 

Amongst children at the Seoondary Sohool, mainly from the top and 

independent intermediate classes, at the level of the class and the 

Sohool, as a whole. However, it must be remenbered that the number of 

Woodhouse children attending the Seoondary Sohool was as yet oomparatively 

small, whilst the fact that the School was in its early pioneering days 

probably gave rise to a oonununal grouping rather stronger than would 

otherwise have been the oase. 

strong 

Amongst ohildren involved in activities run by such organizations 

as the churches, Friendly Sooieties and the Handsworth Woodhouse 

Co-operative Sooiety. 

Between chUdren from working and intermediate olass families and 

adult neighbours living in the same preoinot. 

Between children and members of the extended famUy living iri the 

local distriot. Children's links with relatives living outside 

,Woodhouse were muoh more tenuous. 
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Moderate 

Amongst children at the Elementary Schools at the level of the 

class. 

Between children from top class families and adult neighbours 

living in the same precinct. 

Amongs t children regularly a ttending the film shows at the Central 

Hall. Although comparatively short-lived, this activity is included 

simply because of its spontaneous popularity amongst children at this 

time. 

As young ci tiz ens of the Mother country of the British Empire. 

This was a communal sentiment inculcated mainly at school and was only 

manifest on particular occasions such as those mentioned in the Section 

on • Education. • 

Weak -
Amongst children at the Elementary Schools at the level of the 

School and with regard to their teachers. 



Women 

1. Solidarity and Significance 

Solidarity 

Very strong 

Within the immediate family ('Family and Neighbours ,). 

Amongst women from working and dependent intermediate class 

families living in the same precinct (, Family and Neighbours'). 

395. 

Amongst those regularly participating in the general life of the 

churches ('Religion'). 

Strong 

Amongst teachers at the Elementary Schools ('Education'). 

Amongst those participating regularly in particular organizations 

or groups associated with the churches ('Religion'), the Handsworth 

WoodhouseCo-operative Society ('Work'), or with various, notably 

independent int~ediete class and top class, political ('Government') 

or recreational (Golf Club, Tennis Club, etc.) ('Leisure') activities. 

Between women and members of the extended family ('Family and 

Neighbours'). 



Moderate 

Amongst women from independent intermediate and top class 

families living in the same precinct ('Family and Neighbours ,). 

Significance 

Very strong 

Within the inunediate family ('Family and Neighbours ,). 

For one or two very active on a voluntary basis, and very well 

known in the local district, as mid-wives, nurses, etc. ('Health 

and Welfare'). 
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For one or two very active and very prominent in the general life 

of the churches ('Religion'). 

--Strong 

For the few, mainly from. the intennediate class, earning a living 

outside the home ('Work'). 

For those from the working and intermediate classes with a 

reputation for readily offering neighbourly help to others living in 

the same preoinct or nearby ('Family and Neighbours,' 'Health and 

Welfare') • 

For the few active and prominent in particular organizations or 



groups associated with the churches ( t Religion') , the Handsworth 

Woodhouse Co-operative Society ('Work'), or with various political 

(, Government') or recreational ('Leisure') activities. 

2. Community sentiment 

Very strong 

397. 

Within the immediate family. For women of this era this was by 

far the most important communal grouping with which they were associated. 

Amongst women from working and dependent intermediate class families 

living in the same precinct and sometimes nearby. 

Amongst women involved in the general life of the churches. 

For one or two very active on a voluntary basis, and very well 

.. known in the local district as mid-wives, nurses, etc. especially amongst 

those whom they served. These women are included because they were 

amongst the comparative few who were able to find a very strong sense of 

community outside the home or precinct. 

stro:gg 

For the few, mainly from the intermediate class, earning a living 
.. 

outside the home, for example as teachers at the two Elementary Schools. 
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Amongst women involved in particular organizations or grou};6 

associated with the churches, the Handsworth Co-operative Society, or 

with various, notably independent and top class, political or 

recreational activities. 

Between women and members of the extended family. Community 

sentiment was normally strongest where relatives lived in the local 

district. 

Moderate 

Amongst women from independent intermediate and top class families 

living in the same precinct. 



Men -
1. Solidarity and significance 

Solidarity 

Ver:;r stron,g 

Most within the immediate family ('Family and Neighbours'). 

Amongst miners working regularly together in small teams or 

groups ('Work') • 

.Amongst teachers at the Secondary School ('Education') • 

399. 

.Amongst those regularly participating in the general life of the 

churches ('Religion'). 

Amongst those regularly participating in the general life of the 

public houses or clubs ('Leisure'). 

Amongst members of the Woodhouse Prize Band ('Leisure'). 

Strong 

Amongst active members of the Ambulance Classes ('Health and 

Welfare') • 

AmOngst teachers at the Elementary Schools ('Education'). 

Amongst those participating regularly in particular organizations 

or groups associated with the churches ('Religion'), the public houses 
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and clubs ('Leisure'), or with various other, notably independent 

intermediate class and top class, political ('Government') or recreat

ional (Golf Club, Tennis Club, etc.) ('Leisure) activities. 

Amongst railwaymen ('Work'). 

Amongst active members of the Friendly Societies ('Health and 

Welfare') • 

Amongst active members of the Woodhouse Tradesmen's Association 

and the Handsworth Woodhouse Co-operative Society ('Vlork'). 

Amongst miners at times of crisis in the pit or industry as a 

whole ('Work'). 

Amongst those regularly meeting, often informally, to gamble, and 

amongst those regularly going together to watch football in the extended 

district ('Leisure'). 

Moderate 

For a few, mainly from the working class, within the immediate 

family ('Family and Neighbours'). 

Between men from working and dependent intermediate class families 

and those living in the same precinct ('Family and Neighbours ,). 

Between men and members of the extended family ('Family and 

Neighbours') • 

Amongst miners in general ('Work'). 
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Weak -
Between men from independent intermediate and top class families 

and those living in the same precinct ('Family and Neighbours'). 

Significance 

VerY strong 

For men whose occupations placed them in the top class, especially 

amongst those with whom they worked ('Work'). 

For Handsworth Urban District Councillors ( , Goverrunent') • 

For those very active and very prominent in the general life of the 

churches ('Religion'). the public houses and clubs ('Leisure'). the 

Friendly Societies ('Health and Welfare'). and such organizations as 

the Woodhouse PriZe Band ('Leisure'). the Ambulance Classes ('Health 

and Welfare'). and the Handsworth Woodhouse Co-operative Society 

('Work') •. 

strong 

For those from the top and independent intermediate classes within 

the immediate family ('Family and Neighbours'). 

For those whose occupations placed them in the intermediate class, 

especially amongst those with whom they worked ('Work') • 

. For those active and prominent in particular organizations or 

groups associated with the churches ('Religion'). the public houses 



and clubs 

Leisure') , 

('Leisure'), the Friendly Societies (, Heal th and 

the lIandsworth Woodhouse Co-operative Society ( 'Work') , 

and within the Woodhouse Tradesmen's Association ('Work'), the 

Woodhouse Prize Band ('Leisure), the political associations ('Govern

ment'), and various other recreational groups ('Leisure'). 

For those successful in sporting organizations ('Leisure', 

'Religion') , in Ambulance Class examinations ( 'Heal th and Welfare'), 

or gambling ('Leisure'). 

For those with the reputation of offering good service to customers 

('Work'), of' being conscientious and hard workers ('Work'), or of being 

local district 'characters' ('Leisure' , 'Other Aspects of Woodhouse 

Life') • 

Moderate 

For those from the working and dependent intermediate classes 

within the immediate family ('Family and Neighbours'). 

For men whose occupations placed them in the working class, espec

ially amongst those with whom they worked ('Work'). 

2. Community sentiment 

Very strong 

For those men from the top and independent intermediate classes 

within the immediate family. 



Amongst teachers at the Secondary School. These were a very 

small group, and the fact that the School was in its early pioneering 

days probably produced a rather stronger sense of community than would 

otherwise have been the case. 

Amongst small teams or groups of miners working regularly 

together. 

Amongst men involved in the general life of the churches. 

Amongst men involved in the general life of the public houses 

and the clubs. 

For those whose occupations placed them in the top class, espec

ially amongst those with whom they worked. 

For Handsworth Urban District Councillors, especially when appear

ing as such amongst groups of residents on public occasions. Only 

one or two men were concerned here, the communal importance of their 

activities being particularly associated with official appearances 

outside the Council Chamber. 

Amongst members of the Woodhouse Prize Band. This was more than 

just another leisure activity, it was a Woodhouse institution of con

siderable reputation. 

For those ver.y aotive and ver.y prominent in the Frien~ Sooieties, 

the Ambulanoe Classes and the Handsworth Woodhouse Co-operative Socie~. 
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strong 

For those men from the dependent intermediate class and most of 

those from the working class within the immediate family. 

Amongst those involved in the Ambulance Classes. 

Amongst teachers at the two Elementary Schools. 

Amongst those involved in particular organizations or groups 

associated with the churches, the public houses or the clubs. 

Amongst the railwaymen. The Woodhouse railwaymen were a fairly 

small group but, for various reasons mentioned in the Section on 'Work', 

possessed a more than usual sense of corporate identity. 

Amongst those involved in the Friendly Societies. 

Amongst those involved in the Woodhouse Tradesmen's Association. 

This was quite a vigorous but comparatively short-lived organization. 

Amongst those involved in the Handsworth Woodhouse Co-operative 

Society. 

-
Amongst those, notably from the independent intermediate and top 

classes, involved in political associations or recreational activities 

not linked with previously mentioned organizations. 

For "those whose occupations placed them in the intermediate class, 



especially amongst those with whom they worked • 

.Amongst miners at times of crisis in the pit or industry. Miners 

were generally quick to pull together on such occasions, but equally 

quickly went their separate ways once the urgency of the moment had 

passed. 

Amongst those regularly gathering to gamble, especially in informal 

groups, and amongst those regularly going together to watch football 

matches in the extended district. 

For local district 'characters', particularly within their own 

circle of friends and acquaintances. 

Moderate 

For a few, mainly from the working class, within the immediate 

family. 

For those whose occupations placed them in the working class, 

especially amongst those with whom they worked. Many men's sense of 

conmwli.ty could be increased where they were well respected as con

scientious and hard workers. 

Between men from working and dependent intermediate class families 

and those living in the same precinct. 

Between men and members of the extended family. 

Amongst miners in general. 
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Between men from independent intermediate and top class families 

and those liv:iJ:lg in the same precinct. 



All residents 

1. Solidarity and significance 

Solidarity 

strong 

Amongst residents as residents, due to such fectors as the 

rQlative isolation and independence of Woodhouse, its physical lay-out 

and attractiveness, residents' appreciation of its history leading to a 

prized common heritage and symbolic place, the size of the population, 

length of residence leading to symbolic people, a shared stable cycle 

of local district events, a similar tempo of life, the ready availa

bility of news about fellow residents, frequent contact with other resi

dents in a variety of activities and roles, etc. ('Woodhouse 1912,' 

'Other Aspects of Woodhouse Life,' the opening part of this 'Oon

clusion,' etc.). 

Amongst those regularly shopping in the local district on Saturday 

evenings ('Work'). 

Amongst those actively participating in occasional events of a 

chari table nature ( 'Health and VI elfare' ) • 

Amongst those actively participating in popular annual events, such 

as the Feast ('Leisure'). 
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Amongst those actively participating in certain special events, 

such as the 1912 Miners' strike and relief operations ('Work'), and 

the 1912 Handsworth Urban District Council Elections ('Government'). 

From time to time, as citizens of Great Britain, and of the Mother 

Country of the British Empire ('Other Aspects of Woodhouse Life'). 

Significance 

Very strong 

For meuibers of the top class as such ('Other Aspects of Wood

house Life,' etc.). 

2. Conmunity sentiment 

strong 

Amongst residents as residents. This very large grouping em-

braced numerous exceptions, but the frequent occasions on which residents 

met each other over the years, their many interlocking relationships, 

and their sense of corporate identity, arising from those factors, men

tioned in preceding Sections, in general; gave rise to a strong sense 

of, community. 

Amongst those regularly shopping in the local district, especially 

on Saturday evenings. 



Amongst those involved in events of a charitable nature. These 

were only held occasionally, but were often times of considerable 

social activity. 

Amongst those involved in popular annual occasions. Of especial 

note here was the Feas t, which for many residents was their main 

holiday of the year_ 

Amongst those involved in certain special events. In 1912, the 

Udners' strike and the Handsworth Urban District Council Elections saw 

Woodhouse people engaged in corporate activity at an unusually vigorous 

level. 

As ci tiz ens of England and of the Mother Country of the British 

Empire. The sense of conmmity here was very much associated with 

.. the nation as such. It was espeoially manifest when particular events, 

as described in the Section on • Other Aspects of Woodhouse Life,' 

called it out. 

Moderate 

Amongst members of the top class as such. The sense of significance 

for individual top class families was often very strong, but very little 
•. 

sense of solidarity reduced their overall sense of cornnnmity considerably. 



The geographical context of conmunity as experienced by Woodhouse 
residents 

The home 

The home (as a place) was in 1912 one of the two geographical 
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uni ts of gras tes t communal importance to Woodhouse people. Here the 

woman, constantly at the centre of family affairs, found by far her, 

strongest sense of contnunity. The child also experienced a very 

strong sense of community here, but in his case another very important 

communal grouping, the peer group, mostly operated outside its walls. 

'!bough the man, with certain notable exceptions, was closely associated 

with his inmediate family, his sense of significance in this context was 

rather more limited. His sense of comrmmity was in fact discovered as 

much outside the home as within it. 

Th e precinct 

The precinct, especially where it was made up of tightly packed 

dwellings, was communally very important for the working class and 

dependent intermediate class woman. For women living in more spacious 

surroundings, parti~arly where houses were detached, the precinct gave 

rise to only a moderate or weak sense of community. The child fre-

quently found very close friends within its boundaries. For the man, 

the precinct was a much less important geographical unit, containing 

(the inunediate family apart) none of his main cammmal activities or 

relationships. 
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The short-range thoroughfare 

This geographical unit was normally of 'passing' conmunal 

value to residents; the woman going to shop,. the child going to 

school, the man going to work and so forth. But because 'passing' 

was usually on foot and occurred so frequently, it became in time a 

place where residents as residents were able, however casually, to 

give expression to the strong sense of comrmmity existing amongst 

them. On the other hand, the short-range thoroughfare could now and 

then be the scene of more than just passing contact, as when women 

s topped to chat for some time or when children played out in the 

street. Sometimes this geographical unit might gain a rather more 

fortuitous conmunal prominence, for example when a popular shop, a 

public house or sometimes a church happened to be sited 'on the 

corner.' 

The local district 

The local district was the other (with the home) geographical 

unit of greatest conmmal importance to residents. The man ranged 

moo t freely over this area, and here found a very strong or strong 

sense of community within numerous groups, especially those associated 

wi th the public hous es, the clubs, the churches and (where this lay 

inside the boundaries of the local die trict) his place of work. The 

woman traversed the local district less frequently, though she too 

would be out and about at least weekly doing the main shopping for the 

11" 'I 
,.1 
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family, visiting relatives living tn the area, or participating in 

activities run by such organizations as the churches. The child, 

other than the boy or girl who attended the Secondary School, tended 

to associate himself with either the West end or the East end of Wood-

house, in part because he went to school there and especially because 

his friends lived there. However, many children did venture further 

afield to participate in activities specially arranged for them by 
, 

the churches and other bodies. All residents eagerly shared in the big 

communal events of the year (and the special events occurring in 1912), 

whos e main catchment area was the local district as a whole. 

The long-range thoroughfare 

other than for t~e miners walking along the same routes each day 

to work in the nearby collieries and for the few residents who regu-

larly travelled into the city to pursue their occupations, this geo-

graphical unit was of minor coonnunal consequence. 

The extended district 

:Most of the collieries within which Woodhouse miners were employed 

lay in the extended dis trict (just beyond the borders of Woodhouse) and 

for these men this geographical unit'was thus communally very important. 

But, the miners apart, this area was of note mainly as the context of 

certain activities pursued by groups .fi:2m Woodhouse, rather than as a 

place within which comnnmal ties were es tablished and maintained with 
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non-residents. Woodhouse people, in small or larger groups, 

visited Sheffield fairly frequently to shop, find entertainment watch 

football, play sport, or to call on friends and relatives, amo~t 

other things. However, with the exception of the miners in relation 

to their work and certain members of the top class whos e social contacts 

were rather more widely scattered, the extended district did very little 

to extend the communal horizon of residents. 

Beyond the extended district 

The area stretching from the borders of the extended district up 

to the country as a whole was of only occasional conmunal importance to 

Woodhouse residents. Some did have close relatives living there whom 

they visited now and then, though more often :family reunions took place 

within Woodhouse at such times as Whitsuntide and the Feast. Some 

inhabitants were very interested in national politics and followed 

current affairs with concem and sympathy. lliough manifest only occasion-

ally, many Woodhouse people possessed a strong sense of conmunity as 

citizens of the Mother Country of the British Empire. However, none of 

the contacts made with those living outside the extended district were 

frequent enough, nor'links established tenacious enough to make this 

geographical unit communally very important forWoodhouse residents of 

this era. 
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In brief, it can be said that the majority of Woodhouse residents 

in 1912 found the geographical units discussed above falling in the 

following order of conmnmal importance :-

Home 

Local die trict 

Precinct !I[ 

Short-range thoroughfare 

Extended district 

Beyond the extended die trict 

Long-range thoroughfare 
I'''· 
i I 

!I[ For many women, especially :from the dependent intermediate class 

and the working class, the precinct was of greater communal importance 

than the local district as such_ 


